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Abstract 
The resem-cli presented here is in investigation into women s occupational 
choice with specific reference to women in male-dominated occLil)atiofls. Three 
main research areas are reviewed and evaluated : theories of occupmlonal 
choice in general; theories of worrien's occupational choice-, and theories 
pertaining to women's choice of and experiences in male-dominated occupations. 
An exploratory study was carried out into the gender-dominant occupational 
preferences of fernale and male students, using the theoretical framework of' 
Bandura's self-efficacy theory. The main finding of this Study was that self- 
efficacy expectations do not play a large part in explaining women's and nien's 
preference for gender-typical occupations and reluctance to consider gender- 
atypical occupations. The main study takes a more global approacli and 
investi(Tates N LMTe number of possible psychological and social determinants of 
women's occupational choice and entry into male-dominated occupations. The 
subjects in this piece of research were women employed in three types of male- 
dominated occupation : manual, non-manual; and transitional (occupations that 
are changing froni male-domination to gender-neutrality). A group of wornen 
in non-manual female-dommated OCCUpations was also included as a control 
group. The Subjects Participated in individual, semi-strLiCtUFCCI interviews and 
completed three questionnaires. The resulting data was SLIbjCCted to both 
quantjtativ(ý ýind qUalitative ýinalyses. Many diverse elements were found to 
InflUence wonicn's occupational choice. Differences between women in different 
types of inale-dorninated occupation, In the antecedents to their entry into a 
male-dorrinimed job and in then- experiences at work, are discussed. A model 
representing wornen's OCCLIpational choice, with partiCLIlai- reference to wolnen 
in maic-doni incited OCCLIpations, is proposed. Next the factors determining 
women's experiences in male-dorninmed areas of work are delineated. Finally 
SLIg(YC, StfOI1S for ftItLII-C research are put forward, and COnCILISIOns are drawn. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction and 
Overview of the Social Context 
of Women's Employment 
The research preseined in this thesis is an invest J tyi t ion into women Is 
OCCLIP', ItIOII. ll choice with specific reference to women in inýdc-doinirlatcd 
OCCLIpa t ions 1. The 111,1111 questions tile rescai-ch cndclVOLIrS to answer are as 
follow's : 
I What psychological and social fictors determine the type Of OCCLIPItlon 
,i worrian enters '. ) 
2 Are non-gender-specific theories of occupational cholce ade(Imite to 
explain WOlIlell'S OCCLIpational choice '? 
3 Do gendered theories of occupational cholce provide a satisfactory 
explanation of women's occupational choice '? 
4 Can existing theories be integrated to provide an all-encompassing 
model of women's OCCLIPItiOllit ChOICC or is it necessary to 
introduce IICW COF)CCptS OF theories to fUlly CXPIIlll women's 
I For definition and clarification of the main terms used 
in this thesis see Appendix A. 
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OCCLIPLItional choice '? 
5 What psychological and social factors cause a woman to undertake a 
male-dominated occupation, in particular ? 
6 When a woman works in a male-dominated occupation what is her 
experience in this type of employment, and which theories are 
best able to explain her experience ? 
7 Finally, do women in different types of male-dominated occupation 
differ in terms of the factors underlying their occupational 
choice and in terms of their experiences at work ? 
The questions outlined above are investigated taking a broadly psychological 
approach, although research from other disciplines, such as sociology, 
management studies, education al research and women's studies, is also drawn 
upoll. 
Women's employment today is influenced by, and is a reflection of, a large 
number of inter-connected economic, legislative, social and historical trends. 
The social context of women's employment is seldom mentioned in the 
psychological research literature, and when it is mentioned it typically remains 
unexamined, despite its undoubted influence. It is therefore important to place 
the present research within this wider context. Accordingly an overview of trends 
and issues pertinent to womeri's employment situation in the 1980's will be 
presented below. 
The present lahOLIr force position of women has not been reached through a 
continuous process which simply sped Lip during the last twenty or thirty years 
(Lindley, 1988). Indeed throughout the twentieth century the extent and nature 
of women's employment has fluctuated markedly. These changes are the result 
of multiple and interacting forces including both mipply factors such as women's 
availability for employment and demand factors like industry's need for women 
workers. 
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In the early years of the twentieth century a significant proportion of women 
were in paid employment - In 1911,34 per cent of women were employed 
(Hunt, 1988a) - however employment was largely confined to working class 
women. The outbreak of the First World War did not immediately result in an 
influx of women into the war industry or into jobs previously done by men who 
had gone to war. By 1918, the peak of the war effort, the proportion of the 
female population in employment had risen to 37 per cent (Marwick, 1977). 
Women entered jobs in transport, in factories and on the land which would 
previously have been designated men's work. There was also a considerable 
increase in the number of nurseries during World War One. 
The inter-war years witnessed a deterioration of women's position in the labour 
market and the percentage of women who were economically active fell to 32 
per cent (Hunt, 1988a). A marriage bar existed throughout public and private 
industry and the endemic unemployment of the 1930's took its toll on women 
as well as men. 
The Second World War brought about increases in female participation in the 
labour force. Compulsory registration for employment was introduced in 1941, 
conscripting women in certain age bands into military service or essential 
industry. Women went to work in traditionally male-dominated areas of 
employment such as the engineering industry, munitions production and 
agriculture. The proportion of women in employment during World War Two 
is estimated to be around 50 per cent (Hunt, 1988a). Nursery provision was 
increased seven-fold in just three years (Brannen & Moss, 1988). When the 
War was over the majority of the nurseries closed down. There was a shift to 
more negative social attitudes towards maternal employment. Many women 
wanted to start families now that their husbands had returned from military 
service. These and other factors led large numbers of women to return to the 
home. By 1947 the proportion of worrien in the labOUr force stood at 39 per 
II 
cent (Hunt, 1988a). 
Post war reconstruction initiated the economic boom of the 'fifties and 'sixties. 
Over these two decades the proportion of women in employment steadily 
increased. This increase is almost entirely due to an increase in part-time 
working by married women. 
In the 1970's three Acts were passed which had an important bearing on 
wornen's employment situation. The first of these was the Equal Pay Act which 
was passed in 1970 and came into force in 1975. This Act required men and 
women to be paid equally when they were doing the sarne or broadly similar 
work, or work which, as the result of a job evaluation, had been equally 
evaluated. The extent to which women benefitted from the Equal Pay Act has 
been limited because of the extent of occupational segregation (Hakim, 1981), 
because of actions taken by employers to minimize their obligations under the 
Act (Snell, 1986), and because only a limited number of female employees (25 
per cent) are covered by job evaluation schemes (Davidson, 1987). The average 
hourly pay of full-time female workers as a percentage of full-time male's hourly 
pay rose from 633 per cent in 1970 to peak at 74 per cent in 1976 to 1977. It 
has remained at that level or just below it ever since and in 1987 it stood at 73 
per cent (Equal Opportunities Commission, 1988; Main, 1988; Central Statistical 
Office, 1989). Following pressure from the European Community, the Trades 
Union Congress and the Equal Opportunities Commission, the Equal Pay Act 
was amended in 1984 to require equal pay for work of equal value. The 
number of equal pay for equal WIlUe claims that have been made since the 
amendment came into force is small and very few have so far been resolved. 
The second Act is the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 which made it illegal to 
discriminate on the grounds of sex in ernployment, education and the provision 
of services. It outlaws both direct and indirect discrimination, the latter being 
where certain requirements or conditions of employment exist such that the 
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proportion of women who can comply with them is considerably smaller than 
the proportion of men who can and that these conditions or requirements 
cannot be shown to be justified. The Act does have certain important 
exclusions. For example, the Aimed Forces are exempt from the Act, and this 
limits women's access to some civilian occupations because the forces provide 
an important training ground for certain occupations, such as commercial airline 
piloting (Thynne, 1987). The Act also excludes employment in religious posts 
where the doctrine of the religion requires such posts to be limited to one sex. 
There is, however, an ongoing debate over the ordination of women. Women 
have been prohibited from working in underground mines since the 1840's and 
the Sex Discrimination Act has an exclusion clause allowing this prohibition to 
continue. However the Employment Bill being debated in Parliament at the 
time of writing seeks to permit women to work at the coal face. Also excluded 
are jobs which involve duties outside the UK in a country who's laws or customs 
are such that the duties could not effectively be performed by a woman. 
Another exemption in the Act allows private clubs such as golf clubs and other 
sporting and social institutions to discriminate against women. This means that 
women are excluded from the informal networking which can take place in 
these institutions which may restrict their career opportunities. 
The third Act to come into force in the 'seventies is the Employment Protection 
Act 1976 which introduced the maternity pay fund and established the right to 
maternity leave. However the Act imposed a highly restrictive qualifying 
condition for maternity leave which requires women to have worked for at least 
two years full-time or five years part-time with the same employer. Research 
indicates that as many as 46 per cent of women are ineligible for maternity 
leave (Daniel, 1981). Britain is the only country in the European Community 
which does not give all women the statutory right to maternity leave (Phillips, 
19s8b) 
The 'seventies saw a continuing increase in the number of wornen in 
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employment. This increase was partly attributable to lower birth rates and the 
rise in the average age at which wornen have children (see below), and was 
partly due to the large numbers of married women taking Lip part-time 
employment. Indeed between 1971 and 1987 the proportion of married women 
in employment rose from 47 per cent to 60 per cent (Central Statistical Office, 
1989), and whilst, in 1971 female part-time employees accounted for 13 per cent 
of all employees, by 1987 this figure had risen to 20 per cent (Central Statistical 
Office, 1989). 
The 'seventies was a decade marked by recession and unemployment, which 
continued into the 'eighties. The oil crisis of the early 1970's precipitated the 
recession of 1973 to 1975, which was followed by modest recovery to 1979. The 
early 'eighties saw a return of recession. By the end of the 1970's the rate of 
women's labour force participation had levelled off and the rate of 
unemployment amon women was increasing (Martin & Roberts, 1984b). In 9 
1985,66 per cent of all women were economically active (Equal Opportunities 
Commission, 1988). Overall, unemployment in Great Britain peaked in 1986 at 
over three million and has since showed a slow decline (Central Statistical 
Office, 1989). Official unemployment in 1987 stood at 11.9 per cent for men 
and 7.3 per cent for women. This appears to suggest that women have been 
less affected by unemployment than men. However, when the figures are 
adjusted to include estimated unregistered unemployment, the rate for women 
stands at 13.1 per cent, higher than the equivalent male rate of 12.7 per cent 
(calculated froin figures in Equal Opportunities Commission, 1988). Also, as 
Marilyn Davidson (1987) points out, throughout Europe women constitute 41 
per cent of Europe's unemployed, which means that more wornen are out of 
work than men in proportion to their share of the total workforce. 
Economic changes other than recession have also had an effect on women's 
employment situation. Over the last few decades there has been a decline in 
manufacturing industry, coupled with a expansion of service industries, in which 
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the majority of women are employed, particularly in part-time work. Another 
important economic trend is the rise in self-employment, the so-called enleipl4se 
culture. Rates of self-employment were relatively stable during the seventies, 
but rose sharply, by over one million, between 1979 and 1988 (Central Statistical 
Office, 1989). Women now account for a quarter of Britain's self-employed, and 
while male self-employment has increased by 30 per cent since 1981, female 
self-employment has surged by 70 per cent (Hague, 198Sa). Indeed in 1987 
women started 42 per cent of Britain's new businesses (Peters, 1988). 
Changes in childbearing and family life have also played a significant part in the 
rise of female employment. The introduction of the contraceptive pill in the 
early 1960's allowed women a high degree of control over their fertility, and 
according to Rosalind Miles (1985) "radically reshaped the lives of women in 
ways unknown to history". The passing of the 1967 Abortion Act gave women 
further freedom to plan and limit their childbearing. Over the past few decades 
there has been a decrease in the size of families. This has been accompanied 
by a rise in the average age at which a woman has her first child, a trend which 
I. s particularly pronounced for wornen in social classes 1,11 and III(N) (Werner, 
1984; Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 1987) and among highly 
educated women (Kiernan & Diamond, 1,983). The rising divorce rate has also 
had an influence on female employment. At present around one in three 
marriages ends in divorce. In 1986 14 per cent of dependent children lived in 
one-parent families (Central Statistical Office, 1989), which is almost twice the 
proportion tfitat did so in 1972. SLX out of seven of these one-parent families 
are headed by women (Rii-nmer, 1988). Whilst single mothers are only as likely 
as other mothers with similar aged children to be in employment, if they are 
employed it is inore likely to be full-time than part-time (Martin & Roberts, 
1984b). Also they are almost twice is likely as other mothers to be working 
over forty hours a week (Rimmer, 1988). 
The Women's Movement has been another social force that has influenced 
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women's employment situation in important ways. The emergence of the so- 
called second wave of feminism in the 1960's acknowledged and legitimated 
many womens' discontent in the role of housewife (Friedan, 1963; Gavron, 1968; 
Oakley, 1974). It allowed women to question their exclusion from the workforce 
and, for some women, was the mobilising force behind their return to 
employment. The Women's Movement also played a major role in bringing 
about legislative changes such as the Sex Discrimination Act and the Abortion 
Act which ameliorated wornen's position in the workforce. 
The last few decades have also seen a significant shift in attitudes towards 
women at work. The work of John Bowlby (1951,1953) and others during the 
fifties was part of the prevailing ideology which asserted that wornen's place was 
in the horne. There is evidence that social attitudes have changed since then 
and that women, and to a lesser extent men, now accept that women have a 
place in the labour market. In 1965,78 per cent of people thought that a 
married woman with pre-school age children ought not to be in paid 
employment, but in 1987 the proportion supporting this notion had fallen to 45 
per cent (Jowell et al., 1989). In addition, a Europe-wide survey of men and 
women's attitudes in relation to women's rights to work and women working in 
non-traditional roles showed a shrinking of discriminatory attitudes since 1975. 
In 1983 the majority of men and women would trust a woman just as much as 
a man in the role of member of parliament, surgeon, lawyer or bus driver 
(Commission of the European Communities, 1984) 
Various bodies have influenced women's current employment situation, including 
trade unions, employers, local and national government and the European 
courts. 
The Trade Union Movement has made a contribution to the bettering of 
women's employment situation. Trade unions have supported women bringing 
equal pay cases, or facing sexual harassment. In recent years the Trades Union 
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Congress has passed resolutions and adopted policies which are progressive in 
terms of women's equality. However research indicates that union practices at 
local level often bear little or no relation to policies at national level and that 
women often feel that their unions are not interested in issues of importance to 
women (Charles, 1986). In addition the extent of women's trade union 
participation is still below that of men. In the Women and Employment Study, 
51 per cent of full-time workers and just 28 per cent of part-time workers 
belonged to a union (Martin & Roberts, 1984b). These researchers found a 
definite association between union representation and better pay, job benefits, 
training and promotion opportunities for women, although whether or not this 
was a causal association has yet to be established. Furthermore, even in unions 
with a predominantly female membership women are consistently under- 
represented in governing bodies, for example in the Taylor and Garment 
workers union (U. N. T. G. W. ) 92 per cent of the membership is female but only 
33 per cent of executive members are women and women make up just 19 per 
cent of its full-time officials (Coote & Kellner, 1980). It is argued that women's 
lack of participation in union activities can be explained by the difficulties 
women face in adding union responsibilities onto their double day of paid work 
and domestic labour and by sexism within unions (Maroney, 1986). 
In recent years a number of employers have been taking actions aimed at 
furthering equality for women. Some have introduced career break schemes 
allowing women and men to take unpaid breaks while they are bringing up 
children with the right to return to the same level of employment. Some 
schemes allow parents to return part-time. When these schemes were initially 
introduced they tended to be restricted to high-grade staff only, but some have 
recently been extended to include all levels of staff. A small number of 
employers provide workplace nurseries, or subsidise the cost of nursery care. 
A few employers also run aware ness-raising seminars to help combat 
discrimination against women. A number of companies now employ an Equal 
Opportunities Manager to carry out positive action programmes. Such 
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programmes might involve analyzing the gender and racial composition of the 
workforce, examining job definitions and requirements, recruitment advertising 
and recruitment procedures; looking at the application forms, tests and 
inter-views used in the selection process; investigating training, prornotion and 
part-time work opportunities and careful monitoring of the programme (Robarts 
el al., 1982). There is some debate over the effectiveness of equal opportunities 
policies with some researchers arguing that in many instances their effect is 
minimal (Aitkenhead, 1987; Aitkenhead & Gorman, 1988). 
Local government has also played a part in widening the work opportunities of 
women. Local authorities were amongst the first employers to introduce 
positive action programmes and a substantial proportion of the workplace 
nurseries in the country are to be found in local authorities. Some local 
authorities have been active in setting up women-only training courses in areas 
of work where women are under-represented. Such courses often provide 
trainees with a training allowance and free childcare facilities. 
Obviously national Government has played a major role with regard to women's 
employment. As well as passing the Acts referred to above and their 
amendments, the Government has influenced the availability of further and 
higher education and of training opportunities (see below). It has introduced 
a series of bills which have threatened and eroded maternity rights, so that 
fewer women are entitled to return to their previous employment following 
childbirth. In 1984 the Government ruled that subsidised workplace nurseries 
were a taxable benefit. It also appears to have ruled out the possibility of 
introducing tax relief on childcare costs generally. The level of financial support 
given to the Equal Opportunities Commission limits or facilitates the extent of 
its activities. The Government's other modes of influence include the level of 
state childcare provision and nursery education; its support for initiatives such 
as Women into Science and Engineering Year; cutbacks in health and social 
services which have further burdened women caring for elderly or disabled 
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relatives (Hunt, 1988b) and may consequently affect their availability for 
employment. Also its directives on sub-contracting out health service and local 
authority services to private contractors which, it has been argued, typically leads 
to a deterioration in pay and working conditions for the many women who work 
in such services (Coyle, 1986). 
Over the last two decades there has been a steady development of policy and 
legislation at the level of the European Community on the subject of women's 
rights in employment. Some of the ways in which European rulings have 
affected women in Britain have been discussed above, such as equal pay for 
work of equal value and the equalisation of retirement age. It has also forced 
the Government to change the law so that married women who are caring for 
elderly or disabled relatives and hence unable to undertake paid work are 
entitled to receive the Invalid Care Allowance. However, the European calling 
for universal paternity leave has been blocked by the British Government. To 
conclude, whilst European law has it limitations and has been criticised for 
being handed down frorn aboi)e (Hoskyns, 1986) it is nonetheless a useful tool 
in the quest for equality for women. 
Looking to the future, the main factor that will affect women's employment 
situation is the dramatic drop of 25 per cent in the number of school leavers 
that is predicted to occur by 1993 (Woman in View, 1988), the so-called 
Demographic Time Bomb. The number of young workers (aged under 25) is 
pr Jected to fall by 1.2 million between 1987 and 1995, but the labour force in oj 
general is expected to rise by up to 1.75 million in that time (Central Statistical 
Office, 1989; Clement, B., 1989). Women are expected to take two-thirds of the 
net increase in jobs (Felton, 1988), and this increase in female employment will 
occur for both part-time and full-time employment (Hague, 1988b). Already 
there are quite severe skill shortages in some areas of employment, particularly 
in the engineering, computing, accountancy and nursing professions, and for 
skilled machinists, fitter-mechanics and welders (Central Statistical Office, 1989). 
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Existing rises in part-time employment and self-employment are predicted to 
continue into the 'nineties as are relatively high levels of unemployment 
(Clement, B., 1989). The increasing use of information technology and 
computerisation is also expected to affect the worklives of many men and 
women. It has been suggested that computer technology will allow large 
numbers of people to work at home, remote from their employing organisations. 
Opinion is divided as to whether this so-called new technology will be beneficial 
or detrimental to women workers. Some see this move as being beneficial to 
women who want to combine work and family commitments and lead a home- 
centred life-style Joynbee, 1985). But others have pointed out that those 
undertaking this type of employment may well suffer from all the disadvantages 
of traditional homeworkers, such as isolation, lack of employment rights and 
protection, and low pay relative to in-firm employees (Allen & Wolowitz, 1986). 
Some hoped that new technology, because it is a new area of employment and 
because it eliminates the physically demanding nature of some types of work, 
would help to break down occupational segregation. However this does not 
appear to be the case. Gender segregation is still rife in many industries 
following computerisation (Game & Pringle, 1983; Cockburn, 1985), and, owing 
to greater technological knowledge , ind training, the new job opportunities in 
the cornputing field are being appropriated by men (Huggett et al., 1985). See 
Chapter Four for further discussion. 
Domestic factors, most notably having children, but also marriage, housework, 
and caring for elderly or disabled relatives, play a crucial role in women's 
working lives. Indeed Brannen and Moss state that 
Family 1ýfe and molheiliood are ... at the heart of women's inatetial 
inequality both within the fiamily and the public world beyond. 
(Brannen & Moss, 1988) 
In 1985 56 per cent of women with dependent children were economically active 
(35 per cent part-time and 17 per cent full-time). Thirty two per cent of those 
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with children aged two or under were economically active (19 per cent part- 
time, 6 per cent full-time) (Equal Opportunities Commission, 1988). The most 
important determinant of whether a woman is economically active and whether 
she works full- or part-time is the presence of children and the age of the 
youngest child, with a woman being less likely to be employed if she has a child 
under the age of five (Martin & Roberts, 1984b). The number of children a 
wornan has has no effect on whether she is employed unless she has more than 
three children, in which case she is less likely to be employed (Martin & 
Roberts, 1984b). Another important trend is that women are returning to work 
more quickly following childbirth, for example Martin & Roberts (1984b) found 
that the median time of return to employment after the latest birth had fallen 
from around seven and a half years to just over three and as half years over the 
period 1950 to 1976. They also found evidence of an increasing trend for 
women to return to work between births. At present only a small proportion 
of women, around five per cent (Brannen, 1986), take maternity leave and 
return to work within six months or less after a birth, and evidence suggests that 
this quick return to full-time work is largely confined to women in non-manual 
occupations (Rowland, 1981). There is, however, some evidence that this 
pattern of work may be followed by a significant proportion of women in the 
future since Martin and Roberts (1984b) found that 27 per cent of young 
childless women envisaged working throughout their childbearing years by taking 
maternity leave. 
The lack of high-quality, affordable childcare facilities is seen by several 
researchers as an important factor in limiting women's participation in the 
workforce, and in confining women to part-time employment (Brannen & Moss 
1988; Phillips, 1988a, b). Indeed studies have shown that many more women 
would enter employment if adequate childcare was available (Martin & Roberts, 
1984a, Phillips, 1988b). In Britain fainily-based childcare predominates, with the 
child's father looking after the children most frequently and with grandmothers 
being the second most frequent source of childcare. There is a paucity of other 
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types of childcare. For every thousand children under the age of five there are 
just nine local authority nursery places, eight private nursery places, registered 
childminders provide places for 40, and nannies and other private carers add 
only another eight places (Clement, B., 1988). There is even less provision for 
school-age children (Hague, 1989). This reliance on family-based childcare 
means that many women have to do evening or nightwork as this is the time 
when their partners are most often available to look after the children. Indeed 
Martin and Roberts (1984b) found that 38 per cent of employed mothers with 
children Linder five worked in the evenings and six per cent worked at night. 
Research indicates that even when women work full-time marry still shoulder the 
majority of the childcare responsibilities. For example Martin and Roberts 
(1984a) found that 29 per cent of married women in full-time paid employment 
reported that they carried out the majority or all of the childcare duties. 
Indeed Charlie Lewis (1986a) concludes that "Changes in paternal involvement 
have been smaller and more complex than contemporary authors have 
suggested". Peter Moss (1980) has shown that fathers of young children tend 
to work longer hours than childless men, which consequently leaves them with 
less time to spend with their children. In addition, when children are ill it is 
usually the inother rather than the father who takes time off work to care for 
them (Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 1982). Parents in Britain, 
unlike those in most European countries, have no statutory right to take time 
off to look after sick children, although around 9 per cent of employers 
voluntarily provide tirne off if a child is ill (Brarmen & Moss, 1988). 
In the past women typically left employment upon marriage, but this is no 
longer the case. Martin and Roberts (1984b) found that marital status had no 
effect on whether a woman was employed or not, but that it was an important 
determinant of whether a woman worked full- or part-time. Married women, 
with or without children, are significantly more likely to work part-time than 
non-married women with or without children, when other factors are held 
constant (Martin & Roberts, 1984b). Research has shown that the majority of 
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husbands of employed women tolerate or support their wives going out to work, 
but typically with the proviso that their wives' employment should not interfere 
or conflict with their own work or domestic life (Martin & Roberts, 1984b). In 
the Women and Employment Survey (Martin & Roberts, 1984a) 20 per cent of 
women reported that their husbands' employment situation affected their own, 
mainly in that the long hours a husband worked limited the hours the wife could 
work or prevented her from working altogether. Marriage also affects women's 
working lives in other ways. For example certain jobs, require quite a high 
degree of spouse participation (Fowlkes, 1980; Finch, 1983; Callan & Ardener, 
1984). Other jobs, such as those in the Forces, the diplomatic service or some 
executive jobs, require frequent relocation which can have an adverse effect on 
the spouse's career (Urban, 1988). The issue of geographical mobility can also 
be problernatic for married women when it is their own job that demands it 
(Deitch & Sanderson, 1987). In 1985 the Equal Opportunities Commission 
conducted an investigation into the Leeds Permanent Building Society's mobility 
requirements which were found to be a form of indirect sex discrimination. 
Another drawback of marriage is the negative image of married women held by 
some managers. The difficulties inherent in combining marriage and a career 
may explain the finding that professional women such as managers are far less 
likely to be married compared to their male counterparts (Davidson, 1987). 
In addition to marriage and children, housework is another domestic factor 
which may influence women's employment prospects. Recent evidence in Social 
Trends indicates that women still carry out the majority of household tasks, even 
when they are in full-time employment (Jowell et al., 1989). Martin and 
Roberts, (1984a) found that 73 per cent of women reported that they did all or 
most of the housework. There is some evidence that even this may be an 
underestimate of the extent to which the burden Off housework is undertaken 
by women because when the women were asked in detail about household tasks 
many women who gave long lists of what they did and whose husbands 
appeared to do relatively little of this work, nevertheless claimed that the 
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housework was shared equally (Martin & Roberts, 1984a). Males tend to 
underestimate the amount of domestic work and overestimate their contribution 
to it (Miles, 1985), and when men do perform housework they tend to do the 
more creative and non-routine tasks (Oakley, 1981b; Gershuny & Thomas, 
1982). This disparity in the amount of housework undertaken is reflected in the 
fact that men who work full-time have, on average, around ten hours more 
leisure time per week than full-time employed women (Central Statistical Office, 
1989). 
The final domestic constraint on women is one which has only recently been 
recognised and docurnented, and that is caring for elderly or disabled relatives. 
One adult in seven is currently an elderly or disabled relative at home (Hicks, 
1988). Most of these carers are elderly or middled-aged women looking after 
parents or partners. Roughly one in four of carers are men (Hunt, . 1988b). 
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per cent of the women in the Women and Employment Study (Martin & 
Roberts, 1984a) were carers. Over the period 1965 to 1980 there has been a 
statistically significant increase in the number of women below retirement age 
who are carers (Hunt, 1988b). There is evidence that caring has an effect on 
women's worklives, for example carers are more likely than others to work part- 
tirne, 12 per cent of employed carers felt that the work they did or the hours 
they worked had been affected by their caring responsibilities and 23 per cent 
of non-employed carers said that they were prevented from getting paid work 
because they had to look after their elderly or disabled relative (Martin & 
Roberts, 1984a). Present government policy is directed towards providing care 
for the elderly -and infirm by the community and this will have the effect of 
placing a greater burden of caring on women. The changing age structure of 
the British population - the population aged over 85 is predicted to increase 
by 46 per cent over the decade 1981 to 1991, and to increase by a further 25 
per cent in the following decade (Hunt, 1988b) - means that an increasing 
number of women will have their worklives interrupted by caring duties. 
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Part-time employment plays a particular part in the lives of women, especially 
women with dependent children. Whilst part-time employment allows women 
to spend more time with their children or on domestic responsibilities, it has 
several major drawbacks. Firstly it is typically less well-paid than equivalent full- 
time employment. Secondly part-time workers are afforded far fewer 
employment rights than full-time workers (Sarler, 1988). Thirdly part-time 
employment is often associated with downward occupational mobility (Elias, 
1988). In the Women and Employment Survey 45 per cent of women returning 
to a part-time job after childbearing experienced downward mobility, and the 
longer a woman is out of the labour market, the more likely she is to return to 
a lower level occupation (Martin & Roberts, 1984b). Similarly Peter Elias 
(1988) reports that in 1981 5.9 per cent of women working part-time in personal 
service occupations such as waitress, barmaid, kitchen assistant, cleaners, and 
counterhands had teaching qualifications and 7.9 per cent had nursing 
qualifications. A fourth disadvantage of part-time employment is that part-time 
women workers tend to shoulder the brunt of the housework to virtually the 
same extent as those who are not employed, whereas the partners of women 
working full-time make a somewhat greater contribution. This has led some 
researchers to conclude that women with part-time jobs have "the worst of both 
worlds" (Jowell et al., 1989). 
One particular form of part-time work that should be mentioned is job-sharing, 
a way of working which is slowly becoming more wide-spread. Job sharers 
share one job, but unlike other part-time workers, typically retain their full-time 
status in terms of pay and entitlements to sick-pay, maternity leave and pension 
benefits. At present 3,760 civil servants and about 2,000 local authority workers 
share jobs (Phillips, 1989) 
Horneworking (paid employment carried out in domestic prernises) is another 
type of employment that women undertake to fit in with domestic 
responsibilities. Between 1.1 and 2.8 per cent of economically active people 
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are homeworkers (Hakim, 1984; Allen & Wolkowitz, 1986), the vast majority of 
whom are women. This way of working may conjure Lip a unages of work 
autonorny, flexible hours, more time to spend with one's children, a reduction 
of work pressure and a less stressful day, but the reality, for the majority of 
homeworkers, is very different. Research indicates that horneworkers obligations 
to an employer are, if anything, more constrained than those who go out to 
work, so that hours, pace and quality of work are effectively controlled by the 
employer. Because there is no spatial separation horneworkers paid and unpaid 
labour this intensifies, rather than reduces, the pressures of both waged work 
and unpaid domestic labour, the so-called double day (Allen & Wolkowitz, 
1986). Horneworkers also typically receive low wages and have very limited 
employment protection. 
For further discussion of domestic factors and their role in influencing women's 
occupational decisions see Chapter Three. 
Occupational segregation by sex is a prominent feature of employment in 
Britain. A study by Audrey Hunt (1975) found that one fifth of establishments 
did not ernploy men and women on the same work. Another study carried out 
in 1979 found that two-thirds of all jobs were single-sex at establishment level 
(McIntosh, 1980). Similarly Martin and Roberts (1984a) found that 63 per cent 
of women were in jobs done only by women in their workplace. They found 
that the men in their study were even more markedly segregated from women 
than the women were from men, with 80 per cent of men being in men-only 
occupations (Dex, 1986). Occupational segregation is more in evidence in low- 
level occupations than in higher-level occupations (Martin & Roberts, 1984a). 
It is also a particular feature of part-time employment. Hakim (1979,1981) has 
studied the extent of occupational segregation over the twentieth century and 
concluded that occupational segregation has not changed very much; that men 
have made some inroads into traditionally female areas of employment, but the 
reverse has not occurred to the same extent; and that occupational segregation 
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declined during the 1970's until the end of that decade which saw women's 
position deteriorate as a result of recession. In the 1980's, after some 
movement towards desegregation, the situation has become static (Hunt, 1988a). 
In Britain there is a high concentration of female workers in a very limited 
number of occupations. For example of all full-time women workers 42 per 
cent are employed in clerical and related occupations and 19 per cent are in 
professional and related occupations in health, education and welfare. Women 
working part-time are particularly concentrated in the Occupational category, 
catering, cleaning, hairdressing and other personal set-vices, and in selling 
(Davidson, 1987). Overall 77 per cent of female full-time workers and 90 per 
cent of female part-time workers work within four categories of employment : 
clerical, personal services, selling, and education/health/welfare (Equal 
Opportunities Commission, 1986a). Several research studies have been carried 
out investigating these female-dominated areas of employment, such as clerical 
and secretarial work (McNally, 1979; Valli, 1985; Lowe, 1987; Pringle, 1989); 
nursing (Skevington, 1984); and teaching (Trotman, 1984; Al-Khallfa, 1988). 
Women are substantially under-represented in many occupational fields, 
including science, engineering, management, information technology, finance and 
the manual trades. Over the past few decades women have made some inroads 
into these areas but the 1980's saw a slowing down or even a reversal of this 
trend. For example the Institute of Directors report that whilst 9.7 per cent of 
full-time positions in senior management were held by women in 1975, this 
figure had fallen to 6.2 per cent by 1985 (Times, 1986). Other commentators 
claim that the position of women in computing has deteriorated in recent years 
(Arthur, 1988). For further discussion of women in male-dominated areas of 
employment see Chapter Four. 
Certain occupations, most notably medicine and law, whilst still being male- 
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dominated overall, have seen a large influx of women at entry level in recent 
years. For example around half of all medical students are women and more 
than half of the passes in the 1988 Bar examinations went to women (Peters, 
19S8). Women's greater presence at entry level does not, however, guarantee 
an increased number of women at higher levels in the occupation (Hansen, 
1989). Occupations like these, in which more than two-thirds of workers 
overall Lire male, but less than two-thirds of those currently entering the 
Occupation are male, are termed Transitional occupations, and are investigated 
as a separate category in the present research. 
International comparisons can help to illuminate the women's employment 
situation in Britain. International perspectives are also important because a 
large proportion of the existing research literature emanates from countries 
other than Britain, in particular from the USA. Therefore a brief description 
of the employment situation of women in Europe, the United States, and the 
USSR will follow. 
Throughout Western Europe women make up between a quarter and a third of 
the workforce, with Finland having the highest percentage of any European 
Country with nearly half the labour force being female (Davidson, 1987). Pre- 
school childcare provision is generally better in Europe than in Britain. For 
example 90 per cent of Italian children are in nurseries, usually for more than 
seven hours a day by the age of three (Phillips, 1988b). The proportion of 
women with children under five who are in employment is 52 per cent in 
Belgium, 73 per cent in Denmark, but only 29 per cent in the UK (Brannen & 
Moss, 1988). All E. C. countries except Britain have statutory maternity leave 
that extends to -all women. All EC countries except Britain provide a period of 
paternity leave following childbirth for all or substantial parts of the workforce. 
Some, like Sweden, also provide paid leave to care for sick children. 
Occupational segregation varies throughout Europe and some countries are less 
seu, rented with regard to certain areas of employment than is the UK. For 
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example 15 per cent of engineering students in higher education in France are 
fernale; the corresponding figure for Scandinavia being 25 per cent (compared 
to around ten per cent in Britain) (Rufford, 1988). 
Women's employment situation in the USA differs in important ways from that 
of women in Britain. Firstly legislation outlawing sex discrimination has a longer 
history dating back to the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Subsequent amendments and 
titles have extended its range and coverage. The greater powers of the US's 
Equal Employment Opportunities Commission; American legislation permitting 
class actions which has led to settlements involving thousands of employees; the 
greater prevalence of Affinnative Action Prograinines; and the requirement that 
firms having or wanting federal contracts must institute such programmes result 
in the USA being a more aggressive pursuer of equal Opportunities for women 
than Britain (Dex & Shaw, 1988). Occupational segregation is nonetheless rife 
in the United States, with approximately 75 per cent of all women being 
employed in only five occupational groups - clerical/secretarial, nursing, 
household worker, service employee and elementary school teacher (Terborg, 
1985). Over the period 1950 to 1979 the proportion of women carpenters in 
the US increased from 0.2 to just 1.3 per cent, and there was a similarly small 
increase in women engineers, from 1.2 to 2.9 per cent (Larwood & Guteck, 
1984), although 20 per cent of engineering students -are female (Rufford, 1988). 
Whilst 31 per cent of administrators and managers in the US are women 
(Larwood & Gutek, 1984) (compared to 20 cent of in the UK), the percentage 
of senior fernale executives is still very small (Davidson, 1987). The United 
States were initially more occupationally segregated than the UK but 
desegregation has occurred at a faster rate in the US and by 1961 had 
overtaken Britain in its progress towards desegregation (Hakim, 1979). But, as 
in Britain, the 1980's saw a levelling-off of desegregation and sorne researchers 
even report that sex segregation in America is now on the increase (Mitchell, 
1986). In terms of equal pay the US has fared very poorly. In 1979 American 
women earned 58.9 per cent of the median income for men, which is actually 
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less than in 19339 when the figure stood at 60.8 per cent (Terborg, 1985). It is 
also important to note that Britain and the US differ in terms of childcare and 
maternity leave. Since 1954 employed parents in the USA have received tax 
concessions for expenses incurred in childcare covering up to 20 per cent of 
childcare costs. Whilst employed mothers in the US are in a better position 
than their British counterparts with regard to the taxation of childcare costs, 
they are worse off when it comes to maternity leave. The USA does not have 
any legal requirements concerning maternity leave, although a small proportion 
of employers voluntarily provide paid and unpaid leave (Dex & Shaw, 1988). 
Dex and Shaw (1988) have compared the working patterns of women in the US 
and UK. They found that whilst British women in their forties and fifties were 
somewhat more likely to be employed than their American counterparts, 
amongst younger wornen in their late twenties and early thirties American 
wornen were much more likely to be in employment than British women, the 
difference in their employment rates being around 20 per cent. Another 
difference is that for British women part-time employment is something they 
typically take up after childbirth. American women, on the other hand, tend to 
work part-time during their younger years, usually in conjunction with finishing 
their education, rather than after having children. The final difference to be 
considered is that on average American women have a much earlier return to 
employment after childbirth, with one quarter of US women returning within a 
year compared to approximately one-eighth of British women. 
The Soviet Union provides the final international comparison. The USSR has 
the highest rates of female labour force participation of any industrial society 
with over 87 per cent of women engaged in full-time employment or study 
(Lapidus, 1988) and women constitute 51 per cent of the workforce (Attwood 
& McAndrew, 1984). Occupational segregation in the USSR follows a different 
pattern. For example 95 per cent of statisticians, 85 per cent of accountants, 
82 per cent of economists and planners, 77 per cent of dentists, 74 per cent of 
physicians, and 40 per cent of engineers are female (Attwood & McAndrew, 
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1984). However more than 80 per cent of food and textile workers are women; 
over 90 per cent of garment workers are female (Lapidus, 1988). Although 
patterns of occupational segregation differ from those in Britain, female labour 
in the USSR is still subject to highly discernible patterns of horizontal and 
vertical segregation (Attwood & McAndrew, 1984). It is also true that in areas 
where women predominate these occupations are low-status and wages are 
below average. In fact female earnings in the Soviet Union are between 65 and 
70 per cent of male earnings (Lapidus, 1988). Another barrier to women's 
equality in the USSR is men's lack of involvement in housework and childcare. 
Soviet women do around 28 hours of housework a week, whilst their partners 
do just 12 hours on average and men in the USSR have 50 per cent more 
leisure time than women (Lapidus, 1988). 
Returning now to the Situation in Britain, we will now look at education because 
gender inequalities in ernployment result in part from inequalities in education. 
The Sex Discrimination Act covers educational establishments, so in theory girls 
and boys should receive similar educational experiences. However this is not 
the case. In 1988 an Equal Opportunities Commission investigation found that 
six schools in West Glamorgan unlawfully discriminated against girls and boys 
by denying them equal access to craft subjects (Crequer, 1988). When provision 
is equal the sexes tend to choose to study different subjects when they make 
their option choices at age fourteen. For example just six per cent of technical 
drawing passes, 27 per cent of computer studies passes and 28 per cent of 
physics passes at GCE O-level were gained by girls, whereas in cookery a 
massive 97 per cent of passes went to girls (Equal Opportunities Commission, 
1986b). At A-level sex segregation becomes yet more pronounced. New 
initiatives such as the Technical and Vocational Education Initiative (T. V. E. I. ) 
which specifically set out to be non-sex-stereotyped have failed in that boys and 
girls typically follow different courses, study different subjects and are allocated 
largely stereotypic tasks during work placements (Independent, 1988). 
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It has been argued that a core curriculum would help to counteract pupil's 
reluctance to choose gender-atypical subjects. However, the recently introduced 
National Cim-iculum, is unlikely to have a major effect on gendered subject 
choices (Pickersgill, 1989). Initial proposals recommended that all pupils spend 
20 per cent of their time on studying science, but this has since been revised to 
stipulate that the majority of pupils will spend 20 per cent of curriculum time 
on science, with the remaining pupils spending just 12.5 per cent. It is feared 
that girls will choose the 12.5 per cent science option (Pickersgill, 1989). 
Even where boys and girls are studying the same subject in the same class, their 
experience may not be equal. For example Pat Mahoney (1985) reports that 
in mixed classes boys dominate both physically and verbally and that teachers 
often encourage girls to keep their comments short In case the boys start to get 
restless and misbehave. Other researchers report similar findings on the so- 
called hidden curriculurn indicating that teacher-pupil interaction, teaching 
materials and staffing structures may operate to the detriment of girls 
(Stanworth, 1983; Weiner, 1985; Whyte et al. 1985). This has led some 
commentators to call for single sex classes in co-educational schools or for a 
return to single-sex education (Sarah et al., 1980; Shaw, 1980; Deem, 1984). 
Finally careers education and advice given in schools may also play a role in 
channelling girls and boys into gender-typical occupations (Benett & Carter, 
1,981; Kant & Brown, 1983; Griffin, 1985). 
, now to 
further and higher education are concerned 45 per cent of all Turning 
sixteen year olds now enter further education (Central Statistical Office, 1989), 
young women being more likely to do so than young men, the difference being 
accounted for, to a large extent by the numbers of female school leavers joining 
secretarial courses (Cockburn, 1987). In higher education there has been a 
gradual increase in the numbers of women who now comprise 42 per cent of 
undergraduates and 32 per cent of postgraduate students (Equal Opportunities 
Commission, 1986h). Sex segregation in higher education courses is still very 
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Much in evidence. For example, 70 per cent of university undergraduates 
studying langLiages are female, but only 26 per cent of those studying 
mathematical sciences, 24 per cent of those studying the physical sciences, and 
9 per cent of those studying engineering and technology are women (Equal 
Opportunities Commission, 1988). Over the period 1975 to 1986 there has been 
an increase of 64 per cent in the number of part-time higher education students, 
an increase which has taken place almost entirely among those aged over 25 
with a particularly rapid increase for women (Central Statistical Office, 1989). 
Gender inequalities and sex segregation also exists in the field of training. In 
terms of ernployer-based training, women working full-time receive less training 
than male full-time employees. Female part-time workers are the least likely 
to receive trairiing (Martin & Roberts, 1984a). Yves Benett and Dawn Carter 
(1983) have documented the many factors which operate to exclude young 
women from day-release training. Although the Sex Discrimination Act permits 
single-sex training courses when one sex is under-represented in an occupation, 
few ernployers offer such courses. Such courses that do exist have been funded 
in the main by the European Social Fund, local authorities and voluntary 
organisations. 
In terms of Government-sporlsored training 1983 saw the introduction of the 
Youth Training Scheme (YTS) which replaced the Youth Opportunity Programme 
(YOP). YTS provided one year of work experience with some training for all 
16 and 17 year olds. In 1986 it was extended to two years for 16 year olds with 
the opportunity for all trainees to gain recognised vocational qualifications or 
credit towards these qualifications. Over a quarter of all sixteen year olds enter 
YTS (Central Statistical Office, 1989). Young women are somewhat under- 
represented on YTS i-naking up 40 per cent of trainees (Equal Opportunities 
Commission, 1986h). Sex segregation in YTS is widespread. For example 70 
per cent of young female trainees are concentrated in three particular areas of 
. 
fice skills; personal senice and sales; and community and health training : of 
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serv, ices (National Union Of Students Wornen's Unit, 1985). Ninety per cent of 
trainees in transport, 82 per cent of trainees in technical and scientific 
occupations, and 81 per cent of trainees in manufacture and assembly are male 
(N. U. S Women's Unit, 1985). One study suggests that youth training schemes 
may not only reflect but also increase occupational segregation, since before 
joining the Youth Opportunities Programme 68 per cent of girls who had jobs 
were in the female areas of work outlined above, but when they left the 
Programme the proportion had risen to 74 per cent (Rees, 1983). It is 
undeniable that the great majority of trainees state gender-typical preferences 
on leaving school and joining the Scheme (Cockburn, 1987). But there is also 
evidence of sex discrimination in YTS from careers officers giving advice on 
placements, from managing agents, and from instructors and employers (N. U. S 
Women's Unit, 1985, Cockburn, 1987). 
The Government has set up several training and employment initiatives for 
adults as well as young people. All the evidence suggests that sex segregation 
persists in adult training schemes (Wickham, 1986). Employment Training 
schemes, the most recent Government initiative, include part-time places to 
encourage women to participate (Felton, 1988). However, it has yet to be seen 
whether this will alter sex segregation, 
Other types of training include courses with names such is Retion to Work, 
K'ider 0I)I)ormizities fi0r Women, or Fresh Horizons which are designed especially 
for worrien who have taken a period out of employment for childrearing. These 
courses airn to increase women's confidence and sometimes offer job sampling. 
However provision is patchy (Wickham, 1986), and have generally not had a 
rnajor influence in encouraging women to enter male-dominated occupations 
(Fairbairns, 1979). 
In addition to the inequalities in education and training outlined above there is 
also evidence that women are discriminated against in selection and promotion. 
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For example Audrey Hunt (1975) found that managers thought that all the 
clLialities needed for managerial jobs were more likely to be found in men than 
women. A follow-up study five years later revealed that although attitudes had 
become slightly more favourable, women were still regarded as inferior (Hunt, 
1981). Several experimental studies have found evidence of sex discrimination 
in employment selection (Arvey & Campion, 1982), even in orgarrisations who 
place a strong emphasis on fair employment practices (Rosen & Merich, 1979). 
Other studies have looked at real life situations and have found extensive 
evidence of sex discrimination in clerical and retail sales work (Curran, 1986) 
and in the life insurance industry (Collinson & Knights, 1985). Research 
indicates that the recession has lead to an increasing reliance on informal 
channels in recruitment (Wood, 1986) and such channels are more open to sex 
discrimination and are more often used by males than females who tend to rely 
on state employment agencies (Dex, 1982). As far as promotion is concerned 
research on women managers indicates that many women managers felt that less 
qualified and less experienced male colleagues had achieved considerably faster 
promotion (Alban-Metcalfe & Nicholson, 1984). Although non-promotion is 
covered by the Sex Discrimination Act it was not until February 1989 that the 
first case non-promotion case was brought and in the event the claim was 
dismissed. 
One particular form of discrimination against women that needs to be addressed 
is sexual harassment. Sexual harassment may be defined as 
Repeated, unreciprocated and unwelcome comments, looks, jokes, 
suggestions or plývSical contact that might threaten a woman's job 
security or creaie a stressful or intimidating working environment. 
(Sedley & Benn, 1982) 
Estimates of the proportion of women suffering from sexual harassment vary 
according to the definition used, the type of worker surveyed and the period of 
ernployment considered, but there is general agreement that between one third 
and one half of all women have been sexually harassed at work (Stockdale, 
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1987). Sexual harassment has also been found to be prevalent in institutions of 
further and higher education where female students may be sexually harassed 
by both academic staff and fellow students (Benson & Thomson, 1982; 
Stockdale, 1986). Women may be harassed by superiors, coworkers, 
subordinates, or clients, with superiors and coworkers being the most common 
perpetrators (Sedley & Berm, 1982; Lafontaine & Tredeau, 1986). It is also 
interesting to note that identical behaviour is more likely to be labelled sexual 
harassment when it is carried out by a superior rather than a coworker (Tangri, 
1982). The effects of sexual harassment on women include depression, chronic 
fatigue, nervousness and feelings of victimisation (US Department of Labor, 
2), anger, fear, helplessness and guilt (MacKinnon, 1979). It 1978; Read, 198-7 
can also cause wornen to leave their jobs. Whilst women sometimes complain 
about sexual harassment to their family, friends, coworkers and to the harasser, 
official complaints are made in only a minority of instances (MacKinnon, 1979). 
Until the 1980's no sexual harassment cases were brought to court in Britain, 
but the Equal Opportunities Commission fought for sexual harassment to be 
recognised as a form of sex discrimination under the Sex Discrimination Act and 
the first case was won in 1983. Since then the number of sexual harassment 
cases before industrial tribunals has grown slowly and stood at 13 during 1988 
(Wade, 1989). Because the level of compensation that industrial tribunals can 
award is limited, women have recently begun to take High Court action against 
men accused of harassment and at least two have been awarded substantial 
settlements (Muir, 1989). 
Women's experiences in the labour market can differ markedly depending on 
their social class. Social class is a problematic concept, particularly when 
applied to women. Convention dernands that if a woman is unmarried and 
living with her parents her social class is defined by her father's occupation; if 
she is Lininarried and lives on her own her social class is defined by her own 
occupation; but if she is married or co-habiting her social class is then defined 
by her partner's occupation (Delphy, 1981). No man is ever classified according 
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to his wife's occupation, even when he has no occupation himself. The social 
classification system itself has received much criticism in relation to women's 
employment and tentative new classification systems have been proposed 
(Roberts, 1986, Thomas, 1986). Social class and gender interact to determine 
the kind of work women undertake (Morgan & Taylor, 1983). Working class 
girls are disadvantaged in the education system (McRobbie, 1978; Griffin, 1985). 
Similarly working class women differ from middle class wornen and from 
working class men in their motivation for taking up employment and in their 
experiences at work (Pollert, 1981; Cavendish, 1982; Morgan & Taylor, 1983; 
Coyle, 1984). Working class women also have a historical relation to work that 
is different from that of middle class women (Cantor & Laurie, 1.977) and do 
not necessarily equate employment with liberation. 
For black and ethnic minority women race and gender combine to form what 
Stewart (1988) terms an intersection of disadvantage which puts them at a double 
disadvantage in relation to employment. The experiences of black women in 
Britain have yet to be fully documented. Much of the research on the 
employment situation of black women originates in the US and this is not 
immediately transferrable to the British situation because of the differing 
historical roots and contemporary experiences of the British and American black 
populations (Mama, 1986; Stewart, 1988). In Britain the black community is 
comprised of several diverse groups who's relationship to and experiences of 
employment differ in important ways. Taking the term black to mean non- 
white, the three main groups in Britain are Indian (31 per cent of the non-white 
population), West Indian/Guyanese (22 per cent), and Pakistani (16 per cent) 
(Central Statistical Office, 1989). In Britain 72 per cent of West 
Indian/Guyanese women are econornically active, as are 55 per cent of Indian 
women, whereas only 18 per cent of Pakistani/Bangladeshi women are 
econornically active (Central Statistical Office, 1989). The black Community is 
also generationally diverse. Firstly there are those whose ancestors lived in 
Britain in the seventeenth century arriving a slaves or as the offspring of native 
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white women and black sailors; those who came to Britain as migrants in the 
second half of the twentieth century; and the growing generation of their 
offspring. A substantial proportion - between 6 and 40 per cent depending on 
region - of the non-white population is of mixed origin (Mama, 1986). 
What all 
types of black women share is the experience of racism and negative 
stereotypes about black people which can affect their experience of employment 
(Stewart, 1988). Firstly, racism affects black people through the education 
system as documented by the Swann Report (Department of Education & 
Science, 1985). Secondly, black people are disadvantaged in the training 
opportunities open to them. For example, they are more likely to be found in 
the less prestigious Mode B non-employer-based YTS schemes (Cockburn, 1987) 
and are only 32 per cent of Afro-Caribbeans and 42 per cent of Asians found 
a job after their YTS placements, compared to 61 per cent of white young 
people who found a job (Palmer & Poulton, 1987). Thirdly Black people also 
suffer from discrimination in selection and promotion (Brown & Gay, 1985; 
Commission for Racial Equality, 1985). Fourthly black women often face 
difficulties in finding good, affordable childcare for their children (Mama, 1986). 
Fifthly the main areas where black women are employed (clothing and food 
manufacture, textiles, light engineering, catering, transport, cleaning, nursing and 
hospital ancillary work) are generally those with low status, low pay and long 
and anti-social hours (Bryan et al., 1985; Mama, 1986). The first four areas of 
employment where black women predominate have, in recent years, been hit by 
closures and mass redundancies, and in the structure and distribution of hospital 
work wornen are concentrated at the base of the pyramid (Bryan el a/., 1985). 
Finally black wornen, like black males, experience higher rates of unemployment 
than white women (Central Statistical Office, 1989). The greater extent of 
unemployment amongst the black community is partly due to its younger age 
structure, partly because of the over-representation of black workers among 
unskilled and semi-skilled workers and partly because of direct discrimination in 
the job market (Barber, 1984). 
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Class and race are not the only status characteristics which combine with gender 
to influence women's relaticnship with and experier. ccs of employment. Other 
factors include disability, religion, age, sexuality and attractiveness. There is 
ample experimental evidence that physical disabilities can have a major 
influence on decisions made in selection interviews (Rose, 1980), the extent of 
the discrimination depending on the nature of the disability, other personal 
attributes of the applicant, the nature of the job in question and characteristics 
of the potential employing organisation. A report by the Royal College of 
Physicians (1988) concluded that disabled people, sufferers from major illnesses 
and people with conditions such as epilepsy and diabetes face much unnecessary 
prejudice at work. Psychiatric disability has also been shown to negatively 
influence employment decisions (Stone & Sawatzki, 1980). Similarly Walker 
(1982) has documented the disadvantages in employment faced by young people 
with learning difficulties. The fact that a women with a severe disability is more 
likely to be unemployed than a man with the same degree of disability (Pay, 
1988) suggests that disabled women fare less well in the labour market than 
disabled men. Discrimination on the grounds of religion can also be a problem 
for women, especially those in Northern Ireland where high rates of Catholic 
unemployment cannot be accounted for by other factors such as social class, 
geography or family size (Daniel, 1988). Age discrimination per se is not illegal 
in Britain Lind a large proportion of job advertisements specify upper age limits. 
This can be a particular disadvantage to women who have spent a period of 
time Out of the labour market following childbirth. In recent years age 
disc rimi nation has come under closer scrutiny, for example, an industrial tribunal 
ruled that the Civil Service Commission was indirectly discriminating against 
women in operating an age bar for its executive officers. Sexuality is another 
irnportant factor. Research indicates that lesbian women often face 
discrimination in the forin of disinissal, lack of promotion Lind verbal and 
physical harassment (Kaufmann, 1988). Physical attractiveness can also 
influence an applicants chances of securing employment. Experimental evidence 
suggests that attractiveness interacts with gender and the level of job, such that 
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, hly recornmended 
for clerical jobs but receive low attractive fernales are hig II 
recommendations compared to unattractive women when applying for 
managerial jobs. Attractive men, by contrast, receive higher recommendations 
than unattractive men whatever the level of job (Heilman & Saruwatari, 1979) 
Having presented a comprehensive overview of the social, historical, economic 
and legislative factors that have influenced and continue to influence wornen's 
employment situation today, there will now follow an outline of the remainder 
of this thesis. Chapter Two contains a literature review covering research and 
theories about occupational choice, including psychological/individualistic 
theories, interactionist theories, and social/structural theories. The research and 
theories discussed in Chapter Two are those which are thought to apply to 
males only or which purport to be gender-neutral. In Chapter Three theories 
and research on women's occupational choice are reviewed, including those that 
take biological, psychodynarnic, radical feminist, gender relations, socialist / 
Marxist, domestic and psychological perspectives on the occupational choice 
process of women. Chapter Four consists of a review of literature on women's 
choice of, and entry into, mate-dominated occupations and of their experiences 
in Such Occupations. Chapter Five reports an exploratory study into the gender- 
dominant occupational preferences of female and male students using the 
theoretical fraincwork of Albert Bandura's seýf-e. fficaqy theory (Bandura, 1977, 
1982). Chapter Six introduces the main study of the present research. This 
study was designed following the relative failure of self-efficacy theory to explain 
women's Occupational preferences for gender-typical occupations and was 
developed from the research and theories outlined in Chapters Two, Three and 
Four. In brief, the main study is a piece of research on women in three types 
(manual, non-inanUal, and transitional) of male-dominated Occupations and 
women in non-inanual fernale-dominated occupations who act as a control 
group. The research investigates the social -and psychological factors underlying 
their choice of, and entry into, male-dominated occupations and the nature of 
their experience in such occupations. In Chapter Seven there follows a 
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descriptiori of' the methodology and method used in the main Study. The results 
of the study are to be found in Chapters Eight and Nine. Chapter Ten I 
a discussion of the results and a inodel of women's occupational choice, with 
particular refererice to wornen in male-doininated occupations is proposed. In 
the final chapter., Chapter Eleven, the extent to which the questions outlined at 
the beoinninu of the thesis have been answered is considered-, the particular 
contribution of the research presented here is assessed; the practical and 
theoretical implications of the research are examined; suggestions for future 
research are put forward; and Conclusions are drawn. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Literature Review I: 
Occupational Choice 
Nine theories of occupational choice are reviewed here. The theories were 
selected on the basis of their salience in the research literature (Watkins el al., 
1986) and are all non-gender-specific. 
Before describing these theories it is necessary to clarify the term occupational 
choice. This term is used here to denote the whole process, from occupational 
preferences (which can vary in level from ideal or fantasy to realistic or 
compromised preferences) through to entry into employment and occupational 
development in adulthood. It is recognised that usage of the term choice is not 
uncontentious since, for soine individuals, occupational placement may be more 
the result of allocation than choice. However it is used here because of its 
common usage in the research literature. 
The theories and research reviewed in this chapter are subdivided into three 
cýitegories : psý, cliologictilliiidiiýiclit(ilistic theories; interactionisl theolles; and 
. Yociallmnictural theories. 
It is necessary to point out that the majority of the 
psych ological/i ridivIdUal IStIC theorists accede that environmental factors have 
soine degree of influeflce. Likewise most social/structural theorists admit that 
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psychological factors play a limited role at least in determining the occupation 
a persori enters. Where the theories differ is in the degree of emphas s that is 
given to each set of factors and whether factors are merely mentioned or form 
an integral part of the theory. 
Psychological/individualistic theories 
Psychological or individualisfic theories emphasize personal characteristics as 
determinants of occupational choice. Such theories focus on the supply rather 
than the dernand side of occupational placement. The theories described in this 
section include both matching theories and developmental theories. Matching or 
differentialist theories have a long history dating back to the work of Parsons 
(1909). In such theories Occupational choice is seen as the process of matching 
individual's abilities, interests and personalities with the requirements of available 
jobs. Developmental theorists see this approach as too static and prefer to 
describe occupational choice as a long process involving personal growth and the 
development of awareness of seýf Some theories contain elements of both types 
of theory. In all, five psychological/individualistic theories are presented and 
discussed : Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axelrad and Herma's theory; Super's theory; 
Holland's theory; Roe's theory; and Expectancy theory. 
Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axalrad and Herma's Theory 
The first major theory of occupational choice is that of Eli Ginzberg and his 
associates, Ginsburg, Axelrad and Herma (Ginzberg et A, 195 1; Ginzberg, 1952). 
These theorists conceptuallsed occupational choice as a sequence of 
developmental stages leading to entry into an Occupation. They proposed three 
niajor stages : fiantasy, tenicaliv and realistic choices. The fantasy stage, from age 
six to age eleven, is a tirne when a child believes that he or she can become 
anything that is attractive, and acts out these fantasies in play. Choices during 
this stage may be influenced by recent experiences, family, peers or television, 
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but will have no regard for the skill or qualifications necessary and are 
essentially arbitrary. The second stage, the tentative stage, from age eleven up 
to age seventeen, is sub-divided into four stages : (1) interest; (2) capacity; (3) 
valites and (4) transition. Overall the tentative stage is characterised by a 
growing awareness of the need for criteria formulating occupational preferences. 
During the interest sub-stage the individual decides that some activities are of 
more interest than others. During the capacity sub-stage an individual begins 
to take his or her own capabilities into account. The values sub-stage is 
characterised by the individual's increasing tendency to consider his or her values 
when deciding upon occupational preferences and the introduction of the idea 
of service to society. The transition sub-stage involves the integration of 
interests, capacity, values and the realities of the world of employment. The 
third major stage, the realistic stage, which occurs from age seventeen into early 
adulthood, is sub-divided into the stages of exploration, ciystallisation and 
specification. In the initial sub-stage young people begin to realistically explore 
occupations that meet with their requirements as formulated during the tentative 
stage. The individual then proceeds into the sub-stage of crystallisation when 
he or she makes a general decision about the type of occupation to enter. The 
final sub-stage, specification, is when the young person selects a specific position 
or occupational speciality to enter. 
Ginzberg and his colleagues acknowledged that there would be variability within 
the process described above. For example individuals may differ in the exact 
ages when they enter the particular stages (this is especially true for the 
crystallisation stage); and some individuals may decide upon an occupation at 
an early age rather than following the more typical pattern of narrowing down 
from a broad range of options. Such variability is thought to result from 
individual differences in emotional maturity; from differences in the age at which 
people leave education and enter employment; and from the specific nature of 
an individual's abilities. In addition the proposal that occupational choice is a 
developmental process, the other main elements of Ginzberg et al's theory are 
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that the occupational choice process is largely irreversible, due to time, resources 
and emotional barriers to change; and that compromise is an essential aspect 
of every choice. 
In the early 'seventies Ginzberg (1972) revised his theory in a number of ways. 
Firstly the idea that the occupational choice process was limited to a certain age 
span, that is to childhood and early adulthood, was abandoned and Ginzberg 
conceded that occupational decision-making could also occur at later ages. He 
felt that three factors would influence the lifelong process : the original choice; 
the feedback between the original choice and later work experience; and 
economic and family circumstances. Secondly, Ginzberg toned down his original 
claim that the occupational choice process was largely irreversible. Thirdly he 
no longer conceptualised occupational choice as a process of compromise, but 
rather as one of optirnisation. Ginzberg has since proposed one further 
modification to his theory (Ginzberg, 1984) in which he states: 
Occupational choice is a 1ýfelong process of decision inakingfor those 
who seek major satiýfactions from their work. This leads them to 
reassess repeatedly how they can improve the fit between their 
changing career goals and the realities of the world of work. 
(Ginzberg, 1984) 
Ginzherg et al's original work was based on research involving a small sample 
of 64 upper middle-class males ranging from age 11 up to 23,17 males from 
economically deprived backgrounds and 10 female college students. Ginzberg 
and his colleagues chose their main sample because they were thought to be 
unhampered by social factors in their occupational choices. They included the 
two SLIhsamples to allow them to investigate the influence of social class and 
gender on occupational choice. They justify their small sample size on the 
grounds that intensive small-scale research is necessary to produce the 
theoretical foundation which must precede statistical testing. The theory has, 
however, received sorne criticism for the nature of the sample upon which it was 
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based (Roberts, 1975). The original research has also been criticised for its lack 
of statistical analysis; its failure to look at occupational choice and development 
in adulthood; and its emphasis on occupational preferences rather than 
occupational entry (Osipow, 1983). Research carried out since the publication 
of Ginzberg et al's theory (Small, 1953; Davis et aL, 1962; Tucci, 1963; 
Hollender, 1967; Gribbons & Lohnes, 1968; Kelso, 1977; Gottredson, 1981) 
found limited support for the theory. There is general empirical support for the 
notion that individuals emphasize different factors in their occupational 
preferences at different ages; that they compromise their preferences in 
deference to the realities of the world they observe; and that occupational 
choice is a developmental process. However evidence is mixed with regard to 
what the specific stages are, when they occur and in what order they occur 
(Osipow, 1983). 
Whilst the work of Ginzberg and his colleagues had a substantial influence in 
the decade since its inception, it is now generally considered to be of historic 
significance only, and has been largely superseded by the work of Donald Super, 
discussed below. 
Super's theory 
The work of Donald Super (Super, 1953; 1957; 1980; Super et aL, 1963), the 
second psychological/individualistic theorist to be considered, draws on and is a 
reaction to Ginzberg el al. 's formulations. As Super himself admits (Super, 
1969) Super's theory is not one integrated theory, but is better described as a 
searriented theory or collection of subtheories. The three main subtheories are 
Super's developmental theory, his seýf-coizcept theory and his more recent life- 
sj)an, life-space theory. The developmental part of the theory has much in 
common with the work of Ginzberg and his colleagues, but also draws on the 
work of Charlotte Buehler (1933) to form a life stage theory, that covers the 
whole life-span. The stages that Super proposes are (1) growth, from birth to 
15 years; (2) exploration, 15 to 25 years; (3) establishment, 25 to 45 years; (4) 
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maintenance, 45 to 65 years; and (5) decline, after age 65. Super's theory also 
has elements of a matching theory in that he contends that individuals attempt 
to choose occupations that match their self-concept and that life-long 
occupational development may be viewed as a continuing process of self-concept 
implementation. Super's developmental and self-concept theory can best be 
SLI111marised by the following twelve propositions : 
1. People differ in their abilities, interests and personalities. 
2. People are qualified, by virtue of these characteristics, each for a number of 
occupations. 
3. Each of these occupations requires a characteristic pattern of abilities, 
interests, and personality traits, with tolerances wide enough to allow both some 
variety of occupations for each individual and some variety of individuals in each 
occupation. 
4. Occupational preferences and competencies, the situations in which people 
live and work, and hence their self-concepts, change with time and experience, 
although self-concepts are generally fairly stable from late adolescence until late 
maturity, making choice -and adjustment a continuous process. 
5 This process of change may be summed up in a series of life stages (or 
maxicycle) characterised as those of growth, exploration, establishment, 
maintenance and decline, and these stages may in turn be subdivided into (a) 
the fantasy, tentative and realistic phases of the exploratory stage and (b) the 
trial and stable phases of the establishment stage. A smaller cycle takes place 
in transitions from one stage to the next or each time an unstable or multiple- 
trial occupation is unstabilised, which involves new growth, re-exploration, and 
re-establishment. 
6 The nature of the occupational pattern - that is, the occupational level 
attained and the sequence, frequency and duration of trial and stable jobs - is 
determined by the individual's parental socioeconomic level, mental ability, and 
personality characteristics, and by the opportunities to which he or she is 
exposed. 
7. Development through life stages can be guided, partly by facilitating the 
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maturing of abilities and interests and partly by aiding in reality testing and in 
the development of self-concepts. 
8. The process of occupational development is essentially that of developing 
and implementing self-concepts; it is a synthesising and compromising process 
in which the self-concept is a product of the interaction of inherited aptitudes, 
physical make-up, opportunity to play various roles, and evaluations of the 
extent to which the results of role-playing meet with the approval of superiors 
and fellows. 
9. The process of synthesis of or compromise between individual and social 
factors, between self-concept and reality, is one of role-playing, whether the role 
is played in fantasy, in the counselling interview, or in real-life activities such as 
classes, clubs, part-time work, and entry jobs. 
10. Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend on the extent to which 
individuals find adequate outlets for their abilities, interests, personality traits 
and values; they depend on the establishment of a type of work, a work 
situation and a way of life in which one can play the kind of role that growth 
and exploratory experiences have led one to consider congenial and appropriate. 
11. The degree of satisfaction people attain from work is proportionate to the 
degree to which they have been able to implement self-concepts. 
12. Work and occupation provide a focus for personality organisation for most 
men and many women, although for some persons this focus is peripheral, 
incidental or even non-cxistent, and other foci, such as leisure activities and 
homemaking are central (Super, 1984). 
In recent years Super (1980) has proposed what he terms a 1ýfe-, ýpan, life-space 
approach in which he attempts to bring together life stage and role theory. 
Super proposes that, throughout their lifetime, people play a variety of roles, 
the nine major roles being : child, Student, leisurite, citizen, worker, spouse, 
homemaker, parent and pensioner. These roles are played out in four main 
theatres : the home, the community, school/college, and the workplace. These 
roles are inter-related and interacting, and it is the combination of roles at any 
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given time that constitLites a person's life-style. Super depicts his proposals as 
a life-career rainbow. Another interesting development in Super's work is that 
he now believes that it was a mistake to adopt the terminology of self-concepts 
rather than that of personal constructs (Super, 1984). Super prefers the latter 
term because it better provides for the personal perception and construction of 
the environment and encapsulates the notion that social, economic, and political 
factors as well as the family operate in determining occupational choice. 
Research based on Super's work has produced m]Xed, although broadly 
supportive results. A relatively large number of studies have been carried out 
to test Super's self-concept and developmental subtheories although little work 
has addressed his more recent formulations, and as, in all research on 
occupational choice there is a woeful lack of longitudinal studies. Osipow 
(1983) in his review of Super's work reported that the majority of research that 
has been undertaken supports Super's theory. However it must be pointed out 
that the majority of this research was carried out using subjects who were either 
preparing for or already in professional occupations. There is some debate as 
to whether Super's theory is applicable to those with few qualifications and 
those in low-level occupations. Some research (Roberts, 1968; Hayes, 1971) 
found evidence for this view, but other studies found evidence to the contrary 
(Salamone & Slaney, 1978; Kidd, 1982). An interesting study on British school 
leavers (Haystead, 1977) found that whilst there was some relationship between 
self-concept and perceived requirements of preferred occupations, the 
relationship held largely in the negative sense that those who rated themselves 
as not having particular characteristics tended to say that it was not important 
that people in their preferred occupation should possess them. Watts and Kidd 
(1978) have reviewed research on the effectiveness of careers education and 
counselling based on developmental theories such -as Super's and concluded that 
they "do not yet provide any firm empirical basis for affirming (or denying) the 
superiority of such programmes to the more traditional approaches". 
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Overall it must be concluded that Super has made a particular contribution in 
acknowledging occupational choice and development In adulthood and the way 
in which occupational roles interact with other life roles. Super's theory 
continues to hold a central position in the occupational choice literature and is 
thought to have considerable theoretical and practical utility (Osipow, 1983). 
Holland's theory 
John Holland's theory (Holland, 1959; 1966; 1973; Holland & Gottfredson, 
1976) bears some similarity to that of Super. Whilst Super asserts that people 
search Out occupational environments in which they can implement their self- 
concept, Holland proposes that individual's seek occupational environments that 
are congruent with their personality type or orientation. Holland postulates that 
there are six basic personality types : realistic (R); investigative (1); social (S); 
conventional (C); enteipfising (E); and artistic (A). Personality type is thought 
to be the result of hereditary, parental, educational, cultural, socioeconomic and 
sex-role socialisation factors. People do not fall neatly into these categories but 
can be described in terms of the three types that they most resemble in 
descending order of resemblance e. g. SCI, which Holland refers to as a person's 
personal or det, elopmental hierarchy. Holland further proposes that there are six 
types of occupational environment which correspond to the six personality types. 
Again he does not claim that all jobs fall exclusively into each category, but that 
occupations can be described in these terms. Holland graphically represents 
both personality types and occupational environments into a hexagon with 
adjacent types/environments being more similar than opposing ones. Holland 
proposes that occupational choice is essentially a matching process between 
personal hierarchies and the demands and satisfactions of particular jobs. The 
more Congruent the match between personality type and occupational type the 
more stable is the occupational choice, contends Holland. He also proposes 
that congruence results in higher occupational achievement, greater personal 
stability and higher job satisfaction. 
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Whilst personality type is thought to deteri-nine the occupatIonal field an 
individual enters, the level that an individual reaches within a particular 
occupational field is considered to be determined by the actual ability and self- 
perceived ability - this is what Holland refers to as the level hierarchy. 
Two other important concepts in Holland's theory are consi. ýtency and 
dýf 
, 
Terentiation. Consistency is the extent to which the types that make up one's 
personal hierarchy cluster together in the hexagonal model. Differentiation 
refers to whether a person moderately resembles several personality types (an 
Lin differentiated person) or whether lie or she bears a strong resemblance to 
one type and a lesser resemblance to other types (a differentiated person). 
Holland hypothesises that consistency and differentiation influence occupational 
functioning. 
Holland acknowledges the role that social and environmental factors play in 
occupational choice, although he suggests that those with well-structured 
personal hierarchies will be less affected by such factors than those with 
ambiguous hierarchies. Holland has made several minor refinements to his 
theory over the years in response to criticisms and discrepant research findings. 
The outline presented above describes Holland's theory as it currently stands. 
A large amount of research has been undertaken within the framework of 
Holland's theory, in fact Holland's theory is probably the most researched of all 
the theories presented here (Weinrach, 1984). Much of this research broadly 
supports Holland's theory (Osipow, 1983; Spokane, 1985). However the 
majority of this research has investigated the relationship between personality 
type and occupational preferences or college major, rather than the occupation 
actually entered and as Such fails to test the main tenets of Holland's theory. 
Concurrent studies on employed subjects are also inadequate in addressing the 
validity of Holland's theory because any reported relationship between 
personality type and Occupational environment could be due to rationalisation 
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or occupational socialisation. Super (1981) has reviewed the research on 
I-Iolland's theory, with these methodological drawbacks in mind, and has 
concluded that validation of Holland's theory must await longitudinal research. 
Another drawback of existing research is its over-reliance on those studying for 
or employed in professional occupations, and more research on unselected 
samples is required (Holland, 1979). Indeed at least one research team has 
found Holland's theory to be lacking when applied to manual workers 
(Heesacker et aL, 1988). 
Holland's theory has been criticised on several counts : firstly that it is 
oversimplistic; secondly that it is static and fails to account for developmental 
considerations; and thirdly that it fails to specify in any great detail how people 
become the types that they are (Osipow, 1983; Brown, 1984), although Holland 
has carried out some research investigating the role of parental variables in 
producing different personality types (Holland, 1962). These criticisms 
notwithstanding, Holland's theory has made some important contributions and 
it maintains a prominent position in the research literature. 
Roe's theory 
Although some attempts have been made to understand occupational choice 
from a psychodynamic perspective (Brill, 1949; Segal, 1961; Bordin et al., 1963) 
such attempts have not met with wide acceptance and remain somewhat 
mar inal. Nevertheless, one psych odynami cally oriented theorist, namely Anne 9 
Roe, has produced a major theory of occupational choice. Roe's work (1956, 
1957) draws upon both psychodynainic work generally and upon Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs (Maslow, 1954). She contends that genetic predispositions 
combine with childhood experiences to form the general style an individual 
develops to satisfy needs. It is this style that has a major influence on 
occupational choice. Roe suggests that given equal genetic endowments, 
differences in occupational achievement may be inferred to be the result of 
motivational differences. She postulates that (1) needs that are routinely 
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satisfied do not become Unconscious motivators; (2) higher-order needs will 
disappear entirely if they are only rarely satisfied, but lower-order needs will 
becorne dominant motivators if they are rarely satisfied and (3) needs that are 
satisfied after unusual delay may become unconscious motivators. 
Roe believes that parents are of prime importance in the satisfaction or 
frustration of needs and thus the formation of motivation, and therefore early 
parent-child relationships are crucial, in Roe's view, to occupational preferences 
in later life. She postulates six types of parent-child relationship : over- 
protection; oier-deinanding; emotiOnal rejection; neglect; casital acceplance; and 
loving accepance. Roe specifies how these parenting styles affect the 
satisfaction of the child's needs, and whether the child develops a basic 
orientation toward persons or not toward persons. This then predisposes the 
individual to make particular occupational choices. For example Roe suggests 
that people in service occupations are primarily oriented toward persons and 
probably come from loving or overprotecting home environments, while scientists 
tend not to be oriented towards persons and typically had rejecting parents. 
The level that a person reaches within an organisation is determined by the 
intensity of needs (which result in part from early parent-child relationships and 
are in part genetically determined), by innate ability and by socio-economic 
factors. 
Roe organises the world of work into eight occupational fields (service; business 
contact; organisation; technology; outdoor; science; general culture; and arts and 
entertainment), which differ along two dimensions : people-natural phenomena 
and rewitrceflul utilisation-pinposejW communication. She further classifies 
occupations by level (professional and managerial 1; professional and managerial 
11; semi-professionaj; skilled; semi-skilled; and unskilled). Roe initially 
conceptualised her classification systern as being cylindrical with the horizontal 
plane representing the fields and the vertical plane representing the levels. 
However this has since been revised (Roe & Klos, 1969) from a cylindrical to 
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a conical shape with a wide top and narrow base, to indicate that regardless of 
field low-level jobs are more similar to one another than high-level jobs. 
In a major restatement (Roe & Siegelman, 1964) it was proposed that parent- 
child relationships can be described by three factors : loving-rejecting; casual- 
demanding; and over-attention. They present evidence that loving-rejecting and 
over-attention styles of parenting are related to adult person orientation. In this 
restatement Roe and Siegelman also admit that parental behaviour is not 
constant and that the behaviour of one parent can offset the impact of the 
behaviour of the other. In addition they concede that socio-economic factors 
and chance are likely to be very important to the choice of a specific 
Occupation. 
Roe (1984) proposes a further reformulation in which she attempts to place her 
personality theory within a wider context. She expresses her position on the 
variables that enter into occupational choice in terms of the following 
formula : 
Sex I(Economy + Family Background + Chance) 
(FriendslPeer Group, Marital Simation) + 
(LearninglEducation + Acquired Skills) + 
(Physical Factors X Cognitive Factors X 
Tei77pei-(itneiitIPei-soiialitA, X InterestslValues)] 
It is thus evident that whilst Roe's early work could be classified as 
psychologicýil/individLialistic, in her more recent staternents Roe has shifted to 
an interactionist position. 
The research upon which Roe's theory is based consists of biographical 
interviews with and projective tests on people in the physical, biological and 
social sciences. This research has several limitations : firstly that it is dependent 
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on the retrospective accounts of subject's early relationships with their parents 
which may be inaccurate; secondly the validity and reliability of the projective 
tests used by Roe has been questioned, and thirdly it is confined to a small 
number of high-level occupations and therefore the findings may not be 
generalisable to a wider population. The majority of research carried out 
specifically to test and evaluate Roe's theory (Grigg, 1959; Hagen, 1960; Utton, 
1962; Switzer et aL, 1962; Brunkan & Crites, 1964; Appleton & Hansen, 1969) 
found very little or no support for the theory, although a minority of researchers 
do report positive findings (Medvene, 1970; Medvene & Shueman, 1978). 
Several criticisms have been levelled at Roe's work, particularly her early 
proposals which emphasized early parent-child relations. For example, the 
importance of early experience in determining adult behaviour in general has 
been questioned (e. g. Clarke & Clarke, 1976). Her early work has also been 
criticized as being somewhat naive in attempting to explain the highly complex 
process of occupational choice in terms of just one factor (West & Newton, 
1983). Osipow offers several criticisms of Roe's work, for example, that Roe 
fails to deal with the detail of the interaction between genetic and childhood 
determinants of occupational choice, and concludes that status of Roe's theory 
is in question (Osipow, 1983)). In a similar vein Brown (1984) concludes that 
the future of Roe's theory seems uncertain. Whilst Roe's most recent 
reconceptualisation, (Roe, 1984), is interesting, empirical evidence in support of 
this model is yet to be forthcoming. 
Expectancy theory 
The prime proponent of expeclancy theoty is Victor Vroom (Vroom, 1964), who 
build his theory from earlier work by Georgopoulos et al. (1957). Essentially 
expectancy theory asserts that the strength of a tendency to act in a certain 
way depends on the strength of an expectancy that the act will be followed by 
a given consequence or outcome and on the value or attractiveness of that 
outcome to the individual, the two components combining in a multiplicative 
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manner. These ideas were not new and have been expounded by others as well 
'is Vroom, but Vroorn was instrumental in applying them to occupational 
psychology and to occupational choice. Vroom presented two mathematical 
models: the first being the valence model for the prediction of the valence (that 
is anticipated satisfaction) of outcomes; and the second he termed the choice 
model for the prediction of force towards behaviour. In the valence model, the 
valence of an outcome to an individual is the sum of the products of the 
valences of all other outcomes and the individual's conceptions of the specific 
outcome's instrumentality for the attamment of these other outcomes. In terms 
of occupational choice the model predicts that the occupation an individual 
prefers is dependent upon the valence the individual attaches to particular 
outcomes such as high pay and intellectually stimulating work and the extent 
to which the individual believes that these outcomes will be afforded by 
particular occupations. In Vroom's choice model the force on a person to 
perform an action is determined by the sum of the products of the valences of 
all outcomes and the strength of the person's expectancies that the action will 
be followed by the attainment of these outcomes. What this means in terms of 
Occupational choice is that whether an individual decides to attempt to enter a 
particular occupation will depend on the extent to which he or she perceives 
that Such efforts will lead to successful entry into the occupation in question and 
on the valence of this Occupation (as predicted by the valence model). 
Mitchell (1974) and Mitchell and Beach (1976) have reviewed the empirical 
evidence for an expectancy theory of occupational choice. They note that the 
majority of researchers have tested the valence model (Vroom, 1966; Sheard, 
1970; Vroom & Deci, 1971; Wanous, 1972; Mitchell & Knudsen, 1973; Lawler 
el aL, 1975) and report broad support for the theory. Two studies have 
investigated the choice i-nodel (Sheridan et aL, 1975; Lawler et al., 1975) both 
of which found positive support for the theory. There are however several 
methodological drawbacks to these studies : firstly researchers have typically 
used a predetermined list of outcornes rather than lists generated by the subjects 
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thernselves; secondly researchers have not always used appropriate scales when 
ine, isLiring valences, instrumentalities and expectancies; and finally researchers 
have sometimes used group averages whereas the theory should ideally be tested 
using a within-subject procedure. Later research using such a procedure 
generally ]ends support to the theory (Teas, 1981). It is also necessary to point 
out that the outcome variable in all of these studies was occupational preference 
rather than occupational entry. 
Overall it can be concluded that expectancy theory appears to account for some 
of the variability in individual's occupational preferences. However it is a 
narrow and limited theory which says nothing about the process of occupational 
entry, about the role of social factors, or about what it is that influences 
people's valences and instrumentality and expectancy beliefs. Finally it should 
be noted that there has been a relative dearth of research interest in expectancy 
theory since the mid-seventies. 
Interactionist theories 
Interactionist theories may be defined as those which include, as integral parts 
of the theory, both ind ivi d ual/psycho logical factors and social/structural factors. 
In this section two interactionist theories will be presented : the theory of Blau, 
Gustad, Jessor, Parnes and Wilcock, and Krumboltz, Mitchell and Jones's theory. 
Blau, Gustad, Jessor, Parnes and Wilcock's theory 
In the 1950's Peter BlaU and his colleagues (Blau et al., 1956) formed a 
inultidiscipli nary team and worked together on the question of why people enter 
different occupations. Their collaboration resulted in the proposal of a 
conceptual framework Of Occupational choice and selection. A key part of this 
frarnework, and one which differentiates it from the psychological/individual 
theories described above, is that it takes into account the process of selection 
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as well as the process of choice. 
Blau et al. assert that occupational entry is determined by the decisions of both 
individuals and selecting employers. The former are thought to be the result of 
a continually modified compromise between the individual's preferences for, and 
expectancies of, being able to enter various occupations (a proposal which bears 
a fair degree of similarity to the choice model of expectancy theory outlined 
above). Selection decisions, it is suggested, are dependent upon employers' 
perceptions of the ideal candidate and their estimates of the standard of 
-applicant they might attract given the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of the job 
in question. Blau and his associates then go on to outline the antecedent 
factors underlying these concepts. They propose that the preference and 
expectancy hierarchies of individuals and the ideal standards and realistic 
estimates of employers are influenced by both individual immediate detel-Minants 
(such as occupational information, qualification, and social role characteristics) 
and societal immediate determinants (such as demand, requirements and amount 
and type of rewards). They further postulate that individual immediate 
determinants result from sociopsychological attfibittes (such as general level of 
knowledge, abilities and educational level, and social position); which are in turn 
influenced by personaliiy development (e. g. differential family influences, the 
process of socialisation); which in its turn is dependent upon biological 
conditions (such as heredity) and social structure (e. g. cultural values and norms, 
economic factors). Blau el (11. trace the origins of the societal immediate 
determinants back through socioeconomic organisation (such as the division of 
labour, government and union policies, rate of labour turnover); which is the 
result of historical change (e. g. trends in social mobility, shifts in industrial 
composition, changes in levels of demand); which is in turn influenced by both 
social structure and phlysical conditions (such as resources, geography). 
Occupational choice is considered to be a series of interrelated decisions rather 
than a single event, that is a developmental process involving the repeated 
ýipplication of the framework outlined above. 
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Blau and his associates' work is not based on empirical evidence, but rather on 
theoretical observations. Indeed Blau et aL point out the need for empirical 
research to validate their framework and to elucidate the exact relationships 
between the determinants they outlined. However since Blau et aL's work was 
published in a journal outside the mainstream Journals of occupational 
psychology and sociology it has attracted little research interest and has yet to 
receive empirical support. Nevertheless the framework is notable for its 
comprehensive charting of the interaction of social and psychological variables, 
and has been described as a "potentially seminal document" (Super, 1981). 
Krumboltz, Mitchell and Jones's theory 
In the 1970's John KrLjjiiboltz and his colleagues, Anita Mitchell and Brian 
Jones (Krumboltz el al., 1976; Krumboltz et al., 1978; Krumboltz, 1979; 
Mitchell & Krumboltz, 1984) presented what they termed a social leal-17ing theoly 
of occupational choice. It has its origins in the work of Albert Bandura 
(BandLira, 1969) and in Krumboltz's earlier work (Ryan & Krumboltz, 1964; 
Krumboltz & Schroeder, 1965; Krumboltz & Sheppard, 1969). 
Krumboltz and his associates view occupational choice and selection as a life- 
long process involving the sequential cumulative effects of four main types of 
influence : genetic endowment and special abilities; environmental conditions and 
events; learning exIvriences; and task approach skills. The first type of influence, 
genetic endowments and special abilities, which include factors such as race, 
sex, physical characteristics, disability, intelligence, and artistic and musical 
ability, are thought to set limits on occupational preferences and entry. 
Environmental conditions and events include job and training opportunities, 
social and selection policies, farmly resources, the educational system and 
technological change arnongst others. Such factors influence occupational entry 
directly and indirectly through their influence on learning experiences. The third 
type of influence, learning experiences, are subdivided into instrumenial and 
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associalit, e learning experiences. The former occur when an individual 
undertakes a particular behaviour and notes the antecedents and consequences 
of that behaviour. The latter occur when an individual is reacting to external 
stimuli, as in the case of observational learning or classical conditioning. 
As a result of the three aforementioned influencers, individuals bring to each 
new task or problem a set of task-approach skills, the fourth type of influence 
on occupational choice. Task-approach skills include work habits, mental sets, 
emotional predispositions and problem-solving skills, with occupational decision- 
making skills being viewed a subset of task-approach skills. A final important 
concept in Krumboltz et aUs theory is the seýf-obsei-vation generalisation. A self- 
observation generalisation is an overt or covert evaluation of one's actual or 
vicarious performance or assessment one's own interests and values. Such 
generalisations are the result of learning experiences and are not necessarily 
accurate. There are three main types of self-observation generalisation : 
generalisations about task efficacy, those about interests, and those about 
personal values. Occupational preferences are a particular type of self- 
observation generalisation and play an important part in occupational choice. 
Mitchell (1979), KrUMbOltZ and Rude (1981) and Mitchell and Krumboltz (1984) 
have reviewed research evidence pertinent to the social learning theory of 
occupational choice and found some support for many of the propositions of the 
theory. However since the majority of the studies reviewed were not conducted 
within the framework of social learning theory, these reviews merely constitute 
a retrospective reinterpretation of existing data. Overall Osipow (1983) 
concludes that empirical evidence in support of Krumboltz et (IL's theory is 
somewhat fragmented and sparse. 
Krumboltz and his colleagues have produced a relatively comprehensive and 
explicit interactionist theory. It has however attracted criticisms on three counts 
: firstly for lacking the occupational content necessary for most practical 
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applications (Holland, 1976); secondly for its lack of specific attention to the 
influence of chance (Roe, 1976); and thirdly for its lack of emphasis on the 
process of development (Brown, 1984). 
Social/structural theories 
The theories presented in this section take as their central point the notion that 
social circumstances beyond the control of the individual contribute significantly 
to occupational choice. 
Two main theories are discussed here. Firstly the work of Kenneth Roberts is 
discussed. Roberts is not the only theorist to propose that societal and 
structural forces are paramount in occupational choice. Others, such as 
Warnath (1975) and Tyler (19771), have made similar points. However Roberts 
is considered to be the major exponent of this viewpoint. The second theory 
to presented is the hapImnstance theory of occupational choice. 
Roberts' theory 
Kenneth Roberts' Opportunity Structure theory of occupational choice (Roberts, 
1968,1973,1977,1981,1984) largely grew out of his dissatisfactions with major 
existing theories such as those of Ginzberg et aL and Super which focused on 
psychological/individual factors. Roberts in his work with school leavers using 
the Youth Employment Service (Roberts, 1968) found that these type of 
theories were not applicable to the majority of school leavers. He argues that 
occupational entry has very little to do with occupational preferences and that 
most young people simply take what is available. He suggests that factors such 
'is the local labour market and an individual's qualifications are better predictors 
of occupational entry than are occupational preferences. 
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Roberts contends that it is not Just school leavers with few qualifications who's 
occupational destination is determined by opportunity structures, but also the 
highly qualified such as graduates. There is some support for this contention 
in that in a recent survey of students in higher education, 42 per cent reported 
feeling that they would end up in a career which was not their ideal because 
there would be too much competition or too few places (Crequer, 1989). 
A person's occupational path is determined, argues Roberts, by the opportunity 
structure to which he or she is exposed, first in education and then in 
employment. Roberts does not argue that individual's do not possess ideas 
about the types of work they hope to enter and avoid but that such preferences 
have very little effect on the type of employment entered. In addition, such 
occupational preferences are thought to be influenced by educational and 
occupational socialismion and climates of expectation. Roberts also points out 
that when unemployment is a real possibility, there are strong pressures to take 
any job that is offered. Another important facet of Robert's theory is his 
contention that many types of occupation offer little opportunity for 
implernenting one's self-concept. He further argues that basing the practice of 
careers education and counselling on psychological theories such as Super's, is 
likely to exacerbate rather than overcome the difficulties of school leavers 
seeking employment, by raising hopes and expectations that cannot be met in 
the real world. 
Research carried out by West and Newton (1983) investigating the transition 
from school has sorne bearing on Roberts' theory. For example over half (54 
per cent) of the school leavers they interviewed reported having heard about 
their job through family or friends. Overall, two and a half years after leaving 
school, less than half of the young people were in the type of occupation that 
was their occupational choice when they were at school. Those who were not 
doing the jobs that had originally hoped to do were asked what made them 
decided upon a different job. West and Newton found that their responses 
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were overwhelmingly biased in the direction of forced choice. 
Roberts' Opportunity Structure theory has attracted some criticism, particularly 
in relation to his contention that careers educators and counsellors should 
concentrate on practical employment problems rather than on personal 
development and the implementing of the self-concept in occupational choice. 
For example West & Newton (1983) argue that Roberts' approach ignores the 
dynarnics of a changing society : 
To discourage rising expectations is to an extent to encourage 
stagnation and apathy, for the fnistration of aspirations and 
cxpectations can he (I 1'01-1-n of constructive conflict within soci . ety, cis 
a whole. Young people who protest about the nature of their work 
may be a JOrcefiOr useful change in socieiy. If we attempt to shape 
acceptance ofmonotony we only perpetuate a poor quality of working 
1ýfe. Such an approach may have the ef 
. 
fect of strengthening existing 
divisions in society. (West & Newton, 1983) 
Peter Daws (1977,1981) has put forward similar arguments against Roberts' 
theory. He also rnaintains that any adequate theory of entry into employment 
must take account of sociological, economic and psychological factors. It Is 
concluded, therefore, that whilst Roberts theory is important in drawing 
attention to the influence of social/structural factors in the occupational choice 
process, he has overstated his case. 
Happenstance theories 
In recent years Steve Baumgardner (Baumgardner, 1976,1977,1982), Albert 
Bandura (Bandura, 1982h) and Mark Miller (Miller, 1983) have put forward 
the view that chance or happenstance (unplanned events that measurably alter's 
one's behaviour) play a major role in determining the occupations individual's 
enter. Whilst happenstance can include economic and structural factors such as 
those described by Roberts, it also encompasses events such as accidents, illness, 
and chance meetings. The happenstance approach to occupational choice is 
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largely a reaction against psychological/individualistic theories which have implicit 
within them the notion that occupational choice is or should be a rational, 
logical process. The impact of chance events is not thought to be random but 
will depend upon a number of variables such as individuals' skills, interests, 
values and sense of personal agency (Bandura, 1982b). It must also be pointed 
out that "Chance favours the prepared mind" (Miller, 1983). 
Much of the evidence presented by Baumgardner, Bandura and Miller in favour 
of the happenstance model of occupational choice is anecdotal. However some 
studies have been carried out which indicate the importance of chance. For 
example Baumgardner (1975) found that 72 per cent of recent college graduates 
reported entering their current occupations on the basis of circumstantial factors 
or sorne combination of circumstance and planning. In a similar vein Ford 
(1985) reports that : 
Despite the fact that work assumed such an important role in the 
lives of almost eveg man interviewed, many explained that there had 
been a suiprising element of luck in their manner of choosing a job 
or career. Sometimes it all hinged on one chance conversation... 
The choice of career fior most men seemed a haphazard affair 
unrelated to their falents, needs or interests. (Ford, 1985) 
However, others have found that people tend to attribute their occupational 
choices to a combination of personal, social and happenstance factors. For 
example, Salomone and Slaney (1981) found that the factor that nonprofessional 
workers reported having the most influence on their past occupational decisions 
was their awareness of their skills and abilities. Other factors that were 
commonly mentioned Were intelligence; education; occupational awareness; 
training opportunities; financial responsibilities; financial constraints affecting 
education and training; family, COMMI-InIty 01 cultural influences; national or 
local economic situations; physical or mental health; unexpected personal events; 
and getting unexpected information about job openings. 
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Happenstance theory has been criticised for setting up a "straw man" in that 
psychological/individualistic theorists have never claimed that Occupational choice 
is an entirely logical and rational process (Osipow, 1977). It may also be 
criticised on the grounds that although research indicates that happenstance 
plays a part in occupational choice, there is little evidence to suggest that it is 
the only or even a major determinant of the occupations people enter. 
Discussion and conclusions 
It is difficult to produce an overall evaluation of the nine theories that have 
been presented in this chapter because they differ in their scope, aims and 
purposes. Some of the theories are concerned with predicting occupational 
preferences, whilst others deal with occupational entry; some are primarily 
concerned with careers education and counselling, whereas for others the focus 
is primarily theoretical. Some of the diversity of and conflict between the 
theories arises because the theories come from and reflect the differing 
traditions of psychology and sociology. Some of the conflict is also due to the 
nature of the populations studied. Some may also be the result of crosscultural 
differences, for example Jennifer Kidd (1981) speculates that the high value 
Americans place on individualism and achievement may mean that the self- 
concept will have a more important role to play there than in the occupational 
behaviour of British adolescents and adults. 
Despite the differences between the theories there is also quite a large degree 
of overlap, and, following Brown (1984), it is contended that some degree of 
synthesis is possible and desirable. 
What can also be concluded from the review is that an adequate theory of 
occupational choice will necessarily he interactionist in nature, since there has 
been too much unhelpful polarisation. Such a theory will include some notion 
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of self-concept or personality; a developmental emphasis; and the influence of 
socia ]/structural factors and of chance. 
One other crucial attribute of an adequate theory of occupational choice is that 
it must be able to account for the occupational behaviour and choices of women 
in a comprehensive and integrated manner. The theories reviewed here have 
invariably failed on this count. 
Both Ginzberg (1984) and Super (1957,1984) have Suggested schemes for 
classifying the occupational patterns of women, but these schemes have not 
been integrated into the overall theories. Ginzberg and his collaborators did 
study a small sample of female college students and concluded that the 
occupational choice process did not differ markedly from that of their male 
counterparts, except that concerns about marriage became important during 
young adulthood (Ginzberg et aL, 1951). There is some evidence to indicate 
that Super's developmental and self-concept theory is applicable to women 
(Lowenthal et aL, 1975; Kidd, 1982), but the separate concerns of women have 
yet to be adequately addressed by the theory. 
Holland contends that his theory applies equally well to women as it does to 
irien, although he does acknowledge that sex-role socIal'sation plays a part in 
determining an indiVidLIal'S personality type, which in turn influences the type of 
Occupation entered. There has been much debate about whether inventories 
based on Holland's theory, such as the Self-Directed Search (SDS), are sex- 
biased. One side (Gottfredson, 1982) argues that male-female differences in 
scores on the SDS reflect actual sex differences in occupational interests, which 
Occur as the result of sex-role socialisation, whereas the other side (Prediger, 
1981) believes they are the result of sex-bias inherent in the SDS. 
In Roe's early formulations she failed to consider the effects of gender on 
occupational choice. In her later work (Roe, 1984), she acknowledges this 
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inadequacy, especially with regard to her occupational classification system. She I In 
now proposes that sex is a general modifier variable influencing both 
environmental and psychological factors, but offers no empirical evidence in 
support of this view. 
Expectancy theory per se has very little to say about women's occupational 
choice. However Kenneth Wheeler (Wheeler, 1983) carried out a study to 
investigate sex differences in occupational preference within the framework of 
expectancy theory. He only tested the valence model and found that it 
predicted occupational preferences for both males and females moderately well. 
No other such work has been undertaken. 
Blau and colleagues do not make any specific mention of gender, although the 
differential effects of gender could readily be encompassed within Blau's social 
soucture variable. 
Krumboltz's theory is somewhat more promising in that Krumboltz includes sex 
in the category of genetic endowment and special abilities, but fails to specify 
the ways in which gender might influence occupational choice through 
environmental conditions and events and through learning experiences, although 
Mitchell and Krumboltz (1984) begin to describe this process. In addition Roe 
(1976) has criticized the theory for its failure to include the influence of 
marriage in the environmental conditions and events category. Krumboltz's 
concept of self-observation generalisations concerning task efficacy is essentially 
the same as the concept of self-efficacy which has been investigated, 
independently from Kruinboltz ct al. 's theory, by other social learning theorists, 
Gail Hackett and Nancy Betz (Betz & Hackett, 1981; Hackett & Betz, 1981) 
who have applied it specifically to the understanding of women's occupational 
choice. For further discussion of the self-efficacy theory of women's 
occupational choice see Chapters Three and Five. 
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Considering the importance Roberts attaches to the social structure, it is 
sornewhat remarkable that he largely fails to address question of gender. 
Happenstance theorists similarly fail to deal with the issue of gender. 
It is therefore concluded that existing non-gender-specific theories of 
occupational choice are not, in their present form, able to explain the 
occupational choice process in women. 
In the next chapter woman-specific theories and research on occupational choice 
will be reviewed. The majority of this research and theorising was carried out 
independent of, and makes no reference to, the general theories of occupational 
choice reviewed in the present chapter. However there is one notable exception 
- Linda Gottfredson's Circurnscription/Comprormse theory of occupational choice 
(Gottfredson, 1981). Gottfredson has proposed a synthesising, interactionist, 
general theory of occupational choice, but one which also includes gender as a 
major integrated concept. Ideally any adequate theory of women's occupational 
choice must be subsumed within a more general theory of occupational choice 
that applies to all individuals, and Gottfredson's theory holds some promise in 
this direction. Gottfredson's theory is described further in Chapter Three. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Literature Review 11 : 
Women's Occupational Choice 
In this chapter theories and research pertaining specifically to wonlenýs 
occupational choice will be reviewed. 
It has long been noted that males and fernales differ markedly in flicii 
occupational preferences and in the types of occupation they enter, and tliesc 
differences appear to be persisting into the 1980's. Differences are apparent ill 
the occupational preferences of pre-school children (Nemerowicz, 1979; Franken, 
1983), Pitcher & SchLlltZ, 1983). These differences continue through childhood 
(Arclier, 1984; Wilby, 1988), into adolescence (Fooelmain, 1979-, Fislier & 
Holder, 1981, Fieldman, 1988), into young adulthood (West and Newton, 198)ý 
Cockburn, 1987), and in the occupations men and wornen actually enter (Niirtiiii 
, k, Roberts, 1984a). In addition other researchers have noted the narrow ranile 
of girls' occupational preferences (Rauta & Hunt, 1975; Sharpe, 1976; Furioni-T, 
1986). Whilst there may be variations in the content of occupational choices m 
clifferent ages and in different regions, the gender division in occupatiomil clioicc I 
persists. 
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Eirly theoretical attempts to account for the differential occupational choices 
ýInd bellcIViOLir of women date back to the late 1960's with the work of Psithas 
( 1968) ýi nd ZytowskJ (1969). 
Gcoroe Psithas (1968), following his investigation Into the ()CCLIpNtIOI1, Il CIMICCS 
I that the seiting in which 'ind employment decisions of student nurses, believed 
wornen s choices are made had been neglected and proceeded to elaborL Ll 
set of factors that, he believed, operated on women to determine then- 
Occupational decisions. These inclLided the intention to marry, time of marriage, 
i-ensons for marriage, hLisband's economic slaiation and MMUCICS toward his wil't, 
hcIng employed, and the arrival of children-., the financial SitUatlOn Of the fM11I1V 
ýfl' origin, the presence of econoi-nlcýilly dependent siblings ind lbselicc of oldcl- 
siblings making an economic contribution, illness or UnellIPIOVITICIlt In the f(mnilv 
of origin; parental social class; maternal employment; the woman S V', 11LIC 
orientation; the differing access to eligible males that various occupations afford 
and perceived male attItUdes to wornen in different OCCLIpations. 
Donald Zvtowski's (1969) theory is somewhat more narrow than that of Psýltlms 
Lind largely focuses on women's domestic role which Zytowsk, vIews as pl-1111ý11-y. 
He sees women's occupational and domestic roles as rriLitually exclusive mid 
occupational participation as a departure from the norm. He postulates timt 
acTe of entry into the labour market, span of participation (amount of tirne spent 
in employment) and degree of participation ('extent of feniale- or niile- 
Jornination of the OCCLIpatIOnS undertaken) combine to give women's level ()I 
Occupational participation. He then proceeds to descrihe some of the f, ictor, ý 
which influence this level of occupational participation. including IhIIIt\. 
motivational factors and external, situational factors. 
It must be said that the two theories outlined above are both prodL)CtS Of tllCl*l- 
tinic ýincl have consequently emphasised the Infl Lience 
of iiiirriage to ci 
dcgrcc 
th, 'it would not he tenable todýiy. However they were LlSefLI1 seminal clocument,., 
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Iliat marked the beginning of theorising about and research on women's 
occupational choice. 
The 1970's saw an abundance of work on women S OCCLIP'Itional chmicC. 
I-lowever research during this period tended to be very segmented, with eýich 
1)1ece of research focusing on just one or two factors that might play a role in 
women's occupational choice. It was also typically conducted within the 
fi-, iniework of sex-role sociallsation (Farmer, 1976; Harmon, 1977). In the 1980's 
rcsearcheFs Such as Betz and Fitzgerald (1987), Eccles ( 1987) ýind Larwood illLl 
GUtek (1987), began to f0FML11dtC theoretical fFaineworks in which to assinill. 1tc 
the disparate findings of the 'seventies. However these attempts reincuin 
sornewhat tentative. Another interesting approach is that of Helen Astin (1984), 
who proposes a sociopsychological model of women's occupational choice lincl 
focuses on the "structure of opportunity" - an approach which is similar to, less 
explicit or extensive than, that of Gottfredson outlined below. Some rescirchcrs 
have proposed Multidimensional statistical models to account for wonicil's 
occupational choice, for example Farmer ( 1985) and Fassinger ( 1985). Othcrs 
have focused on alternative approaches to the question of wornen's OCCLIPýItlcfllctl 
choice such as life-course, gender relations and radical ferrimist perspectives 
(see below). In this Chapter, eight interrelated theories of, or approaches to. 
WOMen'S Occupational choice are presented and evaluated. These are hiologic, 11: 
I)sychodynainic, radicýil ferninist: sex-role socialisýition, life-course; donicstic: 
ocnder relations; and structurýil theories. 
However before presenting these theories it is important to point out tliýlt they 
were invariably formulated without reference to existing theories of occupation, 11 
choice. This has led to a situation in which two separate sphere's of interest 
li, ive arisen, with very little overlap or attempt at integi-mion. Pierc is, 
neverthelcss. one notihle exception - Lindýi Gottfredson's 
cii-cLiiiisciptioii, /coiiiproiiiis(-- theory - which warrants soine cons Ider', ition and \\, III 
he presented before consideration of the other theories of wornen's occtipitiontl 
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Choice. 
Circumscription/Compromise theory 
In 1981 Linda Gottfredson produced a monograph describing what she 11,1s 
terined a circumscription and comprornise theory Of OCCUPational choice 
(Gottfredson, 1981). Her work is unique in that she has produced an integrative 
theory which crosses the great divide between non-gender-specific theories ot 
OCCUpational choice and theories Of WOMen'S OCCUpational choice. Its value ilso 
lies in its synthesis of some of the major theories Of OCCUPcItional choice mitlillcd 
m Chapter Two. 
Essentially Gottfredson conceptualises occupational choice as a developmental 
,, Inning 
in early childhood in which occupational aspirations become process beg 
e increasingly circumscribed in line with the individLial's developirig self-conc pt. 
When the individual reýiches early adulthood he or she begins the procc"s ot 
implementing occupational preferences which is, according to Gottfreds0ii. I 
process of compromise. 
There are several key concepts in Gottfredson's theory that need to be defined 
and elaborated before the theory can be described in greater detall. Firstly 
theFe is the seýf-concept which Gottfredson defines as one's view of one's selt. 
It inay or may not coincide with an outsider's objective assessment of the 
person7s personality, and includes a person's sense of social self as well ýis inorc 
psychological attributes such as abilities, interests and personality. 
The second key concept in Gottfredson's theory is occuIwitional images which are 
defined as generalisations people make ýIIDOLF[ partiCLIIýIr occupations. An 
occup', ition, il image inight include ilene ra lisat ions nhout tli(-- types of peopic in 
,t particular occupation, the kind of work they do. the types of lives they lcýi(L 
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the rew,, irds and conditions of the work, and the appropriateness of the joh for 
(Jifferent types of people. Essentially the concept of occupational is \'C]-N/ 
"11111IL11- to that of occupatiorial stereotypes, but the former is used in preferclicc 
to tile kitter because of the negative connotmions mtýicliecl to the use ()f* thc 
term stereotype. I 
The next concept that Gottfredson introduces is the cognitive map ofoccitpuliolls 
which is a generalisation about occupations that links individual occupatioilýll 
inia(yes to each other in a coherent whole. Gottfredson contends that pcoplc 
MId tO jUdOC the similarities and differences between OCCLIpat10HS al0nýý-' ', I 
slinple dimensions such as sex-iype (perceived SUItabIlIty Of OCCLIpat1OI1S t'()I- 
feniales Lind males), level or Ivestige, and field of ivork-, which Is s111111.11- to 
Holland's CMICept Of Occupational environment (see Chapter Two). 
The next two terms to be considered are occupationalpreference. v andjildgelnelll. ý 
ol' compalibility which Gottfredson uses interchanpeýiblv. Preferences or 
compatihility are the individual's own 'Lidoeinents of' tile Imitcli 
,jj _- 
between their self-concept and their image of particular occupations. It is vCFV 
sjrnilýir to Holland's concept of congruence (see Chapter Two) but is i 
iLldgement made by the individual rather than by an outside observer. 
Another important concept is that of perceii)ed accessihili4, of occupations. ThiS 
term refers to the obstacles or opportunities in the social or econoinic 
environinent that affect one's chances of entering i particular occup, 'omn. 
Pci-ceived accessibility is somewhat analogous to realism, but the former is ýt 
pci-son's own judgment about obstacles and opportunities whereas the 1,1ttCr 
LISLIally refers to an outside observers assessment of these factors. 
WImt Gottfredson terms occupalional allenzatites are the product of prefercnccs 
(perceived job-self compatibility) and perceived accessibility. These alternatives 
, irc grouped togetheF into an individual'S SOC1'(11 SIMCC OF zone o. 1' accepmble 
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(dicnialives. This is referred to as a social space because the alternatives Itrgyelý 
reflect the person's sense or where he or she fits into society. The imijor 
dimensions of this social space are the sex-type and prestiiye Of OCCLIpatIOIIS N11"I 
fleld of work. 
Gottfredson proposes a developmental theory of occLipational clioice in wInCII 
the major occupationally relevant elements of the self-concept - gender, socl, ll 
hack(, rOUnd, intelligence, interests, competencies Lind values - are incorporated 
into the self-concept at different stages of cognitive development as one's self- 
concept and view of the world becomes more differentiated and complex. FoLir 
iii,, iin stages of development are postulated : orientation to si7e (//I(/ pojjý, ej' (. JýTes 
t1irce to five years); orieniation to sex roles (approximately aocs six to C1,1111): 
orientation to social valitation (around ages nine to flurteen); and oriewation io 
the internal unique seýf(beginning around age fOLirteen). These stages are hascd 
on Leland Van den Daele's (Van den Daele, 1968) descriptions of counitive 
development and the formation of the ego-ideal. 
During stage one children's conceptions of what they will do in adulthood slillt II 
from in(igic(il thinking when a child expresses fantasy preferences Such IS 
Princess OF bunny rabbit to preferences based on adult roles and activiticS. 
During 
, stage two, children's preferences becorne sex-typed such that girls report 
preferences for ferna le -dominated occupations and boys maie-dorninated mics. 
During the third stage children begin to recognise prestige differences hetweell 
Occupations as well as social class and ability differences aniong people, ýmd 
their Occupational preferences become limited to those appropriate to the child's 
self-perceived ability and social class. During the fourth stage adolescent's 
pi-eferences are further circumscribed to fit in with the individual's interests, 
competencies and values. 
Bus a largely irreversible, progressive circumscription Of OCCLIpatiolml 
preferences and alternatives takes place in which individuals gradLUIlly I-CStl-lCt 
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themselves firstly to actual occupations. Next they eliminate OCCUINItIMIS 
perceived to be inappropriate to their sex, followed a few years later hy the 
elimination of occupations considered inappropriate in terms of the indivichml*s 
'Ihility 'mid social class. Finally preferences are further mirrowed to ho: 
compatible with the individual's particular interests, capacities and valucs. 
Gottfredson su gests that once rejected accordin to an earlier criterion, theso: 99 
rejected options will not be reconsidered except in unLISLIal circumstances. 
When the time for implementation of occupational preferences approaches, 
individuals then embark on the process of compromise which is Inevimh1c 
because the jobs people want may sornetimes be very different frorn the johýý,, 
, ivýulahlc to them. Gottfredson suggests that when INIIMICHIO OCCUPýMOMil 
preferences and perceived accessibility people seek out and (jencrate relcv,. 1111 
information. However this seeking focuses only on the occupations in the 
individual's social space, and is largely confined to the implementation period. 
Readily available sources of information, such as parents and friends, ýIrc 
surveyed first and a complete search of available infori-nation will rarely, be, 
undertaken. Finally Gottfredson outlines three inain principles which govern thc 
compromise process. Firstly she proposes that some aspects of self-concept ire 
more central than others and will take priority when comprornising occupýitiorlll I 
goals, such that aspects that are laid down earlier, such as gender self-concepts, 
, ire inore strongly protected and less willingly compromised. It is hypothesized 
that people will typically sacrifice field of interest to inaintain prestige and sex- 
type, ind to sorne extent will sacrifice prestige for sex-type it' thia Is lilso 
necessary. The second principle of cornprornise i,.,, thm exploration (A Joh 
options typically ends with the implementation of a satisfictory choice. not 
necessarily the optimal potential choice. The final principle is thýit people tend 
to ýiccornrnodate psychologically to the compromises they make. 
Gottfredson's theory has attracted a number of criticisms. Firstly it has heen 
sui, Y(Tested that Gottfredson's theory falls to address gender differences in the sex- 
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typino of occupational preferences (males tend to he more sex-typed Iiii tlwý'ý 
respect than females) (Taylor & Pryor, 1985; Pryor, 1987. Henderson C/ al., 
1988). Secondly, Gott fredson's contention that sacrifices can lie made on Oiic 
chiriension only - field of work, prestige or sex-type - has been clLiestioncd 
(Taylor & Pryor, 1985) since the dimensions do not appear to he independent. 
Tlllrdlv there is some debate over the timetabling of the developmental suioes 
proposed by Gottfredson (Vondracek el al., 1983). FoLirthlv Pryor (1985,1) 
criticises Gottfredson's theory for its lack of a process aCCOUnt of the progressi'on 
throLigh the four developmental stages. In an attempt to rectify this Pryor 
(1985a) has proposed a composite theory which combines Gottfredson's and 
Krumboltz et aL's theory. Fifthly it has been criticised for its purportedly 
iii. idequate concepwalisation of the self-concept (Pryor. 1985a, 1985h). Thc 
flii', il weakness of the theorv is that it is limited to childhood and adolescClICC 
i-ather than covering the whole life-span. 
Gottfredson's theory is not based on empirical evidence although she does 
present a retrospective examination of existing research in support of her theory. 
The main investigator who has taken Lip Gottfredson's theory and subjected it 
to empirical testing is Richard Pryor. Pryor and his associate, Neville Taylni-, 
have carried three empirical studies based on Gottfredson's theory. These, 
StLICIICS (Taylor & Pryor, 1985; Pryor & Taylor, 1986, Pryor 'k, T,, iyloi- reportcd 
iii Pryor, 1987) provide substantial support for the importance of' 111c 
compromise variables identified by Gottfredson and are broadly supportive of 
Gottfredsoii's description of the compromise process. However they ýilso 
h1uhliolit a number of limitations of the theorv. Over and abovc the 
aforementioned criticisms. Pryor (1987) also points out that Gotttredsoii's thcoi-ý 
fýills to provide for the existence of more than one cornproinise paradigill (1'()I- 
ex. iinple. sorne people appear to be more willing to forfeit prestige hcfoi-c 
IfItCF(--, StS), and that it cannot account for those who persist and refuse. to 
compromise. Pryor (1987) thus concludes that further elaboratioii of the theory 
is required. Similarly Holt (1989) found that engineering and social woi-k 
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students differ in their compromise strategies, the foriner preferring to 
coniproinise on prestige, the k. -itter on interest area, and thereforc concludcd thýn 
thc sltuMion was inore complex than originally proposed in(] thýlt 'olllc 
"'odific, ition may be warranted. Other researchers liive focused mi thc 
circumscription of occupational choices during childhood. For example Sus, 111 
Henderson and colleagues (Henderson et aL, 1988) studied the occupational 
preferences of children aged five to fourteen and found that children make sex- 
typed Occupational preferences at ages younger than six. In fact there Is 
evidence of sex-typing of occupational preferences in children as VOLIMT as thi-C-C 
(Tremaine & SCIILILI, 1979, Riley, 1981). They did however find evidence thýit 
social class and ability only influence occupational preferences after age iniicý in 
line with Gottfredson's theory, ability being the inore important of the two 
factors. 
An OVCI-Llll CVith-lation of Gottfredson's theory is somewhat tentmive., ýIivcll the 
limited number of empirical studies that have been conducted. However it does 
appear to have many strerig 0111C , ths, and with some inodificatioii, It inay hold s 
promise as an integrative, synthesising theory of occupational choice gencmllý 
atid of women's occupational choice in particular. 
It is now time to consider the other theories of women's occupational choice 
OLItlined above. 
Biological theories 
In this section biological perspectives on women's occupational choice will be 
examined. Biological factors, it is suggested, give rise to cognitive/intellectLml. 
personality/emotional and physical differences between the sexes which nlýtkcs 
them more or less suited to partICUlar occupations. 
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Whilst it is generally accepted that there are few sex differences in ovcr, 111 
intellectuA or cognitive ability, several theorists have su oested that hl()Ioi,, Icil 
differences between males and females may result in the sexes excelliIII-, III 
different cognitive fields, that is iriales being more skilled at spatial týisks ýtiid 
fcrmilcs m verbal tasks. This, they suggest, underlies ind to some cxtcw 
explains sex segregation in OCCLIpations. Three hiologicýil hases have hecii 
proposed : genetic, hormonal, and cerebral laterallsation. The genetic theor\'. 
ori0inally proposed by Stafford (1961), is that superior spatial ability is pisscd 
on froin one generation to the next on a recessive gene carried on the X 
chromosome, in much the same way as other sex-linked conditions SLICII ZIS 
colour-blindness. However there is little evidence to support this theory and it 
is now largely discredited (Bouchard & McGee, 1977, Scýirr & Cirter-S. Iltzin. 111. 
19,82). Hormonal explanations for sex differences in cognitive ýibllitles date Nick 
to the 1960's when Broverinan el al. (1968) claimed that feniale sex lionnorics 
interfere with high-level intellectual functioning, but facilitate performance oil 
lower-level repetitive tasks. Other researchers such as Dalton (1968) and Money 
and Ehrhardt (1972) have investigated the role of prenatal horinones on kiter 
cognitive ability. However, research evidence pertinent to these early attenipts 
m linking hormones and cognitive ability has generally been contradictory ()I- 
Linsupportive (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Rohrbaugh, 1981). It should also hc 
noted that a study into prenatal hormones and future occupational preferences 
found no relationship between prenatal exposure to exo(Tenous sex horriloric'; I 
and the preference for a male-dominated Occupation during childhood or 
adolescence (Sandberg et al., 1987). 
Perhaps the most debated hiologicýil issue with reLy ( L, ve a) 11 I _, ýird to c) niti 
II tics 1.. " 
that of cerebral late ralisation or brain asymmetry, that is the extent to which tll(2 
left cerebral hernisphere is specialised for language functions and the I-I( t 
speciallsed for perceptual functions. The controversV be(Yan in the eýirlv 
seventies when Gray and Buffery (1971) proposed that the fernale brain is morc 
asvi-m-netrical or lateralised than the male brain and that this could account foi- 
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feinales superior verbal ability and males superior spatial ability. Howcvcr. ill 
I lic flic succeeding years several investjoators 
(Levy, 1972. SI)crry, 1974: Wi +'oll. 
1976) suggested the exact opposite, that is that it is the imile hrain that is 111c 
more asyn-imetrical. Subsequent reviewers have COflCh-IdCCl that CVICICIICC flV0Ill-S 
the latter hypothesis (McGlone, 1980; Bryden, 1982), although both concede that 
tile evidence is far from conclusive and that 
One must not ov, erlookperhaps the mosi obi, ioits conclusion, which 
is Illat hasic pallerlis olf male andfiemale brain asymmelty seem lo 
be more similar than they are dil. 1'erenl (McGloiic, 1980). 
Tliere are also those who assert that there is no convincing evidence tor sex 
differences in cerebral lateralisation (Fairweather, 1976). In addition seveml 
researchers have argued that social explanations of sex differences in these 
counitive abilities are sufficient (Oakley, 1981b; Betz & Fitzgerald, 1987). It Is 
also necessary to point out that not all studies have f0LInd sex differences in 
spatial and verbal ability. and of those that have, the degree of overlap hetwecil 
the sexes is substantial. Meta analysis of relevant StUdIes reveals fliat the extent 
of sex differences on verbal ability is around a quarter of a standard devi'mioll, 
and for spatial ability the corresponding figure is around a half of I stand'ird 
deviation (Hyde, 1981). Such differences Lire insufficient in explainino sex 
differences in occupational choice and attainment since these differences nre ol 
a far greater magnitude than differences in cognitive abilities. 
Another biological approach to wornen's occupational choice is that which 
, ests that the 
differential levels of sex hormones in males and females cmisc sLi gl-T 
men to be more aggressive and women to be more nurturant, which makes 
thern Suited to different types of occupations. However this view can he 
ch, dlenoed on three counts : firstIv that research on sex differences in agoressiOll 
, '111d 11LIFtLH-anCe in humans have produced inixed and contradictory evidelicc 'LlIld 
the existence of such differences rermims in ClUestion (Archer & Lloyd, 1982): 
secondIv that the links between hormones and aggressive or nurturant hell, WIM11', 
in humans at least, have yet to be clearly established (Rohrbaugh, 1981: S,. iycrs, 
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1982)-, ind thirdly that there are few inale-dorninated OCCLIp, ItIOIIS that FC(JLIIiI'C' 
, 'Tigressive (as opposed to assertive. ) behaviour and there are many felmlic- 
clonlinated occupations. which to not involve nurturant behaviour. There is sonic 
recent evidence that housewives have lower levels of testosterone than wonicii 
in fLill-tli-ne employment (Bancroft el al., 1983) and that wornen in professloiitl. 
nianagerial and technical jobs have higher testosterone levels than feniale 
clerical and sales workers and housewives (Ptirifoy & Koopmans, 1980), hLIt 
thcse aUthors point Out hormonal differences Could he. as 111LICII a ]-CSLIII Of, 
rather than a cause of, Occupational differences. 
The menstrual cycle is another biological factor which, it has been ýIriTu c 
ýidverscly affects women's occupmional performance and therefore makes tlicill 
UnSL11tCd to certain types of employment. Rescarcli Hidiclites tlltt 1i 1, irgc 
majority of both male and fernale managers believe tliit worrien's wm-k 
performance is impaired by the menstrual cycle (Gaston, 1988), despite the Lict 
that there is very little research evidence to support this view (Sommer, 1982: 
Ussher, 1989). It is also interesting to note that work performance flL1CtL1atCS 
more with the day of the week than with the menstrual cycle (Gaston, 1987). 
Biology plays perhaps its Most Obvious role in deterininifig size and streligth 
differences between men and women. Such differences mi(Tht accowit Cor I 
wornen'S Underrepresentation in certain physically demanding occupatiolls. 
However this issue is far from clearcut. For example, evidence SLIgUeStS tlMt 
1ILH-smo, a feiriale-dommated occupation, requires as Much expenditure of energy 
iii a typical work shift as do mining and fishing which are arnongst the 11-iost 
physically demanding, of male-dornmated occupations (Wardel. 1976). Indeed it 
has been estimated that nurses working in geriatrics cari lift as much as two ý111(1 
a half tons an hour (Steven, 1989). It is also true that there is a fair degi-ce of 
overlap between the sexes in physical strength - it is estimated that 25 per cei-it 
of wornen can do more physical work than 25 per cent of the least capable 111cli 
(Henschel, 1971). It has also been argued that most physically demanding jobs 
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(,,, in he redesigned and modified to make them more suitahle for worilcil, ý' 
move which is likely to benefit men as well as women (Reclurove, 1987: Cox. 
1988) 
Reproductive differences ýilso warmt-it some discussion here. Whilst it is ti-LIC 
th, it certun workplace hýizards, e. g. lead, inercury, ý111ýjcstjjctjc (Tascs, 
, id%, cFsc effects on pregnancy ýind foewl hcýilth (Messite & Wclch, 1987). thl. S 
c, innot be held responsible for the constrained nawre of v,, oincii's occi-ipoionýil 
choices for three reasons. Firstly relatively few OCCLIPMtons involve potciltiillý 
liýizardous materials; secondly pregnancy typically represents a tiny proportioll 
of worrien's span of employment; and thirdly there is evidence that sperin ýirc 
obs should ', u-gLiihlv hc c'll'so vulnerable to toxic environments, therefore j 
redesigned to protect the rtprOdLICtlVC vulnembilities of both In'lles ýIlld 
(Seyinmir, 1988). 
It must be concluded that if the not uncontentious view that biological fýictoi. s 
have some influence on women's occupational choice is accepted, any such 
influence is necessarily limited and certainly not a 1'11aJOF CaLlSe Of OCCUpatIO11,11 
segregation. 
Psychodynamic theories 
The classical Freudian view of women's occupational choice is that womell's 
location in the home and to a lesser extent in fernale-dornmated occupýjtjojjs is 
the result of the SLICCCSSfLI1 resolution of the oedipal complex ind lclentiflcýltioll 
with the mother. The desire to enter or actuai entry into ýi mal(---donllmttcd 
occupation is thought to be a result of the masculinily complex in which wolnell, 
it is su-, ested, refuse to accept that they have been castrated and retain the 
phantasy of really being a man (Freud, 1925). Such views have been severek 
criticised (e. g. Millett, 1970) and are no longer considered tenable. 
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A few ferninist writers such as Juliet Mitchell (1974) have argued that clrsslcýll 
psychoanalysis is of relevance to women's situation today, especially when pe"IS 
ciivv is reinterpreted as the envy of men's power and social position, and wlicil 
psychoanalysis is viewed as an analysis of, rather than a recommendation for. 
patriarchal society. However it is post-Freudian analysis, most notably the work 
of Karen Horney and of the object relations school, that is most evident m 
contemporary psychodynarnic accounts pertaining to women IS OCCUPatl'011,11 
choice. One of the main tenets of Horney's theory is that males experience a 
deep-seated envy of women's capacity for childbearing -a type of ii., omb enly. 
It is this envy, she postulates, that is the driving force behind men's creation of 
the state, religion and science (Horney, 1931). But, she says, since tlic,, c 
creations fail adequately to compensate men for their envy of women, tli(-ý, irýý 
still further to compensate for it by seeking to keep women Out Of "dwil- 
domains", and by devaluing women and overvaluing masculinity. Conte in por,, i ry 
writers, most notably Brian Easlea (1981; 1982) have taken Lip Horney's ideas 
and applied them to men's domination of and women's exclusion frorn science. 
Drawing upon a number of sources including an analysis of the nuclear arms 
i-. ic(--, Easlea suggests that much of scientific activity is rooted in Inen's envy (A 
wornen's reproductive capacity, and is expressive of the corripensatory desire to 
discover the secrets of nature and to create something as awesonic and po%vvrtLiI 
ýIs life. 
Somewhat different interpretations emanate from the object relations school 
(F, tlrb, iirn, 1944; Winnicott, 1965,1971). The main theorists whose work iS 
relevant to women's occLipational choice who draw on object relations thcor\ 
, irc Nancy Chodorow (1978) and LOLlise EichenbatIM and Susie OrhaCh 
(Eichenhaurn & Orbach, 1982,1983). Essentially Chodorow proposes that thc 
fact that women are the primary caretakers of children has difft-rino 
consequences for the psychologies of females and mates. Mothers, it is 
sug-ested. tend to experience their daughters, on account of their bein(-, the I- 
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s,, mic sex as themselves, as merged and identified with them in(] Is I result do 
not promote in them a high degree of separation-individUatiOn. The ckiLighter. 
III turn, is able to base her gender development on identification with the 
niother of whom she knows through extended daily personal experience. Thus 
pris grow up with a sense of thernselves as merged with others and witIl I 
persomil identity based on rclationships. This is not the case for inales who 
li, we to hase their gender development on a tenuous Identificmion with iiicii 
with whoin they have only limited interaction, which renders this identificitioii 
sorriewhat abstract. This identity is also based on negatioii of the niotlier. 
Furthermore mothers typically experience and relate to soris as sep,, irme ýIlid 
different from thernselves, and consequently promote their sepmition- 
IFIC11VICILIation. These processes lead boys to develop ýi sense of self ýis scp. irýitc. 
distinct and with strong boundaries between themselves ýmd others. Chodorow 
, irgues that women's mothering produces asymmetries in the relitional Idelitlitics 
of fernales and males which equip females for an ýidUlt live centred ýiround 
mothering, and around those female-dominated Occupations that 'Ire ýIII 
extension of the mothering role, whereas males are equipped for the world of 
employment, particularly in Occupations with impersomil, abstrýict () r 
Instrumental role requirements. 
Eichenbaurn and Orbach's thesis is sunilar to that of Chodorow, but In ýIddltlo)ll 
to the oender-differentiated processes of parent-child identification outlined 
above, they also note the social proscribed nature of women's role. They Llrplc 
that society makes certain psychological demands of women - that they defer to 
othersý that they inust be connected to others; and that they must be ýittwlcd 
to the needs of others - which are conveyed to daLli., Thters throwfli thch, 
relationships with and the behaviour of their mothers. Thus women grow Lip 
with I sense that they must took to the needs of others before satisfyini,, their 
own needs and with a heightened capacity for empathy and nurturing. Tlicý 
therefore typically seek adult roles involving emotional caretakint', SLICII IS C, 
motherhood and several ferriale-doininated OCCLIPLItions. 
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Radical feminist theories 
l6dicýil feminist theories have Much in common with Lind often draw Lll)()Il IIIC 
psychodynamic theories outlined above. The basic radical ferninist argunicnt is 
that wornen are inherently different from men Lind possess a set ol' 
characteristics which influence every aspect of their lives including employment, 
Lind which Lire viewed LIS equally Valuable or Superior to the characteristics SLICII 
theorists attribute to men. Writers differ in the ]abets they alve to the particul, 11- 
constellation of so-called female characteristics. Marilyn French (1985), for 
exa in ple, writes about the fietninine princij)le, Carol G illiga n( 1982) of wonle il's 
rclational identities, and Judi' Marshall (1984) of women's commitnioll-based life 
strategies. These theorists basically assert that women's identities Lire based oll 
connectedness and relationships with others Lind have Oreat capacities for 
ernpathy and nurturance. Sorne have gone further along this line Lind ýIrguud 
that worrien have a distinct cognitive style. For exarriple Adrienne Rich 
c ha ra cte rises women's thought as "the unconscious, the subjective, the ernotion, 11" 
in contrast to men's thought which she describes as "the structural, the rationd, 
the intellectual" (Rich, 1976). Similarly Rose Coser (1981) argues that supposed 
, ender 
differences in field dependency result from females' less detached 
identities, Lind Marshall (1984) suggests that women pi-Irnarily perceive the world 
holistically, with Lin awareness of context Lind the interrelitionships hct\\, cci) 
elements. There are differences of opinion abOLIt the genesis Of WOMC11') 
characieristics but it is typically located within women's reproductive biologicý 
(Rich, 1976; Cutmore-Smith, 1986) or in psychodynarnic i-nother-child 
relationships (Gilligan, 1982). Radical feminist theorists suggest that wolnell's 
differential characteristics will influence both their Occupational choice and 
development (Forrest & Mikolaitis. 1986) and then- helILIVIOLIF Lind workstylc in 
cinploynient (Mirshall, 1984. Cutinorc-Si-nith. 1987). 
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Several CFItICiSMS can be levelled at both the radical ferninist and the 
psychodynamic accounts Outlined above. Firstly there is very little einpirlcýil 
cvldencc to support the notion that women differ hi their cogynitive "ty1cs 
S (N, Uccohy &, Jacklin, 1974). ý, 2condly the resLI FiTencc of interest in inotherhood 
n hlCrnatiC, for as Hooks 'ind the revaluing of ftemale characteristics is not Li pro I 
Points Out 
Romanticising i-notheillood, employing the same terminology thal is 
used by sexists to suggest that women are inherently 1i' -affinning le j 
nurturers rein. forces the central lenets of male supremacist ideolcýý, v. 
(Hooks, 1985) 
Thirdly, Lynne Segal (1987) argues that such approaches do not aCCOLInt [OF thc 
diversity of experiences within the family and falls to adeclLiately ýiddrcss 
sti-Lictural inequality. Fourthly Janet Sayers has pointed out problems with the 
biological essentialist position that underlies i-nLich of this work (Sayers, 19(82) 
mid further argues that it is inadequate in that it cannot account for women's 
resistance and efforts to change society (Sayers, 1986). Finally it should he 
noted that whilst psychodynarnic and radical ferminst theories inay tell Lis 
something about why women choose the ultimate ferriale-doininated OCCLIPNtIO11 - 
motherhood, they are limited in their ability to explain women's preponderincC 
in other female dominated occupations since large areas of fernale employment, 
Such as clerical work, cleaning, and light assembly, do not involve ernotiomil 
cai-etaking and nurtUFing. 
Sex-role socialisation theories 
Socialisation is the means by which culture is transmitted and sex-role 
socialisation refers to the transmission of sex appropriate behaviour and roles. 
There are four basic processes underlying sex-role sociallsation. Firstly, skills, 
liýibits and some types of behaviour are learned as a consequence of reward tild 
punishment. Secondly there is vicarious learning M whicli parents ýiiid 
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significant others provide role models for imitative behaviour. Thirdly, the chiki 
identit'les with one or both parents and incorporates and internallses the rolc, " 
mid vilues of the parent. Fourthly the child as an active a(lent seeks to 
structure and make sense of his or her environment. With gei-ider operatmg ts 
'i Nisic category in this environment the child rapidly incorporates inforniitioti 
ýIhOL]t sex roles and stereotypes (Weinreich, 1978). 
Sex-role socialisation is thought to bepin from the inorrient of birth. There is ýI 
large body of evidence demonstrating differences in parental bChaVIOLIr 
depending on the gender of the infant (e. g. Thoman el al., 1972, Rodholm & 
Larsson, 1979) or child (Etuagh & Hall, 1980), although It should be poirited 
Out that Such differentiated behaviour may be an artifact of observation (Lewis. 
1986b). Sex-role stereotyping is further reinforced hV the CLILICatioll S\'StClii 
(Dclarnont, 1980) and the sex-differentlated behavIOUr of teachers (Fagot, 1981 
It is perpetuated further still by the inedia, such as television (Durkin, 1986) Nild 
children's books (Children's Rights Workshop, 1976). 
Thus by the time young people reach adulthood and the time when occupational 
decisions are made, they have developed well-entrenched and distinct sex- 
roles which are thought to underlie wornen's entry into feniale-doniln, ýitcd 
OCCLIpations and men's entry into male-dominated occLipations. 
SUI)SUrned within the sex-role socialisation approach to \VOInenýS OCCUI)CItIO11(d 
choice are several other theories or subtheories including those pertainino to 
wornen's attributions of success and failure, their sex-role self-concept. sex-rolc 
, 'Ittitudes, achievement motivation; fear of success; and role model Influcricc. 
However one particular sex-role socidisation theory which has received i lot ()I 
critic, il acclairn and which may be a major theory of the 1980's is thc seýf 
ell'icacy theory of women's occupational choice outlined below. 
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Self-Efficacy theory 
The self-efficacy theory of women's occupational choice (Hackett & Betz. 19SI. 
Lent & Hackett, 1987) has its roots in Albert BandUra's (1977,1981t) social 
learnhil.., theoiy which he now refers to as social cogniiii)e theoiy (Ba nd u ra, 1986). 
Essentially what Bandura suggests is that self-efficacy expectations (that is helict's 
,cI 'IhOLIt one's ability to successfully perform a given hCIMV1iOUI_) ar 
deterinimint of behaviour and behaviour change. Self-efficacy expectations ýirc 
thOUQ'ht to influence whether behaviour will be initiated, how inuch effort 
be expended, and how long it will be maintained in the face of obsmclcs ()I- 
, iciverse experiences. Self-efficacy is not conceived of as I static personalml 
tI-Mt, but rather a dynamic aspect of the se4'-system that Interacts in a complex 
Inanner with Outcome expectations, with capabilities mid PCI-fornImICL, 
accomplishments and with the environment. It should be noted that BanCILII_ý)'-S 
contention that both self-efficacy expectations and Outcome eXpeCtýItIMIS 
influence behaviour is not dissimilar to Vroom's proposal that behaviour Is the 
result of the interaction between expectancy and valence (see Chapter Two). 
However Bandura's view is unique in his assertion of the primacy of self-efficicy 
over other possible influencers. Self-efficacy expectations are acquired via four 
main routes : perfonnance accomplishments-, 14carious expericiice, 111CILIC]IM-1 
observational learning through modelling; i,, erbal Pel-SIMSiO17' and throuoh thc 
individual's physiological stale. Bandura conceptualiscs self-efficacy theorý; ýis 
heing applicable to all areas of human behaviour. Research attests to its 
usefulness in explaining a diverse range of behaviour including alcoholistil 
(Rollnick & Heather, 1982), contraceptive use (Levinson, 1982); gyrflimstic's 
(Lee, 1982), and sales performance (Barling &, Beattie, 1983) inionost othcrs. 
In 1981 Gail Hackett and Nancy Betz proposed that Bandura's 
tficory might LISefUIly be applied to the domain Of WOlnell"S OCCLIPatiOnal ClIOICC 
(Hackett & Betz, 1981). Thus they forMI-dated what they term career veý/ 
ef They SLIggest that the socialisation 'enCeS of girls ind eXpeFi 
.. 
1icacy theoiy. 
womeri may cause them to fail to develop strong expectations Of self-efflc, ýICV 
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l), trtjcuI; irly in relation to imile-doininited occupations. In the coul-se Ot 
1.11) gII_lS typically receive fewer opportunities for performance accornplislinients 
relcvmit to male-dominated occupations than their niale counterparts. They ýIlso 
mid to lack the vicarious experiences that inight produce Strong OCCUPttlon"11 
self-effic, icy expectations in that there is a dearth of wornen in nialc-doinlnýitcd 
occup. itions in children's literature, on television ýuid in rcýil life. As fýti- is 
verh, il persuasion is concerned, traditiomilly i-mile ýtctivities, belmviours ýiml 
OCCUINItions are generally encouraged in boys but discoumiyed In girls. As ýi 
COnSeClUenCe of these experiences women, it is suggested, lack strong 
expectntions of self-efficacy with regard to occupational belIcIVIOUr in g,, eneral ind 
tr,, idltiomilly inale occupmIonil behaviour in particular which in turn contnhutcs 
to wonjen's underrepresentation in in,, ile-dominmed nrcýis of cinploynicnt. 
It should be noted that the ideas Underlying Hackett and Betz's theory are nol 
cnilrely new or withOUt precedent. Similar concepts have been proposed hý 
several atithors. For example, Mansfield (1973) looked at women's self- 
perceived abilities; Lenney (1977) writes about women's self-confidence in 
achievement settings; Stake (1979) has investigated wornen's self-estimates ot' 
competence-, Lind Collins ei al. (1980) has StUdied wornens perceived personal 
sticcess. 
Hackett and Betz's theory was investigated by the present author in a study 
reported in Chapter Five. Chapter Five also Includes a d1scusslon )I, 
inethodolooical and theoretical problems surrounding self-efficacy theory, md ýt 
rcview and CVah. lation of the empirical evidence for a self-efficacy theory of 
W0111CII'S OCCLIpational choice. 
Attributions of success and failure 
Another body of evidence has concentrated on the consequences of women's 
, ipparently low self-efficacy expectations or expectations of success (Meece el (IL 
1982). According to attribUtIon theory performance consistent with expect', itions 
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,h perfori 
by triales) will he (that is poor performance by females and hig -minct 
"IttribLitcd to stable internal factors such as ability, while perforniincc 
Inconsistent with expectations (Iil(, h performance by fen-i'lles and 1()\\' 
perforin, ince by inales) will be attribUted to tempomi-y factors sLich as ILick or 
effort. It is therefore reasoned that females and males differential expect'llicics 
ol' success will result in differential attributional patterns (Valle & Frieze, 1976, 
Deaux & Farris, 1977). However Dweck et al. (1978) hypothesise that gender- 
, n,, Wre 0 differentiated attributional patterns are the result of the 
differing If 
teachers' criticisms of the work of boys and girls. Whatever tile caLise, the sexe. " 
do appear to differ in their attributions. The rriass of rcsearch evidence oil sc\ 
dlff(: ýFences in causal attribi-itions that aCCL1111ulated dLiring the 1970's inm/ hc 
sLit-innarised as follows. Males tend to attribute their Successes more to ýihilitv 
than females; fernales typically make more luck attribLittons for sLiccess th, 111 
inales; and females tend to attribute their failures to lack of ability more 01,111 
males do (Viaenne, 1979). However it should be noted that not all swdies fit 
tile predicted pattern, for exarriple some researchers report that fermilc's 
attribLite failure to luck (Bar-Tal & Frieze, 1977). 
Attributional patterns have been found to depend on the sex-type of the týisk 
in question. Thus the gendered attributional patterns outlined above are inore 
likely to operate when success or failure is in relatimi to a task or activit\, ' 
1)ei-ceived as or labelled male for females, and jemale for males (DeaLIX, I 977ý 
McHugli & Frieze, 1982, DeaLIX, 1984). 
This theory has obvious applications to women's OCCUpattOrIal choice. It 1ý1 
postulated that girl's low expectations of success in traditionally inale areas such 
as mathematics and science, leads them to attribute my successes in these fields 
10 luck or effort and any failures to a lack of ability. This patterri ol' 
-eirifoi-ces aiid perpetuates their low cxpectatioll"'. 111d attributioris then further i 
leads to avoidance of mathematics and science or poor perforinartce as a re"Lilt 
of a self-fulfilling prophesy. This leads to a situation hi which the majority ()i 
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women are ill-equipped to enter male-dominated occLipations. In addition 11mic- 
donimated occupations themselves may be viewed as male tasks or activities 111d 
tliis cycle of low expectations and non-confidence-building , tttributiomil 1xittcriis 
j)re, sLn-n, ih1y operates at the oCCLIpitional level as well, when women 
entered imile-dominated jobs. 
Sex-role self-concept 
Sex-role self-concept refers to the degree to which Individuals perceive 
themselves to be mascidine orfiet-ninine. The main sex-role self-concept theorist 
is S,, indra Bern (1974,1975,1978). She proposed that sorne people liýive flic 
cýipýibillty of displaying both masculine and feminine behýivlour, they wcrc \01ýlt 
she terined andr(ýkj, nous. She developed an instrument to ineasure androgyny - 
the Bern Sex Role Inventory. A similar instrument - the Personal AttrihLite's 
Questiormaire - was developed by Spence et aL, 1974) although they relahel 
masculinity instrumentalily and femininity expressivily. 
In terms of women's occupational choice it is argued that women with primarily 
ferninine sex-role self-concepts will seek to implemcrit these in the traditionally 
fernale domain of the horne or in female-dorninated occLipations, 
wornen who are more androgynous or masculine will be more career-orlented 
and are more likely to prefer male-dominated occupations. The research 
evidence pertaining to sex-role self-concept and women's preference for or entry 
into rnale-dommated occupations is reviewed in Chapter Four. 
'Fliere are several problems in sex-rolc self-concept theory. Firstly there, ýIrc 
problems with the measurement of masculinity, femininity and andro(Tyrry. For 
example factor analytic studies of sex-role self-concept measures typically find 
a number of factors over and above masculinity and femininity (Locksleý & 
Colten, 1979; Pedhazur & Tetenbaum, 1979; Pearson, 1980). The median-splil 
method of classifying individuals cis masculine, fernmine, androgynous or 
Lindifferentiated, the most widely used method, has also been criticised (m 
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inethodological grounds (Hargreaves, 1986). Further CFItICISI1I CC11trCS M-Mllld 
the kibelling of traits as masculine and feminine, a prýlctice which 11Mý 
pcFpetuate the notion that certain characteristics are appFOPFMtC for one gendcr 
oifly (Lott, 1981), and because they imply false dichotomies which overempliisisC 
hetween gender and underemphasise within gender differences (Wallston. 198 1 
In 1981 Bem revised her theory and renamed it gender schenul theory (13cin. 
1981). Essentially Bein now takes a counitive or inforniation-processing, 
approach to sex-role stereotyping. She postulates that sex-role socialisation 
Causes individual's to become sex-typed, and the degree of sex-typing determines 
the extent to which individuals engage in gender-schem(aic processing, that is tile, 
propensity to process inforination in terins of a cognitive network of sex-rclýltcd 
'issociations. Gender scheina theory has received sorne criticisin on thcorcticil 
grounds 
(Pyke & Graharn, 1983, Hargreaves, 1986), and has, ýis yet, rircly heeii 
discussed in relation to women's Occupational choice. 
Sex-role attitudes 
A distinct but related concept is that of sex-role attitudes. Sex-role or ferninist 
mtitudes are the attitudes individuals hold about the riolit ýind roles ot' %vonicil 
In society. Such attitudes are typically measured by inStrUnle tits such ýis thc 
,, Miludes Toward Wornen Scale (Spence & HeIMFeich, 1972). As fin: as %voincil's 
Occupational choice is concerned, it is postulated that women with fernmist sex- 
role- attitudes will tend to prefer male-dominated occupations, whereas those 
holding more traditional attitudes will be content in domestic roles or in lower 
smais fernale-dominated occupations. See Chapter Four for a FeVIeW Of the Sex- 
role attitudes of women Working in or aspiring to male-dorninited OCCLIpcIII0I1. '). 
The measurement of sex-role attitudes is a contentious The rtmjoritv ol 
Measures of sex-role attitudes assess liberal. leminist attitudes, and aS SLICII 111,1N, 
not L),, ivc a true PICtUrc of pertinent attitudes. For example Sue Condor (I 9SO) 
found that women who were classified as holding traditiomil views, nevertlicless 
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eSPOLISed many "pro-women" views and generally held ineii and rrmsculhic 
ClUalItICS In low esteem. Similarly Lynne Sei, )al writes : 
Therc arc women who see themselves (is leminists, somell-Illes eVell 
slalling flie new women's cewres... Who rel . ecl most ol 1he demands 
. 
I'Ilic women's movement. There are whers who might vc// slipporl o 
all those det-nawls, but who equally adamantly dem, ihai they are I--I 
jeminists. It is much less clear today what the moods and lnolivcs 
o1jerninists are supposed to be, or what it is to be a lelllil7iSt. (SCg, 11, 
1987). 
a -Flius It becomes clear th,, it ferninisin is not simply ýi imitter of greci 
I it'll-v Categol-NI, hul dlsýwrecirig with a set of ideýis ýind principles. It is not ýl Lill 
mther a concept under ýi continual process of riegotimion (Griffin, 198, S). It is 
then only from this wider perspective that the influence of sex-role or fciniiiist 
attitudes on women's Occupational choice can be understood. 
Achievement motivation 
Another sex-role socialisation fýictor that has been used to explain wonien'.,, 
position in low status feinale-dominated jobs and in the home is achieverrictit 
inotivation. It is argued that as a result of sex-role socialisation the 111ajority ()I 
fernales fall to develop strong needs for achievement and are consequently not 
inotivated to enter prestigious male-dommated occupations. See Chapter Four 
for a review of research on the achievement motivation of wornen aspirin" to 
or working in niale-dorninated occupations. 
The concept of achievement motivation stems from the work of John Atkillsoll 
(Atkinson & Feather, 1966) and David McClelland (McClelland ei al., 
These researchers found that males produced more achievement ii-nagery in i 
projective test when they were in a competitive situation, but interestingly the 
opposite was true for fernales. DI-irmil the 1970's a m-1111her Of resCM-clIers 
"IttenlPtCd to eXplaIn this CIISCI-Cparicy. Hoffman ( 1972) theorised tliýit fcmýik-. " 
are motivated by a desire for love, approval and social approhntion. whcrcis 
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nildes tre motivated by mastery strivings and a desire for excellence. Stein ýmd 
Rilley (1975) disagreed and argued that women to not strive for social approv, 11, 
but rýither that the social arena is where women strive for excellence. Aii 
ýiltcrimtivc perspective is offered by Lipinan-Bluincii ( 1972) itrid Timiri ( 1974) 
who suggest that women satisfy their achievement needs vlcýiriously, through 
their husbands. Others, however, prefer to conceptualise worrien's need for 
achievement as inhibited by the effects of sex-role socialisation, rather thaii 
heino in some way different from the achievement needs of men (Fitz, ocrIlld & 
Crites, 1980). 
The ci c ha te on Women's ac IIi eve In c fit motivation has heell solnewlutt 
ovci-shadmved by the mass of dISCLIssion and research lCtl', 'ItV SUITOLIndill" OW 
ncxt concept to be presented - the fear of success. 
Fear of success 
Coupled with the idea that wornen suffer from low achievement motivation 1N 
the notion that women experience a molii, ýe to (woid Success or a lear O. fsilcccsý-ý- 
The concept of fear of success is derived from the work of Matina Hornur 
(1968,1972). Horner asked male and fernale students to complete ýi story 
heginning "At the end or her (his) first term finals Ann (John) finds herselt 
(himself) at the top of her (his) medical school class". Horner then analyzed 
the stories and found that females produced negative IiITIaiTCrV, Such as socKil 
rejection, loss of fernininity, and Cue denial, in ahout 65 per cent of the stories. 
whereýis such imatTery was evident in less than ten per cent of the inen's storic. 1). 
This led Horner to postulate the existence in women of a motive to Ik, old 
success, which she conceptUalised as a stable personality trait laid down in 
childhood in conjunction with sex-role stereotyping. She further sLiggested thýn 
this fear of success was most prevalent in high-achieving women in SItUM1011S 
where they had to compete with rnen. In terms of occtipatiomil choice it \výis 
hypothesised that women's fear of sL1CC('_SS, part1CL11a1_1V in relation to nitk- 
donilmitc-cl occupations. leads them to avold sLich OCCL1pat1011S MICI Opt HlStCýld 
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for the i-Aitive safety of fernale domains. 
There art-- several problerns with Horner's propositions and her theory ll,, Is hee" 
widelv criticised. For instance there have been major problems of replicýltloll 
(Levine & Crurnrine, 1975). It has also been found that men show a greýit deýd 
ot' fear of success when completing stories about male success in fenialc- 
doininated areas of employrnent (Bardwick, 1979). They ilso show feii- A 
success Micii completing the standard story with the t'CIMIIC CLIC, ýuid wonicii 
S110W uILICh less fear of success when completing the story \\/Itll the niýlle CLIc 
(NMonah,, in et aL, 1974; Jackaway & Teevan, 1976). This, it lias been SLI(Ige'Stcd. 
indicates that the stories may be merely tapping sex-role stereotypes rather th. in 
IIIC, ISUrino, personal motivation (Zuckerman & Wheeler, 1975). Condrv and 
Dyer (1976) assert that fear of success imagery is a reflection of "rcalisti(, 
C. \PCCt, IFICICS about the neLyýitive consequences of deviancy froin ', I Set Of CLIItUI_, II 
nori-ns of sex approprkite behaviour". Shaver (1976) has ýIlso questioncd tlic 
interpretation of fear of success, and suggests that the negative irnagery 111ýly 
result from a natural envy of successful people, rather than fear of success. 
One final criticism of Horner's work lies in her use of a projective technique 
and the purported lack of reliability and validity Of Such techniques (Ward. 
1979). 
Whilst the concept of feýir of success has to some c1cgrec 
fillen into disi-cputc. 
the notion underlying it - that women experience feelings of Lincasc . 111d 
inconsistency between achievement in traditionally male areas and their own 
sense of femaleness or femininity - still has its exponents. For instance 
Shernmil 
(1983) in her research on ferriale mathematics achievement reports evidence A 
. ýex-role sovin which 
leads i-nany girls to downplay then- ýihjlitlcs. SIIIIIILIYIý 
Benhow ýind Stanley ( 1980) suggcsts that girls' avoldance of imithenintics cmi hc 
I, ir (T eIV ýICCOLinted for by their fear of social disappfovýil. 
A final pertment comment on fear of success comes frorn Paludi & Fankell- 
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Riuser (1986) who found very little evidence of fear of successperse in Nvolnen. 
hUt they did note that a large proportion of women wondered if 
ýichieveiiicnts were or would he worth the price. 
Role models 
The final strand in sex-role socialisation theory is the InfILIC11CC Of 1'01C 1170dclý 
on wornen's occupational choice. As noted earlier vicarious learning is thoLight 
to he an important process in the development of sex-roles. Role models, 
cither real-life or depicted in the media, are thus thOLI(Yht to he instrurnental In 
the process of women's occLipational choice. Since same-sex iriodelling is 
generafly thought to 
he the most efficacious, researchers have tended to 1"0c I" 
on fernale role models, although there is some evidence for the role niodcllingl 
Influence of fathers (Hennig & Jardim, 1977; Miles, 1985). 
A large amount of research attention has focused on the part played hy 
employed inothers as role models for their daughters. MLICII of this rcscý,, -Ch 
was predicated on the notion that a mother in paid employment will necessarily 
be a positive role model for her daughter, but this is not always the cisc 
(Clement, S. 1986a). Whilst there is some evidence to Support this notioii (see 
Chapter Four), there is also an emerging body of evidence dernonstrating that 
employed mothers can be negative role models for their daughters (Sorenson 
& 
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Winters, 1975; Kahn, 1982, Washor-Liebhaber, 1982). Dissatisfied non-erriploycd 
mothers can also act as negative role models instilling a high cýireer-orieiitmioii I- 
iii their daughters (Altinan & Grossman, 1977, Miles. 1985). It is evident thm 
factors such as the daughter's perceptions of her mother's feelings about hcim-, 
employed and her satisfaction with her particular employment are likely to 
determine the direction of the influence of maternal employment. 
Role models (either real life or depicted on film) typically play a key role III 
, riterverit lolls desigried to encourage girls and women to consider i Zý, II entering rimIc- 
dominated courses or occupations, such as the Girls bao Science and Technololý,, v 
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(GIST) project (Whyte, 1986); the Girls and Occupational Choice 
(Clilsholm & Holland, 1986), Women 's Trainhig Roacishows (Pilcher ei aL, I 1)(`)9)ý 
the 1ý1'Sl'ting IýVoinen Scientists Pr(ýqrarn (Weiss el al., 1978) and the [, Vho'ý ilim 
mider the harel hat .9 cmripaign 
(Pryor, 1985c). The effectiveness of sucli 
interventions is unclear. For example Plost & Rosen (1974) and Foss and 
Skiney (1986) report finding an increase in traditionally male OCCLIpatIOI1.1l 
preferences following a film about women in male-dorninated jobs. Simil. 11-ly 
Miller (1986) quotes four studies that demonstrate the efficacy of models III 
I-C-ClUcing the sex-stereotyped nature of children's OCCLIpatIOnal PFefeI_CI1CCS. 
However Pilcher et aL (1989) found that the fifin and real life role models III 
their intervention failed to alter girls's occupational preferences which remlined 
overwhelmingly within the realms of female-dominated employment. It is ýilso 
interesting to note that, in this study, the occupations of the role models %verc 
often downgraded in line with traditiomil patterns of women's employment. sLICII 
tli, it, for example, a woman bank manager was remembered is ýi bank c1crk. 
In a similar vein Drabman el al. (1981) provide empirical evidence that chlldr(2ii 
alter their perception and memory of models in gender-atypical occupations to 
fit Previously learned occupational sex stereotypes. The GIST project which 
included visits by women scientists only resulted in four per cent more females 
opting for physical science. It should also he noted that PINOr found chmiges 
follo,, vim, in intervention designed to encourage more youlig wonicil to ClItcl, 
ni, ile-dominated trades were only temporary (Pryor, 1985). Therefore the 
influence of role models in interventions rernams in question. 
The influence of mentors or sponsors also deserves some consideratioll hei-e. 
WhIlst mentors have many functions, one important facet of the ineinor, 11L T 
relationship IS role modelling, particularly in the case of women iliciltol-Im-, 
womcii (Krain, 1986). However whilst some claim that incinorim-, relatimishys 
, ii-c of prime importarice to women's occupatiorial development (Clutterhuck. 
others assert that such dtvclopment is not necessarily impeded by the 
absence of mentoring relationships (Miles, 1985). 
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'111 'it whilst role models niiv phly S0,11C Prt III OVC F, It ITILISt he C011CILIcled th, 
determining women's occupational choices, the evidence for this is inixed. 111d 
sLiggests that role modelling is a complex process whose exact influence ()I 
Women s occupational choice has yet to be determined. 
Life-Course theories 
Life-course approaches to women's OCCLIpational choice fall into thi-Cc 
overlapping categories : family life-cycle; developmental stages; and llistoricýll 
change / generational approaches. 
Family life-cycle approaches 
Much work has been undertaken into the family life-cycle of women 111cl its 
interaction with women's occupational roles (see section on domestic theories 
of women's occupational choice below). A typical family life-cycle approacli is 
to rnap out women's occupational patterns. One interesting example of this is 
Gail Sheehy's classification of women as caregivers (women who marry early and 
intend to spend the whole of their adulthood in a domestic role); nurturery IvIlo 
deler achl'evement (women who postpone strenuous CýIrCCF efforts to 111CIFIA, IIICI 
smrt I family); achievers ýVho C/Cfer 111tattralice (wornen who postpolic 
motherhood and often marriage in order to concentrate on OCCLIP'MI011,11 
pursuits)-. imegralors (women who attempt to integrate rriajor 0CCLIpNtI0n, 11 
involvement and motherhood in their twenties); never-marrieds, and trallsients 
(women who choose impermanence in their twenties and "wander sexually, 
occupationally and geographically"). 
Developmental stages approaches 
Developmental stage theorists postulate that individuals develop mid 11,1s-s 
till-OLIgh cl predictable series of stages through their life span. Gottfredson's 
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theory, outlined above is one such stage theory, and one that relites in 
1), 11-tiCUlar to women's Occupational choice. However a imij . or weaki-icss ot 
Gnitt'redson's theory is thm it does not extend into ýidulthood. In fact Výii) dci) 
Ricle (1968. ), upon who's work Gottfredson's is based, postulited five stýigo--. s ()I 
development, only four of which are described by Gottfredson. V1in deii 
Daele's fifth stage, which the majority of those he studied (age three to 
eighteen) had not yet reached, is described as a stage when people "strive for 
self-realization in terms of social or transcendent good" and effect "a cre'ItiVe 
synthesis of personal experience" (Van den Daele, 1968). It is true to Sýlv tllýlt 
whilst the developmental phases of childhood and adolescence 1-ilive received ý1 
ureat deA of attention, this is not the case for development though ýIdUlth()Odý 
which li,, is been described by Levinson et al. (. 1978) as "one of tile hest kcpt 
secrets in our society". However a few theorists have charted developinci-itil 
chýinges in adulthood. For example Erik Erikson (1959) suggested thm there 
(age 20 to 35) when are three stages of adulthood young adulthood 
individuals tackle the Issue of intimaq vs. isolalion, imiturity (age 35 to 65) t 
time of gclleralivily vs. stagnation; and old age (age 65 onwards) when the imiin 
psychosocial task is one of iniegrity vs. despair. Daniel Levinson (Levinson el al., 
1978) is another major contributor to the study of development in adulthood. 
He asserts that there are three major transitions, that Is times of crisis when tile. 
past and present are reviewed and major changes occur, in , idult life. The-sc 
, ire the eai-4) adith transition (age 17 to 
22), the niid-lif'e transition (age 40 to 45) 
'111d tile hlie adidt 11-allsilion (age 
60 to 65). He LIISO POStUl, 1tCS tlMt 11101-C 11111101' 
tYcIFISM011S Occur around age 30 and age 50. OsIpow (11983) has i-Cv1C\\Cd 
research pertinent to occupational development in adult life , incl reports thit 
dissatisfactions with one's occupational life often surface in midlife (around ýigc 
40) and this is a time when career change often Occurs. Gail Sheehy (1974) liýls 
I led also mipped out changes in adulthood, althoui. )h, unlike Lev nson, she stud 
worrien , is well as men. Her findings are broadly similar to those of Lcvin.,,, ()n 
outlined ýihove. Sheehy also found evidence Of a 111ICillfC tFMISM011, fl-0111 11-Milld 
-")5 to 
45, which she terined the deadline decade, hut noted that wollicli 
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tciidcd to experience crisis and change earlier in this decade thmi did inell. Slic 
iioted that a critical period for change occurred ý1]701.111d age 30 for hoth 
nicn , ind women. Sheehy asserts that these pa, ý. Yage. y through adUlthOOd 11-c 
rckitively independent of external events such as the family 111'e-cycle, howcvcr 
the behaviour that ensues as a result of this inizer mo'noil, SLICII OCCLIpcItI()IIIIl 
cli, in(Tes, leaving employment to have a child, or returnino to work nftcr :1 
period of childrearing, is a reflection of both developmental stage and fmi-illy 
life-cycle variables. 
Historical change / generational approaches 
The developmental stage approach has been criticised for its implicit assumption 
of biolouical or social inevitability, irrespective of social conditions (Allitt & 
. 
le-course perspective is one which encoilipisses the t'ýmiil\ Kell, 1987). The Ii 'II 
life-cycle Lind stage variables outlined above, but also tAes clmnging 
histoncýil 
conditions into consideration, thus allowing for the interaction of the individt. 1,11 
with social structures, Lind for the effects of generation (Oakley, 1987). 
Historical or generational variables are rarely studied in isolation. For example 
Mireven (1982) makes the useful distinction between individual time (age and 
stage), family time (stage in family life-cycle) Lind historical tinie (econoinIC, 
social Lind political conditions), which all influence women's employment over 
the life-course. From this perspective Susan Yeandle (1987) has ýiiwlyzcd the 
workino lives of women at midlife Lind found a multiplicity of factors Influencint! 
their employment histories the most important of which were : the FnatUFItNI 01' 
children Lind their departure from the parental home; the illness Lind cleath 0' 
p, irents Lind other kin; the acquisition of the role of grandparent; the approlich 
of renircincrit, Lind changes in neighbourhood OF community soc*', il relition,,. 
The lIfC Course approach has also been utilised in the study of woniell's 
resumption of employment folloWm(T childbirth (Brannen. 1987), cluldreirim-T 
(Bird S-, West, 1987) Lind wornen's occupational behaviour in gerieral (VanDuscii 
&, Sheldon, 1976; Huston-Stein & Higgins-Trenk, 1978, PerUn & Bielby; 198 1 
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To conclude this section, it is important to note that whilst life-coLli-Sc 
, ipproaches have a long 11ýlins soinewimt , 
history (Sugarman, 1986), the field rei 
disparate and patchy and may be described as "A motley and monolithiC 
movement" in which "everyone is invited to contribute his/her voice to the 
songfest without any restrictions on melody, lyrics Lind arrangements" (KýIpklil. 
i c) (, -,, ) ). 'rhe application of a life-coLirse perspective to women Is occup"Iti, on'tI 
choice ýmd development, however, appears to be a promising wenuc for 
research. 
Domestic theories 
The theories described in this section assume that worrien's domestic role,,, - w, 
wives, mothers and carers - have a major influence on wonien's occupýttioiiýil 
choice. The many practical problems women face, Such as spouse's 
ocoui-ýIphlcýll 
I -- 
mobility, the inequitable division of housework, lack of childcare facilities "Ind 
difficulties resuming employment after a period of childrearing, were discussed 
in Chapter One. Here the focus is on psychosocial rather than practlcýil 
problems. 
The two major domestic theories are that of role confll'cl and role olvi-loud. 
Role conflict is defined as the conflicting demands within One role Or hCtWCcII 
two roles. Here we are mainly concerned with the conflict between two roics - 
the role of worker and the role of wife/rnother - that is hitcri-ole conflict 
(O'Leary, 1977). This conflict may be viewed as being psychological in IlatUre 
stc-1111-ning from the differing demands of the roles (O'Leary, 1977), or it iniv hC 
, 'I Conflict of allegiance and normative priorities 
(Coser &, Rokoff, 1971). Thc 
widespread feelings Of gLIIlt experienced by mothers I-CtUrnimy to cinploynicill 
(, Sharpe, 1984) are thought to be a manifestation of role conflict. Role conflict 
, enerally considered to 
be a greater problem for wornen than men, sc I,, i., 111 (2 
men's work and family roles are typically more sequenti*al than women's, which 
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tend to he more simidtaneous (Hall, 1972). Also, as Pleck (1977) points out 
there is a dýf -ential permeability of the boundaries between employment ýInd , 
fei 
finnily roles for men and women, such that for women the family role is allowed 
to intrude into the employment role to some degree (e. g. takinij tirric off when 
children are ill), whereas for men the employment role is typically allowed to 
intrude into the family role (e. g. bringing Work home). 
Role overload occurs when the overall workload exceeds needs or resources. 
It is largely a question of there not being enough hours in the day to 
satisfactorily undertake both employment and domestic roles - women's so-called 
doub/e-(/(ýy (Malos, 1980). There is some evidence that role overload is 
subjective rather than objective in nature (Yogev, 1982). 
Icipatc-d role The main argument of domestic theorists, then, is that actual or ant 
ýc a1c conflict and role overload lead wornen into part-time or 
less demanding f in - 
dorninated areas of employment, and away from male-dominated jobs which 
typically have long hours and heavy demands. 
, ernphas s on thc It is interesting to note that recent research puts an increasing I 
perspective that multiple roles can provide positive rather than str es s I'L II 
experiences (Nieva, 1985). This is known as role accumulation theory (Slchcr, 
1974). It Is argLICd that multiple roles can provide psychologicýil protection, so 
that Unhappiness in one role can be offset by satisfaction in another 1-AC 
(Crosby, 1984). There is some empirical evidence to support the beneficMI 
effects of multiple roles (Barnett ei al., 1982; Crosby, 1982), although other 
researchers have found the coexistence of role conflict mid role accurriukition 
(Valdez & Gutek, 1987). Another interesting concept is that of role ululerlo(I(l 
(Lewis & Cooper, 1988). Role Underload is thought to result when women iirc 
tinderl-ItIlising their skills having reduced their job involvernent followimf 
cliildbirtli. A recent book on women's experiences of motherhood and the 
"balancing act" of combining motherhood and paid work (Gleve, 1989), 
illustrates that many women experience a complex Illix of role Conflict. I-AC 
overload and role accumulation, and even in some case role Linderload ýIs well. 
One ''dornestic" factor that has received little StUdy. but which is likely to hzivc 
SLIhStillltiýll influence on worncn's occupational choicc and development is ,'I 
cl Norce. At least one study (Bird and West, 1987) hýis found this to hc tht: 
CýIsc. 
It S11OLlid be noted that all problems of the farmly-employinent interface m-c 
more diffiCLIlt in the presence of children, especially pre-school children (Lc\vis 
& Cooper, 1988 
There are three main problems with domestic approaches to wonIC11", 
occupational choice. Firstly such approaches ignore worrien who don't imirry or 
have children, but who's occupational choices are often nevertheless consti-11111ccl. 
SccondIv thev largely focus on only one stage of women's lives, the childhearim-, 
smi,, c, but for most women there are also long periods of time between leaving, 
education and the commencement of childbearing, and after children lmvc 
grown Lip and become independent. A third criticism that can he levelled ýit 
domestic theories of women's occupational choice is thit of and GIcti 
(1978) who argue that it is inconsistent and unhelpful to explain wolnen'. s 
OCCLIpational behaviOUr in terms of domestic factors (what they term the gender 
model) but not that of men, whose behaviour is typically explamed w terms ()I' 
,i job model. 
Finally it is important to note that the CffCCtS Of CtOllleStIC FOICS Of WO111CH ý, 
employment aF(-- complex and multidimensional and depend oil such fýlctors ýIs 
the woman's educational level, the occupation and attitudes of her partner ýmd 
the support facilities available to her. However relatively little research 
heen directed at these issues (Nieva & Gutek, 1981). 
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Gender Relations theory 
Thc gen(ler relations model of occupational segregation (Cockburn, 1983,1980-, 
198'7: Gmnc & Pringle, 1984; Webb, 1988) is a ma'or emerging theoretical 
perspective which has grown out of the apparent inadeqLMCY Of sex-roic 
socialisation accounts. Such accounts emphasise the relatively passive inouldim, 
of Individuals froin early childhood into male and fernale roles ind are hinitcd 
in their ability to explain the complex and diverse nature of occupatiorml 
scorcoation. It is argued that there is little to link [vinale-donmimcd 
occupations such as librarianship, cleaning, and typing, other than the fact timt 
it Is wornen who do these types of work. Gender relations theorists suggest that 
VI ice process of 10 U111V Understand +the factors operating nn the OCCUpliti. 01711111 cho. 
Nvorrien it is necessary to look, not Just at women, nor at men. but rather at the 
relations, particularly the power relations, between them. Basically thesc 
theorists argue that there is an ideology of Inascullnity "Ind femininity III fliý! 
world of work which Sustains and legitimates the division between men'.,,, J(,, ', )s 
and women's jobs, and creates a hierarchy in which womefl's jobs are located 
below those of men. Doing gender-specific work is in itself part of what defines 
real men and real women (Webb, 1988). It is further argued that there IS 
II ot hIng Inherent in jobs that makes them either appropriately rnale or fcImIlc 
mid that there is nothirio static or fixed about the sexual division of Lihow, 
which is seen as beino continually renegotiated. What remains fixed, llmvevcr, 
I,,, the distinction between men's work and women's work. Ann Gaine ýind 
Rosernary Pringle (1984) and Cynthia Cockburn (1985) have Studied Industries 
Lindergoing technological change and observed the ongoing redefinition of jobs 
as gendered. This redefinition that occurs even within so-called new industries 
lws led these researchers to the conclusion that occupational segegation Is [lot 
, eliminated, 
hLIt IS a StFLICWI_ýIl ýi rerrinant of the past that is gradually being 
feature of present day society resulting from the differential power rcLition 
between men and women. Gender relations can be seen to be operatiný,;, in 
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selection and job requirernents (Webb, 1987), in definitions of skill (Coyle, 
I'liIIIII)s & Taylor, 1986), in entry into Youth I'mining Schemes (CockhL11-11. 
19,8,7): ind in the everyday interactions of men and women at work (CockhL11-11. 
11) S f, ). 
Froin this perspective women's occupational choice is seen as largely a fuilctioll 
of men's occupational choice and their desire to i-min-itain a separate sphei-c 
,n ,, md to do Jobs that women 
don't do. In this context it is ititerestillo to liotc 
th, it the perceived desirability of inale-dommated occupations deCFCaSCS I()]- 
niales but increases for females when sex-equalisation is anticipated (Hellnianý 
1979). Perceptions of men and women in gender-atypical OCCLIpations ýirc 
slinilariv differentiated with women being seen as respondino to a challci-ig 
heinu somewhat daring and FeSOUrceful; whereas men undertaking feilmlc- 
dornin, ited work are typically perceived LIS "faill-ires, 'Lidged by the rigorous ind I -- 
Unkindly standards of masculinity" (CockhLirn, 1987). This asyninictry is 
described as 
Top heavy. Masculinily has some ofthe authorily (ýflhe lemplale, 
the inatrýx or the mould. Femininity has the compliance of the 
material that isfibrined to its iniage and outline. (CockbUrn, 1987) 
It is men, it is argued, who benefit from sex segregation in employment. Thell- 
superior self-identity as a Sex is SLIStained by separatisin because it enables them 
to avold direct comparison with women. If men did exactly the same work as 
wornen, some of them might be seen to do it less well (Cockburn, 1985). Game 
and Pringle (1984) even go as far to claim that "men's sense of self is affronted 
if they do women's work. They feel they have not only been reduced ill SUMIS 
hut almost physically degraded". Sinillýirly Paul Willis, writing about inasculmity 
, ind shopfloor culture, asserts 
Though it is difficult to obtain stature in ivork iisetf, " both ýt-hat work 
proi, ides and the teiy sacrilice and strength required to (to it proi1des 
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the materiah. for an elemental selfleveem. This sell'-esleern derives 
from the achievemew of' a plapose which not all - particularly 
wornen - are held capable ofachieving. (Willis, 1979) 
Women, however, are not viewed as passive pawns in the process ()I 
OCCLIpational segregation. They too seek a compleinentaFity between thch- 
gender identities and the work they do, and thus may make OCCLIpational choices 
fliat enhance their femininity. For example Norma Sharratt (1983) noted how 
voun(y women entering secretarial work saw it in terms of glanzour. as a j0h '111 
which they could feel they hýid StVIC, COUld meet ell jT I hie niales. ýmd coliterl-Cd 
identity. Similarly, Lynne Chisholm views tli(-- occulmi mid , 'I Positive Sexual IIýIIIII 
Cll()ICCS of YOLIMI wornen ýis symbolic expressions of differciitiitcd culiurcs ol 
lemininit-y (Chisholm, 1988). 
Whilst gender relations theorists recognise the domestic constraints on women's 
employment, they argue that it is not that wornen enter fernale-dominated ýIrels 
of employment because Such work is inherently suited to part-time work. It PS 
mther the case that when jobs are seen as "women's Jobs" then tlicy ýirc 
typically organised as part-time, whereas inale-dorninated OCCUpatiOnS Such arc 
caretaking, which might appear to be prime candidates for part-time 
employment, are organised, with the use of overtime and fill-in activities, ýIs full- 
time jobs (Webb, 1988). 
Structural theories 
The final set of theories to be considered are those that focus on CXtCY11LI1 '1111d 
societal influences on wornen's occupational choice. Firstly theorists sucli ýis 
Zellman, (1976) have drawn attention to the many barriers women iice iii 
cillployl-nent. Similarly Riger and Galligan (1980) advocme situation-ceno-cd 
r, ither than person-centred explarimions of wornen's occupationcil hChaVIOUr. Aii 
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', t\v, 'ircncss of social context, it is argued, is essential to our Understandlinty ol 
IlUnian behaviour (Handy, 1987). The social context in which women's 
occup, itional choices are formed and implemented is described in Chapter Oiic. 
Another strand of theorisin focuses on the structure Of SOC1etV and scck, ý 9 
to explain women's occupational choices at this macro level (Rosenfeld, 1979). 
The first of these theories to be discussed is that of the dital labour Inarkel 
(Docrinaer & Piore, 1971). It is proposed that the labOUF Market consists of 
primaty and secondaty markets. The former is charactertsed by high wages, 
oood workino conditions, *ob SCCL1r1tV and promotion prospects, whercis tho: 
latter tends to have low wages and frin -king conditions ýtnoi ge benefits, poor ývoi i 
1ii (IT h lahour turnover. Bec-use women have or are thouLyht 1, , to 1, t 
eniployment they are seen as prime candidates for jobs in the secondary market, 
but are thought to be unsuited to primary market jobs and are therefore 
dISCM-ninated against should they try to enter such jobs. A similar and related 
theory is that of the reserv, e amny Qf labolir (e. g. Beechy, 1978; Bland el al., 
1978). This theory suggests that capitalism needs the work of women within the 
home to bear and socialise children, but at the saine time it also needs ýi 
flexible labour supply which can be easily drawn into the labOUr force in tinics 
of labour shortage and easily expelled when the labOUr is no longer needeol. 
The ideology that women are primarily wives and mothers rather than "workers", 
makes their occupational behaviour easily manipulated, it is argued. The, 
reserve ariny of labOUr theory has been criticised on the ý, rounds that it cý11111()t 
ýtccount for sex segregat loll - wornen do not usLuilly lose their Jobs to incii 
durin(T times of contraction (Milkinan, 1976). It has ýilso been criticisco. 1 lor 
being "sex-blind" and for falling to discuss the part plaved hy men in nmintýlfflinL, 
and reproducing occupational segregation (Hartmann, 1976). FJnallv it should 
I 
be pointed out that whilst such theories may account for some of the historic, 11 
chýmiýe in women's employment, they are limited in what they can tell Lis ýihmlt 
the occupational choices of individual \voinen. 
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The conclusions that can be drawn from this review of the litermLire of women's 
occupational choice broadly parallel the conclusions to the preceding chapter oii I -- 
ueneml theories of occupationil choice. The wist imijority of the theories 
mitline ih()ve have something to contribute to the Linderstanding of \vomcn*ý, 
OCCLIpational choice, althoLigh several are in need of Sonic illoclificatioll. Aoýllll 
there tends to be a fair degree of unnecessary polarisation hct\v(--cll 
individual/psychological approaches and social/structural perspectives. 
AnCl I(TICIIII 
there IS Much room for synthesis, based around the maýjor theories presented 
ýihove. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Literature Review III : Women 
in Mate-dominated Occupations - 
Antecedents and Experiences 
In this chapter a review of research on women working in oi- aspiring to rnýile- l 
dominated occupations will he presented. The maj . OF Ni-t of this WIII 
fOCLIS Oil antecedents, that is the background, persomility, rnotiv', itlomll, 
"Ittitudinal, domestic and social variables that influence women's cleclsl()n to 
enter male-dominated fields of employment. In the final section the experiences 
of women in male-dominated occupations are considered. 
Before embarking on the review, it is necessMA, to cict'llic tile term 
(101) 7il 10 1 Cd. A male-cloinnated occupation is one in which the majority ()I' 
workers are male. There is little agreement, however, ýihout how km-, c this 
IMIJ0171ty must be. Researchers have used Cutoff POIFItS as low as 50 per celit 
and as hii,, h as eighty per cent, although two-thirds and 70 per cent are the most 
mated male-doin nated commonly used points above which an occupation is desig I 
(Flayes. 1986). 
A kirge amount of research has bcen carried out on anteccdclit t',, ictoI-s 111(1 oll I 
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the experiences of women in non-manual male-dominated occLipmloiis. Tllc 
imiffl occupational areas in which this research has focused are : inamigeinciit 
(c. a. Larwood & Wood, 1977; Marshall, 1984; Cooper & Davidson, 1984-, Powell, 
1988), 1110111V Successful business executives (e. ty. Henni, -, 
&, Jýirdiin, 1977, 
1985, Hertz, 1986); coinpLiting / uifori-riatioi-i techimlogy (c. g. Slinoiis. 1981ý 
Deakin, 1984; Llovd & Newell, 1985., Davidson & Coopci-, 1987). scieiicc 
Cole, 1979; Martin & Irvine, 1982; Kýihle, 1985; Hoinans, 1986). emýiilcenll(-T 
(e. g. Bradshaw & Laidlaw, 1979; Dutton, 1983; Swords- Isherwood, 1985, Newtoll. 
1987); law (e. g. Podmore & Spencer, 1982; Spencer & Podinore, 1986h); md 
inedicine (e. g. Leeson & Gray, 1978: Young, 1981; Lorber, 1985, Elston, 1987). 
Other ýtreas that have received soine reseýirch attemimi Include 
(McAulcv, 1986), civil sei-vice (Walters, 1986), dentisti-v (Scwýircl, 1970: Bovlc, 
1980), etitrepreneurship (Waj'cimin, 1983, Goffee & scýlsc. 1985) filMll(V 
(Ashburner, 1988), the police (Jones, 1986), and politics (Constantini & Crnlk. 
1972). 
Research on women in nianual inale-dominated OCCLIpatIOTIS IS a more recent 
phenomenon. In the late 1970's a nUrnher of hooks of personal histories ()I 
worrien in Inale-ClOrnIflated OCCLIP. ItIOnS, Including sorne worricii III MaIlL1,11 111,11C- 
doininatcd 'ohs were published (Wetherby, 1977-, Coote, 1979: CIrecrs Ru-se, 11-ch 
& Advisory Centre, 1981). However, it was not until the 1980's however thii 
researchers began to took specifically at women in manual inale-dornmated work. 
including craftworkers (O'Farrell & Harlan, 1982), enoineering technicians 
(Newton. 1983). coalminers (Harni-nond & Mahoney, 1983), trade appi-cmic(-'s 
(Simpson, 1982), steelworkers (DeaLix & Ullman, 1983)). lorry drivers (Leiiihridii 
ei al., 1982) and carpenters (Latack ei al., 1987). 
This research has typically focused on experiences at work, however one nltjor 
saidy carried out by Mary Walshok (1981) has investigated both the amcccdcrits 
, ind experiences of wornen in male-dominated occupations. Walshok interviewed 
, roup of 87 wornen in a wiriety of manual imile-dorril ,I occL, p, it'()ii,,. 
A 
IN 
worrien in manual female-dominated occupations was included for the purposc 
of comprison. Walshok emphasises the diversity of woiricii in mmlu'll Illtic- 
Jorrili-lated occupations, and also the multicausation of their entry into this typc 
Of OCCLIJXltlOn. 
llioneet4ng blue-collar women cannot be reduced to a single protollype. 
They emerge firom diverse contexts, arrive at their jobs motivated by 
,/ 
erent stages a variety of concerns and needs, make their choices (it dý ýe 
in the cycle, and tie ine the place of work in their I'ves qu' Je 
'f 
I ite 
dýflerenlly... Their pioneering sl)irit and tenacii. v can bc undcrytood 
on1v through an examinatioll 0 'IIOW, 1(1117111 I-001S, 1)(TS01701 hiS101-171 
unlorseen cn . ses, and luckv and milucky accidenis and opportum . 11CS 
contribute to the development ofa secure adult idel7lilý', /)(I tliCl d(I 1-ýI' 
one rooted in a stroikg commitment to paid emplo-vrnel7l. (Walshok, 
1981). 
Walshok did note, however, that the women often had certain pallern breakilla 
experiences during childhood, inch-iding independence hL111ding experiences within 
the fM1111v; Strong mothers and positive fernalC role Models, and aCCCSS to 
traditionally male occupational knowledge and skills. In adulthood their entry 
into male-dominated occupations was often presaged by a crisis Such as parental 
illness or death, unwanted pregnancy, divorce or the discovery of alternate life- 
styles rooted in lesbianism or feminism. Another corrinion therrie wýis thit ()I 
financial necessity, since inany of the women were simde pni-crits. Lfivorccd oi- 
widowed, or inarried to men in low paid or seasomil work. \VnIshok ftirthcr 
noted that : 
For all the wornen we interviewed, the woild is a problematic place 
in which to live and a place in which they jeel 11101 177USI master 
themselves... They have been. forced to take independent action, and 
one o. 1' the steps in the complicated process of inakiiig a place lor 
themselves has been to lake a chance oil nontraditioizal hlite-collar 
j. obs. (Walshok, 1981) 
Fiin, ffly Walshok made the interestini, observation that the women in her sýmij)lc 
of woi-kci-s in manual male-dominated jobs tended to be Inuhly educated. with 
more than half of the women having had sorne college education. 
Whilst the work cited above provides sorne interesting initial ifisi. (, Thts into 
women in manual male-dominated occupations, the present state of knowled e 
about Such women is somewhat limited and uncertain. This is partly because 
relatively few investigations have been carried out, and partly because samples 
have, of necessity, tended to he Opportunistic rather than systernatic (DcaLix & 
Ullman, 1983). 
Antecedents of women's entry into male-dominated 
occupations 
What follows next is a review of the social and psychological antecedents of 
women's choice of or entry into inale-dominated occu ations. This revi p11 lew 
covers the period 1970 to the present and excludes research on the occupational 
choices of children and adolescents. The research reviewed includes research 
on three different types of subject : women working in male-domiriated 
Occupations, women whose occupational preference is for a male-dol-flinated 
occupation: and wornen wlio are stLidying traditionally rriale courses in Inglier 
or further education. These wornen will be referred to as Iiolleers. Women 
workino in or aspirinu to fernale-dominated occupations, or following 
traditionally fernale fUrther/higher education courses are the comparison ý, roup 
and are terined Tradilionals. These terms were first introduced by Alice Rossi 
(Rossi, 1965), and since their introduction a Vast amount of research has been 
undertaken with the alin of ascertaining the factors or characteristics that 
differentiate Pioneers frorn Traditionals. 
There , irc, however. several drawbacks and limitations in the research reviewed 
below. Firstly there is the problem of the overuse Of StUdelItS as SLIhJ*eCtS. 
0\er half of the research located was on college worrien. Such research rests 
Ofl the aSSLImptions that students Invariably implement and reýlllsc tllc!,, - 
()CCLII)ýitional preferences, or that the course or major saidied is strongly relýltcd 
to the occupation entered. Neither of these propositions is necessarily true. 
Indeed there is evidence that the sex-type Of WOMCIIIS OCCLIPNtionýil 
\-, irles over time and that the connection between the sex-type of occLipýitionll 
preferences and the SCX-type Of Occupations entered is weak (Jacot)s, 1987). 
Secondly of the research that looked at employed women rather than Students. 
women in the professions, such as lawyers, doctors and managers, are over- 
represented. Very little research has compared Pioneers , md Traditiomils in 
1111117IL121 Occupations, O'Farrell & Mirlan (1982) ind Newton (1983) hcin(, 
(inimio the notable exceptions. Indeed, this elitist ovcrc0iiccntr. ition ()ii womcii 
in professional and inamig 'obs perineites the whole f1c1d of womcii ýijid , ernent j 
\\, ýork (Colwill & Vinnicornbe, 1987). Thirdly over 90 per cent of the resc. irch 
in this review was carried out in the United States, and It I'S ClUeStiOn"INC 
whether such research findings are equally applicable in the British context. 
FOLH-thly the review is, of necessity, confined to published material. Current 
pLiblishing, practices favoLir the Publication of significant results (tlllt IS I-CSCM-Ch 
which finds differences rather than similarities) (Spender. 1981), therefore the 
present review probably underestimates the extent of similarity between Pioncers 
and Traditionals. It should also be noted that researchers typically conceptL1,111SC 
Pioneers as a special breed of wornen, the product of enriching experiences 
(Ali-nqLI]St & Angrist, 1975; Sedney & Turner, 1975), which rne,, ins thit 
differences constitute positive confirming evidence to he ernpli, isised, whcre,, is 
sinillarities do not fit in to the model and ocnerally receive little discLissioll 
Ical problems in sonic ()I (Cleincrit, S., 1986b). Finally there are inethodolog ' the 
. Studies such as the lack of agreement over the cLitoff point above which '111 
occupation is designated male-dominated; the comparison of Pioneers '111d 
Tr(iditionals in occupations of very different levels e. g. managers versus Cler]Cý11 
workers (Mouillet. 1981), lawyers versus legal secretaries (Williams & McCullers. 
1983); and poor return rates, e. g. 41 per cent (Wolkon, 1972), 45 per cent 
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(Crawford, 1978). 
Background variables 
Firstly research into the backgrOUnd characteristics of Pioneers and Traditiomils 
will he considered. One of the background factors inost coninionly stLidicd IS 
socloccoliornic status or social class, The findings relating to the sociýil cLtss 
origins of Pioneers and Traditionals are presented in Týible 4.1. The swdics ill 
the Similarity column found no significant differences hetween Pioneers ýIlid 
Traclitionals with regard to their socioeconomic background. The studies Hl the 
Dif erence (P) column found that Pioneers came frorn farrillies with a h1oher 
socioeconornic status than Traditionals. The studies in the Diflýrencc (T) 
column found that Traditionals had higher socioeconomic origins. The swdic-, ý 
Finding similarity outnumber those finding difference. 
T, ihle 4.1 Socioeconomic status of family of origin 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sinlil(Ifilv Difference (P) Diflýrence (T) 
Nagely (1971) Standley & Soule (1974) Carney & Morgan (1981) 
Tangri (1972) Trigg & Perlman (1976) Lýson (. 1984) 
Klernmack & Edwards (1973) Biclbv (1978) (by major) 
Morrison &, Sebald (1974) Wcrtheirn et aL (1978) 
Bielby (1978) (by occupation) Jordan (1979) 
Crawford ( 1978) Heins ei a/. (1982) 
O'Donnell &, Andersen (1978) Williams & McCullers (1983) 
Willis (1978) 
Peng &, Jaffe (1979) 
Greenfeld et aL (1980) 
Lyson (1980) 
Sauter et al. (1980) 
Galej .sk, King (1983) 
----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For the next variable to he considered, father's edUCMIOndl ICVeL the [IL1111hCr 
of studies finding , similarity also outnumbers those 
finding differences (see -1 thic 
4.2). However when differences are found it is always the fathers of Pioneers 
who are the more educated. The results follow a similar pttern for niother's 
educational level, shown in Table 4.3. 
111) 
Tahlc 4.2 Father's educational Icvel 
ýilllilaritv 
Týmgri (1972) 
Klemmack ý', Edwards (1973) 
Morrison 6', Schald (1974) 
Bic1hy (1978) (by major) 
Bielb\, (1978) (by occupation) 
O'Donnell & Andersen (1978) 
Wertheim et al. (1978) 
Pen'! 
-ý: 
Jaffe (1979) 
Greenfeld et al. (1980) 
Lyson (1980) 
Moore &, Rickel (1980) 
Zuckerman (1980) 
Carney &, Morgan (19811) 
Burlew (1982) (by major) 
BurleNv (1982) (by preference) 
Gallcjs &, King, (1983) 
Lýson (1984) 
---------------------------------------------- 
Diflýrence (P. ) 
Nagely (1971) 
Standley & Soule (1974) 
Trigg & Periman (1976) 
Greenfield (1978) 
Jordan (1979) 
Hcins et al. (1982) 
Wilson et al. (1982) 
Williams & McCullers (1983) 
Table 4.3 Mother's educational level 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
similaritv Dýf erence (P) . )T 
Naýlcly (1971) Almquist (1974) 
Tangri (1972 
,) 
Levine (1975) 
Klerninack &, Edwards (1973) Trigg & Perlman (1976) 
. 
Morrison &, Sebald (1974) O'Donnell & Andersen (197S) 
Bielby (1978, ) (by major) Wertheim ei al. (197, S) 
Biclby (1978) (by occupation) Jordan (1979) 
PCIIg & Jaffe (1979) Lyson (1980) 
Grcenfeld ei al. (1980) Burfew (1982) (by major) 
Moore &, Rickel (1980) Heins et al. (1982) 
Zuckerman (1980) Wilson et al. (1982) 
Carney &, Morgan (1981) Williams & McCullers (1983) 
Burlew (1982) (by preference) 
Galcjs &- King (1983) 
LN, son ( 1984) 
One background factor often thOLIght to be related to W01flen'S OCCLIPitlOlicll 
choice is maternal employment. Although a feW Studies find evidence fol- SLICII 
ýi relationship, a very different PICtLiFe emerges when ýill relcvmit studics circ 
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examined. The research on i-mitermil employment is presented in three separate 
tables. TA-Ac 4.4 includes StUdIeS that looked at whether mothers were 
employed during the childhood of Pioneers and Traditionals. This factor 
apparently rarvly differentiates betweeri the two groups. Table 4.5 shows studies 
that looked It Current maternal employment. Five studies found that Pioneers 
were rnore likely to have mothers in paid employment, but twice as many (Aid 
not find this. Table 4.6 includes StLIClIeS on maternal employment in ii-iale- 
dominated OCCLIpations. The majority Of StLIdieS found that Pioneers were no 
more likely than Traditionals to have mothers who are Pioneers. 
Table 4.4 Maternal employment during su bject'schild hood 
sinlilaritv 
-------------------------------------------- 
Tangri (1972) 
Klemmack & Edwards(1973) 
Bielby (1978) (by major) 
Bielby (1978) (by occupation) 
O'Donnell & Andersen (1978) 
Jordan (1979) 
Greenfeld et al. (1980) 
Haber (1980) 
Heins et al. (1980) 
Wilson et al. (1982) 
Williams & McCullers (1983) 
Diltýrence (P) 
------------------------ 
Almquist (1974) 
Lyson (1984) 
Table 4.5 CUrrent maternal employment 
Sill I iletrin, 
-------------------------------------------- 
N agely (197 1) 
Mednick & Puryear (1975) 
Valentine ct ed. (197S) 
Trigg & Perlman (1976) 
Lyson (1980) 
Sauter et al. (1980) 
Zuckerman (1980) 
Burlew (1982) (by major) 
Burlew (1982) (by preference) 
Galejs & King (1983) 
Diflýrelice (P) 
Tangri (1972) 
Almquist (1974) 
Crawford (1978) 
Lemkau (1978) 
Foster & Kolinko (1979) 
IIý 
-Fzll)lc 4.0 Maternal emplovinent in a male-doininuted OCCLIJ), ItIOII 
similelrillv Dýtýýreiice (P) 
cdnick & Puryear (1975) Tangri(1972) M 11 
Peng &, Jalfe (1979) Burlew (1982) (by major) 
Sauter ei aL (1980) 
Zuckcriiian (1980) 
Burlevv (1982) (by prel'erencc) 
------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tlie nature of the relationship between Pioneers and Traditionals and tlicii 
pýircnts has also come Linder scrutiny. In studies of Pioneers in inanagerial ýind 
enti-eprenei-irial roles it is often claimed that such women report f1,161it-1 
particLilarly close and special relationships with their fithers (Woods. 1975: 
Hennig & Jardim, 1977; Miles, 1985). However StUdICS whicli have conip, li-Cd 
Pioneers and Traditionals with regard to parental relationships Invariahly hild 
that the two groups are very similar in, for example, the extent to whicl) tlieý 
are mother or father identified (Schaefer, 1977; Tenzer, 1977); the parent t1lev 
see themselves as most like (Tangri, 1972; Mednick, 1973; Greenfeld el (IL 
1980); or closest to (Mednick, 1973); and in the qUalltV of the relationship witli 
each parent (Nagely., 1971). Where differences were found it \výis the 
Ti-LichtlOnalS Father than the Pioneers who felt closer to thcIr fýitlicrs and sllý11-cd 
their father's values to a reater extent jangyri, 1972). 9 117 , 
Birth order is another background factor that has been investipited. See, TLIMC 
4.7. Although several studies found that Pioncefs were more llkclýl to hC 
firstborn children, more studies did not find this. A related is the sizc 
of family of origin, shown in Table 4.8. AlthOLIgh Auster ind Auster (I9, ý' I) 
included sinall family size in their profile of the typical Pioneer, there IS ýICtWlllý 
%, cry little evidence for this. The only Suggestive evidence to support the vic\\ 
that Pioneers come from small families is Hermig & Jardim's (1977) study ol 
highly successful business executives in which all the women in then- siinplc 
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cmne from families with three or less children. 
'1-, il)lc 4.7 Birth order 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Silvilaril- ý7 Dillo-encc (Ps. 1irsiborn) 
N, Icdnick- (1973) Grcenfield (1978) 
Morrison & Sebald (1974) Lemkau (1978) 
Schader (1977) Galcjs & King (1983) 
Crawford (1978) Williams & McCullers (1983. ) 
Grccnfeld ct aL (1980) 
Sauter et aL (1980) 
ZLIckerman (1980) 
Heins et al. (1982) 
Wilson et al. (1982) 
-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 4-S Size of family of origin 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Similarit-v Diffierence 
Kleinniack &, Edwards (1973) 
Mednick (1973) 
Morrison k, Sebald (1974) 
Wilson et al. (1975) 
Zuckerman (1980) 
Galejs &, King (1983) 
Heins et al. (1983) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The sex of siblings may be an important factor in detcl-111111111g, whethel- I wullmll 
enters a male- or a fermile-doininated OCCLIPation. Howcvcr in em-ly 
research on the relationship between sex of siblinas and occupmomil 
preferences reported that this relationship appears to be inconsistent ýind 
contradictory (Gandy, 1975). Research carried Out since then reimmis 
contradictory. For instance, Symons (1984) in a StLICIV Of WO11ICn In', 111,10CI-S 
found that several wornen remarked upon the effect Of hCIII(-I hFOLN-111t Up With 
brothers and being exposed to in essentially IMISCLI1111C SOCIAISýM'On CXpCI-ICn(: C. 
Miles (1985). in her study of highly succeSSfUl business women, notcd dic 
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influence of having a young , er 
brother. By contrýist, liowever. Gi-cciffeld cl al. 
(1980) found that it was the Traditionals rather than the Pimicers wlio werc 
more likely to have brothers. In a similar vein Bowen & Child ( 1976) repoi-ted 
th, it girls with brothers were less likely to show an interest in the lillysic(d 
sciences. In a study of adolescents' occupational aspirations the present mallor 
found thit girls with sisters were more likely to 1mve feimile-donlin. 1tcd 
OCCLIJ), ItlOnal preferences than those without sisters, but the presence of hrolliers 
w, 'is unrelated to OCCUPLItIOnal preference (Clement, S- 1984). TIMS OIC 
influence of sex of siblings is still unclear. 
Two studies have investigated the religious background of Pioneers and 
Traditionals (Tangri, 1972; Zuckerman, 1980) but h0th StUdieS found no 
diftbrences between the two groups in terms of their religious afhINKII. 
Another background variable that has been studied is hometown size. 011C 
study (Galejs & King, 1983) found that pioneers tended to corne from largcr 
hometowns, but four studies found no such difference (Greenfeld el al., 1980: 
Lyson, 1980; Sauter et al., 1980; Carney & Morgan, 1981 
It remains unclear whether Pioneers and Traditionals d1ft'CF In their childhood 
IctiVitics. I1 -1 11 "iii 
Williarris ýuid McCullcrs (1983) found that Traditionals were nwrc 
likely to havc owned dolls during their childhood. Similarly Suindley SOL11C 
( 1974) found that Traditionals reported more traditionally feinale childhood 
acti Ir such v ties and play, and perceived greater parental encouragement fo 
activities and play. By contrast, Tenzer (1977) found no such difference iii 
uendcr-linked childhood activities. 
Alinquist ( 1974) reports that Pioneers were more likely to 1mve had I p, ýirt-timc 
j. oh or vacation employment during their teenage years. BUFlew (1982) found 
that this was also the case, but only when Pioneers and Traditionals werc I 
classified by the gender-typicality of the major they were studying, and not wlien 
classified by thelr OCCLIpational preferences. In another study the extent of pii-t- 
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t1ine/vacation employment specifically related to the person's future occul)ýItioll 
was found to be distinguish between Pioneers and Traditlonýds, Plonccrs li, ivinu, 
lmd t greiter arnount of such experience, whereas the two (YI-OLIJIS CIICI 110t dltTCl- 
In mlerffl part-time/vacation cinplolyment. 
Several researchers have reported that girls in single-sex schools are more lilýclý 
to choose to study traditionally rnale subjects such as physicý and chernistrY 
(Sýirah el aL, 1980; Shaw, 1980), and in at least one SUICIV the choice of physic, 11 
science options at school has been strongly linked to entry into inale-doinin. ited 
occupations (Haworth et al., 1986). Frorn this it rnhylit he dc-dLiced tlllt silli-TIc- 
sex SCII0011110 Would be an irnportint factor in the Nickorminds of Pi0iiecrs. 
However little research has been carried out to test flits contention. Sonic 
support is forthcoming in a study of wornen intending to criter engineenno iii I- 
which these Pioneers were more likely than Traditionals to have been to i 
single-sex school (Weinreich-Haste & Newton, 1983). However this effect Imly 
be compounded by the fact that the Pioneers were also more likely to 
been to grammar schools, and SLICII SCIIOOIS haVC d tradition of sinolc-scx 
edLication. Matters are fLirther complicated by the contrýidictory' finding ol 
another Study that engineering technicians were no more likely to have attended 
either single-sex or selective schools than their Counterparts in fernale-dorriinýlted 
Occupations (Haworth et al., 1986). 
The final background factor to be considered relates to the cm-Cers echicatioll 
and counselling received. In this area too. the rescarch is solnewimt 
contradictory. Sauter et al. (1980) report that whilst the Ti-liditionals mid 
Pioneers they studied did not differ in the amoLint of careers edLication ind 
coLinselling received, nor in the gender of their careers coLmsellor, Traditiomils 
did perceive themselves to have been more Influenced by the careers education 
and counselling they had received. Newton ( 1983) foLind that Pioneers reportc(I 
heing rriore 111flUenced hy their school and teachers in oenvril, hLit rulmi-tcd 
recelviniý more dISCOUragernent from careers teachers than Traditionals did. 
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Similarly Haworth ei al. ( 1986) found that Pioneers wure more lik(21v to clesci-itýL- 
the careers education and advice they had received Its unhelpful than wcrc 
Trýldltioilals. In addition Lyson (1980) found no difference in percelvcd 
11111LIC171CC of careers counsellors on OCCLIpational choice and Housser & Garvey 
(I 9(S)) found no difference in perceived SLIpport froin the c,, ircers COUrisellor. 
Personality variables 
Another ma'or area of research, in addition to backurowid factors, is the stud% 
of the personality characteristics of Pioneers. There are two pei-sonality 
characteristics which appear to differentiate between Pioneers and Tradltlonýlls 
with some consistency. These are the need for affiliation an Cl 
, iLitonoi-ny/independence. Findings pertaining to need for affiliation ii-c 
presented in Table 4.9. Here the majority of studies report tI indings flilit 
Traditionals have a greater need for affiliation thýin Pioneers. As t', ir ýts 
aUtOnomy/independence is concerned. Pioneers tend to have a greater need for 
aUtonorny or to be more independent than Traditionals. See Tible 4.10. 
Table 4.9 Need for affiliation 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sill I ilaru. ý ý DiOýreizcc (T) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Constantini & Craik (19721) Blank (1975) 
Coplin & Williams (1978) Triýo & Perlman (1976) 
Puig-Casauranc (1977) 
Brandt (1978) 
Colwill & Roos (1978) 
Willis (1978) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Fahlc 4.10 Autonomy / indclmidencc 
--------------------------------------------- 
SimilarilY 
---- - 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Di. 8-erence (P) 
-------------------------------- - --------------------------------------- 
Const., inlini &, Craik (1972) 
----------------------------------------------- 
Cartwright (1972) 
Puio-Casauranc (1977) Feulner (1974) 
Galej,; &, King (1983) Morgan (1974) 
Brandt (1978) 
Colvill & Roos (1978) 
Coplin & Williams (1978) 
Handley & Hickson (1978) 
--------------------------------------------- 
Willis ý1978) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The following personality traits are all relatively poor predictors of Pioneering. 
For example one study found Pioneers to be more augressive than Traditiolllis 
(Willis, 1978), but four StUdIeS tol-Ind no differences in iggrcss loll (Consullitlill 
&, Cmik, 1972, Brandt, 1978, Colwill &, Roos, 1978, Coplin &, Williýilns, 1978). 
'N, Iorgan (1974) found Pioneers to he more assertlive than Tradltlionýlls but 
Wertheim et al. (1978) did not find this. Three studies have looked , it 
deference (Constantim & Craik, 1972; Coplin & Williams, 1972; Morrison & 
Sebald, 1974), and none of them found any differences between Pioneers aiid 
Traditionals. Nine studies have investigated dominance and five (Constantini 
& Cmik, 1972, FCLIlnei-, 1974, Morrison & Sebald. 1974: PLiI, -, -C., isiurII1c, 
1977: 
Willis, 1978) found Pioneers to he more doi-ninint. Ho\\/ever four StUdICS t'OUIld 
Pioneers and Traditionals to be equally dominant (Brandt, 1978: Col%\Ill &, 
Roos, 1978; Coplin & Williams, 1978; Galejs & King, 1983). Anothcr 
personality characteristic that has received some research attention is the locus 
of control, that is the degree to which people view their behaviour and \vliýlt 
happens to them, as directly under their personal control as opposed to I)Clil(-T 
CILIC to fýlCtOrS Such as fate or external socl', il control. Two studics found 
Pioneers to be more internal in their locus of control than TMdltIOI]LIlS, hLlt 
these are clearly outnumbered by studies that found no difference (see Týlhlc 
4.11). It should also be noted that the locus of control may not be ,I unitýtrv 
variable. Smith (1978) Identified SIX 10CLis of control factors personal control: 
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control over political institutions; control over grades in(] exams, inclivicluýd 
versus colleake effort; femkine nature versus socialisation. ind individuýil 
versus system Name, and found that Pioneers differed from Traditionals only oil 
the last of these famors, tendIg to Idbidual rathei than system bhune. 
'rable 4.11 Locus of control 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
similari1v Dillýrence (Ps more internal) 
Blank (1975, ) Hawkins (1978. ) 
Lanclesnian (1977) Waddell (1983) 
Schaef'cr (1977) 
Wertheim et al. (1978) 
Capka (1979) 
Foster A, Kolinko (1979) 
The next characteristic to he considered is rnachiavelhýinisnl 
(curinlil"ness, ýI 
Z7 
ý). 
The only researchers to look at this trait, Werthei niampulative personality II In] 
et al. (1978) and Capka (1979), found that Pioneers and Traditionals did not 
differ. Four studies (Morrison & Sebald, 1974; Blank, 1975; Puig-Casaurýnlc, 
1977; Willis, 1978) found Traditionals to be more nuturant than Pioneers, hut 
an equal number of studies found sirnilarity (Constantird &, Craik, 1972; l3rinch. 
1978. Colwill & Roos, 1978-, Coplin & Williarns, 1978). Only one rcseýtrchcr, 
jhomýis, 1983)), has investigated risk-taking and in this SUICIV 110 
between Pioneers and Traditionals were found. Other researchers have lookcd 
-confidence and self-esteem. Two studies found that Pioneers had gi-C'Iter -it self 
self-confidence than Traditionals (Constantini & Craik, 1972. Coplin &, Williýinllý, 
1978), althOLIgh Foster and Kolinko (1979) found that Pioneers and Tmdnlonýils 
had similar levels of self-confidence. As far as self-cstecin is conccriicJ, 
N1017rison & Sebald (1974) and MOUIllet (1981) fOLind thýit Pioneers liicl h1olicr 
SC1f-CStCCI11, but Zuckernian (1980) found no difference between the two ý_lroups 
with regard to this variable. The next personality variible to be considcreci I.,,, 
SUCCOUrance, that is the need or desire to help people in distress, to relieve ind 
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comfort them. Two researchers found Traditionals to bc 11101-C SLICCOLII-cillt tilMl 
Ploiieers (Blank, 1975; Willis, 1978), but three studies found no diffCrelicc 
n s, (Colwill cl',, Roos, 1978-, Constantini & Cralk, 1978, Copliii & Willmi 1978). 
The final personality variable considered, and one which Ims received I gyrclt 
clcýd of rescaFch attention, is sex-role self-concept. Sce Table 4.12. 
Tahlc 4.12 Sex-role self-concept 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
similaril-v Dýfference (Ps more masculine / andro, ý,, vnons 
Or less ftmlinine) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fowler (1977) Slaughter (1976) 
Garza (1978 
,) 
(black subsaniple) Landesnian (1977) 
Torncss (19 7S) Puig-Casauranc (1977) 
Vice (1978) Garza (1978) (whitc , uhsanip1c) 
N/lednick (1981) (black subsample) Capka (1979) 
Betz &- HackctL (1983) Haber (1980) 
Mednick (1981) (white subsunplc) 
Mouillet (1981) 
Wolfe & Betz (1981) 
Clarey & Sanford (1982) 
Waddell (1983) 
Williams & McCullers (1983) 
Strange & Rea (1983) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
The sex-role self-concept is essentially a global personality incýISLII_C thý-11 
encornp, isses several of the traits mentioned above, and indiVICiLMIS M-e ClýISSIhCd 
or rated in terms of nzascidiniýv (alternatively termed 
(or e. vj_)ressivh)1), or andaýqyny (high InaSCLIlinity and fernminitv). The pei-thient 
theoretical and methodological problerns, discussed In CImpter Three, should hC 
horne in mind when considering the research into the sex-rolC self-col`ICCI)t ()I 
Pioneers and TFaditionals. It should also be noted thit SCVCM1 StLICIICS k)LInd 
th, it whether or not a difference was found depended on whether scores on thc 
ni, isculinity scale or the femininity scale were being considered (Brandt, 1978: 
KNvaNvasser, 1978; Lernkau, 1978; Wertheim et al., 1978, Yimco et al. 197, S). or 
12 -') 
whether irmsculinity/fernininity or androgyny are measured (Stockton cl al. IMO). 
however there was no consistent pattern to this. Ovei-ýill there Is I trend fol 
Pioneers to he more masculine, andro(W171OUS. or less ferninine tlmn Ti-lidnimmls. 
'ilthouoh there exists a FlUmber of studies which fOUnd no differences hcm, cen 
the two Ly , roups. 
Motivational variables 
The next variables to be considered m-e the motivational variables : need i'or 
ýichievcnicnt and fear Of SLICCCSS. More studies found Pioneers to have III gIIC I- 
'Cichievcnient needs than Traclitionals than found no clifference between the tw() 
groups. See Table 4.13. However these findings must he interpreted with sonic 
caution I)CCaLlSe at least one study has found that whether a difference is found 
depends on the type of achievement motivation MCýISUre used (Morrison &, 
Schald, 1974). It Is also dependent upon which particular rimle- and fcinlilc- 
dominated occupations are studied (Williams & MCCLIIICI-S, 1981). Thc 
opposite pattern is evident for fear of success where studies finding simil., trity 
outnumber those finding higher levels of fear of success in Traclitionils. See 
Tabte 4.14 
Table 4.13 Need for achievement 
Sinzilarii. v DiVýrence (P) 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Tangri (1972) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Constantim &, Craik (1972ý 
Mednick & Puryear (1975) Blank (1974) 
Coplin S, Williams (1978) Feulner 91974) 
Wertheim et aL (1978) Martin (1975) 
Foster &, Kolinko (1979) Trigg & Perlman (1976) 
Stewart (1980) Puig-Casauranc (1977) 
Mednick (1981) (black suhsarnple) Brandt (1978) 
Colwill & Roos (1978) 
Willis (1978) 
Moore &, Rickel (19ýS()) 
Mcdnick (NSI) (white , uhsarnple) 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Waddell (1983) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Tablc 4.14 Fear of success 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
similarill, Dillýrence (T. ) 
Tanori (197) 
Breedlove & Cicirelli (1974) 
Gearty &, Milner (1975) 
Mednick & Puryear (1975) 
Greenfield (1978) 
Mednick (11)"! ) (black subsample) 
---------------------------------------------- 
Horncr &, Walsh (1974) 
Anderson (1978) 
Mednick (1981) (white SLIhSaIIII)IC) 
Thomas (1983) 
--------------------------------------------- 
Attitudinal variables 
Another area of research is that on the sex-role attitudes of Pioneers . md 
Traditionals. See Table 4.15. 
Table 4.15 Sex-role attitudes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
similaritv Diflýrence (P'S more liberal) 
Valentine et al. (1975) Crawford (1978) 
Torness (1978) Ory & Helfrich (1978) 
Wertheim ei al. (1978) Harren et al. (1979) 
Yonge & Regan (1979) Orcutt & Walsh (1979) 
Sauter et al. (1980) Carney & Morgan (1981) 
Burlew (1982) (by major) Yanico (1981) 
Foss & Slancy (1986) Burlew (1982) (by preference) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Although an equal number of studies found Pioneers mid Traclitionals to I)c 
similar as found them to differ in their sex-role attitudes, where differences wcrc 
found it was always the Pioneers who were the more liberal. However, it would 
be wrong to Suggest that most Pioneers strongly identify thernselves as feminists. 
For example, the engineering students interviewed by Weinreich-Haste 'Ind 
Newton (1983)) did not see themselves as ferinnists and were sccpticýd of the 
wider social Lind political alms of the Womens Movement. Sinill"Irk, thc 
Pioneers in Tangri's Study ýIppal_ently did not hold any rcco(_, nisahIc teliIIIII.. "t 
ideology, and some of the Pioneers interviewed by Terry Wetherhy ( 1977) wt! rc 
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(julte anti-ferninist. It should also be noted that whether or not differences 
between Pioneers and Traditionals are found can depend on whethcr 
cinployment-related or dornestic-related sex-role attitudes are heing consicici-ccl 
(G, ickciihach, 1978), or on the evict sex-role itenis employed (Lyson &, Brmvii. 
11) 82 ). 
The work VýI]UeS of Pioneers and Traditionals have also been uivcstioýitcd, 
'IltlIOLI(Th here research is somewhat patchy and there is little agreement over 
the exact work values considered. Some researchers have noted a substantill 
degree of similarity in the work values of Pioneers and Traditionals (O'Firi-CII 
& H. irlan, 1982; Lyson, 1984). Nevertheless there is some evidence of 
differences on certain work values, most 110tably promotion, pay ýInd helplim-f 
others. Five studies found Pioneers to place a higiller wilue Oil prol-notiOll 
opportunities than Traditionals (Bartol, 1976; Vice, 1978; Greenfled ei a/. ' 19SO: 
Carney & Rea, 1983; Galejs & King, 198-3)), whereas only one study (Weinrcich- 
Haste &, Newton, 1983) found that the two groups did not differ in this respect. 
With reiTard to Pay, five Studies found that Pioneers rate 1mving a well-paid joh 
'is more important than did Traditionals (AlmqLliSt, 1974: Vice, 1978: Greciifeld 
et al., 1980, Wheeler, 1981, Carney & Rea, 19833), but two studies found tllc 
Opposite to be true with TMclitionals vall-ling high pýiy more thnn Pioiiccrs 
(Wolkon, 1972; Weinrejch-Haste & Newton, 1983). Mixed results were dso 
found for the desire to help people. Three Studies found that Traditionils 
placed a greater value on this factor (Almquist, 1974; Wheeler, 1981; Carney & 
Rea., 1983), but One StUdV found no difference bCtWCCII the two 0I-()LIpS 
(Gi-cenfeld et al., 1980), and in another study it wLis the Pioneers rithcr timn 
the 'l-mclitionals who showed the greatest desire to help others (Golding, et al.. 
198-3). 
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Domestic variables 
Fin. illy viriables relatinty to the domestic (111ýlrjtal and 
situ. ition (4 Pioneers and Tmclitiomils will he considered. Thcre is ý1 gellcrýd Z, 
consensus that Pioneers and TFaditionals do not differ in their clltlilu hchi% IM11 
(T, inurl, 1972; Klemmack & Edwards, 1973), nor in their l1CtCr0SeXL1a1ity (13111ilk, 
1974, Colwill & Roos, 1978). It is also evident that the two L1,170UPS are equally 
likely to envisage getting married (O'Donnell & Andersen, 1978; Sauter cl (IL 
19M Zuckerman, 1980; Burlew, 1982; Carney & Rea, 1983)). Two studies 
found evidence that Pioneers expect to marry at a later m_, c (Kleinnizick 
Fdw: irds. 1973; Vice., 1978), but Zuckerman (1980) did not tind this. When 
, ýIctllal r. ither than anticipated marriage is considered three StUdliCs 
I'Mind IM 
difference in marriage rates, bUt eight reported that Pioneers were less likely to 
he married than Tradiflonals (see Table 4.16). It should also he noted thlit 
StUdIeS of women in high-level professional and managerial johs often report 
kick of or delaved marriage (Epstein, 1973-, Herink, & Jardim, 1977: Limson. 
1985-, Miles, 1985). 
Table 4.16 Marriage rates 
------------------------------------------- 
similarifY 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Difference (T) 
--------------------------- ------------------------------------------- 
Trit- S: Perlman (1976) 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Astin &, Mvint (1971) 
Greciffeld ct al. (1980) Linn ei al. (1971) 
Wilson et al. (1982) Biclhy (1978) 
Card et al. (1980) 
Gityý (1980) 
Hei ns et al. (1982) 
O'Farrell &, Harlan (1982) 
Betz (1984) 
----------------------------- 
Two studies found that Pioneers were more likely to rcm,, iln childless 
(Greenfield, 1978, Haber, 1980), but one study clid nOt (ZLIckcrimin, 1980). 
1'1()IICCFS ýIISO ýIppeýIF tO WIllt or have fewer children thým TrItclitionals. Sec 
Table 4.17. 
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1': it)le 4.17 Actual or anticipated number of children 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Similarit. ), Diffierence (P) Dilllo-cn(c (T) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- 
\Vikon c/ it/. (1982) Biclhv (1978) Linn ( 197,1 
Kicimmick & Edward,, ( N-1-1) 
Vice (1978) 
Moore & Rick-el (19, W) 
Galejs &. King (1983) 
Betz (1984) 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
The next domestic variable to tie considered is the cxtent to which Pimiccis 
"Ind '17mclitionals envisage cornbinimT or combine P, IId employment mid 
i-notherhood and the amount of time they plan Lo spend or spend out ol' thc 
labour market. This variable is often referred to as career ý(Iliencc, a worilýtn 
who has a high degree of career salience being one who envisages oi- actu, llk' 
spends a very short time out of the tabour market due to childbearing mid 
rearing and attaches a relatively i1rcater importance to her worklife mthcr tlmii 
her fLIMIly life. Researchers have typically fOUnd Pioneers to be more cm-ccr 
s, ilient than Traditionals. However, in line with the majority of rescarch 
reviewed here, a fair nUmber Of StUdies found no significant differences hetwcen 
the two grOLIPS. See Table 4.18. 
Fable 4. IS Career salience 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
similari1v Diflýrence (P) 
N,, igely (1971) Alniquist & Angrist (1971) 
Mcdnick &, Puryear (1975) Wolkon (1972) 
O'Donnell &, Andersen (1978) Vice (1978) 
Orv &, Helfrich (1978) Haber (1980) 
Orcutt &, Walsh (1979) Mouillet (1981) 
Wilson ct al. (1982) Heins et aL (1982) 
Galcjs & King (1983) 
No. vton (1983) 
Betz ( 1984) 
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OVeFall It Must be COFICILIded that many similarities exist between Pioneers and 
Traditionals and that background. PeF. S011alitY, motivation, LIttitUdC. Value 'and 
domestic variables are FelMIVCly poor predictors of preference for or entry into 
male-c-lorninated occupations. However it must be noted that where differences 
were found thev were invarlablv in the same direction. This sug hat the "gests 
t 
variables ibove may play a role in women's choice of male-dorinnated 
OCCLIpat]OFIS, but the nature and extent of this role has yet to he establl,, hed. 
Something else that Must be noted is the fact that there I-Ilay he Substantial 
differences between women ill different types of male-dominated occupations 
such as doctors and lawyers (Steinberg),, 1978) or doctors and clergywornen 
(Mandeibal-11n, 1981). 
It is difficult to draw specific conCILISions from the review presented above for 
two reisons. First]%,. the limitations of the research outlined at the beginnino of 
this review must be taken into consideration an(] secondly because the listing of 
research findings in the manner above is not ideal. Complex statistical 
techniques such as meta-analysis would have been preferable and would have 
allowed greater confidence in the findings of the review. Howevef this 
technique was precluded here because of the lack Of uniformity in research 
techniques such as the differences in type of subject, in definitions of niale- 
domination. and in the nicýisurcs employed. These cal-MOFIS notwithstanding, 
sonic --cnerýil conchisions mav he drawn. 
It may be coricluded that Pioneers and Traditions appear to be very similar in 
the following respects : 
Socioeconomic stattis of family of origin 
Father's and mother's ecILICational level 
Maternal employment - either current or during childhood or in ýt 
i-mile-clonlinated OCCLIPcItIOn 
Identification with oi- i-elationship with parents 
Birth order and f,, iiililv size 
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Size of hometown 
Locus of control 
Intention or desire to marry 
Pioneers and Traditionals appear to differ in the followin(, ways 
Pioneers are more al-ItO1101TIOLIS / independent lind liivc ', i ore'ltcr IICCd 
for achievement 
TFaditionals have a greater need for affiliation 
Pioneers are more andr(ýgnotts or mascidbie / less . 
1cminine 
Pioneers place a greater valUe on pay Lind promotion 
Pioneers are less likely to be married, they anticipate or have fewer 
children, and show more career salience 
It is important to point out that the variables reviewed so far m-e gi-, ,c lei lllý 
persoii-centred rather than situation-centred, and an approach exclusively hiscLl 
on person-centred variables can encounter the problern of victim blarning (Riocr L_ 
& GallicTan, 19SO; Ryan 1981). In addition there is ample evidence that societ, 11 I 
into nialc- and social factors Play a part in women's choice of and entry 
dominated Occupations. For example Synnova 
AlTa ( 1984) interviewed 
Norwegian wornen in male-dominated 'obs in inCILIStl-V and found that 38 per 
cent of them were closely related or acquainted with someone in the pci-solincl 
department or the firm's management. In Hennig & Jardirn's (1977) study of 
highly Successful business women almost all of the wornen had got then- l'irst 
j. obs 
thrOU(Th friends or family. The influence of other people is ýilso evident in 
the personal histories of many of the Pioneers, for example see Wetherhy 
1977); Coote 1979), Careers Rescýirch and Advisory Centre ( 1981 ). Othci- 
evidence for this is provided by the finding that a high proportion (27 per ccnt) 
of the intendin wornan engineers in Weinreich-Haste and Newton's (1983) 9 
study had fathers working in engineering. Similarly 46 per cent of the women 
lorry drivers in Lembright el al. s (1982) study came from family backgrounds 
that involved lorry driving, 50 per cent were taught to drive 
lorries by tlicil- 
husbands or bovfriends, and for niariv the Prime rnotivition foi- takinu up lorr\1 
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drivim-T was to be able to be with boyfriends/husbands who werc lorry clnvcrsý 
the couples typically working as co-drivers. 
The situation in which ýt wornan finds herself can also he a prinle inotivition for 
goin- into a male-dominated Occupation. For example the majority ()I' thc 
coalminers in Han-irnond and Mahoney's (1983)) StLICIV WC1_C the SOIC 
carriers and single parents, and for thern coali-ninin was an ittracti've altcrnýltl%'Q, 9 
to welfare or low-paid waitressing jobs. Similarly 61 Per Celli Of tile %V0111C11 
steelworkers interviewed by Deaux and Ullman (1981) were sole wage eýlrners 
in their families. It is also apparent that social initiatives such as affirinativc 
. iction pro(Yrarnmes in the US (Schreiber, 1979, Walshok, 1981: O'Fi-- I& 
l1trkin, 1982) and British initiatives such as the Enuiriccrim-, hidListry Trýmmn_, 
130, ird's Girl Scholarship Scheme (Newton, 1983) and the 111sl'ohl jlroor'1111111c 
(Weinreich-Haste & Newton, 19833) may play a part in ficilitating wonIC11's 
entry into male-dominated occupations. 
Having reviewed the research on women's choice of and entry into rimle- 
dominated occupations, it is now necessary to took at women's experiences ýn 
work in such occupations. 
Experiences in male-dominated occupations 
Research on women's experiences in inalC-CIOITIMated OCCLIpatIMIS IS SOMCW11ý1t 
PýItchv. There is I particular lack of research Comparing the experlunces ol 
wornell In inale-dorninated occupations to th')SC III fellinle-ClonlillItcd 
occupations. Also, here again far more is known 'abOLIt the experiences ot 
women in rriale-dominated professions (e. g. Patterson & Engleberg, 1978ý 
Milwid, 1983; Spencer & Podmore, 1986a) than about those in manual 
dominated jobs. However it is possible to sketch a PiCtL]FC of the work 
I, )] 
cxperlences of Pioneers. 
Pioneers appear to he largely satisfied with the] work (c. g. Demix & U11111,111, 
1983), hut it IS unclear whether they are more or less smisfied timn TFLIditiomils. 
Schreiber (1979) found Pioneers showed greater work satisfiction t1iiii 
Traditionals; Greenfeld et aL (1980) found Pioneers and Traditionals did not 
differ with regard to whether they would choose the sarne Job it' they had their 
time aomii, and Lerrikal-I & Pottick (1984) found Pioneers to lie less s, itished 
with their Jobs than Traditionals. The satisfactions ot* nmle-doinlmmcd 
employment typically include pay, challenge, autonomy, variety , ind I sense ol' 
, ichlevernent (Myers & Lee, 1978: , Ullman. 19 3: Walshok, 1981; Dcaux 
Strinoer & Duncan, 1985). 1 
Pioneers generally found their male coworkers qUite ýICCCptillo. eXCept tOr Mic 
Or two dlifflCLI]t individuals (Schreiber, 1979). The majority of the worticii 
co,, Iiiiiners interviewed by Hammond & Mahone (1983) reported enjoy' g y, 1110 
working with men and saw inale-feinale camaraderie as a reward of then- jot). 
Very few of the lorry drivers in Lembright el al. 's (198? ) research reported 
experiencing much discrimination or harassment, aIthOLI(Th this is probably I 
because the majority worked alongside their husbands or boyfriends. 
However i SUbstantnil minority of Pioneers report sorne hostility trorn lililc 
coworkers. For example 30 per cent of the crLiftworkers in O'Fýti-rell ind 
Harlan's (1982) study clairried that their male coworkers (Tave thern a hard tiniv I 
i 'ob training. Similarly Schrelhcr "HIC] SOrne felt excluded from critical on-the-i 
( 1979) found that pioneers experienced a lot of teasing and pUt-downs and were 
tested with swearing and dirty 'okes. Most of this was largely confined to the 
c, irly period of initiation, hLit derogatory comments ihow wornen's competcncc 
contliwed Limihmcd. Other researchers have ýdso noted ýi decIffle in pruhlcni.. ý, 
with rnale-coworkers over time (Walshok, 1981, GrLiher & Bjorn, 1982, Deml\ 
&, Ullman, 1983). 
I --) 
Judi Marshall (1984) in her study of women managers descrihes soine of the 1 -1 
problems that women encounter working in a male-donnnýitcd enviroilinelit, 
j)roh1cni,, -; which are echoed throu(ThOLIt the literature oil wonien in inllc- 
doininmcd occupations outlined at the beginning of this chapter. Thesc 
problems are presented here to Illustrate the comirion themes I-LInnini, through 
the experiences of women in male-dominated occupations. Marshall reports 
11i, it niariv women felt excluded from the informal networkino that takes pkicc 
in organisations - the so-called locker room vyndroaie (Richhell., 1976). W11\ 
, ilso felt patronised, that they were not being taken seriously. This was coupled 
with the cornmon experience of heing underestimated and inistaken for 
sccret, irles or assistants. Other prohlerns Included I)Clll(' 'UdOed Oil LIOLINC 
stýinclards and feeling misunderstood. The final prohlein of \vonlen III 111ý11c- 
dominated occupations is the pressure to excel and prove that one cýin do the 
lot) ýis well as any man. 
Another problem for women in male-dominated occupations is that of sexual 
liarassi-nent. The nature and prevalence of seXUal harassment were discussed III 
Cliapter One. There is much debate as to whether sexual harassinew is inorc 
or less prevalent in rnale- as opposed to feinale-doininited occupations. Till 
(1980), Gutek & Morasch (1982), Lafontaine and TredeILI (1986) and liaavio- 
Mannila (1988) report higher levels of seXUal harassment in inale-doininated 
OCCLIpatlons. However both Walshok (1981) and Deaux &, Ullman (1983) report 
relatively low levels Of SeXUal harassment among the women in rnamial inale- 
dominated occupations they studied compared to levels in the feinale popukitimi 
a 111CII at large. Interestingly Carothers & Krull (1984) report that seXUal SS t 
i[i rriale-dorninated occupations is qualitatively different fl-0111 that In t'CIIIIIIC- 
dominated jobs. 
Harassment ofivomen in tra&tionaljobs appears more o. lien (is lihas 
and reqiiests for dates iMich, IvIien rejected, are fi0floived by ivork 
relahation. Harassi-new of ",, omen in rnale-tlomhiale(l sellings is 
fin I)) 
jol Opically more overtly hovile (it the outset. The motive , 
hurassment in the traditional setting appears to he 117C CXj)101*1(1liOll 0. / 
role and Power di lerelices, whercas ill Ille 11011 ovdiliol I ell sell) I" the , 
/ý e1 11) 
molive seems to be a defense against what male ivork-crs t(ike to be 
117c implicit challenge to lheir gender power wid work- roles. 
(Carothers & Krull, 1984) 
le 
ionored b lays A related but distinct issue is sexuality. Its influence ]art, ly 1-1 Lit it I-) 
an important, vet paradoxical and hidden role in orLamsations (Hearn & I"Irkill, 
Is ý1 19(87ý Gutck, 1985). Jett' Hearn and Wendy Parkin irouc that sexuality 
pervasive fCatUre of organisational life. They define sexuality as "the soci, ýd 
expression of, and relations to bodily desires, real oi- iniaoined, by or foi- others 
or for oneself, together with the related bodily states and experiences ". They 
assert that sexuality is always political, that is it entails action and activity with 
power and is an important aspect of gender relations. Hearn and Parkin 
further point out the lack of research in this area. From ,I similar standpoint 
Barbara GLItek introduces the concept of st_ý, vual nonharassnicia which is iimrc 
widespread than sexual harassment (Gutek & Dunwoody, 1987) and proposc.. " 
that "sex permeates work" (GLItek, 1985). She found that sex is present in 
inale-dominated occupations even when women were not present in the form 
of posters, jokes, SeXUal metaphors and obscene language, and asserts that "the 
more Men the more SeXLIa1IZCd the workplace " (GLItek & Dunwoody, 1987). 
ClCaFtV, then, Sex ýInd SCXLILIlIty Must be InCILICICd III NIIN' ýIdCLILMIC aCCOL111t 01 
wonici-i's experiences in rnale-dominated OCCLIpatIOnS. 
The COFICILiding section of this chapter covers three theoretical approaches to 
the experiences of women in male-dominated OCCLIPItlOnS : Kanter's theory ot 
relative number; gender relations approaches; and radical ferninist perspectives. 
Rosahcth Moss Kantcr (1977), followinil, IleF IllVeStIilttlOll IlItO ITICII'S 111d 
women's roles in a large American company, proposes timt the position ýmd 
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experiences of women can be explained in terms of three facets of organisýitlolls 
: opporinnit-y (the potential for movement within the orgarnsation hierarchy): 
poii, er (the ability to "get things clone", to mobilise resources). and re/Wive 
1a groi. monber (the proportion of socially or CLdtLIraIIV 
different people Ii T 11) 11 
is Kýintcr's analysis of relative nurriber that is new ýiiid inAcs an 11111)ortýiilt 
contribution to the understanding of women's experienccs in inale-cloinirmted 
OCCLIPatiOnS. She asserts that groups which are skeived (i. e. groups riminiv 
comprising of men with just a few women, or vice versa) produce ccrunill 
theines and processes. For women in male-dominated jobs, Kanter believes 11 
is their rarity rather than their gender which shapes then- experiences. KýIntcr 
I-CfCrS to Such women as tokens. The rarity of tokens (. Tivcs rise to threc 
perceptual tendeflcies : visibilily, conlr(isl and assimilation. 
Visihility means that tokens get attention and find themselves in the linicliolit. 
,, III(J as such both their mistakes and their SLICCeSSeS are more likely to he 
noticed. 
Contrast refers to the polarisation and exaggeration of differences hetweell 
dominants and tokens. The presence of tokens inakes dominants more 
of their commonalities which they reaffirm in the presence of token wonici). 
Thus the presence of a few women can Underline rather than undermine ImtIc 
CL11ttire. 
Assimilation involves the use of stereotypes about a person's social type. Thw, 
\\,, ornen in male-dominated occupations are treated as if they resernhied wollicil 
on aVeFa(Ye or stereotypes of wornen. One consequence of assirrulation is stalm 
lel"ellilig where status IS MISPeFCeived LIP or down in line with the person's 
Oendel-, Such that women are wrongly identified as secretaries OF aSSIstýlrits. 
K,, inter's notion of assimilation is broadly similar to GLItek's (1985) concept of 
scx-role sj)i'lloiýei-, a terin which denotes the carryover of gender-hýlscd 
expectancies into the Workplace. 
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It should be pointed OL]t that Kanter defines a skewed group as one with a ratio 
of at least 85 dominants to 15 tokens. Many male-dorninated occupations will 
fall into this CateLyorv, but some which are male-dorninated in terms of the 
present rescarch (that is those in which at least two thirds (if the workers are 
male) do not meet the criteria of a skewed group. These occ, -ipations are what 
Kanter terms tilted, and she suggests that the minority in these situations are 
more able to affect the culture of the group as a whole. 
Zimmer ( 1988) has criticised theories hased on relative nUrnber on the grounds I 
that it li,, is not been SLIbjeCtCd to ri(IOrOLIS testing, and that the research that 
does exist casts some dOUbt on the adequacy of the theory. Zimmer also Isserts 
that theories of relative m-Irriber, heffliT gender-neutral, are of limited value in 
explaining the experiences of either men or women in a society where gender 
remains important. 
As well as being gender-neutral, theories of relative number also fall to address 
the Issue of inequalities of power. One approach which does tackle this and 
firmly places worncnýs experiences within the framework of patriarchy is the 
gendcr relations theory (discussed in Chapter Three). Gender relations theorists 
assert that it is in men's interests to maintain and reproduce sex segregation at 
work. Thus theV fee] threatened by worrien doing so-called men's jobs and may 
employ wirious strategies to discmmwe thern frorn doing such work or from 
bein(y promoted above them. 
The third pertinent theory to he CIISCLISSed is one that is teri-ned radical, lemillist 
theory (see Chapter Three). In this theory it is suggested -hat women have 
differing moralities, identities and patterns of behaviour, women's bein(, T rooted 
in interconnectedness and in caring and maintaining relationships. in contrast to 
1-nen-s which are thought to he uncal-in-, competitive and hierarchical. These 
tendencies ire thought to he reflected in women's experiences in i-nale- 
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doiniii, ited occupations. Wornen find thernselves in a Male Culture which provC', 
problematic and stressful. Women may feel that they have to decide whetlicl- 
to become assimilated into the existing male culture and become honouraly 117CII. 
or whether to take the more difficult path of forging a place for feinale CUltLII-C. 
This r,, idicýil feminist ýipproach to women's experiences in rimle-donlillitcd 
occupations would SLIggeSt that women's relmionships with otlief wornen ýit work 
, 
bonds between wonlen chýmlcter s would be primarily positive with strong I Cd I 
erripathy ind a lack of hierarchy. The whole ýirea of wornen's relationships with 
other wornen at work is relatively under-researched (O'Leary, 1988), however 
sorne studies have found evidence of women in inale-dominited OCCLIpatIOVIS 
being very keen to help and SUpport other wornen (Symons, 1984). But 
rese, irchers taking i psychodynamic perspective ti,, iv(-- noted ýi deep inihivdenck: 
in women Is workplace relationships (Orbach & EichenhaL1111,1987). Othcr 
researchers have described what they term the queen bee syndrome in which 
hilgh-achieving women are particularly hostile and unhelpful to other women it 
work (Staines et A, 1973). 
To sumniarise and conclude this section, it appears that women in rimle- 
dominated OCCLIpations experience both satisfactions (from, for example. dic 
challenging nature of their work. and frorn its StcItLIS and pay) and 
dissatisfactions (from, for example, male coworker hostility and suxuýil 
harassment). Their experiences are complex but may be Understood, to a 
g)-reateF or lesser extent, in terms of the concepts of sexuality, relative nurnhei-, 
(Tender relations, and female and rnale culturc. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
The Self-Efficacy Expectations 
and Occupational Preferences 
of Females and Males 
A Preliminary Study 
One of the more pertinent -and promising theories of women's occupational 
choice described in Chapter Three was self-efficacy theory (Hackett & Betz. 
1981). In brief Gail Hackett and Nancy Betz suggested that Bandura's (1977i 
1982a; 1986) self-efficacy theory might be a useful conceptual frainework in 
which to view women's occupational choice. They hypothesised that. largely as 
a result of socialisation experiences, women lack strong expectations Of PCFSonal 
efficacv in relation to traditionally male occupations, and that this MM, 
contribute to women's continuing under-representation In Inale-dorninated 
occupations and to the inaintenance of occupýitional seoreglýition. It 
therefore decided that this theory might prove a useful startin(T point for 111 
investigation into women Is occupational choice and entry Into nide-donifflýitcd 
occupations. 
At the time when the present research was embarked upon there existed two 
studies designed to test the empirical valiclitv of Hackett and Betz' propositioti, 
Betz inci Hackett (1981) and Wheeler (1983)). Both of these stmiics clýumcd 1() 
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(T I c, ýl I mipport the theory. However both studies contained certain niethodolo,, 
deficiencies (Clement, S., 1987). 
Tlic niain flaw in the work of Betz and Hackett (1981) lies in then- 
ineas Lire inent of self-efficacy. They take two separate nicasLircs of self-efh(, ýICV 
self-efficacy level (whether or not the Individual fells capable of doing the task 
or hehaviour) and self-efficacy strength (the person's confidence in his or her 
Jects capability). Betz and Hackett Measured self-efficacy level by asking sLIN 
Whether or not they felt they could successfully carry out the job duties (fl' 
VaFIOUS Occupations. Those who reported they could do this were then asked 
to indicate, on a scale of one to ten, their degree of confidence in then- ahilm, 
to carry out the job duties:, this constitLites the rnCaSLIrC of SCIf-effiCýIQ StFUll"th. 
However, as Marzillier and Eastinan (1984) correctly point out, this nivthod oI 
rneaSLIfIng self-efficacy makes little sense. If, for exam le, a subject reports tliýit It) p 
She Could do the job of an accountant (level) and then rates her confidence in 
her ability to do that job (strength) as "one" (completely unsure), this is the 
equivalent of saying "Yes, I could do that job, but I am completely LinsLire 
whether I could do that job", which is clearly nonsensical. The obvious solution 
to this problem is to use a single-judgement format whICII LISCS Zero to SILTIntV 
the "I could not do that" judgement. Bandura whilst continLini- to cliiin 
the validity of the separate level and strength ITICaSUI-CITICIIIIIS. ad1nItS th"It III 
some situations "We use the single 'Lidgement format with a scale ranoing froin _J 17 __ 
0 to 100". It is also interesting to note that in Betz' inost recent work oil sell'- 
efficacy (Betz & Hackett, 1983; Taylor & Betz, 1983) d. SingIC-JUdgernein 
incasLire Of self-efficacy is used. It should also he pointed out thýit Hackett no\\, 
acknowledges that self-efficacy strength effectively sLihsLinics level, ýind 
therefore be a Sufficient indicator of self-efficacy for most analyses of Interest 
(Lent & Hackett, 1987). 
Betz and Hackett also appear to have misconstrued the supposed effects of level 
and streni., th of self-efficacy. They report that the level of self-cfficac\, 
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expectations is postulated by Bandura (1977) to influence the klilds of helim! MLIF 
, ýIttcinpted and avoided, while self-efficacy strength influences tile persistelicc (A 
hChavioUr. Because Betz and Hackett's work is concerned with occullit Rm', 'I 
choice, they focus on self-efficacy level. However a careful I-CIding of Bmidurýi 
(1977ý reveals that he does not make this strict distinction of level affecting 
choice of activities and strength affecting persistence. 
Betz and Hackett's reliance on self-efficacy level is problematic since the, 
relationship between self-efficacy level and the outcome variable. the rýwoc of 
occupations considered, is likely to be artificially Inflated because of the hu111,111 
desire to be or to appear to be consistent (Festinger, 1957; Schlenker, 1980). 
For example, if one has said "No I Could not do that job", one cannot then sty 
I have seriously considered doing that job" because these two statements are 
inconsistent. A person is less constrained in this respect when the single- 
_judgement 
format IS used. Another methodological weakness of the Betz ý111(1 
Hackett Study is that they do not appear to have ascertained the reliability Lind 
validity of their self-efficacy measures. 
The other empirical investigation of self-efficacy expectations and occupation"ll 
preference (Wheeler, 198-3)) is also methodologically inadeclu', ite. The Illaill 
problems in Wheeler's StLldV lie in his wording of the self-efficacy irieýisures. Hc 
uses twO distinct measures percei . i, ed match o. 1' abilines mid percehed ease ol 
success. Neither of these measures embodies the aCtLlal 111CMIIII(I Of SCH'-CfflCýICN'. 
On the first measure subjects are presented with a rating scale which rallges 
from "my abilities do not fit the requirements of this OCCLIPatlOll" to "iny ciNinles 
, ire well-matched to required abilities". This does not ineasure self-efficacN 
because if, for example, a person belleved that her abilities fll- 0LltStFlpJ_)CCl tll0SC 
required by the job, she would report high self-efficacy but low perccived imitch 
of abilities. Wheeler's second so-called self-efficacy measure has ýi scale l-, ilI(, TiilU 
from "could easily succeed in this OCCLIPation" to "very hard to succeed ill tills 
Occupation". This wording may have led subjects to make a judgement of how 
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hard It is for people in general to SUcceed in the OCCLIP'cltion, ratlier than JI-ICII-Illig 
how hard it would be for they themselves to succeed. which is the 111c, 111,11(l 
inherent in self-efficacy 'LICJ0CI-nClltS. ýi -- 
Another weakness in Wheeler's work is his use of extremely broýid occLipition, 11 
categories e. g. self-employed, sales, finance/banking. One subject i-nay have becil 
judging whether her abilities matched those required of a bank manager, while 
another may have been judging her abilities with regard to those required Of 'I 
bank cashier. Wheeler, like Betz and Hackett, also fails to report the reliýihiln\, 
and validity of his measLircs. 
The imidequacies of these prevIOLIS StUdies ineant that there wýis no conclusivc 
evidence for a self-efficacy theory of women's OCCLIpatIOM11 preferences. The 
Study described here was undertaken with the airn Of PI-OVIdIng Such cinpiricýll 
evidence, Lind of testing the following tentative hypotheses derived from the 
existing research 
HI : Females will have lower self-efficacy expectations than males in 
relation to male-dominated occupations. 
H2 : Female's lower self-efficacy will deter them from considering 
entering such occupations 
Method 
Subjects 
In total, 78 fernales and 43 males took part in the study. Of these, 53) were 
VOLing men and women who had applied to StUdV PSVC11010gy at University ind 
WeFe Undergoing the selection PFOCeSS. The FC111,1111ing 68' subjects werc 
LInIVeFS1tV StUdents following a VýMetV Of (JCgFee COLIFSCS In ý111 fIVC fýICLIIIICS 0I 
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the college concerned (see Table 5.1). The numbers of subjects in each field 
Of stLICIV Nvere too small to allow this variable to be Included iii the ýiimlvsls. It 
wýis. however, ýiscert,, iined th,, it there v,,,, ts no sigmficýmt i-clittmi,, hil) hctwCCII ficlo. 1 
of study ýmd sex = 3.71, p>0.05). The SUbjeCtS I-MIOC(i in ioc from 17 to 
Thc 36 (mean = 20.1, s. d. = 3.5). All the subjects PLIFtICIPLItCLi volui-itar I 
1ý. 
students were paid for their participation and were given the optim-i of 
anonmitv. I 
Table 5.1 Sex by field of study 
(percentages in parentheses) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Females 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Applicants 
Psychology 37 (47) 
StLl cl e nts 
Science and mathematics 6 (8) 
Social sciences I () (13) 
Humanities and performing irts 18 (23) 
Education 6 (8) 
Art and design 1 (1) 
Tota 1 78(100) 
Procedure and Measures 
---------------------- 
Ala/cs 
---------------------- 
16 (37) 
2 (5) 
$ (1$) 
13 (30) 
2 (5) 
2 (5) 
43)(100) 
Subjects first completed an ahility test (the applicants werc Ycquired to tLikC it 
as part of the selection procedure). They then completed the Occupitiomil 
Questionnaire. They were told simply that it was a qUeStIOnMire ýihout their 
occupational preferences. It was stressed to the applicints th', it their 
participation in the research was independent of the selection process and thit 
no one involved in making selection deCIS1011S WOUld See thC11- rCSpOnSCS to thC 
Occupatiomil Questionnaire. 
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The Ability Test 
The ahility test used was the AH2 (Heim ei aL, 1974). 
It 
IS ', I test of (Tcljcrýjj 
rc, isoinnu that vields four scores - ýi verbal ability score. I nulncrlcýll 'thilltv 
score. i perceptual ability score and an overall ability score. The purposc ()I 
using this test in this study was to ascertain whether or not sex differences in 
self-efficacy could be attributed to differences in measured ability. 
The Occupational Questionnaire 
The Occupailonal Questionnaire was devised for the purposes of this stuclv . 111d 
is reproduced in appendix B. It includes joh descriptions of 20 OCCL1J-)c1t1O11S. 
Each job description is followed by three questions relating to : the Individt. 1,11's 
efficacy expectations regarding the occupation; how much she or he l1kcs the 
occupation; and the extent to which the person has considered entering the 
occupation. 
The i. ob descriptions were 90 to 110 words long and described the amount ind 
type of training and Studying required, and the job duties of the occupmolls. 
Two examples are given below. 
Town and counay planner. Graduates (in any sLibj'ect) wishing to 
become town and country planners Must take n two year t'Lill-tiine 
course and pass the exanis set by the Royal Town Planninu 
Institute. Planners ýIFC Concerned With CIVIC (ICSI(Ill, IMId Use and 
transport systems. They devise, plan and condLict surveys on tile 
structure, function and wishes and needs of cominLinities. They 
draw up plans for urban, rural and regional developi-nent. Their 
work might include planning new road networks. analyzing 
information to predict likely levels of need fOl- SCIMOIS, leisure 
facilities etc. and dealing with planning applications froin the Z71 -1 
pLiblic. 
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SI)eech ilierapiv. Potential speech therapists who lim, e It clegrec 
(Iii any subject) must take a 2-3 year full-time COLirsc which covers 
speech pathology arid therapCUtICs, phonetics, hii(Tuistics, ýmitomy, 
psycholou and nCUroloily. The training also iiiclucles practic, 11 --y 
work in hospital and school clinics where StUdCrItS Observe and 
assist with treatments. Speech therapists treat disorders of voice, 
speech and language. Most patients are children who starniner, 
have articulation problems or are excessively slow iii leirriing to 
talk. Adult patients inay have suffered brain dainagv or discase. 
or they may have had their larynx removed aild iieecl to hc mught 
, in alternative method of speech production. 
Ten of the occupations in the questionnaire were iriale-donninited (i. e. one in 
which over two-thirds of the workers are male) and ten of them were fenmle- 
doinlimted (with over two-thirds of the workers being fcnmle). I-lie occupýitloll. s 
were selected from those listed in Miller and Alston (1984) Lisin(y tile follownh, 
criteria: the occupations rnust be either male- or ferriale-doininlited, they must 
FeClUire at least A-level standard education; the amount of education or triiiiiinty 
required must be such that each occupation can be niatched to an "opposite 
SCX" Occupation. Occupations in which the number of wornen , in(] men trýtinecs 
of Students is approximately equal, that is transitional occupations sucli ýIs 
inedicine and law, were avoided. The occupýitiions wcrc pi-csciited 'ill 
randornised order. 
The self-efficacy question was worded as follows : 
How confident are you that voit could competently do ihe job of a 
Please indicate Your degree o fcon. fidence ky circling one oftlic 
numbers between 0 (no confidence al all) and 10 (compleie 
(. 011.1idence). 
The %VOFCl "competently'' was used in PFCference to "successfully". the word used 
by pre%, IOLls researchers, because it is more precise and Ims fewer possihIc 
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ýiltcrimtlve meanings. 
The liking question was worded : 
Di. vreýgarding ivhether or not you'leelyou have fhe necessaly abilities, 
1, a ... 
Please hmv much do you ihink you ývould like or enJoy beim, 
indicate thi. y bly circling one of' the numbers beliveen 0 (nol (it all) 
and 10 (veiy much). 
The third question asked : 
In the past fiew years have you ever thought about becoming a ... ? 
Please indicate how seriousýv You have considered elziering thl'S 
occupation by circling one o. fthe numbers beiween 0 (noi al all) io 
10 (verv, seriously). 
The test-retest reliability of the Occupational Questionnaire was iscertmilud 
prior to the present study. Twenty-seven fernale and male students completed 
the questionnaire twice, with an interval of one week between testings. Tile 
Vicacy ratings on the first ýind seco ctsi -s inean correlation between seýflej 11 1Ct no 
was r=0.74 (p < 0.001), for liking r=0.79 (p < 0.001). and for considcrall'oll 
r=0.89 (p < 0.001). It WýIS Concluded that the reliability of the Occuplitimmi 
Questionnaire is satisfactory. 
Some indication of the validity of the self-efficacy scale of the Occuptimm, 
Otiestionnaire was obtained by comparing the subject's sclf-effic'ncy ritl[10.. " ý7' 
summed over ýill the occuptions to their scores on the Gcvicrýil Sclf-Efliicýic\ 
Scale (Sherer ei al., 1982: Sherer & AdlMS. 1983)), I)CCILISC SCIf-CtTICýlCV tClId, 
to generalize to other situations (Bandura, 1977). It was hypotheslzcd thit therc 
would be a small positive correlation between OCCLIpational sclf-Cfficacýl ýind 
(, eneral self-efficacv. Prior to the main study 28 StLIJCIItS completed the 
OCCLIpatIO11,11 Questionnaire and the General Self-Efficacy Scale. As predicted 
ýt moderate positive correlation was fOUnd (r = 0.42, p<0.05), wliicli iiiclicýttc..,; 
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timt the self-efficacy scale of the Occupational Questiorlimirc has some výllldlt%- 
Analysis and Results' 
Tlic ckitýi were analyzed Lising SPSS-X (SPSS Inc., 1983)). Firstly t-tests werc 
perforined to ascertain whether females and males differed in their self-efflclq, 
liking or consideration ratings. Secondly, stepwise multiple reiýression ', nmlyses 
were carried OUt for eacli OCCLIPýItlOn with consider. ition as the dependcM 
wirlable in(] self-efficacy and liking as possible explan"Itory val-KINes. 
Acid it iona 11y, t-tests and Pearson correlations were calculated to eviii-iffle 01c 
possible Influence of measured ability and age. 
Ferriales' -and males' self-efficacy ratings for the inale-doininited and fein'tIc- 
dominated occupations are shown in Table 5.2. For nine of the tcn intic- 
dominated occupations women rated themselves as significýlntly less sell- 
CffiCýICIOLIS than the men. Thus hypothesis HI is confirmed. By contrisi, mcii 
Imcl significantly lower efficacy expectations than women on olily three of the 
female-dorninated occLipations. Thus it appears that women lack self-cfficicy 
in relation to male-dominated jobs to ,i much greater extent tlian men Iýick sell*- 
efficacy in relation to female-dominated Jobs. 
FoF the liking variable the pattern is reversed (see Table 5-3)- NNoincii liked 
most of the male-dorninated occuptions as inuch is thc men did (IiI tlmt 
significant differences were found for only three of the male-domimited 
OCCLIpations). The only inale-doininated occupations me women IiKcci 
sionificantly less were air traffic controller, clectricil enoineer, ýmd tmvii mid 
COLffItrV planner. By contrast. the inen liked all ten of the fernale occupatiolls 
slomficantiv less than the women did. 
1A statistical appendix for the present study is provided 
in Appendix C 
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There ire also several significant differences between the feni,, ilcs 'mid the 
m the extent to which they had considered enterinu the male- and t'CIIII'lle- 
dominated occupations. These are shown in Table 5.4. Mýiles liid signif1cmitly 
lower consideration ratings than feimiles for eight of the fi--inale-donifflated 
OCCLIP'MlOnS, whereas fermles had significantly lower rýitinus for only three of the 
male-dominated occupations. Thus it appears that males m-c more reluclMit 
th. in fernales to consider sex-atypical occupations. 
Table 5.2 Mean self-efficacy ratings 
---------------------------------------------------- 
Malle-dominated occupations 
Chartered accOUntant 
Insurance broker 
Air traffic controller 
Electrical engineer 
Stockbroker 
Software programmer 
Advertising aCCOLInt eXeCLItIVC 
Town and COLIFItFy planner 
Manager 
Surveyor 
Female-dominated occupations 
PFIinary school teacher 
Personnel manager 
StMe registered nL]FSC 
Dietician 
Horne econornist 
Physiotherapist 
Rýidlographer 
Speech therapist 
BilingLial secretary 
OCCLIpational therapist 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Females yllale. ý 
(n=78) ( ii = 43) 
--------------------------------------------------- 
4.56 6.02 -2.7 1 
5.53 6.65 -2. ')():: 
3.90 5.40 c 1 
2.44 3.4 9 -2.1T' 
3.76 5.63 3 -3.61 
2.63 3.65 -2.0W 
5.83 7.00 -2.4(Y: ý:: ' 
4.92 6.67 -3.44: ý 
6.3 6.93 -1.18 
4.17 -5.5 4 
6.80 6.42 0.80 
6.46 6.65 "9 -0. 
6.39 4.88 2.7T: 
5.54 5.16 0.75 
5.3 1 -5.26 
(). I () 
6.033 5.19 1.62 
5.71 5. () -1 
1.23 
5.80 4.49 
4.14 3.16 1. 
6.46 5.4 () '?. ') 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p<0.05-, p<0.01-, p<0.001-, one-tailed 
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T, ible 5.3 Mean liking ratings 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Male-dominated occupations 
Chartered accountant 
InSUFance broker 
Air traffic controller 
Electrical engineer 
Stockbroker 
Software programmer 
Advertising account executive 
Town and COUntry planner 
ManagCF 
SLIFVCYOI- 
Female-dominated occupations 
Primary school teacher 
Personnel manager 
State registered nurse 
Dietician 
Home economist 
Physiotherapist 
RadiographeF 
Speech therapist 
Bilingual secretary 
Occupational therapist 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Females Afales t 
(n = 78) (n = 41) 
------------------------------------------------------- 
2.45 2.21 0.48 
2.49 2.65 - 
2.62 33.9 5 -2.5 1 
1.97 -3.09 -2.35ý: ' 
2.6 -3) 
3.05 -0.80 
2.08 2.74 -1.44 
5.80 6.05 -0.45 
4.17 5.27 - 1.98 
5.26 5.00 0.44 
3.06 ). 81 
5.71 430 2.42: ý 
5.50 4.00 2.6' ) 
4.35 3 2.93 2.7Vý: ýý 
4.76 ). 40 2.6 2 
3.86 2.88 2.0 1: ýý 
5.74 4.26 3.0 7 
4.30 3.21 2.1 5:: ý 
5.56 3.6 7 
3.80 2.77 1.75-1 
5.39 4.14 2.73 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-p<0.05e `lý p< (). 0]; -"-- p<0.001; one-tailed 
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Table 5.4 Mean consideration ratings 
------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
Females 
---------------- ------------------- 
--------------- 
(n = 78) 
------------------------ 
(n=43) 
---------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------- 
Male-dominated occupations 
Chartered accountant 1.12 0.86 0.6ý) 
Insurance broker 0.55 0.91 -1.16 
Air traffic controller 0.30 1.05 -2.8Wýý: ' 
Electrical engineer 0.56 0.61 -0.14 
Stockbroker 0.77 0.95 -0.51 
Software prograrniner 0.74 0.9s -0.50 
Advertising aCCOUnt CXeCUtIV C 2.86 2.77 
Tw, vn and country planner 0.87 1.63 
Manager 0.03 
Survevor 0.3 2 1.44 -4.21Y - 
Female-dominated occupations 
Primary school teacher 4.19 1.44 4.2 9 
Personnel manager . 
33.3 3) '? 00 2.17* 
State Registered Nurse 3.13) 1.12 3.4 5: ýý ý: ý' 
Dietician 1. -1) 
() 0.56 1.76: 
Hoine economist 0.68 0.23 1.64 
Physiotherapist 0.81 3. 
Radjographer 1.17 0.61 1.47 
Speech therapist 2.21 0.81 2.9 5:: 
Bilingual secretary 1.67 0.49 2.4 4 
Occupational therapist 
------------------------ 
2.71 
------------------------ 
1.44 
---------------- -------------------- ------------------------ 
p<0.05, p<0.01; p< 0.001: one-tailed 
Multiple reuression analyses wcre crnploved to clucickite thc rel"ItIonship 
hetwccii self-efficacy, liking and consideration. Separate Stcll\vlsc Inultipic 
re L, iles mid for c. IcII , ression analyses were carried out 
for males and fem, 
occupation, with consideration as the dependent variable, and self-efficacy mid 
liking entered as possible explanatory variables. 
For 111,11cs self-efficacy appears as a significant vm-mble In the cquation for only 
I mic of the 20 occupations (softwl'irc progainnicr). whvrcýis lliklill(l \\'Is 
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su, nificant predictor of consideration for 16 of the occLipations. For ferriale "C11- 17, 
efficacy was a significant explanatory variable for five of the occijpýltlons 
(iminager, primary school teacher, nurse, physiotherapist, ýmd hilffl', 'LIý11 
, nificant 
for 19 of the occLipations. secretary). and liking was sig The rcgression 
analyses of the occupations for which self-efficacy was a significant predictor ()I 
consideration are shown in Table 5.5. These findings indicate that self-eff'icaq 
makes a negligible contribution to occupational consideration for males, hut for 
females self-efficacy makes an independent contribution for a ClUarter of tile 
occupations, most of which, contrary to expectations, are traditionally feinale. 
Therefore hypothesis H2, that fernale's lower self-efficicy for ImIle-donilli'Itcd 
occupations will deter thern from considering entering such occupýition,,, is 
rejected. 
Turning to the other variables that may have inflLienced the findings, there werc 
no significant sex differences in overall ability, verbal ability, nLH11CFICal ahIIItV Or 
perceptual ability. The relationship between self-efficacy and ý, -e wis tiso 
examined. A score reflecting self-efficacy for inale-dorninated occupations 
compared with that for female-dorninated occupations w'Cis CaICLIlated (tlle, SLHII 
of self-efficacy ratings for male-donninated jobs ininus the SLIM of self-efflcýIcV 
ratings for female-dominated jobs). This score was not age-related in niales, hLit 
in females there was a sianificant negative correlation with age (r = -0.1& p< 
0.001), which indicates that older females have lower self-effic"icy for iii. ile- 
dominated 'ohs and higher self-efficacy for fernalt-doinnicited *OhS tlINII jj- 
felliales. 
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Tahlc ý. 5 Re(, ression analyses for the prediction of considerition of 
occupatiOns 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Signilicaw predi'ciors Bela 
----------------------------- ---------------------- ---- -- 
---------------- 
T 
---------------- 
---------------- 
RR 
---------------- 
----------- 2 (IdJusted 
------------ -- ---- - 
Males (ii = 43) 
Softwýire programmer Self-efficacy 0.61 4.98*** 0.6 1 0. _3 6 
Females (n = 78) 
M, Imwer Liking 0.57 6.07*** 0.75": `* 0.55 
Self-efficacy 0.25 2.63 
111-1111ý11-v school teacher Liking 0.61 7.21 0.7W 0.60 
Self-efficacy 0.27 3.26** 
Stýite Registered Nurse Self-efficacy 0.41 4.25 0.69; ý 0.46 
Liking 0.38 3.95 
Pliysiotlierapist Liking 0.44 3.70**ý: ` 0.633**ý'ý 0.38 
Self-efficacy 0.24 2.02* 
Bilin"L1,111 secretarv Self-efficacv 0.41 3.81 0.66*** 0.42 
---- 
Liking, 
-------------------- 
0.33) 
-------- 
3.12ý`ý 
---------------- ---------------- ------------ -------------------------------- 
11 < 0.05, p<0.01ý, p<0.001 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The study reported here provides clear evidence that women have lower self- 
effic, tcy expectations than i-nen with regard to male-dorninated occupations. 
However the significance of this is unclear. It is open to question whether 
wotnen's lower self-efficacy is problematic for them, since there is no evidence 
that it deterred thern from considering entering male-dorninated occupations. 
The \\, ()men in this study had considered seven of the i-nale-dominated 
OCCLIPýMOFIS as seriously as the men had (given that significant differences were 
found for only three ofthe inale-dominated occupations), md regression analysis 
has shown that worrien's relative reluctance to consider the three rernainini-I 
Inalc-donlimited occupations is not directly attributable to ýi lack of self-efficacy. 
Tradltlonýilly, researchers have taken male behaviour as the norm and rneýISUred 
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wonicri's behaviour against this. Within this 
. 
1runicitork of lenude de, flciciic'i, 
(Sperider, 1981), psycholooical sex differences are interpreted is evidem-c ()I' 
[cinale inadequacy. Thus sex differences in self-efficacy ir(-- Interpreted ýis 
wornen's supposed misconception of their abilities and inen's inore accurýitc self- 
ýippraisal. BLIt an alternative interpretation of this sex difference is that woniell 
li. 1ve a realistic awareness of their limitations whereas men tend to overestiniite 
their capabilities and have inaCCLirate self-perceptions. Indeed, Crindnll ( 1909) 
t'ound flicit males tend to overestIlMite thCII- ILItUrC SLICCCSSCS 1-CIItIVC to their 
ýihllity level. To reiterate, Nvhilst it is evident that the worricii in this study did 
show lower self-efficacy for inale-dorninated occupations conyýired with dicir 
inale peers, there is no evidence that this is problematic. nor that it pi-CVCIIIS 
%vornen from considermi. T entering inale-dorninated occupations. 
The results of the present study suggest that Hackett and Betz' ( 1981 ) proposýll 
tIMt SCIf-CffICýICY is I LISCfLI1 ýIlld Major explinatory concept for womcii's 
underrepresentation in male-doininated occupations is Limcnthle ind must hc 
rej . ected. 
It is important, at this point, to review a number Of Studies which appeired 
after this study was conducted and which replicated or pLirtially replicated Betz 
, ind Hackett's (1981) SCIIIIIINI Study. Firstly, the LlL1CSt10II (A W11COICY W0111CH 
11,1VC lower SClf-CfflCaCy eXpeCtMlions than Inen In I-CLItIon to 
OCCUPations will he cons1dCFed. Oil(-- Study, Bridges (1988), showed clcýir 
evidence of a sex difference in this re gard. By contrast Lent ei al. ( 1984,1986) 
fOUnd no such sex differences. However it should be notcd that these 
researchers Lised a pre-selected sample of males and females already considCrIM-, 
science or engineering college courses or occupations, which 111,1V WC11 1('CoLlllt 
for the lack of sex differences. This, however, Cannot cxpI'lln tile findill'-Z" ()I 
Post-Kanimer and Srrilth (1985) who report that femdes lmd lower cfflcýlc\' 
expectations on offly two of the ten male-dommated occup, itions they presented-, 
nor their later finding (Post-Kami-ner & Smith. 1986) of lower cfhcýicy 
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expectations in fernales on Just three of the ten male-domirmted occupmoils 
presented. The evidence for a predictive relationship hetween sclf-efficlcy ýIlld 
the consideration of i-nale-dominated occupations is somewhat stronger. Five I 
StLICIICS found evidence of s-, xh a relationship (Post-Kýtrfirner & Smith, 1986: 
Lent ei al., 1987; Rotberg ei al., 1987-, Nevill & Schlecker, 1988; Lapan el al- 
to find this relationship (Post-Karrinler & 1989), with Just one study failing 
Smith, 1985). 
However these findings must be interpreted with some CaLItIOII bCCaLISC tlIC 
majority of the StUdies suffer from methodological weaknesses. Firstly, L-ent el 
al. (1984) used an unacceptably small sample size and the sample size ill LýIpall 
CI al. 'S (11989) StUdy is very small considering the type of analysis Lindermkcll. 
Secondly. two of the studies only investig ýI 1 11 \1 11 egm d , ated efficacy expect tosvtr 
to the edLICatIonal reqUircinents of J. obs (Post-Karnmer & Smith, 1986: I-ent ci 
al., 1987). Thirdly, two StUdies failed to anal ze the results for rnales and y 
females separately (Lent et al., 1987-, Rotberg ei al., 1987). 
Given the mixed and contradictory findings of the present StUdy and the studies 
discussed above; the limited number of studies that have hcen carried OLIt, ýInd 
inethodolo(TICal problems associated with several ot* these studies. it is cill'I'lcult 
to dr,, tw anv firm conclusions. The dcuree to which women cxhihit lower scll- 
efficacy with regard to rnale-dorninated occupations ind the miturc ()I' thc 
relationship between self-efficacy and occupational choice renmin in question. 
What is clear, however, is that self-efficacy expectations do not play a 177(ijor role 
in occupational choice. Given that occupational choice is a complex 
psychological and social process (see Chapters Two and Three), it is I)CI-11,11)s 
110t SUrprising that it cannot be explmned purely in terms of one ispcct ()I 
wonien's psychology. In fact, in her more recent work Gml I kickett (1-clit 'k, 
Hackett, 1987) acknowledges that self-efficacy is not a sufficient incclm 11 Mn I'()]- 
explaining occupational behavJOLir, but is rather a concept that combines ýInd 
hiteracts with other variables integml to BandUra's theory, SLICh as incentives mid 
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OLItCO111C expectations. Lem arid Flackett ( 1987) also note tliýit self-cfficýic\ 
thcorv has heen criticised for discounting enviromnerital iiifluciiccs ind fosteriiik-T 
ýI blaille the victim meritality" (Myers, 1983), aud now advocitc cxpai-idIri, _, scll- 
efficacy research to include a focus on environmental pararricters. The prohahlc 
complex interrelationship of self-efficacy and other psychological and socMI 
variahles might well aCCOUnt for the mixed and contradictory findings reported 
above. 
To conc]LICIC. it appears that self-efficacy is 111SLIffICIC11t to (--Xl)lll'll w(MIC11"", 
OCCI-Ip, mional choice Lind entry into male-dominated OCCLIPM1011S. 1-10\VCVCI- Sell'- 
efficacy expectations may well have a place as part of a larger theory ot 
women's occupational choice. It is the creation of such a laroer theory tli,, it is 
the concern of the chapters that follow. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Introduction to the Main Study 
In this chapter the rationale for the main study reported in this thesis will he 
presented. The content, design and methodology of the iriain study grew frorn 
and is a reflection of the research presented in the thesi's Lip to this point, thm 
is the literature reviews on occupational choice; women IS Occupational choice; 
and on the antecedents and experiences of women working in or aspiring to 
enter male-dominated occupations; and the preliminary study on the self-efficacy 
expectations of females and males. 
Three main conclusions may be drawn from the review of non-gender-specific 
theories of occupational choice presented in Chapter Two. Firstly, it is evident 
that there is a significant degree of overlap between several of the theories and 
that some synthesis is warranted. Secondly, it is clear that there has been too 
much polarisation, with some theorists proposing purely psychological accounts 
of occupational choice, and others focusing solely on external factors. In truth, 
ai-iy adequate theory of occupational choice will encompass both psychological 
and social variables. Thirdly, the non-gender-specific theories proved to he 
mm1cwImt 111111ted 11 the'] , en I i- 'thility to explain worn 's occupational choice. 
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The review of theories of women's occupational choice, presented in Chapter 
Three, indicated that these theories are typically divorced from theories of 
occupational choice in general and tend to be somewhat disparate and narrow, 
with no one single theory providing an adequate account of wornen's 
occupational choice. It was concluded that, whilst holding Out Many promising 
'ivenues, of enquiry, sucli theories were in need of sorne integration with each 
other and with non-gender-specific theories of occupational choice. One attempt 
at Such integration, Gottfredson's Circumscription / Compromise theory, lays 
soine important foundations, but it has not yet reached a stage of development 
where it can be accepted in full. 
Therefore the main airn of the present study was to produce data from which 
to create an adequate. integrated theory of women's occupational choice. II 
Any adequate theory of women's occupational choice must be able to account 
for women who enter male-dominated occupations (Chisholm, 1988). Therefore 
a particular focus of the present thesis is on women in such occupations. 
Chapter Four contained a review of research on the antecedents of women's 
choice of or entry into mde-dominated OCCUpations. Whilst a Substantial 
'MIOLInt of this reseýirch was contradictory and inconclusive, a number of 
hypotheses were formulated on the basis on this existing research (see below). 
Research on women's experiences of working in male-dorninated occupations 
was also reviewed in Chapter Four. Although the main study focuses on 
OCCUpational choice, wornen s experiences at work are also examined as a 
i-clated issue and an intercsting aside. 
As discussed in Chapter Five, self-efficacy theory did not prove particularly 
useful in explaining women's occupational choice, although it inay have a role 
to play as part of a larger theory. 
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The quest to create a theory of women's occupational choice, rather than to test 
an existing theory, necessitated a flexible research design that encompassed both 
qualitative and quantitative methods (for further discussion see Chapter Seven). 
The research, then, centred around lengthy serni-stFuctured interviews and the 
use of a limited number of questionnaires. 
Next it is important to consider where the research focus should be when 
addressing the issues of women's occupational choice and occupational 
Segregation. OCCLIpational segregation exists at Several interrelated levels : firstly 
there is the seiregation of men into the workplace ind women into the horne; 
secondly there IS Vertical segreg, end --, ition where within one OCCLIpation men t to 
hold the higher level positions and women the lower level ones; and thirdly, 
there is horizontal Sei, 1Fe, (TatIOfl where men and women are employed in different 
Occupations. The present thesis is concerned solely with the third type of 
segregation - horizontal segregation. The research topic is further circumscribed 
hv the fact that this thesis only addresses the Issue of women's segregation and 
does not investigate the important ýind related question of men's preference for 
inale-dorninated Occupations and reluctance to consider female-doininated 
Occupations. 
It was decided to StUdy wornen employed in a wide range of male-dominated 
occupations, and to investigate the occupational choice process largely 
retrospectively. 
There are. Of COUrse, problems inherent in retrospective analyses, such as 
inaCCLiracy of recall; rationalisation, and the diffiCLIltV of knowing whether 
present psychological characteristics predate entry Into the male-dominated 
OCCLIpation and therefore predictive, or whether they are the result of 
occupational socialisation. Nevertheless it can he ar('Lied that retrospective 
ýICCOLJMS Ire pOSSIh1V More Cohesive ', ind coherent than conCUrrent accounts, as 
it is often only in retrospect that one can see all the factors operating in a 
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PartiCUlar S111.1,10011. This is tl()t to ý, Li(T(Tcst that retrospectivc ýIccourits m-e ariv 
more olýjective than other accounts. hut thm they yield different and important 
data. The retrospective ipproach is especially useful when studying a 
developmental process such as oCCLIPýItiomil choice. and it avolds the enormous 
practical problems inherent in Imipluchmil research. In addition, there are 
several advýintaoes in studý, W, (-,, ickilt workers. Firstly it allows one to look at 
actual implemented choices. sccondl. ý il permits the investigation of occupational 
choice and development in idulthood. cm important and neglected area; and 
thirdly it allows one to look ýit the. influence of domestic factors. 
As noted in Chapter FOUr. there i,, ýi (]earth of research on women in manual 
male-dornmated occupations. It therefore thought to he important to 
include a (TrOLIP ()f \\'()jjjCjj m ý, T, ich occupations in the present StLIC.. Zý 1\7 
Additionally inspection of the proportions of women in varliOLIS OCCUpatiOnS 
reveals that the inale-domination of' occupations is not static. Male-dominated 
OCCLIpations can be broadly divided into two types - those that are male- 
dominated and FeInaln so even at entry level, and those, SUch as 1-riedicine and 
law, which are male-dorninated mciýtll but are not male-dominatcd at cilti-N, 
level. These are tMriud Trun, ýiiiomli OCCLIpations. Therefore three types Of 
Inale-dominated Occup'ItIM-1 ý11'c c0iisidered in the present StUdy : MaIILMI IM11C- 
dominated occupations, transitiom'-d (wcupations (which all happen to be non- 
manual) and non-manual male-domimited OCCUp2tions. 
In addition to wornen in the threc t. yl)Lýs of inale-dominated OCCLIPatIOI1S 01-Itlined 
above, it was also felt to be clesird)IC, to InClUde a control group of women in 
female-doininated occupations. \ýI; ()rnen in both manual and non-i-mintial 
female-dorninated (Troups would llil\C hCC. n Used as controls, bUt since qualitative 
methods necessitate a hinitatimi on the total 111-linher of subjects and since each 
grOLIp needs to be a reasormhle size. it was only possible to have a total of four 
(IFOLIPS. COnSCCjLICIItlV It WaS ()111\/ lcýisihlc to have one control (IrOLIp. BeCýIL]Se 
two of the Inale-Clorninated L'I-OUl)., \ýcre non-manual, it was decided that the 
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control group should he non-manud t, ý well. In an ideal situition it would havc 
been Interestim, to li, ýivc included in enI Fi male- and femýde-dominatecl 
OCCLIpations Lis another control (T r( )LIJ). but this was not possible due to the 
constraints on the nurnher Of (-JOLIPS StLICJICCl. I- 
In the main study a number of hýpothescs are tested. On the basis of the 
literature review presented in Clmplýlt, FOUr. it was hypothesized that Wornen in 
male-dornimited occupations would hc \, -cry slinilar to those in feiriale-doininated 
occupations with regard to their fimily liýickgrounds. More specifically i II it was 
hypothesized that women in imilc-c-lominated and feniale-dominated occupations: 
HI - WOUld not differ in the social cliss of their fathers . 
H2 - would not differ in t1w social class of their mothers. 
H3 - xould not (Jlt*t'ci- in the extent to which their mothers were 
employed durino the suliject's childhood. I 
H4 - WOUld not differ in terms of whether their mother's were cvci 
employed in a inale-dorninated OCCLIpation. 
H5 - would not differ in their identificýition with or relationship with 
then- parents. 
H6 - would riot differ in tlicii hirth order. 
H7 - would not differ in tht- siz. e of their families of origin. 
HS - would not differ in whether they were brought LIP in a village, a 
town or ýi City. 
, now to psychological 
factors, it was hypothesised that women In male- TUrning Ly 
dominated OCCLIPM101-IS : 
H9 - would show gi-eýitci neccis t'(-)i- autonomy / independence than 
women in feniale-clorninated occupations. 
F1 I () - would havc a (-1yeatcr ticed for ýichievcrnent than women in fcmýile 
-dominoted occupations. 
Jýq 
HII- would show lower levels of need for affiliation than women in 
female-dominated occupations. 
H12 - would place more importance on the work values, pay and 
promotion, than women in fernale-doininated occupations. 
Whilst it is true that existing evidence suggest that women in male- and fernale- 
dominated occupations differ in their sex-role self-concept this Concept is not 
measured in the present study. This is because it was thought to be more 
parsimonious to concentrate on the narrow persomility and motivational 
characteristics mentioned above mther than on globd measures, and because of 
the many niethodologicýil ýmd theoretical problems ýissocmtcd with the seX-FOIe 
self-concept (see Chýlptff Three), 
It was decided to measure the needs for autonomy, achievemeflt and affiliation, 
and work values by questionnaire. A questionnaire on perceived job attributes 
was also included as a pertinent companion to the work values questionnaire. 
It would have been possible to measure other variables such as the locus of 
control and sex-role attitudes by questionnaire. However it was decided that, 
given that neither of these variables were hypothesised to differentiate between 
women in male- and female-dominated occupations, and given that there are 
methodological and theoretical problems associated with questionnaire measures 
of these variables (see Chapters Three and Four), it Would be better to include 
pertinent questions within the interview schedule itself. These questions were 
"Do you think luck or chance has played a part in Your Career or the jobs 
You've done ?" and "Would you describe yourself as a feniinist ? ". 
Turning now to hypotheses regarding the dOMeStIC SItUation of women in rnale- 
and female -dominated occupations, it was hypothesised that women in male- 
dominated occupations would : 
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be less likely to be MaMed than women in female-dominated 
OCCLIPýItMS 
H14 - anticipate having or have fewer children than women in fernale 
-domin, ited occupations 
H15 - anticipate or actually take less time out of employment for 
childbearing and rearing. 
No hypotheses were proposed with regard to differences between women in the 
different types of male-dominated occupation because there is insufficient 
existing research on which to base such hypotheses. 
Overall it was hoped that the main study would provide answers to some of the 
questions Outlined at the beginning of this thesis; that It Would allow for the 
creation of a model of women's occupational choice and entry into male- 
dominated occupations; and that this model may integrate and synthesise existing 
theories (see Chapters Two and Three). 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Methodology and Method 
Methodology 
The inethodolog , employed in this StUdy, whilst being rooted m psychology's P 
traditional research paradigm, has also been influenced in import. alit ways by the 
ideas of Fem. inisi and New Paradigm research. 
Feminist Research 
Since the early 'seventies there has been much debate about what Constitutes a 
ferninist approach to research. At the most simplistic level feminist research 
may be thought of as research that is on, by and. for worrien. Although much 
research over the last two (decades has focused exclusively on ý, vornen and has 
provided important knowledge about women's situations and experiences, this 
Women's Studies approach, or the women and... syndrome (Stanley & Wise, 
1983), in which women's experiences are added into existing theories, 
frameworks and constructs, is geiierally sct! n as inadequate (Callaway. 1981, 
Klein. 198',: Stanley & Wise, 1983ý Wine,, 1985, Brown, 1986). It is il()\k 
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recognised that feminist research must not be confined to research on women. 
Since the central problem addressed by feminism is sexisin, and men are 
importantly involved in tills, inen should also be the focus Of ', )Lll- enquiry. It is 
fleccssliry to "bFingy men back in" (Morýlan, 1981). 
Whilst there is (, eneral consensus that feminist research should not be restricted I 
to research on women, there are marked differences of opinion about whether 
feminist research must be carried out ky women. At one end of the spectrurn 
are the views of Stanley and Wise (1983) who argue that men cannot do 
ferninist research because they do not possess the prerequisite jelviIIISI 
consciousizess which is rooted in the concrete, practical and everyday experiences 
of being, and of being treated as, a wornafl. Others, for example Kelly (1978), 
who defines fermnist research as that which is undertaken for fCIIIIIIISt I-CaSMIS, 
would argue that both men and wornen are able to carry out feminist research. 
Harding (1987) has cogently pointed out some of the contradictions inherent in 
the view that only women can do feminist research. She argues that it is 
inappropriate for feminists to both criticise male researchers for ignoring women 
and gender, but also to insist that thev are incapable of conducting research that 
satisfies feminist requirements. She also contends that since fernimsts often insist 
that eveiy issue is a feminist iSSLIe, it is somewhat odd to adopt a policy which 
in effect recommends that only women practise social science at all. 
There is unanimous agreement about the purpose of ferninist research, that it 
isfior women. Whether throuah action research (Mies, 1983) or by establishing 
the conditions of women's lives ýis a hasis from which chanue can take place 
(Wilkinson. 1986). the ultirrmte goal of feminist research is social change and the 
attainment of equality for worrien. This explicit aim of ferninist research 
influences both the qUeStIons that ferninist research addresses and the 
interpretation of research findin(Ts. Feminist research "generates its problerrimics 
from the perspective of women's experiences" (Harding, 1987) and "assumes a 
perspective in which women's experiences, needs and ideas are %, ýilid in their 
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OWII FiOlIt" (Klein, 1983). In the social sciences the facts seldorn speak for 
themselves (IBILILI, 1981), therefore Interpretation is neceSSýIFY. Traditionally 
interpretation has been androcentric. tliat is the male is generally taken Lis the 
norm, the fernale Lis the devimion from the norm, and preconceived Flotions 
concernim, MaSCLIline and feminine natUre operate. In addition sex differences 
are empliasised; overlap and similarities are minimised, Sex difftFences are 
assumed to faVOL1r males; and abilities in which males excel are assurned to be 
the important and essential ones (Eichler, 1980; Wine, 1985). By contrast 
feminist researchers aim to interpret findings from a [Dmocentiic perspective 
(Wine, 1985). 
Feminist researchers typically reject tile notion of value-free research and often 
explicitly present and examine the role pLived by the researchers own values, 
beliefs and assumptions. They point out that Much of the research which passes 
as objective and value-free tends to reflect a strong commitment to the status 
quo, which is as potentially biased as any other orientation (Jayaratne, 1.983; 
Griffin, 1986). It has also been argued that the importance of the personal is 
fundamental to feminism and should therefore be integral to ferrunist research 
(Stanley &, Wise, 1979). This locating of' oneself and one's values in the 
research process has been variously termed reflexii, il_yj that is disciplined 
self-reflection (Wilkinson, 1987), passi'onate scholarship (Du Bois, 1983), conscious 
subJectivi'ly (Klein, 1983), cri'tical s1tbJeah, 1'1_v (Marshall, 1986) and conscious 
paaialiýy (Mies, 1983)). It is important to note, however, that recognition of the 
role of values in no way negates the necessity for ri(your and precision in 
research. Ariother key element of ferninist research is the idea that the research 
situation is a social situation. It is recognised that the gender of the researcher 
and the researched can influence the research outcome (Sherif, 1979): that 
research participants may take the initiative in defining the research situation 
(10akley, 1981a), ýind may attempt to place the researcher, that is to ascertain 
her personal orientation to the research topic. e. g. in research on motherhood, 
, ývhether tile, resell-clier is married, whether she has children etc. (Finch. 1984). 
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This leýids on to another iniportint aspect of feminist research - the 
relationship between the reseýircher ýiricl the researched. Essentially feminists 
prescribe that this relationship should be as nori-exploitative and 
non-hierarchical Lis possible. It should be the antithesis of what Reinharz has 
emotively termed the rape model of social research 
Pie researchers take, hit and run. They intrude inlo the sitbjectýs 
611SI-111)l 117Cil- PCI-ceptions, ittilise jalse pretences, i-nunipulate 
the relationship, and gitc little or nothing in refut-n. When the needs 
o. fllie researcher are satiSficd, ihc-ý., - break off contact ivith the subject. 
(Reinharz, 1979) 
The final issue to he considered is whether there is a specifically feminist 
method. Minv writers reject the notion of a distinctive feminist method of 
research (Kelly, 1978; DLt Bois, 1983, Klein, 1983; Clegg7 1985; Wine, 1985; 
Harding. 1987). or as Clegg (1985) puts it "feminist concerns arc nonnegotiable 
but their strategies are". However where one method is preferred it generally 
has subjective, eXpeFiential and qualitative elements. Taking an essentially 
radical feminist perspective (see Chapter Three) it is argued that feminist 
research shoLild be communal, that is involving naturalistic observation, 
sensitivitv to intrinsic Structure ý11]d (11.1alltatIVC patterning of phenomena rather 
than agewic. that is involving separating, ordering and clLiantifyingor, Manipulating 
and controllin(y. However at least two researchers (Javaratne, 1983-1 Hunt, 1986) 
have Successfully defended the use of quantitative methods in feminist research, 
ar(YI-ling that Such methods are not inherently exploitative and are useful III 
enablin(V LIS to doci-iment the extent and nature Of WOMCII'S Oppression. It is 
therefore conchided that both clLialitative and clLiantitative methods have a place 
in feminist research. 
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New Paradigm Research 
There is conslclc'-ýIhle overlap between Feminist and new paracligin research, ýI 
fact ', vhIch has been reco-gnised and ýicknowleclgecl b, v both femin'st (Wilkinson, 
1984; Lott, 198-5") and new paradiiTm researchers (Reason & Rowan, 1981). 
New paradigm research is one of several terms that may be used to describe 
the relatively recent movement within psychology that is character'sed by :a 
critique of positivism; a belief that the personal experience of the researcher is 
integral to research, a concern ýibout the treatment of research pýirticipants-l and 
a recognition of the political nature of research. Such in approach might 
alternatively be labelled hitinanivic or radical psychology. A critique of 
positivism lies at the heart of new paradium research. The central tenet of 
positivISI-11 is the view that the study of hLHIIan hehavioLir should be scientific in 
the mode of the natural sciences. Such an approach leads to the use Of a 
inech(mistic inodel to explain human hehavIOLir, in which people are assumed to 
be passive and inert, propelled Into action only by some internal or external 
force. New paradiurn researchers, by contrast, regard people as agents, thm is 
they credit human bcings with the ability to be the CaLlSeS of their own 
behavIOLIr. While positivists have a tendency to break hurnan behaviour down 
into snicill, simplistic chunks, new paradigm researchers prefer to take a holistic 
View Of 1111111an beings and hLUMM hehaviour. Their basic ar(Turnent is thýit 
POSIOVIS111 "LlSeS science to del-iLliminisc incin [sic]" (Heather, 1976), and that new 
paradigni research, by contrast, is about "ways of going about research which do 
j. ustice to the hLimanness of all those involved in the research endeavour" 
(Reason & Rowan. 1981). 
The fiew pm-adiorn's non-i-nechanistic, holistic perspective has typically lecl 
researchers of this persi-msion to escheý, v CjLMntlt8tlVC methods in favour of 
qualitative tCCIIIn(jLlCS. 
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The personal experience of the researcher, new paradigm researchers argUe. has 
a le(TItImate place within social science. For example, Maslow. whose work has 
been verv Influential in new paradiggin research. stresses the importance of 
e. yeriemial knowle(Ige as opposed to YI)ectutor kllowlecýge (Maslow, 1966); 
Reason & Rowan (1981) speak of the need to be objectivelv subjective; and 
Bannister contends that : 
Personal experience is a rich and relei, ant source 11-oin ", hich to 
deril"e, (III(I ill leons (ýf ii'llich 10 argile, I)SYChological issucs. Personal 
expcrience is no more a subjective, chaotic, anecdotal nonsense ill 
relalion to science Hum it is ill relation to 1ýfe. Another kq area is 
the new paradýgrn researcher'S concern about the real and potential 
exploitation of research panicipants. Thev take (I stance aKainst 
research that im, oltes decepion. The, y also maintain that it is 
unacceptable to inflici any. /orm O. f harl-71 ill [lie Process olf research 
and that debrieling ýtifl not undo anY harm that has occuo'ed. 
(Bannister, 1981) 
As Reason & Rowan (1981) put it "Good research means never having to say 
you are sorry". 
In addition to being non-exploitative, new paradigm researchers also assert t1lat 
the relationship between the resem-chcr and the researched should be 
non-Iiierarclilcal. In practical terms this lias led several researchers to espouse 
collaborative. cooperative or participatorv research (Elden, 1981; Heron, 198la, 
Rowan & Reason, 1981), in whicli subjects contribUte directly to hypothesis- 
making, to fOrMUlating the final conclusions and to all that goes on inbetween. 
New pracligin resem-chers are also ýiware of the ideological and political mitLll-C 
of rese-m-ch and acknowledge that : 
Research malv become another alMa ofaittlion'tarian social control 
- knowledýe and power are all on the side of' the researchers and 
1heir political masiers, and none is on the side o, fthosc ivho provide 
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the data and are subJecl to i. is subsequent (IPj)IiC(IliOI7. (Heron, 
198 1 h) 
Whilst the Present StUdV does not clairn to be pure feminist or new paradigin 
research, the influence of both types of research is evident in several aspects of 
the study. Firstly. for example, the choice of research topic reflects the 
researcher's own personal interests and concerns. Secondly the primary method 
for recruiting subjects was via a request for interviewees placed in various 
publications, which may lie contrasted to other poterilially exploitative 
recrUItIn(-_nt methods such as using a caI91iVe POPIII(111011, e. g. employees. who 
mav not feel free to refuse to participate, or repeatedly calling at the homes of 
potential subjects (Lewis, 1986a) which arguably borders on harassment. By 
using an interview Schedule that was not highly structured the subjects were 
able to bring Lip issues that they felt were important. The use of an extended 
interview which included questions on many areas of the subjects' lives ellabled 
me to gain a picture of the whole person. The subjects determined the time 
and location of the interview, Could choose whether or not the interview was 
tape recorded, and were told that they may switch the tape recorder off at any 
point during the interview. Additionally they were free to contact me after the 
interview if they so wished, Lind they were sent a surnmary of the main findings 
of the study. A_n explicit statement about myself and my orientation to the 
research is included in the rescarcli report. Finally, interpretations of the 
findings are made with an awareness of the political nature of such 
interpreta t ions and with an acknowledgement that they will inevitably be 
coloured by the researchers" own values. The findings are interpreted in a way 
that is essentially non-sexist and pro-women. 
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Qualitative Research 
The present Study involved the SLIN extended indIvIdual 
'jCCtS 
Pýffticipatmg in an 
lntCFVICXV d1ld COMPICtilIg Soille ClUestionnaires. The former was subjected to 
both quantitative and qualitative analyses and the latter was analyzed 
quantitatively. Hence the research design incorporates both qUantitative and 
qualitative inethods. Whilst an increýising nUmber of psychologists are turning 
to qLMl1tat]Ve methods, these methods still hold a marginal position within 
mainstream psychology. It is therefore necessary to OLItline the natUre, Uses 
and benefits of qUalitatiVe research. 
Qualitative and quantitative research have often been presented as a dichotornN, 
as being ITIL-ItUally eXCILISIVC and opposed. However, I prefer to take the view, 
in line with other researchers (e. gy. R&D Sub-Committee, 1979), that theY are 
complementary, and that each is to be preferred for different PLIFPOSeS. 
Fielding & Fielding (1986) have pointed out some of the specific instances when 
qualitative methods may be usefully used in conjunction with quantitative 
methods, for example, in validaning Survey data, in interpreting statistical 
relationships, in deciphering puzzling responses, and in offerin(T case StLICIV 
illustrations. 
Qualitative research also has its own particular uses and benefits. For Cxample 
its flexibility allows one to Move Outside the preconceptions and definitions of 
the researcher to more fully understand how others construe their worlds (Jones, 
1981). OUL111tatlVe methods have proved especially helpful and Illuminating in 
S'ItUations where quantitative research has produced conflicting or confusing 
results', where the subject of inquiry is sensitive and ClUestionnalres or standard 
WOUld VICId OnIV Superficial responses; and where the research topic 
is inherently complex. complicated, or concerned with relationships and 
processes. 
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It is thus evident that "Oualititlvc j-csen-ch reaches the fmi-ts thit othei- 
technICILICS don't" (Walker, 1985). cind has something to contribute tO the 
present study hoth in its own right and in complementing the quantitative 
analyses. 
Whilst the analysis Of ClUalitative data is more explicitly interpretive, creative and 
personal than quantitative analysis, this does not mean it should not be equally 
systernatic and carefUl (Walker, 1985). It has been argLICd that PI-01)erly 
conducted qualitative research, inevitably coloured to sorne extent by the 
subjectivity of the researcher, is nevertheless a perfectly valid form of 
information (R &D SLib-Corni-nittee., 1979). 
Method 
The interview 
The intel-VICW IS a WiClCly-LISCd tool of social science research. The research 
inteF\'IC\V llýIS been defined as in interaction in which two or more people are 
brought into direct contact in order for at least one party to ICýffn something 
from the other (Brenner et al, 1985). 
The interview has certain advantaLTes over other methods (if data collection. 
Perhaps the central value of the interview as a research procedure is that it 
allows hoth parties to explore the meaning of the questions and answers 
involved, with an implicit or explicit sharing or negotiatiOll Of Understanding in 
the interview situation which is not so central, and often not present, in other 
research procedures (Brenner ei al.. 1985). Any III I'SU ndersta ridings that arise 
can he checked hninediately. which is not Lýenerally the case, when, for example,, 
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question n, ' ji-cs M-c heing c0l"Pleted. Another important strength of* tile 
interview is that it allows research participants to explain their social worlds in 
their own tcrins rather than in those imposed rigidly and a priori by the 
researcher, and in a depth whicli addresses the rich context of those 
explanations ýInd Understandings (Jones, 1985). 
Of Course there are also drawbacks to the use of interviews. For example, 
interviewing is more costly in terms of time than sorne other techniques which 
typically ineans the use of very large samples is precluded. 
Another disadvantage is the problem of haeri4eiver bias. However it can be 
argued that it is impossible, whatever the method used, to find some objective 
07111/1 that WOUld be there if only the effects of interpersonal interaction COUld 
be removed. Jones (1985) has cogently ar(T Lled that it is more LISCfLd to VICNK hicIS 
not as something to be avoided at all costs, but rather as something that may 
be Used creatively and self-consciously. 
There are several different types of interview, but two important distinctions 
which underlie inuch of this variety are group versus individual interviews and 
the degree of structure in the interview. 
Whilst oroup interviewing has its particular advantages, for example it is less 
tirne C011SUMMIT per interviewee, (TrOUP dynamics may throw II(Tht on the 
research topic, and ideas may be generated which would not have occurred to 
any one IndIVICILIal, it was decided that the individual interview Would be more 
SUItabIC For the Purposes Of the present study. This type of interview has the 
advantaoc of' allowing the researcher to fUll explore details of each subject's ý7 y 
life mid to Tain a rounded Picture of the individual. It is also the techniclUe Of 
choice for shy or inhibited subjects who would contribute little in a group 
interview situation. SL1hjCCtS May NISO feel More able to discuss personal or 
sensitive matters in an individual rather than a group setting. 
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The dc(, rec of structure in an interview can be viewed as a contimmill with 
highly sti-Licuired, standardised interviews at one end, and rion-directive, depth 
intervic\vs at the other. The foriner are useful in contexts where a hig ,h 
decT 
of' comparability across interviews is reclLilred, whilst the latter has the important 
advanta, ges of allowing respondents to use their unique ways of defining the 
world, trie researcher is not constrained by a fixed sequence of questions that 
may not be suitable for particular respondents; and it allows respondents to 
raise important issues not contained within the schedule (Silvernian, 1985). It 
should be noted, however. that there is no such thim) as a totally unstructured 
or non-directive Interviexx because , Oiat someone will say to another person 
depends on what he or she assumes that other is "up to" and if interviewees 
have no clear idea of what the researchers' interests and intentions are, they 
are less likely to feel unconstrained than constrained by the need to put energy 
into piessing what these are (Jones, 1985). 
In the present StUCIV a Sel-ni-StrUCtUred interview schedule \ý,, as used. It was 
flexible CF1OLJ(, h to allow interviewees to raise issues that were import-ant to I 
them; to be appropriate for Subjects with a wide variety of backgrounds and 
experiences. and to facilitate rapport and i-elaxed conversation between the 
interviewer and the interviewee, yet it was structured enough to permit 
comparisons between subject,, and iIfOLIPS Of Subjects. 
The interview schedule was hased on existing research and theory (reviewed in 
Chapters Two. Three and FOLIF). It was designed to prov, de answers to the 
questions malmed at the beginning of this thesis and to test the hypotheses 
Outlined in Chapter Six. It consists of 88 questions. In addition two cards were 
used. Firstly there was a card showing saliry hands which was used in 
conjunction with the clLiestion ýisking how imich the subject earned, in order to 
prevent possihle eiribarrassinc tit. Tht- other card showed a visual analouLie scale 
(a ladder) which was used to 111CýISLH-C the subjects' jot) satisfaction. The 
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test-retest rellahilltv of this measure %vas detert-nined in piloting. Twenty worrien 
in a variety of occupations rated their joh satisfaction twice with an interval of 
one week inbctween. A correlation of r=0.933 (p < 0.001) was found. which 
was felt to he adequate. Next five pilot interviews were conducted which, in 
addit, 1011 to I)FOVidin(; the researcher with the opportunity to (lain experience in 
the art of interviewing, also resulted in some minor changes to the interview 
schedule. The final version of the interview schedule is reproduced in Appendix 
D. 
All of the interviews were conducted by the researcher. The place where the 
interviews were carried out was determined hy the interviewee - most commonly 
the subjects chose to he interviewed in their own homes (621/c), less often they 
chose their workplace (1561c). the researcher's home (10%) or the researcher's 
room at college and very occasionally the interview took place in a public 
place such as a coffee har (5cl, ý). 
In the inain the interviews took place in the evening (526/c), but sometimes it 
was Possible to do the interview during the working day (34%). The remaini III_i ing 
interviews took place at the weekend (14%). The shortest interview lasted one 
hour and the longest took 
'just 
over three hours, with the average interview 
lastin(ý ýIhMlt two hours. C, 
At the beoinning of each 111terVIeW SUhjects were ýISSLIFed that ý nythin T tI IIg icy 
bFOLI(-Tht to the inteFVICW WOUld he treated in strict confidence and that 
pseudonyrns or code nLI111beFS WOUld be Used in my written material resulting 
froin the research to provide anonymity. Each subject was asked if she would 
mind if the interview was tape recorded. The majorltv (97% of those 
interviewed) did not inind. Only two women declined to he tape recorded, bUt 
a further three ll]tC]-Vle\VS Were not tape recorded heCaLISC the background noise 
level in the plýice \\hcre the intervicov took place was too high. In these 
inst, inces notes of the subjects' rtfSpOnSeS Were Made ClUring the interview, which 
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were written Lip when the Interview was over. Additionally, after each Interview, 
notes were written ahout any peytinent aspects of the interview context such as 
whether the interview seemed to have , one well, whether tile intemewee 
appeýirecl relaxed or nel-VOLIS, ýInd any interesting thinus that were said hefore 
the tape recorder , vas switched on in short, anything which it may he 
important to take lintO LICCOUnt when i-eturning, to the data In --he analysis phase 
of the research. 
Like Oakley ( 198 la) I decided it was riot good interview OF fernimst practice to 
Fefl-]S(2 to answer interviewees CILICSti: 011S, SO I endeavoured to give honest 
answers to all their ClUeStIOYIS. Suhjects often wanted to know why I had chosen 
to research this p8Ft1CUIaF topic, whether I had worked in a male-dominated 
occupation, what were the aims of and my orientation to the research, what 
were my opinions on various issues relatino to women and work, and what had 
I found so far. In order to inininilse hias and to enable the women to feel free 
to express opinions which differed froin my own I generally delayed answering 
the latter two types of question until the interview was over. Throughout the 
interview subjects were encouraged to expand and elaborate on their responses. I 
In the vast majority of the interviews a high level of rapport was attained. In 
fact, in common with Finch (1984). 1 Was SUrprised at the openness and case 
with which the subjects spoke, even about quite personal matters. This May 
have hCC11 CILIC to the Particular FCCrLJ1t1T1C11t methods employed in the present 
study (see below), but it has also been '(M'Lled that this easy rapport OCCUrS 
because it is a woman interviewing another wornan (Oakley, 1981a). The 
intervie, ývees appeared to Vý111-le to OpportunjtV to talk about themselves. Indced 
one wornan wrote to me after to interview to tell me that she had fOUnd the 
Interview VCFV and ýis a consequence had re-CValLiated her work 
SitUation and decided to inake a career move. At the end of the interview I 
offered to , cnd the subjects ýi surnIM13-V Of the FCSearch 
findinos, which they all 
wished to receive. 
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Questionnaires 
Three cluestiminmires were Used m the present StLldV. 'PICNI were HICILICied 
heCMISe it was felt that they WOLIICI complement the soPer clata from the 
interviews. MICI hCCMISC certain characteristics, e. g. need for achievement, work 
values, aFe best meaSUred in this way. 
As more fully discussed in Chapter Six and below, questionnaires were Used to 
measure the SLIt')jeCt'S work values, the way they perceived their jobs, and their 
achievernent. dominance, autonomy ind affillative needs. 
Three criteria were used when deciding on which particular questionnaires to 
use. Firstly thev had to be relativelv short because sub ects had alreadv cTiven 
a large arnount of then- time for the interview. secondly they had to be designed 
for and easily understood by people with varying levels of education and 
intelligence. and thirdly they should be suitable for women as well as men. 
Work Values Questionnaire 
Several existing clLiestionnaires purporting to find out which characteristics of a 
job people value and desire, i. e. their work values, were examined. However 
none proved suitable for the present study. Sorne, e. g. the Job Outcome 
Questionnaire (Manliardt, 1972) and the Work Aspect Preference Scale (Pryor. 
1983), provide a long list of work values. but do not include those values that 
might be particLilarly important to women such as having a job that fits in with 
family commitments, or a job close to home. Other questionnaires that do 
include such items, e. g. those Lised by Alnicluist (1974) and O'Farrell & Harlan 
(11982). do not provide a comprehensive list of possible work values. It was 
COIICILICICLI that It WOUld be IICCCSSýiry to construct a qUeStionnaire for the 
purposes of this study, using a compilation of the items from existing, 
questionnaires. Items were drawn from all tile above mentioned qLICStionnaircs, 
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and in ýIdditlon from those Used in StUdle'S by Lyson ('1984), McIlwee ('1982), 
Wheeler (1981), and Weinrelch-Haste & Newton (1983). to form a new 
ClUeStiOnnaire - the Work Values Ouestionnaire. This questionnaire contained 
twenty two 
'Job 
characteristics presented in a randormsed order and rating scales 
froin Not (it all important (1) to Veiy imj)ortant (5). This questionnaire was 
administered to five women to ensure that it was understandable, simple to 
complete and had hig , 
It face validity. As a result of this piloting a few minor 
word chan(, es were made. The Work V81LICS Questionnaire was then completed 
by twenty women (who were emploved in both manual and non-inanual jobs of 
varying sex-cornpositions, as were the five in the pilot StLidv) oil two occasions 
with an interval of one week inbetween. The mean Pearson's correlation 
between responses was r=0.76 (p < 0.001). It was therefore conClUded that 
the items of the Work Values Questionnaire had reasonable test-retest 
reliability. 
Perceived Job Attributes Questionnaire 
The Perceived Job Attributes QUeStIonnaire was also constructed for the present 
studv. It was desianed to ascertain whether or not male- Lind female-dominated 
occupations differ in their characteristics, as perceived by those Incumbent in 
the OCCLIpations. For the sake of clarity and comparability the PeFCCIVed Job 
Attributes Oue,, 'tionnairc contains the sarne twenty two items that Were LiSed III 
the Work Values Questionnaire. Its Mt1n, 0 scales, however, differed and went 
from Noi ai all inte ofinyjob (I) to Vety frite ofmy job (5). 
This qLIC. stionnaire was administered to five women to ensure that it was eýlsy 
to complete, understandable and face valid. Its test-retest reliabilitV was I 
established as described above. A inean Pearson's correlation of r=0.86 (p 
< 0.001) was found, and It WclS C011CILIded that its test-retest reliability was 
adequate. 
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Manifest Needs Questionnaire 
The Manifest Needs Question na i re (Steers & Braunstein. 1976) was chosen to 
give a rncýisure of the subject's needs for achievernent. dominance, autonomy, 
and affiliation. Its particular benefits are that it is short, hehaviourally-hased, 
and specific to the work situation. It consists of four scales. one to rileasure 
each need. Each scale coniprises five iteiris, some of which are reverse-scored. 
There is a seven-point response scale running from Nei,, er to Ahv(OýV. Each Scale 
score is the rnean of its component itern scores. 
This ClUCStIO1111aire WýIS piloted on five wornen, all of whom felt it was relatively 
easy to answer and had some degree of face validity. Its reliability and validity 
have been established by Steers & Braunstein (1976). They administered the 
questionnaire to large samples of management students, white-collar employees 
and hospital workers, and found alpha coefficients of internal consistency 
ranging from 0.56 to 0.83 for the four scales, and teSt-FeteSt correlations 
a two week interval) from 0.72 to 0.86. The scales were found to Correlate 
modeFatelV Well with the Corresponding measures from the Personality Research 
Form (Jackson, 1967) and with independent rating of the subjects, which 
provides some indication of its validity. 
The questionnalFCS ýffe reproduced in Appendix E. 
In the n-win, the clLiestionnmres were completed by the subjects immediately 
after the inter-view, in the presence of the Yeseýircher. However, occisionally 
time did not permit the questionnaires to be completed Lit this point and the 
subjects completed them ýit ýi kiter date ýind FCtLirntd thern in a stamped 
addressed envelope that wýis provided. Subjects typically completed all three 
clLiestionnaires in ýihoiit ten ininutes. 
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Subjects 
A total of one hundred women took part in the study. These subjects do not 
constitute a random sample. There are three reasons why random sampling 
was not employed. Firstly when a study has a large qualitative component the 
rigorous sarripliflg procedures used in quantitative research are inappropriate. 
In qualitative research sample design is usually ptaposiie, that is rather than 
taking a random cross-section of the population to be Studied, small numbers 
of people with specific characteristics, behaviour or experience are selected 
(Morton-'ýVilliarns. 1985). Secondly when recruiting subjects to participate in an 
extended interview which May require them to reveal pe--sonal aspects of 
themselves there will inevitably be a high refusal rate - for example, sorne 
researchers report that when recruiting participants for qualitative research it is 
necessary to approach five or six times as many people as are required 
(Morton-Williams. 1985) - and this renders it impossible to obtain a Fandorn 
sample. It should also he noted that taking a purely quantitative approach and 
distributing questionnaires to a random sample of potential participants does 
not Liarantee a randoin sample of participants because poor response rates. e. (y 9 11 
338% (Danibrot & Vassel, 1983)), 41, '/(, - (Wolkon, 1972) and 451/c (Crawford, 
1978)ý are not uncommon. Thirdly random sampling is not a suitable method 
for recrUltinO 1Y11'e Subjects, Such ýis wornen in manual rnale-dominated 
occupations. As a I-CSUlt of these considerations the present study uses a 
ptujýosh, 'e and primarily self-selected smilple. 
Seven different methods were employed to obtain the sample of wornen working 
in male- and female-dormnated occupations (see Appendix F) : 
1. A reqLlt'-St fOl- intervie-wees was published in Workilig Womall 
inagazinc (Winter issue, December 1985). Working Uloman has 
now ceased trading, however ýi readership survey revealed that 
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H'ol-ki"1117 Woman readers were well-educated -a third had been to 
Llnlvcl-sit, v or college-, had ýihove average earm j Ity the rna'ori 
worked FLIII-tIMCý and just under half are in the 25 to 34 
age grOLIP (Working Wornan, 1986). This request vielded 70 
subjects (out of 79 who made an initial response). 
2. A reqUeSt fOI- interviewees was placed in the London Women 
uncl Manual Trades Newsletier (December 1985). Tils yielded 
three SUbjects (all of those who inade an initial response). 
3. A classified advertisement directed at women in manUal 
inale-dorninated occupations wýis placed in the contacts section of 
City Li'mi'Is magazine (12th March 1987). City Limits is a listings 
magazine for the London area. This advert resulted in five 
SUbjCCtS (OLIt of an initial response of nine). 
4. Letters were written to all those women whose names and 
telephone numbers appear in the London H/omen and . 114anital 
Trades Work Register (October 1986) and whose addresses could 
be found in the telephone directory, inviting thern to participate 
in the study. This yielded three sLih, jects (eleven letters were sent). 
5. Letters were sent to timse J ndi'vid Lm Is and b Lis i nesses 
undcrtakino traditionally male-clorninated manual work which 
appe. ired in the Eveiyývommz Direclwy of' Women's Co-operalives 
and Other Enterprises (Febl-Wil-V 1987). This vielded another three 
subjects (six letters were sent). 
6. Women I interviewed put nie in touch with other women in 
relevant occupations. This resulted in six subjects (ýill of those 
ýipproached). 
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7. Friends provided me with the names and addresses of worrien 
in i-elevant occupations who migght he interested in taking part in 
the studv. None of these women were known to ine personaliv. 
'Fen subjects were obtained in this way (all of those approached). 
In all 100 OUt Of 124 (80.6%) of those I contacted and of those who coiltacted 
me part 1cl pa ted in the StUdy. 
The mýýJority of the suh* seventy iI 'i result of the jects, n all, were obtained ýis 
letter in IlVorking K'0177(117 InaLlazine. Groups two to four (sce helow) did not 
differ in the proportion of suhjects ohtained in this way = 2.59, p>0.051). 
However the Working [Voinan letter did not yield any subjects in gyroup one. 
All the women in the study were employed at the tirne of their participation. 
The occupations in which they worked fell into five categories : 
Group One - Manual Male-Dominated Occupations 
Occupations classified as Skilled Manual (social class 111(M)), Part1v Skilled 
(social class IV), Lind Unskilled (social class V) (Office Of POI)LIlation Census and 
SLIFVCYS, 1980). in which less than one third of the workers are women and in 
which less than one third of those tmining in or currently enterin(T the 
OCCL1Pat10n are women. 
Group Two - Non-manual Male-Dominated Occupations 
0CCLIPatI0IIS classified as Pro. f'cssiolzal (socIal class 1), Intermediate (social class 
II)i and Skillect Non-manual (socjýil class III(N)), in which less than one third 
of the workers are wornen and in which less than one third of those training in 
or currently enterin (T the occLipation ire women. (N = 32) 
Group Three, - Non-manual TFansitional Occupations 
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Occupations classified as Pro, lý,, Y. vioizul (social class 1), Iniconediaie (social class 
11)ý and Ski'lletl Non-manual (social class III(N)), in which less than one third 
of the workers are women, bUt in which more than one third of those trainj 11 (T I 
in or currently enterino the OCCLIPation are women. (N 
GroLip FoLir - Non-manual Female-Dominated Occupations 
OCCLIPatIOnS classified as Professional (social class 1), bilermechate (social class 
11), and Skilled Non-manual (social class III(N)), in which more than two thirds 
of the workers are wornen or in which more than two thirds of those training 
in or currently entering the occupation are women. (N = 18) 
GrOLIp Five - Miscellaneous (N = 15) 
The ITIISCellclflCOLIS group consisted Of SUbjects in occupations which do not fit I 
into any of the other categories. It was often not evident Until I had Interviewed 
the subject that this was so. This gFOLIP provides useful additional inforillation. 
However direct comparisons will only he made between groups one to four. 
It is recoamsed that the use of the Registrar General's social classification is not Lý 
uncontentious, particularly when used in relation to wornenýs employment (see 
Chapter One for further discussion). However since this classification system is 
widely recognised and is used here solely to divide wornen into manual and 
non-manual groups its use in the present study is felt to he Justified. 
The clecision to use two-thirds Lis the cut-off point above which jobs are 
Classified as (Tendered (Le. 111ale- or ferriale-clorninated) is an arbitrary one. 
Researchers have used a variety of pet-centages ranging from 5011c (Betz, 1984) 
to 8061C (FIOLIser & Garvey. 1983) with two thirds and 7M/ý being, the most 
POPLI]ar. BecaLlSe this StLICI%, ' fOCLISCS on horizontal rather than vertical 
seoregation, categorisation Nvas hased on the percentage of men and women in 
an occupation rather than the percenta(Te at a certain level in an OCCLIpation. So, 
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for eviniple. headteacher of a primary school is classified as ferriale-dorninated 
hCULISC, ýIltll0l-igh only 44.9% of prinim-y headtcachers are wornen, 77.4%, of 
primary teachers arc women (Department of Education and Science, 1984). 
Detailed statistical information on the percentages of women in the occupations 
pertinent to this study is presented in Appendix G. 
Financial constraints prevented rne from interviewing women who fived ý1 Iono 
way from London. Of the one hundred women who took part in the study 73 
were interviewed. The Yemýdning twenty seven LTave written answers to the 
CILICSt]011S Of the Interview Schedule. These subjects were instructed to write as 
much as they wished and to feel free to expand, elaborate and digress in their 
responses to the questions (see Appendix H). These instructions were designed 
to elicit meaningful responses reflecting the subjects' views, feelings and values 
and to ensure that the resulting data is as comparable and similar to that 
emanatino from the interviews (is is possible. Groups One to four did not differ 
in the proportion of wornen interviewed (because of small expected cell 
frequencies a Chi Squared test could not be carried out, therefore the table was 
partitioned as described below and three Fisher's exact probabilities were 
calCULlted, p=0.25, p=0.45: p=0.17). 
The Researcher 
Although It IS 110t Customary practice to include in research reports a section 
on the researcher. I Would argue that its inclusion is justified for three main 
reasons. Firstly, because the interview IS a Social SitLIM1011 involving two-way 
interaction, the I-CSLlltln(T Cjýjta will he Influenced to some degree hy the 
characteristics of the intervie,, ver. Therefore these characteristics should he 
macle available to the reader, as WOLIld any other salient influence in the 
interview situation. Secondly, an Important part of the present StUdy Is the 
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qualitative analysis of the interview dma. and this type of amilysis is essentially 
a persomi I process (Marshall. 1981 ). so aL,, ain some description of the researcher 
is warrýinted. Thirdly, research findings do not speak for themselves and so 
reCIL111-C formed by interpretation. Any fliterpremnon will necessarily be in the 
reSeM-ClICI-*S ValLIeS and politicýil orientation. 
I am a white, middle-class woman i17 my mid-tweniies. My interest 
in the present research grem) out o, fmv undeigraditale r e( -cl p -o'ect es 11 11j 
(Clement, S., 1984) in which fifteen year olds wrote projected 
autobiographies. I was struck bv the e-itent lo 11-11107 the girls and boys 
il)1(1, ýilled 117Cil- ItItIll-C IiVCS in lerms o. firaditional sex-role siereolYPes, 
(Icsplie lhe social, (wiludiiial and lcýgislalive changes ilial had 
occurred in the precedin(,, Iwo decades. As a result of Illis project I 
folll7d 1 wanied io explore deeper andfind out some ofthe reasons 
thai la-v behind this stale of . qN11 . I'S. 
I define ll'Vseýf (is (Ijeminist and a socialist. As a 177 1 ftininist I ai o 
produce research that is non-se. visl and in no way contributes to 
ivomen 's oppression. As a socialist I am aware lhat psývcllological 
research oPen individuall'Ses social problems and ýgnores Ille 
Sll-ltCtltl-(Il ('017SO-Oil7tS. I (Ii/77 to produce research which lakes social 
and sintoural factors into accomil, and hope to avoid blaming the 
I'll('11117. 
I (IM married and I have (I young son (born just after I completed 
I/Ic ill lervieli"ll Ig). I have lizel-el'ol-e (-ývpej-jejiced some of the 
colls/raillts and clýflicl I Ilies hilicrou ill marriage and I'll combining 
work and motheiliood. 
171V e-VI)ei-ielice O, f' emplo-unent is limited lo vacation 
emplovinew III clerical work- (00 i17 the tourist indusirv, and to 
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parl-lime teaching ofundergraduate psychology, hence my perspective 
on employment is largeýv that ofan outsider. 
Analysis 
Three types Of analysis Were PeFfOrMed. Firstly the data from the 
questionimires was analyzed statistically. Secondly the interview data that could 
he coded numerically was analyzed statistically. Thirdly the interview data was 
SLlhjeCtCCI to a qualitative analysis. 
Analysis of Questionnaire Data 
The Work VaILIeS OLICStIonrimi-e vielded 22 importance ratinas. The Perceived 
Job Attributes QUestionmdre produced 22 'ob attribute ratings. The third 
qLICStionnaiF('- used in the present study, the Manifest Needs Questionnaire. 
produced four scores, one for each of the needs it measures. Thus there are 
a total of 48 dependent variables. Iri this analysis the independent variable is 
the type of job, i. e. groups one to four. 
The data was analyzed using SPSS-X (SPSS Inc., 1983) 
The first step in the amilysis \\, ýis to , iscert'mn whether the dmýl allowed the LISC 
of pmimeiric tests or whether non-pm-arnetric tests must be employed. There 
are fOLir main aSSLImptions Linderlyim, the Lise of parametric tests 
1. The p()pLIlatIOII from which the sample was drawn ShOLIld be normally 
distrihl-ItCd. 
2. The observations should he indepeiident. That is, (a) the selection of any 
one case for inCILISion in the sample must not bias the chances of any other 
case for incILISIOn, and (b) the score which is assigned to any one case must 
not hias the score which is assigned to any other case. 
3. The niezism-es shOLdCl haVC been rnidc on either an intemil or a ratio scale. 
4. There ShOLIld be 1101110"ClICIty Of V. 11liance. 
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The mialysis of variance test has the idditional requirement thit the Illemis of 
the populations must be linear coilihinations Of effCCtS CiLIC tO COIL11-MIS ýHld FMVS 
this is the assumption Of additivitN, 
It was felt to be desirable to carry out parametric tests wherever possible. There 
are three reasons for this. Firstly parametric tests are more power i fid than their 
non-pararnetric eqUiValents when applied to the same data, that is they have a 
greater probability of correctly rejecting the hypothesis that the results have 
been produced by chance. Secondly, since in many non-parainetric tests data 
is transformed froin scorcs into raiiks, sorne information is wasted. Thirdly 
existiniT 11OP-parainctric tests do not permit the testing Of nwit1ple Planned 
comparisons. 
The first ýISSI-IrrlptjOn Was tested by VISLIal inspection of bar charts and 
histograms of the distribution of each clependent variable. Those variables that I 
proved to he non-normal were subjected to non-parametric tests. 
Assumption 2(a) is breýiched in a nilnor way in that siX of the subjects (6% of 
the total sirnple) were recruited to the study as a result of women I had already 
interviewed putting me in contact with them. It was decided, however, that 
given the advantages and robustness of parametric tests, this breach affecting 
Such a sniall proportion of tht SaMPIC Could be disregarded. 
Assumption 2(b) is fulfilled. 
The clata from the questionnaires is interval in natLIrC, SO ýISSL]Fnption IS 
Lipheld. 
Witli regard to assumption 4, Cochran's F. whIch has been found to have 
adecluatc sensitivity for testing the ýissumption of homogeneity (if variance (Kirk. 
18-: 1 
1965), was calculated. Where heterogeneity was found the use of parametric II 
tests was Precluded and non-parametric tests were Used. 
it is lot Customary to test the assu ill lit loll of additivitv. 
Those variables for which it was permissable to test parametrically (I. e. those 
that were normal1v distributed and had homogeneity of variance) were subjected 
to the following g tests. 
Firstly, a one-way analysis of variance was performed 
with ,, I-oup as the independent variable. Secondly three mutually orthogonal 
planned comparisons were carried OUt on the variables for which the ANOVA 
Was SI(TI11fiCant in order to ascertain where the differences between grOLIPS lay. Z) 
Comparison 1 -3 -1 13 
Comparison 2 -1 -1 -1 
Comparison 3 -') 111 
(linear trend across groups) 
(rnale- vs female-dominated gl-OLIPS) 
(Imanual vs nori-manual groups) 
The variables requiring non-parametric testing (due to non-normality and/or 
heterogeneity of variance) were analyzed using , the 
KrUskal-Wallis test with 
grolij)s as the independent variable. Unfortunately the use of non-pararnetric 
planned comparisons, such as KrUskal-Wallis comparisons and Jonckheere's 
trend test, was precluded, due to differences in group sizes which render such 
tests unreliable. When a significant difference between Cyroups was found, the 
relevant (Traph was plotted and visually inspected to establish where the 
differences between groups lay. 
Ouantitative Analysis of Interview Data 
Full transcripts were prOdLiCed for roUghly half of the tape recorded interviews,, 
and partial transcriptions for several more. The vast majority of this 
transcription was carried out by the researcher. Having performed a larpe 1 -1 -- 
amount of tile coding by workim, from the transcripts, " high deurce of 
familim-1tv with the interview format, the coding sheet (see below) and its 
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categories was attained. thus enahlino the remaining interviews to be coded 
directly from the t,, ipes. 
A cod1m, sheet, based on the interview Schedule. and a preliminary analysis of 
40 transcripts (Clement, S., 1986c), was devised. Data from five transcripts was 
then coded and as a result the codino sheet was amended to its final version. 
See Appendix 1. 
The FeSeýlFClIff then proceeded to cocle all the data froin the interviews. 
A random smiiple of ten transcripts was (liven to an independent i-mer (a I 
third-year Under0rclCILIcIte in psychology) to code. This provided a check on the 
inter-rater agreement of 90%, rellabilltv of the codillu. There was a mean 
which indicates an acceptable clegree of rellahility. 
Statistical analyses were carried Out using SPSS-X, except in the case of Fisher's 
exact tests which were perfori-ned by hand, following Siegal (1956). The rnam 
type of analysis was a comparison across groups one to four. The PartICUIal- I -- 
statistic used depended on the nature of the variable being analyzed. The test 
which was the most powerful and which involved the least loss of information 
was chosen following the decision PrOCCdUre depicted in Figure 7.1. 
In order to establish where the differerices between groups lay. the comparisons 
Cl, C2 and C3 were carried Out fO11OWi11(T a significant onc-wav ANOVA. 
Visual inspection of graphs was undertaken following a significant KFUskal-Wallis 
test (for reasons described ahove). Following a sianificant chi squared test, the 
frequency tahle was partitioned to produce the nested, nonoverlapping planned 
comparisons C4. C5 and C6. 
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Comparison 4 (ITI'lle- vs 1'elll, )lc-dollllll, ýltcd 
gi-oups) 
Comparison 5 (I-Ilanual ImIle-doillillIted %" [I()[)- 
manLMI imile-doillinited) 
Comparison 60 -1 10 (non-manMll 111,11C-dOMIMItCd V. S 
non-manual transitional) 
When Clil SqUared tests were precluded and Fisher's evict tests were necclIsm-y. 
thes, c were carried OLIt partitioning the frequency týihlc. to pr()(hicc ('4. 
Cý and C6. 
Figure 7.1 Type of Statistical Test Employed 
Is the variable 
interval 
normal non-normal - 
I 
\I, 
holnoocncitv hetcrooencitv 
of variance of' variance 
ONE-WAY ANOVA 
ordinal 
KH 
W, 
LISKAL- cl 
XLLIS S( 
nominal 
less than 201/( of' expected 
frequencies less than 5 and 
all greater than 1. 
Yes No 
call it he Ilicallint-dulk 
split into a 2X2 ulhIc 
Yes No 
I FIS HE R'S No 
)UARED EXACT 1) o "; ,, i 1) 1 
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Two-tailed tests Were used in all instances, both for the sake of consistency and 
because two-tailed tests aFe less likely than one-talled tests to pFoduce Type I 
errors (reportinu slimificance when none actually exists). Z! -- 
Various relmionships between the vtriables were further clucidated bv the 
calculation of Pearson PFOCILICIL-11710MCnt correlations and t-tests wn par i tric s lie '111 e 
testing was possible, and Spearman rank correlations and Mann-Whitnev tests 
when parametric testing was not possible. 
It is recogiiised that the LISe of large minihers of statistical tests and planned 
comparisons is prohleniatic and that consequently findings must lie interpreted 
with duc caution. 
Qualitative Analysis of Interview Data 
Qualitative data analysis inay he defined as the non-stat'stIcal analys's of spoken 
or written langLia. ge. Essentially this type of analysis i I11 is a process of 177aking 
sense, of finding and makinu a struCtUre in the data (Marshall, 1981; Jones, 
1985). 
Although there exists a large body of literature on qualitative research, SLIch 
literature tends to focus on the clýita collection part of the research process. 
Relativ(dy little has been written about the analysis of qUalitative data. Jones 
(1985) speculates that this may he because this type of analysis is ýi highly 
personal activity, involving interprctmion and creativity, and as SLICII May be 
difficult or even somewhat threatenino to make explicit. C- 
Ou. '. -ilitative analysis typically recognise ýincl value this personal element. 
Resem-chers bring, to the data they ýimilvzc a range of experiences of various 
kinds - then- resem-ch skills, wlim they knov,, of the relevant literature. and then- 
Own persomil experici-ices - alld, it Is ý11-k'Ljed, this type ()f e. Vj)ej'j'ejjjj'(jj (1(11ý1 should 
he exploited, rather than he denied or 1(mored. As Strauss ( 1987) PLItS It "Mine C- 
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VOLIF (2XPCFICnCC, theFe is potential (yold there! ". 
It is, important to note that, in contrast to the statistical analysis of the interview 
data which included the inclepenclClIt COCIIMý Of 8 SLlhSMTlplC of transcripts to 
ensure adeqUate reliability, no atterript was made to obtain independent 
verification of the qualitative analysis. This is because it is recognised that in 
qualitative analysis the researcher's interpretation will not he the only possible 
interpret. mion. However it is argued that careful, systematic analysis will result 
in an interpretation that is both plausible and useful (Strauss. 1987). 
The pýirticular method Of CILIalltative analysis employed in this study was the 
Groun(Ied Theoi-, v method (Glaser & StraLISS, 1967. Glaser, 1969; Glaser, 1978, 
StmLISS, 19,87). The decision to Use this method was based on five important 
considerations 
Firstly, the chosen method should be relatively well-established and one which 
has been Used in many different research settings. 
Secondly, it should have an adequate theoretical basis. The theoretical 
foundations of the (Trounded theory method are described in Glaser & Strauss 
(1967) and elaborated in Glaser (1978). 
Thirdly, the method should he described clearly, with examples, and in enou. gh 
detail to illow the researcher to follow the prescribed method. In fact Glaser 
and Strauss are almost alone in spelling OLIt a Systematic, qualitative method 
(SchwaFtZ & Jacobs, 1979). 
Fourthly, the level of analysis reClUired should not be too detailed or micro as 
such types of analysis, for example co,,, ýnilivc mappitzg (Jones, 1981), are not 
reqtlll-CCi in the present study. 
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Finally, the chosen method should have a degFee of flexibility and adaptability 
that allows it to he used in a winCtV Of Fesearch situations. It should provide 
guideline, s and FUICS of thL11111), Fatlict- tlmn FLIIeS to WhICh one ITILISt StFICtly 
adhet-e. 
The grounded theory method satisfies all the above criteria. 
Glaser , incl Strauss's ipproach to the qualitative analysis of data is termed 
,, rOLlfl(](--Ci theory because of its emphasis on the generation of theory and the 
data in which that theory is grounded. In SLIFT11-nal-V, the grOLincled theory method 
is as follows. 
The first step, having collected the data, is to begin coding the data into 
calegories. These categories are not decided upon in advance. The initial phase 
of coding is termed olmn coding which involves the unrestricted coding of data 
in an entirely provisional manner. Researchers are mstrLICtCCI to ask therriseives 
"What category does this incident Indicate T' Consideration is given to the 
condition,,,,, interactions, strategies and consequences pertinent to the given 
cattoorv. When coding an incident for a cate(Torv the researcher inust compare 
it with previous incidents coded in the sarne category, indeed the grounded 
theory method is sometimes referred to as the consiant cony)arative method 
(Glaser, 1969) heCaLISC Of the comparisons that must he constantly made. Tills 
coding and constýint comparison continue until a category is lheorelicalýy 
scaurate(l, that is when additional analysis no longer contributes anything new 
about the catcaory. Next the researcher moves on to a. vial cocling which consists 
of intense analvsIs around one cate(Torv at a time. This results in cuillulative 
knowledge about the relationships between that category and other categories 
and suhcateaorles. DUrino coding ind merno writing (see below), a small 
nLllTlher Of COW C(IlqOI-I-eS i1ppear. that is categories that are central to the 
emei-Inu theorv. The researcher then codes sclectivelv and concertedlv for the 
core CIteoorles. a phase of the analysis which is terined seleciiie cotting. 
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The writino of theoretical memos is a crucial part of the grounded theory 
method. A merno is a note in which the researcher puts down theoretical 
CILICStIO11S. hypotheses, hLinches. thoLights. summaries of codes etc. It is basically 
an externalisation of the researcher's own internal dialo(yLie. Memos are a 
means of keeping track of coding results and stimLilating fLirther codes. Glaser 
Strauss argue that memos are also indispensable to tile discovery, and 
development and fort-milation of grOLI rided theory. The researcher is instrLicted 
to write MeMOS thrOLUThout the coding process, not solely when inspiration 
strikes, but also at regular predetermined intervals. There are various types of 
memo initial, orientingT memos, memos on new categories; memos 
l gories, mernos extend 
the distinowishin(T between two oi- inore catq, In 
implications of a borrowed concept: and many others. StraLiss (1987) stresses 
that researchers should be flexible in their use of rnernos and that each analyst 
will have tier or his own personal YCCIPC for memo writing. From time to time 
the rnernos themselves are examined and sorted which results in new ideas, thus 
new inemos. 
The coding and merno writing gradi-Mlly leads the researcher into the next phase 
of analysis, which is termed In this phase the researcher examines, 
sorts and resorts 111C1110S, StUdies the core categories that 1mve emerged, may 
produce visual diagrams to clarify her or his thoughts, and out of this a theory 
is constructed. The goal of the grounded theory type of analysis is the 
prOCh-ICtIOn Of an inteorated, SLIbStaritive theory which has grown out of the data. 
By tismo this method one pro(TI-eSS IV e 1\1 climbs higher and higher on the ladder 0111 
of abstmction (Schwartz & Jacobs, 1979) until one has prodLICed a plausible and 
meaningful theory to explain the MMVIOLIF or situation in question. 
Finally the theory is written Lip. ýi process which is in itself an intcOrative 
mechanism, ind thus the theory, to use Glaser and StnILISS'S tCJ-111, IS (IISCOITIVd. 
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In the present StLICIV codiniT and rnerno writing began Using Full transcripts of the 
interviews. However about half way thi-Othlh the coding process I had becorne 
well practised in the art of coding and memo writing and was farmliar with the 
cate(Tories that had alreadv erner-ed so was able to code the remaining 
interviews directly from the tapes. Deciding on the appropriate unit of analysis 
did not present ,I problem, beCMISe. like Marshall (1981), 1 found that the 
required level of analysis was fairly obvious as chunks of meaning emerged frorn 
the data itself. Mernos were written as soon as interesting, pertinent thoughts 
came to mind, and also after the analysis of every tenth interview to ensure 
regular i-nemoing. Open, axial and then selective coding was carried Out*, core 
categories appeared-, inernos were sorted and resorted; diagrams were produced-, 
I ininiersed myself in the data mid niv interpretations of it: integrated the 
findinp, and wrote Lip the einer(Tent t11C0I-V. Usmtý carefully selected verbati 
quotes to illustrate and animate the theory. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Results I: 
Women's Occupational Choice 
In this and the following chapter the results (both quantitative and qualitative) 
of the main study are presented. In this chapter results relating to women Is 
occupational choice are discussed. The findings pertaining to women's 
experiences at work appear in Chapter Nine. These two chapters focus in the 
main mi comparisons between the women in groups one to four. Further 
qualitative findings are presented in Chapter Ten, in conjunction with an 
evaluation of existing theories aud with the proposed model of women's 
occupational choice. 
Of the 203) quantitative variables derived from the interview, all but six could be 
subjected to statistical tests cornparn-ig groups one to four. Statistical tests could 
not be carried out for the variables : influence of marriage on work life; 
influence Of housework; influence of children; childcare arrangements rnade; 
whether boss/supervisor treats one differently from men in the same job; and 
clients' reactions to finding a worrian in the job. 
For details of the frequencies, means and stanclard deviations of the quantitative 
data over groups one to four, see Appendix J. 
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Demographic variables 
The worrien in the study varied in age from 20 to 59, the mean age being 333.33 
years (s. d. = 8.45). All but nine of the women in the study were British. Three 
women were from the United States, two from Canada, one froin New Zealand, 
one from France, one from Germany, and one from Switzerland. None of the 
subjects were black or ethnic minority women, therefore it was not possible to 
investigate the effects of race. The subjects lived in various parts of the United 
Kingdom, althOLIgh 45 per cent resided in London. The four groups did not 
differ in age, nor in nationality. However the women in manual Mle-clOrninated 
occupations were significantly more likely to be living in London. See Table 8.1. 
Table 8.1 Demographic variables' 
Variable Test done Overall Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Age A-NOVA NS 
Live in London '? Chi squared 18.5: ` **5.15 * 12.2 * ** NS 
British '? Fisher NS NS NS 
1 The statistics shown are the F ratio when a oneway 
analysis of variance had been carried out; the t statistic for 
the planned comparisons following ANOVA; the chi squared value 
when a chi squared or a Kruskal-Wallis test had been performed; 
and the Fisher exact probability when Fisher tests had been 
undertaken. 
NS Not significant, i. e. no statistically significant 
differences between groups were found 
p<0.05 
p<0.01 
p<0.001 
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Family background 
The sample was largely middle class, in that 80 per cent of the fathers and 83) 
per cent of the mothers of those m grOLIPS one to fOLIr Were in non-i-nariLMI 
OCCLIpations. 
Parents tended to work in gender-typical OCCLIpations. Twenty five per cent of 
fathers were in gender-neutral work, and only four per cent worked in ferimle- 
dominated occupations. Sixteen per cent of mothers were in gender-neutm] jobs 
and four per cent were in male-dominated OCCLIpations. 
None of the parental variables measured differentiated between the women in 
groups one to four. See Table 8.2. Therefore the hypotheses, HI, H2, H3, H4, 
and H5, OLItlined in Chapter Six, are confirmed. 
Table 8.2 Parental variables 
Variable Test done Overall Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Father in manual or Fisher NS NS NS 
non-manual work 
Mother in manual or Fisher NS NS NS 
non-manual work- 
From a broken Fisher 
home '? 
Father absent during Fisher 
childhood ? 
Gender-donlination of' 
father's job 
Gender-domination of' 
mother's job 
Has mother ever done 
a male-dominated job 
Extent of' maternal 
employment 
Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Fisher 
Kruskal-Wallis Ný 
NS NS NS 
NS NS NS 
NS NS NS 
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Maternal satisfaction Kruskal-Walfis NS 
with bcino employed 
or not bcing 
cmploycd 
Maternal satisfaction Kruskal-Wallis NS 
with type of eniploy- 
ment undertaken 
More similar in Kruskal-Wallis NS 
personality to mother 
or father I .) 
More similar in Kruskal-Wallis NS 
attitudes to mother 
or father ? 
Closer to mother Kruskal-Wallis NS 
or father ? 
Poor relationship Chi squared NS 
with parents 
Some of the inteF-relationships between variables were examined to see whether 
they might explain some of this non-significance 
The relationship between extent of maternal employment and group was 
examined controlling for maternal satisfaction with being employed or non- 
employed; for maternal satisfaction with type of employment undertaken; for 
similaritv in personality to mother, and for similarity in attitudes to mother. 
This showed that when subj . ects perceived their mothers to be satisfied with their 
j. oh, then there was a significant relationship between extent of maternal 
employment and group (Xýý = 9.28, p<0.05). When controlled for in this way, 
the mothers of the women in non-nianUal rnale-doininated OCCLIpations resumed 
employment earlier than those in the other groups. All the other inter- 
relationships were non-stgnificant. 
The rekitionship hetween mother's reSLIIIIPtIOII Of elTIPIO\7111CIlt and the lenotll 
of subject's anticipated childcare break was also examined, but no suTnificant 
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relationship was found. However controlling for the above mentioned variables 
(inaternal satisfaction with being employed, maternal satisfaction with type of 
employment, similarity in personality to mother and similarity In attitudes to 
mother) revealed that for those who perceived their mother to be neither 
satisfied nor dissatisfied with her type of employment, there was a significant 
positive relationship between maternal resumption of employment and length of 
subject's anticipated childcare break ((-) = 0.72, p, < 0.05). However this finding 
must be viewed with some caution due to the small number of wornen in this 
category (n = 7). Controlling for the other variables failed to reveal any further 
significant relationships. 
Thus it appears that whilst none of the parental variables differentiate between 
groups one to four, there is evidence for the effect of maternal employment 
when materiial satisfaction is taken into consideration. 
The qualitative data reveal that maternal influence is a complex phenomena. 
There was some evidence of imitation or positive role modelling, particularly in 
relation to the combining of employment and motherhood. 
She [mother] inflitenced me I think most in that I accepted that 
women did go out to work. A lot of my. friends' mothers didn't work 
and it sort o, f seemed entirely natural to me all mY lij'e that, you 
know, mitminy went out to work- as well, and daddy helped with the 
housework... And so I think perhaps in that sense it gave me the 
expectation that I wasn It going to be, you know, someone ýs little wife 
rushing around making bread and cooking tea. I think that was the 
rnost important thingfrom my murn. (42: Chartered accountant) 
I think the fact that slzeýs worked and had a fiamily late in life 
influenced me in that I saw it wasWt abnormal to do that, it was 
petfiectly alright to have a family when you)-e 36,38, its not a 
problem. And the fact Mat she worked inflitenced me. I never 
assumed I wouldn't work-, ever. (63: Retail manager) 
Mother's were sometimes cited as positive role models with regard to female- 
dominated employment. 
Aly mother and my father had both done nursing bý ý)re I was born. fo 
I lhot(ýIu ifthey could do 1*1,1 could ioo. (73: Midwife) 
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AlthOLHIII there was little evidence of direct positive role modelling with rc""Fd 1 17, 
to undertaking i-nale-dominated occupations (which is ui-isurprising since so few 
of the mothers were in such employment), sometimes mothersý activities within 
the home had a positive role modelling effect. 
I (Ion't thi'lik so Ithat Fi, e ei, er had a role mode1j. The onýy thilig 
I can think of wozild be m-Y mother who had alwaYS, for (is Iong (is 
I can remember, taken thhz, ýs to hits. I mean she will take things like 
a washing machine totally ilito sinall pieces and pitt it back toýgeilier 
and it woiild be. tived. (11: Builder) 
There was also, however, much evidence of negative role modelling, that is 
learning from the mother's experience and avoiding such situations. Sometilnes 
women reacted agamst their mother's role as a housewife and became more 
oriented towards employment. 
II was influenced by thejaa 1/1(11 177-ý' 17701her was a holtsew'ýIel Iely 
M"Ch so, ill that its 1101 what I wanted. You know, I saw that she 
dei, oted all her iiine to bringing its up. Whatev, er time we walked ill 
fi-oin work- or school a ineal was presented oil the lable. We llever 
did any help ill the house. You know, she just seemed (is if'we were 
her whole Iýfe, and she'd got nothing roluld it. (99: Probation 
officer) 
This was often particularly the case after a parental divorce which left the 
mother in a vulnerable position. 
I think what infilitenced me most about her Iýfe has been not wishing 
to get caught in the saine trap of raising children with no support 
really frouz anyone, and no qitalýflcations to earn a reasonable 
income. And I was Iticky, in that I saw that so early, on because, as 
I say, it made ine go on with the denlisay. for one thing and stopped 
me from diýfting around in the sixties when it was vety easy to drift 
around. I knew that Iýfe could be harder than that. (56: Dentist - 
general practice), 
Sometimes a mother's work experiences made the daughter feel disinclined to 
enter paFtICLJlIF OCCUpatIOIIS. 
I also used to see how iired she Inzotherl got, physically, and I think 
that's another thing Ihatfi-ightened ine off teaching. Emotionally its 
ierribly draining and I don 't think I could cope with that side Qf it. 
A ndfirankly I don 't think it made family life terribly hapjýý,. I think 
my, fatherfound it hard to cope wilh because she was giving so much 
emotionally to herjob, so I think that was another thing that steered 
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me nof wataing to teach. (88: Archivist) 
Negative role modelling. however, does not always push women iii the direction 
of greater career involvement. 
lvýv mother worked in the shop until seven o' clock eveiv iuý111. And 
that ýs the one thing that did influence me that whatever job I do, it' 
I had children, I would alwaývs be there when the children got horne 
fi-oni school. And that's one of' the things that nursing did Jor me 
and nýy part-time teaching did for me. And when I was teachbig 
fitill-time I couldn't be there immediately on their return, but I was 
there veiy shortly qfter. (72: Teacher - modern languages) 
As well as positive and negative role modelling, another important materiial 
iflfluence is when daughter's fulfil their mother's wishes and becorne what she 
would have liked to have become. 
The reason I went into feaching was that my mother had aliva 
- ý"s wanted to be a teacher, and she did Me classic thing of taking hel, 
eldest daughter and transposing all those wishes onto her. She was 
quile clear in her headfirom the minitle I went to school alfive was 
Mat what I was going to be was a feacher... And the thing was never 
discussed. I was never consulted about what I wanted to do. She 
was quile clear Mat this is what I was going to do. And I just 
somehow got i1710 thisfitinnel and was pushed along it [and became 
a teacher]. (2: Painter & decorator) 
Others react against maternal expectations. 
I think she [i-nother] has influenced me in that whateier she wants 
me to do I (to the opposite, Mat would be about it. I think she 
ill 
, 
fluenced me in the 
'fact 
that there was so mitch oierkill with this 
lawyer business Imother wanfing daughter to become a lat"Yer], that 
I think she pushed me in the other direction. I Ilzink that ýf she and 
my father had left me to my own devices I would probably have been 
something else today. Yes I think that is a big influence i17 MY 1ýfe... 
I hat, e a iwiy sirong streak in me that wants, even at this age, to go 
against what they want. (15: Underground train driver) 
The final two types of maternal influence are encouragement and 
discouragement. Often encouragement was rooted the mother's I lack of 
oppoFtunities. 
Ah, inother didn't have a college education and it ivas alwayS "Go, 
go, push Yourself, you can do better". (37: Economist) 
Maternal ClISCOUrcigement COUld also be a strong force. 
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H17en I was about 14 1 was reading up about RSPCA ývpe jobs and 
W01-k-i17g Willi horses and stuff bill I was actively discoura"ed firo", 0 
gellil7g involved with horses while I was (it school by iny muln... And 
jobs like the RSPCA and so on, my nitim would say "You'd be no 
good at Ilial, youre too intelligent fbr that sort of'thing because its 
not academic enough, youd never be happy doing thatsort ofthing... 
Later When I wanted to do Art A level, iny mother said Wallis, do 
inallis A level", so I did maths. Willi art my mother belittled it and 
didn't encourage ine to find out about what opportunities there were, 
what courses. It was a second rate profession as far as she Was 
concerned. (86: Secretary / motor cycle instructor) 
It will therefore be evident that maternal influence is not a Linitary, 
unidirectional force. A wornan may be subject to more than one type of 
maternal influence, and may also receive mixed messages 
Afý, mother 1who is a ieucherl has done quite a lot to put me off 
teaching in that slzeýs always said "Dont do feaching, its a 11711gs 
game". But then (it the same ti . me she's always said "Youd make a 
good ieucher, you like little children, perhaps you ought to be a 
teacher". (84: Secretary) 
Turning now to brothers and sisters, none of the variables relating to siblings, 
birth order and family size, differentiated between groups one to four. See 
Table 8.3). Thus hypotheses H6 and H7 are confirmed. 
Table 8.3 Sibling variables 
Variable Tesi done Overall Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C() 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Size of family of' ANOVA NS 
origin 
Birth ordcr Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Eldest, middle or Kruskal -Wallis NS 
youngest child ? 
OnIv child Fisher NS NS NS 
Number of' brothers ANOVA NS 
Number of sisters Kniskal-Wallis NS 
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NLinil)cr of elder Kruskal-Wallis NS 
brothers 
Number of elder Kruskal-Wallis NS 
sisters 
Has one or more sib- Fisher NS NS NS 
ling in Liender- 
atypical worl- 
The qualitative data also provide some information about the influence of 
siblinus. Brothers and sisters appear to have much less Influence than parents. 
In sorne cases, nevertheless, they do seem to assert an important Influence. III 
the present sample there was evidence of siblings acting as positive role inodels. 
Aly brolher had done science A levels and I assumed I would do the 
same. (55: Dentist - orthodontics) 
At that time I wanted lo. follow in my big sisters footsteps and she'd 
been a secretail, so I wanted to be a secretag. (99: Probation 
officer) 
Brothers and sisters may also offer encouragement and discouragement. 
I spoke to my brother [about doing an engineefing degree], said did 
lie think it was a good idea, and lie said "Yes, good idea sister, go 
ahead, tty that". (19: Mechanical engineer) 
II was interesied in doing medicine] but something I'd noticed is how 
my brother is about women doctors. You know, its always "Ivolnell 
are a waste o, f time, training iliem, because they go andget pregnant" 
and his attitude is always they've taken the place ofa man... I think 
that could have put ine off, because I was certainly quite in uenced 
by him when I was that sort of age. (34: Computer 
programmer/ýinalyst). 
Childhood 
Overall there are many similarities in the childhoods of women in groups one 
to four. See Table 8.4. 
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Table 8.4 Childhood VýMables 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Variables Test done Overall CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Brought up in a Kruskal-Wallis NS 
village, a town 
or a citv ? 
Being a tomboy Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Having many male Fisher NS NS . 
041 
friends during 
childhood 
Number of tradi- Kruskal-Wallis NS 
tionally male 
childhood activities 
Number of tradi- Kruskal-Wallis 10.9* 
tionallv fernale 
childhood activities 
Reading as childhood Chi squared NS 
activitv 
Writing as childhood Fisher NS NS NS 
activity 
Sport as childhood Chi squared NS 
activity 
Music as childhood Chi squared NS 
activity 
Youth clubs, brownies Chi squared NS 
etc. as childhood 
activities 
Outdoor play as child- Chi squared NS 
hood activity 
Art as childhood Fisher NS . 
000*: r ;ý NS 
activity 
Having a solitary Fisher NS NS NS 
childhood 
Having a job while Fisher NS NS NS 
still at school 
Having a traditionally Fisher NS NS NS 
male job while still 
at school 
2033 
The women in groups one to four did not differ in whether they were broLight 
up in a village, a town or a City, confirining hypothesis HS. 
There Were also no differences in whether the women in groups one to four 
reported having been tornboys. The qualitative data revealed that totnb(ýy was 
not a unitary concept, but was rather made up of several different factors, 
participating in sport, climbing trees and other forms Of outdoor play, including I 
wearing trousers rather than dresses, not caring about appearance, participating 
in traditionally inale activities, not participating in traditionally ferriale activities, 
not being SLINIIISSIVe, and playing mainly with boys rather than girls. 
The present research provides quantitative data on four of the factors that 
appear to make Lip tornboyishness : doing traditionally rnale activities, playing 
sport, having male friends, and not undertaking traditionally female activities. 
For the first two of these variables no significant differences between groups 
were found. However the women in non-manual transitional occupations were 
more likely to report having had manv male friends during their childhood than 
were those in non-manual male-dominated occupations. In addition the women 
in manual male-dominated Occupations had undertaken significantly fewer 
traditionally female activities and hobbies during their childhood than those in 
the other groups. See Figure S. I. 
The final childhood variable that proved significant is having art as a childhood 
activity or hobby. The women in manual male-dominated occupations were far 
more likely than those in any of the non-mamial groups to have done a lot of 
art in their spare time during their childhood. This finding is perhaps not 
surprising since just over half of the women in this group are in occupations, 
such as painting and decorating, carpentry and cabmetrna king, that involve art- 
based skills. 
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Education 
In contrast to the family background and childhood variables mentioned above, 
education appears to exert quite an ii-riportant influence on the types of 
occupation women enter. See Table 8.5. 
Table 8.5 Educational variables 
Variable 
----------- 
Test done Owrall CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C() 
-------------------- 
Studied A levels ? 
---------------------- 
Fisher 
------------------- -------------------------------- 
NS 
------------ 
-061 
-------- 
NS 
Obtained a degree ? Chi squared 8.40* NS NS NS 
Did degree as mature Fisher NS NS NS 
student 
Strong dislike of Fisher NS . 
002ý1 NS 
school ? 
Single sex or mixed Chi squared NS 
school 
Type of school Kruskal-Wallis 11.0* 
Number of tradi- ANOVA NS 
tionally male 0 
levels offered 
Number of tradi- ANOVA 3.01;: ý NS NS NS 
tionallv male 0 
levels 4udied 
Number of A levels ANOVA NS 
studied 
Number of tradi- Kruskal-Wallis 20.6*: ' 
tionallv male A 
levels Studied 
Chose A level subjects Fisher NS NS NS 
on basis of ability 
Chose A level subjects Fisher NS NS NS 
on basis of' interest 
enjoyment 
206 
Chose A lc\, cl subjects Fisher 
on basis of parental 
influence 
Chose A level stjbjccts Fisher 
On blSiS 01' I'LltUFC 
ca rcer 
Chose A level subjects Fisher 
on basis of them being 
a good combination 
NS NS NS 
NS NS NS 
NS NS NS 
The women in manual inale-dommated occupations were less likely to have 
studied for A levels than the women in non-manual male-dominated 
occupations. There Nvas also a SI(Trufficant difference in the proportion of worrien 
with degrees. Whilst compafisons, C4, C5 and C6, proved flon -significant, visual 
inspection of the relevant graph reveals that it is worrien in manual male- 
dominated Occupations who are the least likely to have obtained a degree and 
those in 110FI-MaIlLial transitional occupations who are the most likely to have 
degrees. See Figure 8.2. It should be noted, however, that 72 per cent of the 
wornen in manual male-dominated occupations did study for A levels, and 50 
per cent of them have degrees. It seems likely that this group is more highly 
educated than a comparable group of men in manual male-dominated 
OCCUpatlOnS Would be. 
It is also interesting to note that the women in manual imile-dominated 
occupations were more likely to report a strong dislike of school. 
There were no differences between groups in the proportions of wornen 
attending single-sex or coeducational schools. Those at coeducational schools 
had more traditionally male 0 level subjects open to them (t = 4.85, p< 
0.001), but no such difference was found with regard to the number of 
traditionally male 0 level Subjects studied. No significant differences were 
found between those in sinole sex and coeducational schools in the number of 
A levels taken, nor in the number of traditionally male A levels taken. 
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Whilst there were no differences between those in groups one to four in the 
proportions attending single sex or coeducational schools, the type of school 
(secondary modern, coniprehensive, grarmnar or independent) did discriminate 
between (Troups. Those in 171011-111aflUal transitional Occupations Were more likelv 
to have attended high status schools, and those in manual male-doininated 
occupations were more likely to have attended low status schools. See Figure 
8.3. Interestingly there is a strong correlation 0.46, p<0.001) between 
type of school and salary. This effect remains for the manual male-dominated 
group (/ /7) = 0.42, p<0.05) and for the non-manual fernale-doininated group 
(/ __ = 0.51, p<0.05) when the effect of group is controlled for. 
Choice of school subjects also appears to be important. Whilst the groups did 
not differ in the number of traditionally male 0 level (or CSE) subjects open 
to them. They did differ, however, in the number of such subjects that they 
chose to study, with those in non-manual male-dominated OCcLIPatJOnS taking the 
most and those in non-manUal female-dominated occupations taking the least. 
See Figure 8.4. At A level the same pattern emerges, but the effect is even 
stronger. See Figure S. 5. The women in non-manual male-dominated 
occupations took the largest number of traditionally male A levels, whilst those 
in female-dommated occupations took the least, even though the groups did not 
differ in the number of A levels they took overall. 
The groups did not differ in the reasons behind their choice of A level subject. 
The qualitative data revealed that subject choice was determined by a large 
number of inter-related factors including interest, ability, the availability of 
subjects, timetable constraints, career considerations, the need to choose a "good 
combination" of subjects, how well subjects were taught, perceptions of how easy 
or difficult different Subjects were, Lind parental and teacher encouragement or 
disco urage me nt. 
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Careers education and counselfing, either at school or afterwards, do not appear 
to be determining factors in the type of occupation entered. See Table 8-6. 
Only 14 per cent of women felt that careers educatioii / coLinsellIng hýid any 
effect on their occupational choices and decisions. 
Table 8.6 Careers education / counselling variables 
11'ariable Tesi done Overall C] C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Amount of' careers Kruskal-Wallis NS 
education/counsellim, 
reccived at school 
Satisfaction with Kruskal-Wallis NS 
school careers 
education/counselling 
Amount of post-school Kruskal-Wallis 15.4** 
careers education/ 
counselling received 
Satisfaction \vith post- Kruskal-Wallis NS 
school careers 
education/counselling 
Perceived influence of Kruskal-Wallis NS 
careers education/ 
counselling on 
occupation entered 
Visual inspection of the relevant graph reveals that the difference hetween 
groups in the aniount of post-school careers education / COLinselling received is 
largely CILIe to those in manual male-dominated johs receiving less post-school 
careers education / COUnselling, and to a lesser extent to those in non-manUal 
transitional occupations also receiving less post-school careers education 
counselling. This can be explained by the fact that those in mantial rnale- I 
dominated OCCLIpations were less likely to have had any higher education (higher 
, the main providers of post-school careers education establishments 
being I 
edLICatJon / counselling), and by the fact that a large nUmber of those in the 
non-manual transitional grOLIP fOllowed vocational degrees, such as I-aw and 
13 
riledicilic. an(] as such were less in need of careers education / counsvIling. 
The older women in the sample had typically received no careers education or 
COLMSellIn(T 'at all. Overall 32 per cent of women claimed they had rece'ved no 
careers education or COUnselling at all whilst at school. Sometimes it was tile 
parents rather than the pupil who was the recipient of this advice. For inany 
though, no careers education / counselling was thought to he necessary because 
OCCLIPatIOIIal destinations were largely dependent on type of school, ahility (or 
perceived ahility) and "suitable" occupations for young wornen. 
The school [independent schooll was divided into avo veiy dislinct 
. 
111c., ors. ýfyou ivere intefleciually equipped it mus ussulned you ivould 
go to universit 
- 
y, and not just any but 0-ýford and Cambi-idge, and if 
volt weren't like1v to achieve uiz_v exam distinctions Ihey seemed to e I 
J, el 
that you needed (III infel-im occupati . oii hýfore the tight man came 
along and Y701I beculne his iviA'. Many girls did get to universilly 
because it ivas an academic school, but of those ývho didn'l, most 
ended III) cooking directors hinches and going to Sivitzei-land for 
finishing courses. (61: Solicitor - commercial law) 
Certainly at a girls grammar school such cis it was the idea was that 
ýf you ivere good enougli you went to university, if you weren ýt quite 
so good you went to teacher training college, and ifyou were less 
good you went to secretarial college. (89: Research officer) 
There was a sort o'f conslant undercurrent o'f assumptions that 
somehow those ofus in the SI fir I two sireams Qf'seconclan, inodern 
school] ývere goi .I Ig 10 go 1. ido commercial jobs, you kizow, he 
secreiaries and typists... The gids in the lower strearns ývere sort o f 
destined to do even worse things, like shop assistant jobs and. factoly 
work. (6: Carpenter) 
Many of the younger women in the sairiple had received some form of careers 
education or counselling. However it was generally felt to be unsatisfactory 
, received at since 
74 per cent described the careers education / counselling 
school as not helpful at all. 
Several Nvomen mentioned being discouraged and steered away from male- 
dominated OCCLIPcItions hy c,, ircers advisors, often hecause they felt It WoUld he 
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very dIffICLI]t for a worrian to succeed in such occupations. 
At college the careers advisor said "Foiget geolog, go into sonzelhing 
like environmental science, 
, 
you won't get into geoloýý, v, 
, 
you 1re a 
woman", which put my back tq) immediately and I eventually gave 
up seeing the careers advisor becau, ye lie was absolutely no help 
what, wever. (25: Geologist) 
Others mentioned being directed into female-dominated occupations. 
I can remember one career discussion where they Said "Whal are 
you interested in ?" and I said "Id like to be a dentist", and it was 
suggesied that I be a dental nut -se. (34: Computer prograrnmer 
analyst) 
There was a widespread feeling amongst the women that before they entered 
they labOUr force they knew nothing about occupations at all. 
I didn 't really know many careers whilst I was (it school. Things like 
teaching, nursing, office work, civil service etc., and those in the 
immediate area were the only ones I knew about. I'd never heard 
ofilihip like stockbrokingjinaticial analysts, marketing, exportlimporl 
and the like. They were totally unknown to me. (79: Personnel 
officer) 
It was generally felt that the inain aim of careers education / counselling is to 
rectify this profound lack of occupational knowledge. The two things the 
women wanted were the opportunity to talk to people working in various 
occupations, and the need for temporary work placements. 
Those who had undertaken such work placements invariably found them useful, 
often because it showed them what they did not want to do. 
, jfter the 0 levels the people 1hat were going to stay oil for A levels 
were given the opportunity (ýf being placed in a local junior or infiants 
school. for the rest of the term, which I did, and I made up my mind 
I wasil ýt gol . ng to be a teacher. (86: Secretary / motor cycle 
instructor) 
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Work history 
The women in groups one to four appear to differ in their work history. See 
ta bIeS. 7. 
Table 8.7 Work history variables 
Variable Test done ot, erall Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C() 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Number of previous Kruskal-Wallis 16. W. 
occupations 
Number of Icniale- 
dominated previous 
occupations 
Number of' gender- 
neutral previous 
occupations 
Number ofmale- 
dominated previous 
occupations 
Extent of unemploy- 
ment 
K -uskal i -Wallis 9. W' 
Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Krusk-al-Wallis 9.6W 
Kruskal-Wallis 10.2", " 
Spent more than Chi squared NS 
three months abroad 
Inspection of the relevant graphs reveals that it is the women in MI-11-lal Male- 
dominated OCCLIpatiOnS who have had the most varied work histories. They 
have had inore previous occupations overall than the other groups, and have 
previously done more female-dominated occupations than those in the other 
groups. They have also previously done more male-dommated occupations than 
the other groups, although the women in non-manual male-dominated 
OCCLIpations come a close second in this respect. Those in manual inale- 
dominated occupations were also more likely to have been Linernployed. Indeed 
38 per cent of this group had been unemployed for over six inonths at sorne 
point in their lives. Those in the rion-inamial transitional grOUP were the least 
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likely to have been unemployed. See Figure 8.6. 
Psychological characteristics 
The first type of psychological characteristics to be considered are occupational 
preference variables. Three of the sLX occupational preference variables 
differentiate between groups one to four. See Table 8.8. 
Table 8.8 OCCLIpational preference variables 
Variable C3 Test done Overall Cl C2 C-1 C5 C6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Number ofc1lildhood ANOVA NS 
occupational 
preferences 
Number of occupa- ANOVA NS 
tional preferences 
during teens 
Number of niale- Kruskal-Wallis NS 
dominated childhood 
occupational 
preferences 
Number of male- Kruskal-Wallis 8.74:: ý 
dominated occupational 
preferences during tcens 
Age when decided on ANOVA 5.95** 2.87*ý' NS 3.5 2 
present occupation 
Gender-clonlination of Kruskal-Wallis 28.5" 
ideal occupation 
The groups did not differ in the number of childhood (Lip to age 12) 
occupational preferences, nor in the number of male-dominated childhood 
preferences. Whilst they did not differ in the number of teenage (frorn age I') 
to 18) occupational preferences, they did however differ in the number of male- 
dominated occupational preferences they held during their teens. Those in non- 
manual inale-dominated and non-manual tMnsitional occupations held MOFe 
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male-dominated OCCLIPMional preferences during their teens than did the 
women In the other two groups. 
The most Popular childhood OCCLIpatl0flal preference was teacher (17 per cent 
of subjects wanting to he a teacher during their childhood), followed closely by 
nurse (15 per cent). Other popular preferences were ammal-related jobs (12 
per cent); dancer (10 per cent); actress (8 per cent); and doctor (8 per cent). 
The pattern of preferences during the subjects' teenage years was soinewhat 
different. Being a teacher remained the most popular preference (22 per cent), 
hut it was doctor (15 per cent) and other medical occupations (17 percent) that 
now replaced nursing as the second most common preferences. During their 
teens only 4 per cent wanted to be nurses. Anii-nal-related jobs remained 
Popular (11 per cent), but being a dancer or an actress both declined in 
popularity to two and three per cent respectively. The range of preferences 
increased substantially during the teens to include a large mirriber of occupations 
that were preferred by just one individual. 
Large group differences were found in the age at which the subjects decided to 
enter their present OCCLIpation. Those in manual male-dorninated occupations 
typically made the decision to enter their Occupations at a later age (mean age 
27.9 years) than those in the other groups. Those in non-manUal transitional 
occupations generally made the decision earlier (at a mean ail of 6.7 years) 
than those in the other groups. The latter finding may be a result of the fact 
that many of the non-manual transitional occupations such as medicine and 
dentistry are particularly hard to enter following a decision during adulthood 
because of their specific entry requirements and protracted length of training. 
When the aues at which the decision to enter the present occupation is made I 
are plotted (see Figure 8.7), it is interesting to note that this variable peaks at 
ages 14,17,21 and 29. 
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The final significant finding relating to occupational preferences is that those in 
the three male-dominated groups tended to choose male-dominated, occupations 
as their ideal occupation, in contrast to those in fernale-doniniated occupatioris 
who tended to choose (Tender-netitral or female-dominated occupations. I 
The findings with regard to other psychological variables from the interview are 
shown in Table 8.9. 
Table 8.9 Other psychological variables from interview 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ----- -- 
Variable Test done 0ý, erall Cl C2 C-3 C4 C5 C6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ever had a role Chi squared NS 
model '? 
Perceived influence 
of luck 
Ever played down 
intelligence or 
ability '? 
Any fears about 
success ? 
Perceive self as a 
feminist '? 
Ever experienced a 
mental breakdown 
Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Chi squared NS 
Chi squared NS 
Kruskal-Wallis 10.5"' 
Fisher NS . 
009ýlý NS 
The groups did not differ in whether or not the subjects had had a role model. 
Interestingly only a relatively small proportion (34 per cent) reported ever 
having had a role model, the most popular type of model being female, real life 
role models. However many women, whilst not having a role model as such, 
did feel that they had been influenced by seeing women in traditionally male 
roles. 
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It was just quile clear to me that it was possible jor me to do it 
Icabinetmakingl even though I was a wornan. I had seen wher 
women do it, not thal I knew them, but I had heard of 117eill, so 
that gave me courage as well. I biew, I could do it, ivhy shouldnt 
I? (8: Cabinetmaker) 
The groups also did not differ in the extent to which women felt that luck OF 
chance had influenced their occupational decisions. Overall 66 per cent felt that 
luck had played some part in their occupational choices and decisions. 
I 
'feel 
ihai me heing an R. G. N. [Registered General Nursel is a 
malter of pot luck. I decided to he a nurse cis an ahnost simp 
decision. Ifieel I could have made the decision to go to universio, 
or to do any other job as ii-npulsively (is I did when I applied, for 
nurse irahzing... I feel I have reached my present position by making 
one inipulsive decISiOn after another, whilst never really knmving whai 
I ivani to do. (73: Midwife) 
Another smaller group of subjects (20 per cent) took the opposite view and 
emphasised hard work and planning rather than luck. 
(Do you think luck or chance has played a part in your career ?) 
No, definitely not. I've always been very directed. (50: Police 
inspector) 
Its. funity, some People say to me "Havent you been lucky, you've 
ftillen on yotir fieet". I just think its been darnined hard work. (81: 
Recruitment consultant) 
A third group (13 per cent 2) saw luck as something you create Yourself. 
I think we create luck soinefinzes. I think luck is a Inulter o, ftaking 
tip opportunities when they arise. Its just what you make of them... 
I think, yes, I've been quite lucky, but also I believe I've said yes to 
luck when it calve. (14: Car mechanic) 
Litck is a combination of' opportuni(v and preparation. (45: 
Management accountant) 
No group differences were fOLInd with regard to playing down intelligence or 
ability. The majority (55 per cent) of the women admitting playing down their 
2 Where percentages do not add up to loo, this is due to 
figures having been rounded. 
777 
abilities at some point in their lives. Many used this as a conscious strategy at 
work. 
I usually ay to look less inlellýgent. You find out more. (44: 
Chartered accountant) 
Some did it to avoid negative reactions from men, particularly in social 
situations. 
I can remember when I was younger when people asked me what I 
did, and men in particular can ýt cope with it at all. I can rerne! nber 
one bloke saying to me "Blijne ' v, you 
must be intelligent"I and then 
. 
fbecause lie couldnt cope with it. (58: lie more or less walked of 
Solicitor - matrimonial) 
Others did it to level out status differences and to enSUre smooth relationships. 
II have played down my abilitiesl mainly to people who maY feel 
ovemwed by people having a lot of' academic qttalýflcatiolls. (79: 
Personnel officer) 
For some this depreciation of their intelligence and abilities grew from a deep 
lack of confidence in themselves. 
The groups also did not differ in their fears of success. In fact 70 per cent of 
the sample felt that they had no worries about success. Of those that did have 
some worries around success some worried about the reactions of coworkers. 
I do wony about my colleagues' reaction. They resort to personal 
attacks which eientually upset ine. (46: Sales executive) 
Some worried about their boyfriend's or husband's reaction to their success. 
fimm-ýý, m-y hitsband wouldn't be happy ýf I earned more money Its I 
1/1(111 him, Which to Ine is (11nazi . ng. Money to hini means that he's 
more imPortant. I don't think hed be veiy com. fortable. (85: 
Clerical worker) 
In addition seven per cent reported that they did not want to be particularly 
Successful because they did not want to iricur the personal costs that success 
often entails. 
I don't think Id ever be that successtid because I ilzink to he 
succesýftd you Ive got to give yourseýf entirely to one aspect of' your 
Iýfe, and I don't o. -ant to do that. I wouldn't be prepared to do that. 
(89: Research officer) 
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The groups did differ, however, in the extent to which they described theinselvcs 
as feminists. Visual inspection of the relevant graph reveals that it is the 
women in manual male-dominated occupations who are most likely to descrihe 
themselves as feminists. 
The qualitative data clearly reveals that whether or not a woman describes 
herself as a feminist is not a straightforward matter of attitudes, but rather an 
ideological category that is being continually renegotiated. Something that was 
particularly salient when women were asked whether they were feminists, was 
the fact that a large nUrnber needed to qualify their response. 
I ivant to see equal rightsjOr ivomen, but I'm not, what's the word, 
I'm not an extremist in any itv . But I sttj)pose 
I'm ba. ýicalh' a Y 
fýminist. (100: Probation officer) 
The terms women used when they disassociated themselves frorn feminism, or 
certain types of feminism, fell into three categories: firstly m1l1tant / extremist 
radical campaigning / strident / hardline; secondly separatist / anti-men / man- 
hating; and thirdly negative stereotypes implying not wanting to be a woman 
such as masculine / aggressive / dungarees / short hair / unattractive. Of those 
who described themselves as feminists, some felt it was the only logical position 
to take, and for others it was rooted in humanitarian, libertarian beliefs. Those 
who did not perceive themselves to be feminists described being concerned with 
men as well as women, feeling that women are different from rnen, enjoying 
"domestic" Pursuits and l1feStyleS, believing that women should not receive any 
special help, or that there was no need for feminism since equal opportunities 
already exist. It was also clear that being a feminist is a contested category. 
My husban(I lhinks Fnýi afýinil7ist, but I'm not. (83: Public relations 
consultant) 
I suppose I am a fierninist, but I'm not militant, not veiy ofiell, it 
depends what's said [looks at husband]. He doesn 't agree with me. 
(60: Solicitor - local government) 
The qUantitative clata cannot tell Lis whether ferninist attitLICICS Pkiv a part in 
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determining the type of occupation entered or whether it is the experience of 
working in a male-dominated occupation that alters sex-role attItudes. However 
the qUAttative data suggests that both of these processes are occurring. Sorne 
women clearly felt that their feminism predated their entry into male-domillated 
employment. 
ýf I didnt see things in Iliose Ifieminist] ten-ns I think I would have 
been more inclined to accept eilher being a housewýfe or doing a 
fieminine stereolype job. I think this is why I foluld that I couldn't 
do those kinds of jobs, because I hated being deferential to men. I 
just wondered wh 'v 
the liell I was doing the typist job rather than the 
jobs the men were doing. (6: Carpenter) 
For others, however, it was their experiences of working in inale-dominated 
occupations that played an important role in cultivating ferninist attitudes. 
I'm becoming ajerninist becaitse I've been 1101'7-ýfied (it the attitildes 
I Te fiotind. I think that working women shoidd be treated with eqtlal 
respect. Men still seem to think that we sholild be at home with a 
rabble ol'kids. (46: Sales executive) 
There is an interesting finding that the women in manual male-dominated 
occupations were significantly more likely to report having experienced some 
form of mental breakdown. Indeed 28 per cent of this groýp described having 
a breakdown. The mental breakdowns invariably preceded their entry into a 
manual male-dominated occupation. 
Turning now to the psychological characteristics measured by questionnaire. 
The work value that was rated the most important overall was "Ajob where the 
work itself is interesting", followed by "A job which is challenging and gives you 
a sense of achievement" and "A job where the people you work with are 
friendly and likable". The three work values rated as least important were "A 
j. ob you could do part-time", "A job which would fit in well with childcare" and 
"A job that isn't high pressure or stressful". Of the 22 work values measured, 
significant differences between groLips were found for five work values. See 
Table 8.10. 
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Table 8.10 Work values 
Variable Tesi done 01-crall CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
------------------------------- 
Job securitv 
---------------------- 
ANOVA 
--------------------- 
3.5 9; ýý 2.73ý* 
-------------------------------------------------- 
NS 3.0Tý 
Likable co\,,, orkers Kruskal-Wallis NS 
High pay ANOVA NS 
Avoidance of stress/ Kruskal-Wallis l8.5: "-` 
high pressure 
Freedom to plan Kruskal-Wallis NS 
own work 
Benefitting society ANOVA NS 
Convenient hours A-NOVA NS 
Pleasant working ANOVA NS 
conditions 
Supervising others ANIOVA 2.84* 2.40* 2 NS IST 
Avoidance of extra Krusk'al-Wallis NS 
work in own time 
Helping others ANOVA NS 
Promotion prospects A-NOVA 9.60*: 1 2.98** NS 4.49 
Opportunities for Kruskal-Wallis NS 
part-time work 
High status / respect ANOVA 4. W`* 3.20** NS 3.12 
Proximitv to home ANOVA NS 
Variety Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Challenge / sense of Kruskal-Wallis NS 
achievement 
Easilv combined with Kruskal-Wallis NS 
childcare 
Using one's special Kruskal-Wallis NS 
abilities 
Working closeh, with ANOVA NS 
others 
Interestillo \vork Kruskal-Wallis NS 
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Likable boss ANOVA NS 
For four of the work Values which show significant differences Over groups, tile 
planned comparisons and inspection of relevant graphs reveal that the main 
difference lies with the manual inale-dominated group. The women in this 
group place a low value on job security, supervising others, and prornotion 
prospects, and place a high value on avoiding stress and high pressure. For the 
fifth work value showing significant group differences, the desire for high status 
and respect, the most significant planned comparison is Cl, the linear trend 
across groups, with those in the non-manual transitional and non-inanual fernale- 
dominated groups placing a greater value on this than those in the other two 
groups. 
Hypothesis H9, that women in male-dominated occupations would place more 
importance on the work values, pay and promotion, than those in female- 
dommated OCCLIpations was not confirmed. 
The other psychological variables measured by questionnaire are the manifest 
needs : need for achievement, need for affiliation, need for autonomy and need 
for dominance. The overall means for these four variables were 5.1,3.9,4.2, 
Lind 4.7. These figures can be compared to norms derived by the authors of the 
Manifest Needs Questionnaire (Steers & Braunstein, 1976) and based on a 
sample of 328 subjects employed in various levels of a major metropolitan 
hospital, which were 4.1,4.1,3.4, and 3.8 respectively. It is evident that the 
women in the present sample had greater needs for achievement, autonomy and 
dominance than those in Steers and Braunstein's less selective sample. 
The groups did not differ on need for affiliation, nor need for aUtonomY. There 
were SIgIIIfICaIIt grOLIP differences, however, for need for achievement and need 
for dommai-ice. Iii both these iiistances, the overall gFOup difference is largely 
ýICCOI-inted for by the difference between the manti-al male-dorninated group and 
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the three non-manual groups. The women in manual rnale-dominated 
OCCLIpations had low needs for achievement and dominance compared to the 
women in non-i-nanual occupations. 
Table 8.11 Manifest needs 
Variety Tesi clone Overall CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
---------------------- ------------------------------- 
Need for achievement 
------------------- 
ANOVA 
---------------------------------------------------- 
4.59ý: ý: ý NS NS 2.73 
Need for affiliation ANOVA NS 
Need for autonomv ANOVA NS 
Need for dominance ANOVA 7.04*** 3.31*** NS 3.64 
The women in the fernale-dominated group did not differ from those in the 
other inale-dominated groups with regard to need for autonomy, achievement, 
nor affiliation. Hence the hypotheses HIO, HII and H12 must be rejected. 
Domestic situation 
Domestic variables, either actual or anticipated, appear to have little importance 
in determining the type of occupation entered. See Table 8.12. 
Table 8.12 Domestic variables 
Variable Test done Overall CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Single, cohabiting Chi squared NS 
or married 
Ever been divorccd Fisher NS NS NS 
Age of marriage ANOVA NS 
Heterosexual or Chi squared 13.5 NS 13.4*** NS 
lesbian/sexual 
orientation unclear 
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Extent to which KrUskal-Wallis NS 
housework is 
shared 
Ever experienced Chi squared NS 
restricted mobilitv 
Mobile at present '? Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Has children '? Fisher NS NS NS 
Number of roles Kruskal-Wallis NS 
(employee, wife, 
mother) 
Number of children ANOVA NS 
Age of youngest child Fisher NS NS jrj: jý 
(pre-school/primary or 
secondary/adult) 
Age when first child ANOVA NS 
was born 
Length of childcarc Kruskal-Wallis NS 
break 
Length of time in Kruskal-Wallis 8.89* 
part-time work 
following child- 
bearing 
Considered childcare Fisher NS NS NS 
when making occupa- 
tional preferences 
and decisions 
Is family complete '? Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Desire to have Kruskal-Wallis NS 
children 
Anticipated age for Kruskal-Wallis NS 
birth of first child 
Anticipated number of Kruskal-Wallis NS 
children 
Length of anticipated Krusk-al-Wallis NS 
childcare break- 
Anticipated involve- Krusk-al-Wallis NS 
ment of partner in 
childcare 
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Overall 56 per cent of the sample were single, 34 per cent were married, and 
10 per cent were cohabiting (with a man). 
Hypothesis H13), that women in female-dominated occupations are more likely 
to be married than those in male-dominated occupations, is not confirmed. Nor 
are there any group differences in age of marriage or divorce rates. Perhaps 
not surprisingly those who divorced had married at an earlier age than those I 
who did not (t = 2.87, p<0.01). 
There is, however, an interesting , result pertaining to sexual orientation. 
Although Subjects were not directly asked about their SeXUal orientation it was 
possible to classify thern as heterosexual (if they were married, cohabitini" with 
a man, or mentioned a current or recent boyfriend); lesbian (if they stated that 
they were); or as sexual orientation unclear (if they were not married, nor 
cohabiting with a man, and made no inention of a current or recent boyfriend). 
The women in manual male-dominated occupations were very much more likely 
to have an unclear sexual orientation or to be lesbian than those in the other 
three groups. See figure 8.8. 
Whilst 24 per cent of married subjects felt that their marriage had had no effect 
on their worklife, 17 per cent felt it had had a negative effect, 15 per cent a 
positive effect, and 10 both a positive and a negative effect. Positive effects 
include encouragement, financial support and econornic responsibilities. 
I think my husband is extremely supportive. He has always beell vely 
interested in whal I have done which is vety encouraging. He 
encouraged me to go back to college. So I would say it has had a 
positive rather than a negative ef ffiect. (90: Jewellery designer) 
[Being nuirriedl has made me determined to change careers, (is I 
have the jinancial securiýv ofiny husband's wage. (70: Teacher - 
primary school) 
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I never set out to be a career woman, and being 7narri - ed and needing 
10 "eIP Io P(1ý11 the Mortgage has been my prime mofival"lig drive... 
Being 111(117, ied has made me do thiligs for the sake o, f Ille faI77ill' 
realIv, because my husband hasn't been as successful in his career as 
I have iuztývfluzatelv, so I've been. f0'rced to go on and do things, bill 
thenjound I really qui . le enj . cýý it. (65: Manager in adult edLJCatjOn) 
The negative effects of marriage largely focus on lack of support or opposition Z: ) 
from spouses. Marriage can also bring financial constraints that adversely affect 
a wornan's career. 
ffl hadn't had to support my husband through college I might have 
sefiously consideredfinishing (ýJf the architectural training and getting 
a proper degree i7ývSelf, but there was i1o way we could. linance hoth 
(ýfus beingstudents, so marmige has had quite a big effect I suppose. 
(100: Interior designer) 
Some women also felt that their husband's job took priority and subsequently 
SUppressed their own OCCLIpational needs to some degree. 
I suppose we've always considered my husband'S career more 
importaw than mine. (21: Electronics engineer) 
An additional problem for some women is that their husband's job involves 
some degree of spouse participation which may limit the womafl's occupatloflal 
development. 
[My husband was a clergman sol I had to do a lot of entertaining, 
bringing in cups of tea and co , 
ffee etc.. Youre cývpected to visit the 
sick and elderly (is well. (34: Computer programme r/analyst) 
For women working in male-dominated occupations which were designed with 
a male breadwinner and non-employed wife in mind, it is not having a "wife" 
that is problematic. 
For male builders it is a toially dýf -ent set lip because nine out Qf jei 
ten (ýI'tlzem have a nice wýfe (it home who answers the ieleplione alld 
does the office work, ývpes the estimates and that sort ol'thing. (11: 
Builder) 
Some of the negative effects of marriage relates to geographical rnohility 
problems. Foi-ty five per cent of the women in the sample had experienced 
some forni of restricted mobility at some time, and only 40 per cent felt 
completely unrestricted ýit present. There is a significant negative relationship 
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, 
le, cohab t ng or between current geographical mobility and marital status (smLy II 
married) -0.40, p<0.001). However marriage is not the only constraint 
on mobility, since 20 per cent of the single women declared thernselves 
geograplilcally immobile. The qualitative data reveal that the other factors that 
limit geographical mobility include not wanting to disrupt children's education, 
- not wanting the upheaval and initial the need to be close to elderly parents, 
C, and isolation of moving to a new area; housing needs precluding a i-nov 
personal preferences for living in particular parts of the country. Some wornen 
attempted to circumvent mobility problems by commuting Iona distances, and 
one lived apart from her husband for two years while she was posted overseas. 
However such solutions are not without their costs. 
It was a big strain and we'd haiýe great doubis about ivhether weW 
do it again. It creates a lot of' problems. (67: Manager - 
international banking) 
It is interesting to note that none of the subjects felt that housework had any 
effect on their work life. However one mentioned that it prevented her from 
being able to do overtime, and another felt it was a contributory factor in her 
decision to remain in part-time employment. The finding that women largely 
felt that housework had a negligible effect on their worklife may be due, in part, 
to the fact that 20 per cent of the women paid someone to carry out some of 
the housework. In addition some had a large number of labour saving devices. 
Fiýe alwa ys had a niicrowate, I would not be without a microwai, e. 
fVe'iýe got a 
. 
11-idge fireezer, washing machine, lumble diyer, 
dishi, vasher... I can just come hoine, open the fireezer, whack it in 
ihe microii, at, e and I knovv I'm going to befied. (63: Retail manager) 
Twenty five per cent mentioned lowering their housework standards as a result 
of their work lives. 
I do tend to prel)(ire siml)ler meals. (94: Audio-vistial prograrnine 
maker) 
When I ýi)as a housernan I had aflat and it was a tip, it was awfid, 
you knmi, % I think the dishes actually got blue mould on them 
because I ývas so tired I didn't do them. (54: Doctor - 
paediatrician) 
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A further 8 per cenL mentioned that performing housework in addition to their 
paid work caused them to suffer some degree of personal stress and tiredness. 
Others mentioned that their social life Suffered as a result of housework 
dernands. 
When I ývcis married I didn 't like the fact that I used to seem to 
spend till weekend doing housework. He [husbandj never helped, 
vvell lie would potter around occasionally. And I tllllzk I resented the 
, 
fact that I worked all week and then spent all weekend doing 
housework, instead o you know, relaxing and enjqying 1)ývself' (99: 
Probation officer) 
Of those who were married or cohabiting, more women reported doing more 
housework than their partners, than reported it was shared equally. Only three 
wornen stated that their partners did the majority of the housework. 
Turning now to motherhood rather than marriage, overall 29 per cent of the 
sample were mothers. 
Hypothesis HA, that women in inale-dorniflated jobs would have or anticipate 
having fewer children, IS not upheld. Those in manual and non-manual rnale- 
dominated occupations tended to have younger children . ian those in non- 
manual transitional and female-dominated occupations. However the 
significance of this is unclear due to the cornparatively small number of mothers 
in each group. 
The majority of women (76 per cent) did not consider how well different 
occupations would fit in with having children when they were making their 
occupational choices. However the expectation that one would get married and 
have children appeared to be a powerful force for some women, which gave rise 
to a lack of occupational planning and foresight. 
I had no interest in a career, a career just meant nothing to me (11 
that time. I was going to be a secretwy, then get manied and live 
lzappiýy ever after. (62: Legal executive) 
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Hypothesis H 15, that women in fernale-dominated occupations took or anticipate 
taking less time out of employment for childbearing and rearing, is not 
supported. However it is interesting to note the siiTnificant finding of a 
difference between groups in the amount of time spent in part-time employment 
following a childcare break. Inspection of the relevant graph reveals that it is 
the women in non-manual female -dorni n ated occupations who spent the most 
time in part-time work after childbearing. It is unlikely, however, that the desire 
for work that could be done part-time was instrumental in women's choice of 
a female -dominated Occupation, since the women in the non-manual female- 
dominated group were no more likely to have considered childcare when making 
their occupational choices, and did not place a greater value on having a job 
which fits in well with childcare or which can be done part-time than those in 
the other groups. However, the alternative interpretation, that fernale- 
dominated occupations offer more opportunities for part-time work, 
opportunities which women took up having found themselves in this type of 
employment, is not tenable either, since the women in this group do riot 
perceive their occupation to afford any greater opportunities for part-time 
working than do those in the other three groups (see below). It therefore 
seems likely that the finding is anornalous, due to the relatively small number 
of mothers in each group. 
Four women in the sarnple rnentioned becomin pregnant accidentally, which 91 
invariably altered their occupational plans. 
I was going through some really strange times with n-ily health and I 
went. ft)r testing and I was pregnant. I could haie died. I could 
lzaiýe died, because at that time I was like "Women can progress", 
you know "We don't have to he mled by our ot, aries", and I went 
and got pregnant. (40: FinaricKil director) 
Over half of the mothers felt that hivinu children had had sorne effect on their 
work life. These effects were both positive and neg , ative. 
The financial 
FeSponsibility (f children can make women more career-oriented and can keep 
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them in remunerative employment. 
I ivould have stopped doing dentistiy almost straight awa 
,v 
if I hadn't 
have had childrell. I only continued because I Ileeded to earn 
177017CY... It has kept me in lhe profession in fiacl. (56: Dentist - 
general practice) 
The so-called baby-break can also have positive repercussions on employment. 
Be re children iny career was hi a de " iiie cul-de-sac, and I used the 
ýfo 
JI/ 
opportunio, to re-qttalýfy and rnove in a direction I wanted. (2]: 
Electronics engineer) 
However, having children can sometimes have a devastating effect on a woman's 
career, especially when there is a lack of adequate and affordable childcare 
facilities. 
iHtit, iizgcliilcli-eiiltot(illyclobbei-eciliiyc(ii-eet-... Evetycareerdecision 
hatl to be made on the basis (ý/' the chilciren's welfare, so every 
(leciSion I inade was inore or less a contingency decision : "What is 
the thing I can do for the most nioney with the least upset to the 
chil(Iren. (72: Teacher - modern languages) 
Taking time out from employment to raise children can also be problematic 
when the woman is ready to return. 
After having children and being, (it home, for ten years everywhere I 
ýveizt no one wanted to know me because I hadn't got any recent 
experience. The past didn 'I count. (87: Clerk-typist) 
A wide variety of childcare facilities were used, including nannies, aLi pairs, 
childminders, nurseries and relatives. In addition some women worked while 
their partner's looked after the children. The qualitative data revealed that One 
women in the present sample invariably found childcare provision somewhat 
lacking or problematic. The only ones who did not find this were those who 
had live-in help and those with relatives living close by who were able and 
willing to look after the children. 
Finally, it should be noted that there were no differences between grOLIPS in the 
number of roles - pýiicl worker, wife (or cohabitee), and mother (of dependent 
children) - the vvornen had. FurthCrIIIOFe, the number of roles was not related 
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to jou satisfaction (as i-neasured by the visual analogue scale). 
To conCILICIC this chapter, a summary of the main differences between the 
groups is presented. See Table S. 13. 
Table 8.1 3) Main findings relating to women's occupational choice and entry 
into male-dominated occupations 
Women in manual male-dominated occupations : 
had few traditionally female childhood hobbies or activities 
were less likely to have studied A levels 
were less likely to have a degree 
were more likýly to have had a strong dislike of school 
went to less prestigious schools 
had had a greater number of previous occupations 
had experienced more unemployment 
decided to enter their present occupation at a late age 
were more likelv to describe themselves as feminists 
were more likely to have had a mcntal breakdown 
attach little importance to job security, supervising others, and promotion prospects 
place a high value on avoiding stress and high pressure at work 
had low needs for achievement and needs for dominance 
were less obviously heterosexual 
Women in non-manual male-dominated occupations 
studied more traditionally male 0 level subjects 
studied more traditionally male A level subjects 
held more preferences for male-dominated occupations during their teens 
Women in non-manual transitional occupations 
had more male friends during childhood 
were more likelv to have a degree 
went to more prestigious schools 
had less experience of unemployment 
held more preferences for male-dominated occupations during their teens 
decided to enter their present occupation at an early age 
place a high value on status and respect 
Women in non-manual female-dominated occupations 
studied fewer traditionally male 0 level subjects 
studied fewer traditionally male A level subjects 
are less likelv to have a male-dominated occupation as their ideal occupation 
place a hioh value on status and respect 
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CHAPTER NINE 
Results 11 : 
Women's Experiences at Work 
In this chapter results relating to women's experience of working in male- 
dominated Occupations are presented. FIrstly employment details and perceived 
job attributes are discussed. Next the results pertaining to job satisfaction are 
presented. Finally women's work experiences are examined with particular 
reference to relationships at work; the problems and advantages of bein" a 
woman in a male-dominated job; sex discrimination; and sexual harassment. For 
means, standard deviations and frequency data for the variables discussed in this 
chapter by groups one to four, refer to Appendix J. 
Employment 
Overall ten per cent of the sample were Currently working part-time. Sixteen 
per cent were self-employed (including those who worked freelance or were 
partners in their own businesses), self-employment being more common arriong 
those in manual inale-dominated Occupations than those in the other three 
groups. See Table 9.1 
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Table 9.1 FE"i-nPloyment variables 
----------- 
Variable 
------------------------------ 
----------------------- 
Test (lone 
----------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Overall CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Full-time or patt- Fisher NS NS NS 
time Nvork 
Employed or self- Fisher NS . 00T: ý* NS 
employed 
Length of time in Kruskal-Wallis 10.1* 
present occupation 
Lenoth of time with Kruskal-Wallis NS 
present employer 
Length of time in Kruskal-Wallis NS 
present position 
Salaty Kruskal-Wallis 22.5**ý' 
The women in manual male-dominated occupations had been in th--., - 
Occupations for the shortest amount of time. This group of women also had the 
lowest salaries. Of the three non-manual groups, the transitional group earned 
the most and the feiriale-dominated group earned the least. Salary was 
positively correlated with length of time in occupation 0.50, p<0.00t)ý 
but further analysis of salary by group when controlling for the effect of length 
of time in occupation revealed that this correlation could not account for all the 
differences between groups in salary. 
Perceived Job Attributes 
The results from the Perceived Job Attributes Questionnaire are shown in Table 
9.2. 
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Table 9.2 Perceived joh attributes 
Variable Tesi done Overall Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
----------------------------- 
Job sccurity 
------------------------ 
KrUskal-Wallis 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
8.66; ' 
Likable coworkers ANOVA NS 
High pay ANOVA 3.47: ý NS 2.36** NS 
Lack of stress/hioh Kruskal-Wallis NS 
pressure 
Planning own work Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Benefitting society Kruskal-Wallis 9.20"' 
Convenient hours Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Pleasant working ANOVA 3.38; 1 2.86** 2.77* 2.28* 
conditions 
Supervising others Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Lack of extra work to Kruskal-Wallis NS 
be done in own time 
Helping others Kruskal-Wallis 14.4: 1''1 
Opportunities for A-NOVA NS 
promotion 
Opportunity for part- Kruskal-Wallis 13.2 
time working 
High status respect A-NOVA 5.72 NS NS 2.44* 
Proximity to home Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Variety Kruskal-Wallis NS 
Challenging sense of Kruskal-Wallis NS 
achievement 
Easily combined with Kruskal-Wallis NS 
childcare 
Using own special Kruskal-Wallis NS 
abilities 
Working closely with Kruskal-Wallis NS 
others 
Interesting work Kruskal-Wallis NS 
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Likable boss Kruskal-Wallis NS 
The groups differed with regard to seven of the perceived job attributes. 
Examination of the planned comparisons and inspection of the relevant graphs 
reveals the following. The women in manual male-dominated work perceived 
their jobs to have good opportunities for part-time work., but low job security. 
Those in non-manual male-dominated occupations rated their jobs as not 
benefitting society and not involving people, compared to those in the other 
three groups. The wornen in non-inanual transitional occLipations perceived 
their jobs to be highly respected. Those in nori-manUal fernale-doininated 
Occupations felt their jobs were poorly paid. Finally there was a significant 
positive linear trend froin group one (irianual male-dorninated) to grolip four 
(non-maflUal female-dorninated) with regard to the perceived pleasantness of 
working conditions. 
Job satisfaction 
One direct measure of job satisfaction (the visual analogue scale) was used in 
the present study, but in addition the interview data yielded four indirect 
measures of job satisfaction. See Table 9.3. Overall there was quite a high 
level of job satisfaction, the mean rating being 8.3 (s. d. 1.9), Out Of a 
possible MaXIITIUm rating of 11. 
Table 9.3 Job satisfaction variables 
Variable Test done Overall CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Job satisfaction ANOVA NS 
, ue (visual analog 
scale) 
Any regrets about Chi squared NS 
entering occupation '? 
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Advise/cncou rage Kruskal-Wallis NS 
other wonicii to enter 
occupation 'ý 
Intend to stay in Chi squared NS 
occupation '? 
Stated that present Kruskal-Wallis 8.85" 
occupation was ideal 
occupation '? 
The women in groups one to four did not differ on any of the job satisfaction 
measures except for one. The women in the non-manual male-dominated group 
were more likely to state that their present occupation was their ideal 
occupation. See Figure 9.1. The Visual analogue measure of job satisfaction 
was significantly related to not having any regrets about entering one's 
occupation (t = 3.54, p<0.01), to whether one intends to stay in one's present 
occupation 0.26, p<0.01), and to whether one's present occupation is 
one's ideal occupation 0.24, p<0.05). It was unrelated, however, to 
whether one would advise other women to enter one's occupation. The 
qualitative data suggest that this may be because whether a wornan Would 
advise other women to enter their occupation depends not only on their own 
satisfaction in that occupation, but also on the opportunities the occupation 
offers to Nvornen. 
I took a 17 year old woman I know round out factory afiew months 
(Igo... She's thinking Qf'going into the RAF, Which 1101Tified me, or 
into indusoy and I veiy sirongly advised her to go into industry and 
said "Oh yes, its wondeifiul and there's all these opportunities and 
wornen can (to so well etc. etc. ". And the very next da ,va 
firiend of 
inine was treated verv badly by my oldfirm, in a totally well it had 
to be sex discrimination. Shed been promised a promotion and a 
man was promoted over her who I know veiy well and firom 177y 
experimce oflihn, in comparison with her, hcýs totally incompetent. 
And I suddenly thought I've just told this woman how wondeifild it 
can be and then something like that happened and you think "011 
no, have I done the rýght thing ?" But 
, 
ves, I would advise women to 
go into indusity, but only that tho, 've got to realise how incredibly 
hard it is, cmd how toitgh. vou have to be. (27: Production manager) 
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Overall 21 per cent of women gave this type of qualified response. However 
70 per cent appeared to have no qualms about recommending their occupation 
to other worrien, which again reflects a high degree of Job satisfaction. 
There was no relationship between job satisfaction (as measured by the visual 
analogue scale) and length of time In occupation, in present posit] . on or with 
employer. However when the effect of group was controlled for and only those 
in non-manual fernale-dominated occupations are considered, then there is a 
significant positive correlation between job satisfaction and length of thne in 
occupation 0.41, p<0.05). 
When Subjects were asked "What things do you like about your job ? ", they 
gave a variety of responses. The most frequently mentioned source of 
satisfaction cited by those in all three non-manual groups was working with and 
meeting people. For those in manual male-dominated occupations, it was the 
autonomy they have in their work that was mentioned most often as a source 
of job satisfaction. However, overall there were few differences between the 
groups in the sources of their satisfaction. The women in non-manual female- 
dominated occupations were more likely to mention that they enjoyed the 
responsibility that their jobs entailed than those in the three male-dominated 
groups. In addition, those in manual rnale-dominated occupations were more 
likely to have mentioned seeing the end product of their labours, and less likely 
to have mentioned variety as sources of job satisfaction than those in the other 
three groups. See Table 9.4. 
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Table 9.4 Sources of satisfaction 
Variable Test done Overall Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Working xith people Chi squared NS 
Likable coworkers Chi squared NS 
Likable boss Fisher NS NS NS 
Supervising others Fisher NS NS NS 
Helping others Fisher NS NS NS 
Autonomy Chi squared NS 
Responsibility Fisher . 
045 NS NS 
Challenging nature of' Chi squared NS 
work 
Interesting work Fisher NS NS NS 
Intellectual stimulation Fisher NS NS NS 
Physical nature of Fisher NS NS NS 
work 
Variety Fisher NS .0 
18 * NS 
Unpredictable nature Fisher NS NS NS 
of work 
Fast pace of' work / Fisher NS NS NS 
high pressure 
Seeing the end Fisher NS . 018: 1 NS 
product 
Variety of locations Fisher NS NS NS 
Pav Fisher NS NS NS 
As far as sources of dissatisfaction are concerned, the most common cause for 
complaint amongst the women in the three non-manual groups was particular 
boring or difficult parts of their job, whereas for those in manual male- 
dominated occupations it was the physically demanding nature of their work. 
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Again there were few differences between the groups in the sources of their 
dissatisfaction. However the women in manual male-dominated Occupations 
were more likely to mention disliking their lack of job secLiritv (despite rating 
job security as less important to them than those in the other groups), 
workplace hazards Such as dust and fumes; and the physically dernafldirig nature 
of their work than those in the three non-manual groups. In fact lack of job 
security, workplace hazards and physically demanding work were not mentioned 
by any of the women in non-manual occupations. See Table 9.5. 
Table 9.5 Sources of dissatisfaction 
Variable Tcsi done 0ý, Crafl CI C2 C-31 C4 C5 C6 
------------------------------- 
Lack of' contict with 
----------------------------------------- 
Fisher 
-------------------------------- 
NS 
------------ 
NS 
-------- 
NS 
people 
Coworkers Fisher NS NS NS 
Sexism Fisher NS NS NS 
Lack of other women Fisher NS NS NS 
at work 
Supervisor, /boss Fisher NS NS NS 
Lack of confidence Fisher NS NS NS 
Lack of time to do Fisher NS NS NS 
job to one's own 
satisfaction 
Boring or difficult Chi squared NS 
aspects of job 
Organisational Fisher NS NS NS 
problems 
Long hours Fisher NS NS NS 
Lack of job security Fisher NS . 042* NS 
Poor promotion Fisher NS NS NS 
prospects 
Low paý Fisher NS NS NS 
Journey to work Fisher NS NS NS 
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Working outside in Fisher 
bad weather 
Physical working Fisher 
conditions 
Workplace hazards Fisher 
Physically demanding Fisher 
nature oi Nvork- 
Relationships at work 
NS NS NS 
NS NS NS 
NS O42l:: ý NS 
NS OOOý'ý: 1: ý'ý NS 
Perhaps not surprisingly the women in non-manual fernale-dominated 
occupations were sipificantly less likely to have a male boss / sLipei-visor, male 
coworkers OF male SLIbordinates. See Table 9.6. 
Table 9.6 Relationships at work 
Variable Test done Overall Cl C2 C3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Gender of boss Fisher 
Quality of relationship Kruskal-Wallis NS 
with boss 
Gender of coworkers Kruskal-Wallis 26.3 
Quality of relationship Kruskal-Wallis NS 
with male coNvorkers 
Gender of Krusk-al-Wallis 8.25; " 
subordinates 
Reaction of male Kruskal-Wallis NS 
subordinates to having 
a woman boss 
Reaction of female Kruskal-Wallis NS 
subordinates to havitig 
a woman hoss 
Has anyone in occupa- Chi squarcd NS 
tion been particularlý 
helpfUl '? 
---------------------------- 
C4 C5 c6 
---------------------------- 
. 002ý'ý 
NS NS 
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There were no group differences in the perceived quality of the relationship 
between Subjects and their boss / supervisor. The majorlity (57 per cent) felt 
that their boss treated them no differently than he / she Would a man doing the 
same job. Twenty one per cent felt that they were treated in a negative way 
by their boss / super-visor because they were a woman; 16 Per cent felt treated 
more positively; and 5 per cent perceived themselves to be treated i-nore 
positively in some ways and more negatively in others. 
It is interesting to note that of the 71 per cent of women who felt that sorneone 
had been particularly helpful to them at sorne point iii their work life, the 
person who had been helpful was most often (in 58 per cent of cases) a Inale 
superior. Although the Subject's were typically reluctant to describe these i-nale 
superiors as mentors, it was apparent that many of these Superiors had been 
especially supportive. 
When I returned to work after having the baby the man who 
employed ine was vety helpful and I consider the lotal success of my 
career firoin then on is iolally due to him. (28: Factory manager) 
There were no differences between the four groups in the quality of their 
relationships with their coworkers. This is not to say, however, that such 
relationships were uniformly unproblematic. Overall 18 per cent of women felt 
that their relationships with their male coworkers was poor. 
There were two car mechanics who were veiy anlagonislic to me. 
It was veiy hard, thq were veiy veiy hostile... They ývere really nastli 
and tried to sabotage my work. (14: Car mechanic) 
A further 26 per cent described these relationships as mixed. More positively, 
however, over half reported having good relationships with their male coworkers. 
I think they (male coworkers) are great, you know. They don't make 
fitin of'me or treat me really any dýf -teotts 
. 
ferent. They ai vety com 
though, gentleman -like. What 
imean is they help each other, we all 
help each other, 1hey're just sort of really nice like that. I mean I'm 
not used to men being nice to me, I suppose. Theyre likefiriends to 
me. I consider them my firiends, I don't know ýI'Fm ilzeirfiriend, bill 
to me theyre my, friends. Its great. (3: Painter & decorator) 
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The groups did not differ in the perceived reactions of male and feimile 
subordinates to haviiig a woman in charge of them. 
The interview also yielded data on the reactions of clients and others outside 
the organisation to finding a woman in a male-dominated job. Twenty one per 
cent reported that it their gender made no difference to clients; '37 per cent 
felt that clients reacted positively; 15 negatively; and 27 both positively and 
negatively. Of those who found that clients reacted negatively, this reaction was 
typically confined to the early period of contact with the client only. 
Problems of being a woman in a male-dominated occupation 
When those in inale-doininated occupations were asked if they had experlenced 
any problems at work due to being a woman the groups did not differ in the 
proportion who answered affi=ltively. The problems mentioned were many 
and varied. 
The problem that was most commonly mentioned by the women in manUal 
. pes male-dominated occupations was 
being viewed in terms of negative stereotv 
about women, the most pervasive stereotype being that women are incompetent. 
I just 
'feel 
I have to prove myseýf with men really because I don't 
think they e-xpecl you to be able to do it, so you have to prove all 
the thne that you can. (5: Painter & decorator) 
For those in non-manual male-dominated occupations it was male modes of 
behaviour that were the most common problem. 
I have done some contracts vvhere it has been abysmal, I've justfielt 
I've been with a bunch ol'school boys who've made my li' miserable fe 
to ilic extent that I didn't feel I could do a vety good job. (34: 
ComputeF prourammer/analyst) 
The problem most frequently mentioned by those in non-manual transitional 
occupations was being mistaken for more jUnior personnel such as secretaries 
IN 
or nurses. 
When I wa. ý in hospital you can completely cýyamine somebody and 
then they ask you when the doctors corning. Youre slitching 
sornebocýy up, and halfw(q throi(gh I'll hand mer to a inale nurse 
and s(q "Can youjinish this jor me please ? ", and they'll tum round 
and say '1ý the doclor taking oi, er now (54: Doctor - 
paediatrician) 
, nificant 
difference between groups one to three in the However, the only sig 
problems they mentioned -was that those in non-manual work were more likely 
to mention having to be better than a man than the women in the manual 
male-dorninated group. See Table 9.7. 
Table 9.7 Problems of being a woman in a male-dominated occupation 
Variable Test done Oi-erall CI 
------------------------------ 
Experienced any 
----------------------------------------- 
Fisher 
problems ? 
Having to be better Fisher 
than a man 
People are watching Fisher 
to see if mistakes 
are made 
Being given less Fisher 
responsibilitý 
Being more closely Fisher 
supervised 
Not being offered Fisher 
overtime 
Men at work feeling Fisher 
threatened 
Being mistaken for a Fisher 
sccretarv / junior 
personnel 
Being seen in terms Fisher 
of negative stereo- 
types about ý, vorncn 
c2 C-3 C4 C5 C6 
------------------------------------------------ 
NS NS 
. 
Oll* NS 
NS NS 
NS NS 
NS NS 
NS NS 
NS NS 
NS NS 
NS NS 
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Behaviour that is Fisher NS NS 
acceptable in a man 
not being accepted 
in a wornan 
Being or feeling Fisher NS N, S 
excluded 
Male modes of Chi squared NS 
behaviour 
Practical problems c. g. Fisher NS NS 
with clothing, toilets 
Physical problems Fisher NS NS 
Advantages of being a woman in a male-dominated 
occupation 
When the women in the male-dominated occupations were asked if they saw 
any advantages to being a woman, no differences between those in groups one 
to three were found in the proportion who did perceive some such advantage. 
A wide ran(ye of advantages were mentioned. See Table 9.8. 1 
Table 9.8 Advantages of being a woman in a male-dommated occupation 
Variable Test done ot-erall Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
------------------- 
C6 
-------- ------------------------------- 
Perceive any 
----------------------------------------- 
Chi squared NS 
------------------------- 
advantages '. ) 
Visibility Fisher . 
01 l* NS 
Sexual interest Fisher -034: 
ý NS 
Men are more willing Fisher NS NS 
to help 
It is easier to ask Fisher NS NS 
for help 
Positive 
. 
1ýmale Fisher . 044* . 
021 
attribu tes 
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Women's preference Fisher . 
006** NS 
for a fernale worker 
Treated more politely Fisher NS NS 
'freated inorc Fistier NS NS 
leniently 
The advantage most frequently mentioned by the wornen in manual inale- 
dominated OCCLIpations was that women tend to prefer a female worker. 
I know women much pre r to have women. A lot of people have , 
fe 
had trouble willi painters and decorators. v doll ý/ re( IN , plus thel II 'feel they can talk to a man. (5: Painter & decorator) 
For those in non-mantial male-dorninated occupations visibility was the most 
commonly mentioned advantage. 
It has its good sides because when we have coi iferei ices there'll be 
a couple of company directors and they all sit (it the top table al 
dinner. Now evetybody kizo"ýw who I arn because Im tile only 
wornan, but Huy can't remember eveiybody else's naine, so they'll 
often ask me to come and sit with thein... so yott get the ear of 
quite senior people which is a dislinct advantage over being A. Aý 
Other man in a grey sitit. ('35: Information systems manager) 
Those in the non-manual transitional grOLIP perceived their main advantage to 
be their possession of positive J6-nale attributes. 
The whole ihing demands a degree o, f sensitivity, common sense and 
resilience, all things I ilzink women have over men. Most men I 
know who deal ivith matrimonial matters are more aqressive and 
treat the whole thing (is a battle, whereas I tly to find a waY round 
ilie problem by negotiating and arbitraling.. It also demands greal 
attention to detail, with veiy divinct procedural steps and I find 
vvoinen are befter (it this. (61: Solicitor - matrimonial) 
The significant differences between the groups are that those in manual male- 
dominated occLipations are less likely to mention visibility or sexual interest as 
advantages of being a woman, and are more likely to mention women's 
preference for a fernale worker, and that those in the flon-inanLial transitional 
group are more likely to mention the idvantage of positive jernale attribLites. 
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Sex discrimination 
When the Subjects were asked whether they had ever been discriminated 
against, four per cent believed that they had possibly or definitely experienced 
sex discrimination with regard to training. 
11 tried to get oil a TOPS calpenoy course and] they gave its this 
little test to do. I was the onlyfiemale there. Ifinislied the test, and 
ývhat I did, it wasn't peýject, but it was OK, you know... The ieacher 
came over andjust ticked the pool- pool- poor pool- pool- box without 
really looking at what Id done or talkhig to me at all and I could 
tell firom his aultude that lie didn't want a fiemale in his class... 
Aizywaýy Mere was a man who was standing next to me when fie we-is 
doing the test, lie (lid a realýy terrible J'Oil7t and I thought well heýs 
definitely failed. I went in and I interviewed b, efore lziM, and they 
told me you cant get onto ihis course because you 're aptitude is pool- 
according to the ieucher. Anywa 
'yI 
waited for the other bloke to 
collie out 0'f the interview and I was ready to commiserate with him 
because I thought "Pool- soul", 
' 
voit know, and lie just came out 
beaming, telling Ine that lie was starting the course ill three weeks or 
something. I mean I just couldn 'I believe it. (32: Carpentry tutor) 
Thirty five per cent believed that they had possibly or definitely experienced sex 
discrimination in selection (in most cases after the passing of the Sex 
Discrimination Act). 
I appliedfor a job, it was in a warehollse, and the notice said men 
or women. Th. ýy made me rush down firom the job centre to the 
interview, and when I got there they told me they only wanted men. 
Mien they were talking to the woman (it the job centre they told her I 
they didnt milid men or womm, when I got down there they told lne 
outright the, v wanted men. (3: Painter & decorator) 
Sixty two per cent reported having been asked questions about tlleI*F I 
relationships or domestic situation at selection interviews. 
The questions I've been asked about family plans are endless and 
too numerotis to menlion. I was asked these questions in eveg 
interview, even be 
, 
fore I'd been asked about my skills ; lz many 
histances. Even the Council ývho said in their literature "Equal 
opportunities" grilled me about my ftimily plans. (46: Sýiles 
executive) 
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However, a quarter off \vomen who had been asked such questions said they did 
not object to them. 
Its never bothered me. From lheirpoint of view its a velv reasonable 
question because they're got . lig 10 Iral .na woman, whoýs say a young 
woman of25, are they going to spend two years training her only to 
fincl Mal slleýs got manied, got pregnant and gives it up ?. And 
llzeyýve spent time, money, paying her training her and she's likely 
to slop work and have babies. (29: Chartered surveyor) 
Twenty one per cent felt that they had possibly or definitely been discriminated 
against on the grounds of gender with regard to promotion. 
ýf I ivere male, with my presew qualýfications, experience and 
eveiything else, I would certainly be a Head of a imich býqger school 
than I am now. (69: Heacheacher - primary school') 
Other forms of discrimination reported include Unequal pay, being PLIt Oil a 
lower grade, and being sacked in a situation where a man probably wouldn't 
have been sacked. A sinall nUmber of women described receiving positive 
discrimination. 
There were no significant differences between groups one to four in the extent 
to which they had experienced sex discrimination. See Table 9.9. 
Table 9.9 Sex diSCFlmination 
Variable Test done Overall Cl C2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Experienccd discrimin- Krusk-al-Wallis NS 
ation in training '? 
Experienced discrimin- Kruskal-Wallis NS 
ation in selection '? 
Ever been asked Fisher 
relationship/donicstic 
questions at job 
interviews '? 
C3 C4 C5 C6 
-------------------------------------- 
NS NS NS 
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Expcrienced discrimin- Kruskal-Wallis NS 
ation in promotion '? 
It was evident froin the qualitative data that sex discrimination was not the only 
form of discrimination perceived to be in operation. Some women felt 
discriminated against because of their age. 
It was vety difficult to find Articles. Many. firms were looking, for 
bi-ýght 22,23 year olds and I was 35... It was the combination of 
being an older woman, which I tlioi, ýght would be quite good realy, I 
I thought I sort ofspelt respectability and all those things, but it was 
very dýf - men would have had quile a rough fludl. I think that oldei j 
ride as well, but I suspect not as fougýz. ('61: Solicitor - matrimonial) 
For others it was their nationality that they felt had put them at a disadvantage. 
Over here I sometimes wonder whether I've been discriminated 
against on Me grounds o. l'being Ifish. (54: Doctor - paediatrician) 
Class discrimination was also felt to be operating in sorne cases. 
Ifibund that most of the consultancy firms were reciuiting people Q1 
a particular type that I didn It think Ifitted into anyway soinellow. ** 
people with a double-han-elled tiame, you know, the right sort of 
social connections. (41: Investment controller) 
Union involvement, appearance and religion were also mentioned as types of 
discrimination experienced. 
Sexual harassment 
Like sex discrimination, sexual harassment was also relatively widespread. Thirty 
nine per cent had experienced Sexual harassment in their present occupation, 
and 57 per cent had been sexually harassed at work at sorne point in their lives. 
These figures are roughly in line with existing research which suggests that 
between one third and one half of all women experience sexual harassment at 
work (see Chapter One). 
Existing research SLIggeStS that whilst any woman can he the SUbjeCt Of SeXUal 
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harassment, those most likely to be sexually harassed are young, single women 
(Gutek et al., 1980; Schneider, 1982; Tangri et al., 1982; Lafontaine & Tredeau, 
1986), divorced women (Gruber & Bjorn,, 1982) and womei-i who have been in 
their jobs for a short amount of time (Gruber & Bjorn, 1982). However, in the 
present research sexual harassment was not related to Mle, Current marital 
status, being divorced, nor length of time in occupation. C 
The women in grOLIPS one to four did not differ with regard to whether they 
had ever been sexually harassed, nor with regard to whether they had been 
harassed in their present OCCLIPatiOn. See Table 9.10. 
Table 9.10 Sexual harassment 
Variable Test done Ov, erall C1 
-- 
C2 C3 C4 
--------------------------------- 
C5 
------------- 
C6 
------ -------------------------------- 
Ever been sexually 
-------------------------------------- 
Chi squared NS 
harassed at work I? 
Been sexually harassed Chi squared NS 
in present occupation ? 
Type of harassment 
Patronising touch Fisher NS NS NS 
Sexual touches Fisher NS NS NS 
Sexual comments Fisher NS NS NS 
Sexual jokes Fisher NS NS NS 
Propositions of' sex Fisher NS NS NS 
Other propositions Fisher NS NS NS 
Indecent exposure Fisher NS NS NS 
Who harasses ? 
Boss / superior Fisher NS . 
000 NS 
Coworker Fisher NS NS NS 
Client Fisher N, S NS NS 
Subordinate Fisher NS NS NS 
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Responses to harassment 
hinore it Fisher NS NS NS 
Joke it off Fisher NS NS 
Send non-verbal Fisher . 049: 
ýý NS NS 
signal 
Physical response Fisher NS NS NS 
Calm verbal Fisher NS NS NS 
response 
Angry verbal Fisher NS NS NS 
response 
Made official Fisher NS NS NS 
complaint 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ --------- ---------- 
The most common type of harassment was sexual comments. 
There was one meeting that I went to where they made a joke about 
how we were going to subcontract some work out, and one Q, f the 
senior managers said "Oh yes, we could prostitute it out, couldnt we, 
Susan". Remember I was the only woman in the room with 40 men, 
and the first time I laughed, I didn't think it was ftinny but I felt I 
ought to laugh, the second time I sort of smiled, the fifth time I was 
just absolutely disgusted. (27: Production manager) 
The second most common type of harassment was SeXUal touches, and 
propositions other than direct propositions of sex. 
He sal down veiy close to me and I said something and the next 
moment, 
, 
you know, his hand i,, vas on my knee, and I thought "Oh 
no, here we go". (35: Information systems manager) 
I had 017e Ititor who itsed to insist that I assist him in iheatre at two 
in the morning, and lie looked up the address oj'tTýyflat and starting 
coming round to the flat and harassing me. He wanted me to go to 
a conPrence in London with him. I was just not inierested and lie 
kel)t on and on... He used to deliberately come over to me at the 
hosl)i1al and sa 
,v 
will you have lunch or a coffee or something, and 
I would walk oVer to the canteen and lie would be waiting there and 
he'd corne over and sit. (54: Doctor - paediatrician) 
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Other types of harassment experienced included patronising touches, looks, 
sexual jokes, pin-ups., propositions of sex, and indecent exposure. 
Superiors were the most common perpetrators of sexual harassment. Those in 
manual i-nale-dorrimated occupations were less likely to have been harassed by 
a superior. This could well be accounted for by the fact that these women were 
less likely to have superiors to harass them, given the greater extent of self- 
employment in this group. Harassment was least likely to come from 
subordinates, although this did sometimes occur. 
The most common responses to sexual hýimssment were to ignore it, to mAe 
some calm verbal response, and to joke it off. The women in inanwil inale- 
dominated occupations were more likely to respond non-verbally, and those in 
non-i-nanual transitional occupations were less likely to respond with a joke. 
The effects of sexual harassment on the woman concerned were sometimes 
quite devastating. 
It really made ine quile ill at times and I didn't know what to do 
about it tit firnes, and it made me quile desperate. (65: Manager - 
adult edUcation) 
SeXUal harassment could cause a persistent state of worrv. 
I've had some fituiny plione calls when I've been at work firom 
palients which is a bit firightening realýy... One time I was a bit 
worried because I didn ýt know who this person was that was giving 
ine the hassle, but I thoitghl they could be walking in tomorrow to 
pick uJ-) their glasses which I've prescribed and there I arn chatting 
away merrily and it could be the person that's giving ine thefitinny 
phone calls. That womied ine. (57: Ophthalmic optician) 
On occasions sexual harassment even caused women to leave their jobs. 
The, fact that lie was my boss inade it impossible to be rude to him, 
but I got another job cis soon (is possible. (70: Teacher - primary 
school) 
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To SUIM-narise this chapter it may be said that the wori-len in the present 
research were largely satisfied with their work, with those in non-manual male- 
dominated occupations being the most likely to state that their present job was 
their ideal job; that mate superiors and coworkers can be both supportive and 
obstructive; that being a woman in a rnale-dominated occupation has both 
difficulties and advantages; and that sex discrimination and sexual harassment 
are quite widespread. Overall there were relatively few differences between the 
group in their experiences at work, but where such differences did occur it was 
the women in manual inale-dommated occupations, in the inaln, who stood out 
from the others in their perceptions of and experiences at work. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Discussion : Toward a Model of 
Women's Occupational Choice 
and Entry into Male-Dominated 
Occupations 
In this Chapter the results of the main study are discussed. Further qualitative 
data are also presented where this is pertinent to the discussion. The qualitative 
and quantitative data are combined to produce an understanding of wornen's 
occupational choice and entry into male-dominated occupations. Firstly the 
differences between women in the occupational groups studied are discussed. 
Next, both non-gender-specific theories and theories of women's occupational 
choice are then considered in the research findings. In the final section of the 
chapter, a theoretical model of women's occupational choice is proposed, and 
its elements and the relationships between them are explained and illustrated. 
Two main conclusions may be drawn from the results of the present research. 
Firstly, it is evident that occupational choice is a highly complex, InUlti- 
determined phenomenon, involving a large number of inter-related factors. The 
second main finding is that there are many differences between women in 
different types of inale-dorrunated occupation, and that these differences often 
overshadow any differences between women in all types of inale-dorninated 
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occupation and those in female -dominated occupations. This may be one of the 
reasons behind the contradictory findings of research comparing Pioneers and 
Traditionals (reviewed in Chapter Four). 
Before discussing the differences between women in different types of inale- 
dominated occupation, it is important to consider the relative lack of differences 
between the wornen in female-dorninated occupations and those in triale- 
dominated occupations. There are three possible explanations for this apparent 
similarity. Firstly it may result from the heterogeneity of women in different 
types of male-dominated occupation. It was sometimes evident that the women 
in fernale-dominated occupations differed from those in one of the male- 
dominated groups, but not fFOM the other two, which rendered a comparison 
between those in female-dominated occupations and those in Lill three male- 
dominated occupations (such as the planned comparisons, C2 and C4) non- 
significant. Secondly, it could be argued that the women in the non-manual 
female-dominated group were not typical of women in such occupations since 
the majority were recruited through a magazine aimed at career-oriented 
women. It is difficult, however, to see how this possible methodological problem 
might have been overcome, given that to recruit from different sources would 
reduce comparability, and that selecting a completely random sample of women 
is largely precluded when extended interviews and the inclusion of rare subjects 
are involved. The third explanation for the lack of differences between women 
in female-dorninated occupations and those in male-dominated occupations is 
that few differences actually exist between these groups and that the factors 
determining the gender-domination of occupations entered lie outside the 
variables measured in the present research. 
Both the quantitative data (summarlsed in Chapter Eight in Table 8.13) and the 
qualitative findings provide evidence that women in ManUal, non-manual and 
transitional i-nale-dominated occupations do not form -a hornogenous group. By 
taking both types of data and combining them, a clear picture emerges of four 
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different types of women in male-dominated occupations. These types of 
women may be referred to as Feminine Role Rejectors, NonconfiO1717ist Transients, 
MathslScience Careerists. and Prestýge Strivers. Women do not always fall Ileatly 
into these categories. Whilst a number of women may indeed be categorised 
by their predominant type, many women also exhibit sorne degree of 
resemblance to other types. It is important to note, therefore, that whilst ýyl)es 
of' women are referred to here, a possible alternative conceptUalisation is that 
of four dimensions - of Feminine Role Rejection; Nonconformist Transience; 
Maths/Science Careerisin; and Prestige Striving - along which women may vary, 
their types being the dimension that predominates. 
Although there is no exact correspondence between types of wornen and type 
of male-dominated occupation, it is evident that Feminine Role Rejectors and 
Nonconformist Transients are found mainly, but not exclusively, in Group One, 
that is in manual male-dominated occupations. Maths/Science Careerists are to 
be found mainly in Group Two, that is in non-manual male-dominated 
occupations. Prestige Strivers are mainly in Group Three, that is non-inanual 
transitional occupations. 
Feminine Role Rejectors 
Feminine role rejectors are wornen who feel uneasy with sorne aspects of the 
feminine role as it is constructed in present day society. Such women are not 
rejecting womanhood, nor do they want to be men, but rather they are rejecting 
sexist and stereotyped notions about women, particularly the notion that women 
should play a subservient role in relation to men and in society generally. Such 
women often felt a deep sense of inequality from an early age. 
You do sense things when yottre yotinger, although yoii might not 
know what it is. I mean the men seemed to get all the fitin, they 
seemed to be getting out in the world, their teas ready oil the table 
when they got in as well, you know, they've got it all wap. (32 
Carpentry tutor) 
Ferninine role rejectors typically find it difficult to undertake female-dominated 
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jobs beCaLISe of the low status of many of these jobs and the subservience that 
such jobs require. This sometimes makes it difficult for them to forniulite 
occupational choices. 
I knew that iny brother always wanted to be an engineer, kind of' 
directed in this way, and I knew that I wished I could say I was 
going to be an engineer, but I knewfirom the vety start that it was 
my di cult to actually do what I really wanted to do. I didjeel . 
ffi 
that there were kind of roles being put down on yott. I don 'I think 
I knew what I was going to do until I was about 21 honestly. (8: 
Cabinetmaker) 
When Feminine Role R jectors take up rnale-dominated employment they often ej I 
find it particularly satisfýving, especially if their work history up to that point had 
been confined to female-dominated occupations. 
One of the things I enjoy about being a catpenter is the'lact that F177 
SO/'/ 0'f breaking with iradition and Im actually doing a man's job, 
and that actually gives me a great deal o'f pleasure. It makes me feel 
sol't 0'f poweifitil that Im stepping outside a role that I've been given. 
Its like a step towards freedom. (7: Carpenter) 
The quantitative data that suggest the predominance of Feminine Role 
Rejectors in the manual male-dominated group is the fact that those in this 
group reported having fewer traditionally female hobbies or activities during 
childhood, and that they were more likely to describe thernselves as feminists. 
The finding that the women in manual male-dominated occLipations were less 
obviously heterosexual may also indicate Feminine Role R Jection, since ej 
heterosexual relationships sometimes involve inequality and female subservience 
which Feminine Role Rejectors would find hard to accept. 
The following account of a woman who shows many elements of Feminine Role 
Rejection is presented to illustrate this concept and to show how it may 
influence occupational choice]. 
1 The four accounts given in this Chapter have been edited 
to make them more readable, unlike other quotes which are 
verbatim (apart from words in square brackets) . This editing has 
been kept to the minimum. 
U. ) 
Annette is 37, Is married and has two daughters aged six and three. She works 
Lis a trainee carpenter for a local authority. She was an only child and was 
brought tip in a large city. 
M-v dad was a milway work-er, and my murn used to be a tniffic 
warden. Theyre both retired now. My mum has always worked 
outside the home, mainly fidl-time, she's never been a housewife. I 
mean, my dad was on afiairly low income and it just didn It pr ovide 
vety much, and I suppose shefielt that she wouldn't want to be a 
financial burden to him, and would like the independence o'f having 
her own money. Before she became a traffic warden my inion had 
always done traditionalfienuile occupations. I think it was a positive 
influence that, after having spent manly Years in tradiiional women Is 
jobs, she's gone on to do a job that men did before, (is it was rnainly 
men ir(iffic wardens when she went in in the mid sivies. I think it 
ivas theirfirst recruiting driveftv women. 
As a child I was quite sort o'f acadernic in my interests, and in fact 
I have been right tip umil recent years. I used to like reading a lot, 
mainly non-fiction books. I was veiy interested in astronomy as well, 
tit that period of my life. I wasn't a tomboy in that I would sort of 
do boyish things, but I suppose I was never a particularly. feininine 
child either. I mean firom a vety early age I realised there was 
something veiy wrong with the way the world seemed to be divided 
between men and women, and I also realised that women got the 
more restricted lialf Qf it, you know, that our possibilities were more 
circumscribed than that o'f boys. So I mean I was vety conscious 
that I didn't want to be particularlyfieminine or want to engage ill 
girlish things, bul oil the other hand I didnt want to go to the oiller 
exii-eme either. I clon 't know, I suppose taking a lot of' interest ill 
academic things tended to be regarded as unfierninine, particularly in 
the 'ffties and early 'sivies. 
[ went to an all giris secondai), modern school. I hated school at tile 
time, I really did. All the time I was at school I was veiy much 
aware that I was being pusized into a hole that I didn 't. fif into, and 
I resisted a great deal. There was a sort of constant undercurrent of' 
assumptions that those Qf'us in the first two strearns were gol . ng to go 
and he secretafies and ýypisls. I inean nobody was actually asked 
what size wanted to do, and in fact I asked not to be put in the 
secretafial stream at the end of the third yearl but they ignored my 
wishes and put ine in it regardless. So it was veiy much a question 
(ýf what the ,v 
tholight 
, 
you ought to do, rather than what you wanted 
to do. I me(m I thought that the way we were pushed was cwremeýv 
classist and sexist, - 
vou know, it was education fiOr working class 
vvoinanhood. [Niat I knew was that I just didn't want to grow up 
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to be tile type o, f woman that I thought evetybody around me wanted 
me to be. I was totally confused and ovenvIielined. I mean I got 
atiorexia nervosa when I was 15 which inight say something about 
the conflict I was experiencing. 
I leP at the earliest available opportunity and Vvent to work. Alv 
object wasn't so much, you know, a positive choice o. f a particular 
kind of work, or even work in general, but just to get out o, fschool, 
a completely negative thing. I just driiied around I think, firom /he 
age o. f15 when I got my first job to when I was about 26.1 mean, 
fice h I went in and out of all soris of jobs, catering jobs, s zop jo s, Qf 
jobs, all of which I haied. When I got towards my lvventieýs I did 
mainly of -k, but I kept on getting the sack, because I was OK 
. 
fice wot 
as a typist, I was quite a good typist, but I didn't like the work. I 
ivas rude to supervisors, I was mde to the men in the office. I didn't 
have ihe deferential attitude, I mean I just wasn't behaving in the 
prescribedfieminine way and I used to get the sack all the tilne. I've 
always hatedfierninine stereotYpe jobs. I just hate the servilii-y. 
It ývasizIt until I met the man who later became my husband that I 
started thinking about what I wanted to do. He was on a degree 
course (it polytechnic and lie said "Why don't you do something like 
it ?"I said I don't think they would have me, as I had no 
confidence about myself. Id already done some 0 levels and two 
A levels at night school, so I applied to do a socioloýy degree and got 
accepted. After that, I did an MA in sociolog. It was a veiy 
chastening experience when Ifiound myself without a job at the end. 
I inean I did really think that it would open doors for me. 
Di. fortunately Ifinished college just at the time when the worst period 
ýficulfy 
that I was a ofrecession was breaking, and it was also a dýf 
mature student because maiýv of the employers are just not interesled 
in you onceyou're past 25.1 tried to get research jobs, social work 
type jobs, I applied to do teaching, I enquired about becoming a 
midwife, but I couldn't get anything and I was unernplo-ved. for a long 
time. I did a sewing class because I was vety short of inoney and 
needed some clothes, and to ny amazement Ifound I was qui . te good 
at it. I thought, well, if I can do this, maybe I can do other things, 
so I looked round and found a woodwork for women course. I 
didn It think about Practical things until then. I 1hought to myseýf 
maybe there's the possibilin, of going into skilled manual trades, it 
would be much better to spend the rest of my working life doing that 
than to muck about in jobs which I knew I absolutely hated and that 
I'd alwaývs get the sack. from. And, I mean, although obviously you 
don't get the same respect as a pro ' 
fessional, you are sort of regarded 
(IS a cra ' 
ftsperson, someone who's got skills, someone who's got 
something to o. fler, whereas few women are regarded (is having 
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anwhing vely much to o, fter the comi-nitnity (it all. 
So I (lid two more carpentry courses andfinally managed 10 get (I job 
as a Irainee carpenler. 
Nonconformist Transients 
Nonconformist Transients are not so much rejecting the ferninine role, but 
rather convention itself. In particular, they do not conform to societal dictates 
regarding the Protestant work ethic, having I steady job, aiming to progress LIP 
the occupational ladder - all these things they appear to reject. They typically 
have what may be termed a non-career orientation. However this does not 
result in them turning towards domesticity, as the roles of wife and mother do 
not hold any particular attraction for Nonconformist Transients, since these 
roles also represent convention. 
It is interesting to note, in this context, the finding that the women in manual 
male -dorn inate d Occupations were relatively highly educated, and did not differ 
in their class origins from those in the non-manual groups, which is in line with 
the observations of Walshok (1981) and Chisholm (1988). Chisholm suggests 
that the choice of a manual inale-dominated occupation by such women may 
represent a rejection of and resistance to middle class ideology. The qualitative 
data provides some support for this interpretation. 
I think the only e ct it [failiers attitude that a career is veg 
I. mportant] had oil me when I was , younger was 
to rebel against it 
really, because lie put so much pressure oil having a job that if 
actually made me close off my mind to it. (1: Painter & decorator) 
There is much evidence to suggest that women in manual male-doininated 
occupations eschew traditional career aspirations. 
It 1work-loadl fluctitates a lot. Sometimes there isn't any work, 
sometimes I just don't, feel like it. (9: Cabinetmaker) 
I ivas looking. for Jobs that were vety. lew hours a week, eýght or tell 
hours a week... I inean fliere is a lot more to life 1han work, I think 
So alývway. (5: Painter & decorator) 
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The term Transient is used to reflect the way in which Nonconformist 
Transients frequently move from job to job, and in and OLIt of employment. 
The quantitative data substantiate the impression derived from the qualitative 
data that Nonconformist Transients are found mainly in the inanual inale- 
dominated group. The women in this group attached less importance to 
promotion prospects, supervising others and job securitv, had comparatively low 
needs for achievement and dominance, and placed a high Value On avoiding 
stress and high pressure at work. They also had undertaken a greater number 
of previous occupations and had more experience of unemployment than those 
in the other groups. 
After several years of drifting or floundering Nonconformist Transients 
frequently report the need to get a skill, to "get something behind them". 
Manual male-dominated work often meets their need for a flexible, relatively 
well-paid, unconventional employment, with few connotations of "career". 
Nonconformist Transients often described feeling that they didn't fit in, and this 
may be related to the dislike of school and the increased reported incidence of 
mental breakdown of women in the manual male-dommated group. The mental 
breakdowns typically Occurred prior to entry into male-doininated employinerit, 
and such employment was often described as being very therapeutic, especially 
amongst the women who were self-employed. 
Its quite exhaustin but (it the same time I've actuall got much 91 y 
more energy now than I've probably ever had in irýy Iýfe býfbre... I 
fieel much more in control of me, and I make choices for myseýf (7: 
Carpenter) 
The following account gives some flavour of the experiences and perceptions of 
the Nonconformist Transient. 
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Helen is 29, and is the single parent of a five year old son. She works as a 
self-employed gardener, and employs one gardening assistant. Her father was 
a machine operator and her mother had worked for several years in a factory. 
She has one younger brother. 
I don't really remember inuch about my childhood. It wasWt vely 
happy and I think I sort of blocked it off. I didn It get oil with my 
parents at all well. I used to ciy and scream and run away from 
home. I got into had company and things that really undermined 171Y 
. 
Ticers coming round and coil idence in rn seýf, and I had probation of JY 
all that. 
Mien I was eleven I went to a girls grannnar school and that 111ade 
ine a lot worse. It was a vety oppressive environment. I couldn't do 
anything right, even walking in the door. I was always in detention 
because of my hair, it was all curly and they said I had to wear (111 
alice band and have it cut, that I was a disgrace to the school. Once 
I went to school with nail varnish on, black nail varnish, and had to 
take it offinfiront of the whole school. It wasn't anything major, but 
I was alw(qs getti . ng I. nto trouble. 
Duting my childhood I never really had any aspirations. I can 
remember my brother having aspirations. He was pushed towards a 
career by my parents firom age 12. They just assioned I'd get 
married. They didn't expect me to do anything or be anything. I 
never really thought about a career. I suppose I really thought thal 
I had to be a housewife, that Id try and nin away. from it, but that 
it would probably happen. 
Then I went to do A levels (it technical college, I did sociolok,, 
domestic science and art and craft. That was the best thing that had 
ever happened, I really came into my own. I mean it was a vety. free 
environment, so I diý well and actually became really fuýfilleý and 
, 
found a lot of abilities I didn't know I had. 
At that stage I decided that I wanted to be a social worker. I've 
always taken an interest in people and probleim, and I started doing 
voluntaty work and got veiy involved. Then a lot o'f things went 
wrong - i7ýy gran died, who I was veiy close to, I split up with my 
boylý-iend, and there was a miy up and I was sent the wrong A level 
results s(qing I had, failed. So many things had gone wrong that I 
had a sort o'f nervous breakdoit'n. So I ended lip at poýy in a right 
state, 
'full 
of tranquillizers. But I Caffied on doing communi . ty work- 
as a volunteer and managed tofinish my degree. 
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, jlier that I applied to do a social work- course three years runtli 
. 119, 
bi it I didn ý/ get in. During this time I was working in residential care 
and I (lid veiy well, I shot ill) tile ladder and by tile thne I was 23 
1 was running a children's home and was ill charge of 20 staf, 
was under a tremendous amount o, f pressure and was smoking and 
drinking a lot and it all got too much, so I left and went to Norway 
fior a break. When I came back I tried to get a job that was a bit 
less high-powered, but the ntw job I went into didn 't work out, so I 
left. 
I was depressed, exhalisted and directioi i less. I had to really sort 
In ' 
vsel , 
fout and drop oul. Id never dropped out or said "I'm going 
to do what I want to do". I needed tofind me. I wanted to become 
like a self-contained person. I didn ý/ have any peace of inind is what 
Fm tilli'lig to saly. 
So I went to Holland. I was living in a squat, doing it up, doing nly 
own plumbing and things. Doing those practical things, working ill 
the garden, fieeling fi-ee from pressure and stress, that's when I realised 
that that's what life is about and that's the way you get control over 
your lijý2. That was when my whole life changed really. I realised it 
just wasn It rne to be this very straight character. I got pregnant 
because that was what I really wanted to do. Atfirsi I did several 
jobs as a chambermaid and then I got a job ill a garden, a botanical 
nurseiy, and I found I had a talent fbi- gardening. 
I came back to England just before rny son was born. Over tile next 
fiew years I took an allotment, did a Correspondence course in organic 
crop production and took the Royal Horticultural Society's general 
examination, I did a caipenity for women course, and a weaving 
course. I did loads ofcourses to gain practical skills. 
I sal down and ihotight I need a job thatfils in with kids, I neec! a 
job where I havenIt got a boss because tluY always make me feet 
had, and I need a job where if my childfialls sick it doesn II matter 
il'I don It go to work. I thought about gardening, but I couldnt see 
hmv I could make a career out of it. 
I applied. for a fiew gardening jobs, one was with the council and it 
said in the advert "No experience necessaty, but preferred". I said 
well I've done this course, and I know about that, and all they asked 
me was "How do you think you would manage working with a gang 
ofinen ?" You know, "Would you mind being teased all the time ? 
Theýv can be a vidgar lot (it breakiii-ne". That's all they weia oil 
about, it drove me crazy. O, fcourse I didn't get the job. 
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Vien I had a hitge piece of' luck, the luckiest break I've had Jol, a 
long time. About a year ago I met a man who was a landscape 
gardener at the time, biq fie didn't know anything about plants, and 
when fie met me lie was thrilled because lie had some jobs that were 
veiy specialised and lie really needed someone who had this 
knowledge. He gave me about nine hours work a week. So I leanit 
from him, and then lie went banknipt and I took over part of his 
business. 
Maths / Science Careerists 
Maths/Science Careerists are largely to be found amongst those in non-nianual 
male-dornmated occupations. Their main defining feature is their over-riding 
interest in mathematics or science, which typically begins in childhood. 
At four years old I discovered "sums" and (it ten years did 
1 lina Ili ematics". I have alwa , vs 
likedfigures and logical problems and 
have never thought (ýf doing anything but maths. (44: Chartered 
accountant) 
The quantitative findings in support of this conceptualisation are that the 
women in the non-manual male-dominated group had studied more traditiona! ly 
male 0 and A level subjects (invariably rnaths and science subjects) than those 
in the other groups. The term Careeilst is used to convey the fact that such 
women are typically career oriented, particularly in comparison with 
Nonconforinist Transients. Maths/Science Careerists gravitate towards male- 
dominated occupations since the majority of occupations involving mathematics 
or science are rnale-dominated. The following account is presented to represent 
Maths/Science Careerists, although it also contains elements of Prestige Striving. 
Deborah is 25 and is working as a geophysicist in the oil industry. She lives 
with her boyfriend and has no children. She was an only child and lived in 
several different places during her childhood Lis her father was in the Forces. 
My father is in the RAE During the war lie was a navýgator, and 
heýs also a meteorologist. He used to point out cloud formati . Otis to 
me, tell me about the weather and why it rained, you know, why it 
snoived etc.. 
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Xfv mother used to be a nurse, but she's got very bad arthrilis, so she 
had to stop. She wanted to be a maths teacher, but (it the time 
when she was choosing lierprofession it was wartime and ilien most 
women, young, 
'fit 
women, went into either nursing orsornething like 
the WRENS or whalever, so she went to be a nurse and just stayed 
on. She worked before I anived and tip to my birth, I mean I was 
a late bab , 
30.1 don't thinkshe worked when I was verv oung, but y 
when I was about seven or eýght she went back to work. 
When I was a child I read an awful lot. It was then I started getting 
interested in geology. I started picking up pebbles on ihe beach and 
collecting them, and started doitkg things like lapidary, which is I 
polishing stones and making them intojewellety, vety bad jewellely, 
but I mean that was where the geology interest started, looking (11 
their ctystal sy-stems, W017dering how Ilicy werefibrined and things. 
I went to a single sex convent school. I got 12 0 levels I think, 11 
or 12.1 didn't drop anything, the only thing I didn't do was English 
literature. It clashed with physics so English lit. went out of the 
window. So did relýqiotts instniction because that clashed with 
chemisoy. There was a hard core o'f about five gII-Is who took 
chemisity, plýysics and biolog, and the rest I didnt take much notice 
of When I was 16 1 went to a miýved sixth fonn college where I did 
maths, physics and chemisay A levels and geolog 0 level. Those 
were my best subjects. I just stated what I wanted to do, and that 
was it. 
We didnt really have any careers advice at school. In the sixth fO/711 
there was one person, but the most sensible suggestion I got was you 
could work on an oil tanker, so I didn't take anY notice. It was 
totulýy unhelplid. 
I decided to do a physics degree because of the maths in it, and 
ihere's alwa 
, vs 
been a sciewific tendency in me, and then becoming 
inferested in geoloýg, doing &vSics seerned to provide afiairly broad 
basejOr a career in indusay, which I could apply to geoloky. I didn't 
discuss it with aiývone. I can remember coming home and saying I 
think I'll do plývsics, and they said "Olifine, dear", and that was it. 
In my final Year (it university I started looking. for a job. I wrote to 
the seismi .c processi . ng centres, I wrote to oil companies and I also 
wrote to quite a lot o, f computerfirms as well, because I wasWt sure 
that Fd get a geophysics job. I got rejected from all the computing 
jobs, I was quite peeved about ihat. I thought there inýght be a bit 
of'discrimination (it work because at one interview the first question 
thely asked me was "Did I have anY boYfriends ? ". I didnt get a job 
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for about two or three montlis and then I had three interviews a// in 
the same week. Two were geophysics jobs and the third one was 
research into astrophysics (it Cambridge, and I chose geoplipics. It 
paid more than the research job, so that ", as afiactor. 
IfIzat I like about this job is Ilie, fact that its challenging, interesti .I Ig, 
high pressure and technical. But having been here three and a liaýf 
years it probably is time for a change, to get experience in another 
company. I arn also thinking Qf going back to university to do an 
MSc in geophysics, or if I want to earn a lot more money, possibly 
doing something like an MBA so I could go into the management 
side of things, I don ýt know. My ideal job would be being chainnan 
of an oil company, (it the iop, eal'llillg piles of money, rnasses o, l' 
Power. 
I'm not particularly interested in haviikg children. Aly boyfriend's 
sister has a child and to me she's an il7-itatilZg little brat and she 
seems to require an awfid lot of attention etc.. I'd probably have 
one, just to see, but I would get a nanny to look a' fier it, and I 
cerlainly wouldn't do it until I was in my mid thirties and I was in 
a vety secure position in my career to be able to take siv months 
maternity leave. 
Prestige Strivers 
Prestige strivers are women who feel a great need for status, respect and 
prestige. Such women seek to satisfy this need through high status forms of 
employment. Given the fact that the vast majority of high status jobs are rnale- 
dominated, the OCCUPMions that Prestige Strivers seek and enter are typically 
male-dominated. 
The quantitative evidence for the characterisation of women in non-manLuil 
transitional occupations as Prestige Strivers is that women in this group tend to 
place a high value on status and respect (along with those in fernale-dominated 
occupations, for whom, the qualitative data suggests, this need for status may be 
a result of feeling that their present occupation commands little status or 
respect). The wornen in non-manual transitional occupations had also attended 
more prestigious schools and were more likely to have obtained a degree, both 
of which findings support the conceptualisation of such women as Prestige 
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Strivers. 
It is important to clarify here the difference between Prestige Strivers and 
Ferninine Role Rejectors, who, at first glance, might appear to be very similar. 
It is true that both types of women have a great desire to avoid being in a 
subservient role. However, the concerns of Feminine Role Rejectors centre on 
gender issues (e. g. they describe themselves as feminists., they rejected 
traditionally female activities during childhood), whereas the concerns of the 
Prestige Striver are more focused on class issues (e. g. they attach great 
importance to Status, and attended more prestigious schools. ). The two types 
are also distinct in that whilst the Prestige Striver is aiining to he the top &ýg, 
the Feminine Role Rejector is striving merely not to he the underd(ýg. 
The determinants of the Prestige Striver's desire for status and respect are 
unclear. This desire may well be fostered by independent schooling. However 
it is sometimes evident at an earlier stage, so some form of parental influence 
may also be postulated. 
I told them I wanted to be a doctor when I was about Jour. I was 
gii, en a nurses oiqfit and I said "I don't want to be a nurse, I want 
to be a doctor". It was a bit ol'a joke then but in Jact it stuck. I 
mean doctors and niti-ses is a garne that kids play and the doctor 
aIw(O, s seemed to be in charge and I was a bolslýy kid and I wanted 
ge so I was going to be the doctor, the one who gav, e the to be in char 
orders. (5-3): Doctor - G. P. ) 
Several women stated that their fathers had been denied opportunities and had 
struggled to make their way up the occupational ladder, often describino them 
as a "working class lad made good". This was often seen as a powerful 
influence that instilled in thern a desire to emulate this prestige striving or to 
meet high parental expectations. 
My. father got a scholarship to university but couldn't go because lie 
ivas the eldest in a familv of ten, so lie had to go out and earn a 
wage. He sat diplomas i. n engineering, but lie never did his degree. 
I think ni(ývbe that was it, lie alw(t: YS wanted an education and 
therefore we were all pushed. The onus was, I mean froin pl-inial), 
school I remember thinking "You go to primaty, you go to secondaiy 
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and ilien you go to university"... It was just a natitrai progression, it 
was expected ol'you, ýf you hadn't done you would havejallen vely 
shorl. (54: Doctor - pediatrician) 
In the following account it is -apparent that as well as parental and educatiorial 
determinants, experiences in adulthood could also give rise to prestige striving. 
Valerie is 34, and is a solicitor specialising in commercial law. She is divorced 
and has two children aued 15 and 16. She is the youngest of three children and 
was brou(Tht LIP in a village. 
NýV. hllhel- iS (I te('1117iC(il author working in the civil service. Hels very 
conscientious, lie works vety hard. He didn't go to university, lie leti 
school atfiburteen. It was in the 'thirties, the depression and lie had 
to leave school and get a job, but lie's done a lot ofstudYing (it night 
school, and lie has been quite a strong influence on me firom that 
point of view. Fm sure that a lot of ilie detennination I've got comes 
fi-om him because lie has had to struggle a lot to get where lie got to, 
to do the things lie did. 
My mother didn It work when I was a child. I think she would have 
liked to, and it would have been a lot betier for her ýf she had, but 
the family situation was veiy clýfficidt because my sister is mentally 
handicapped. I think my mother influenced me in a negative way, 
in a sense that I wasn It ever going to get stuck like she did. I don It 
see her as aficidure or anything like that because she hasn II done the 
things which, in some waývS, I think she ought to have done, because 
how, could she when she had that guilt hanging over her of, you 
know, thiS child. But at the same time it did act as a spur to me 
that I wasn't ever going to get stuck in a situation where you don't 
have a chance to do things that interest you or the stimulation and 
so on that comes with working. 
I got a scholarship to a direct grant school, it was an all-girls school. 
I didn 't do any sciences (it all, mainly languages and art subjects. It 
was a veiy academic school, we had cookery, for one term the whole 
time I was there and you couldn ýt do domestic science or needlework 
, 
for 0 level. I went into the SiVt/I fO/-/77 and started doing English, 
French and German A levels. I was interested in doing sornething 
combining languages and business. I didn 'I want to be a translator 
or inteipreter because in those jobs you're always translating someone 
else's words, and I wanted to be the one who said things, albeit in 
a 10reign language. In other words I want to be the boss flaughsl. 
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That is the theme that has run throl(gh my Iýfe I think. Anyway I 
jilled in iiy U. C. C. A. form and then realised that I was pregnant and 
le/i to get inarried. I couldn't do my A levels that surniner bill I 
have carried on studyingpart-time, doing Institute of Linguists courses 
and Open Universit 
,v 
courses, andfi-oin the time I left school to when 
I ý, veizt to universily, there were only two years when I didn't lake all 
exa n 1. 
For eýglit years I was bringing lip the children and was involved in 
various businesses that my husband and I ran. After that we went 
to live in the Middle East. I quite enjoyed living there, but it became 
so obvious to me that a wýfe is kind of a third of a couple in a 
society like that. I loathed it. I really did feet when I was there that 
you were less 1han nothing ifyou were a wife who looked (ifter 
children. I got sick o 'Ing 
, 
f'peoj)le coming up to me (it parties and say ' 
"What does your husband do ? ", so I decided to come back to 
England and get a degree, which I did. While I was (it university I 
became inferested in doing afitirther degree in business studies, or an 
MBA, but the careers advisor suggested law, and I decided, all things 
considered, that law would be the better option. 
The choice to do law was in , 
flitenced by the fiaci that it is an 
acceptable job. for a woman. It is a prQfession in which you do have 
a chance Qf getting to the top even though youre a wornan, and that 
was quiie important to me. I wanted something with status. Also the 
kind o, f law that I do, it is relatively speaking a man's world and I 
wanted to see if I could succeed in that kind of man's world. I 
mean the whole expefience o, f being in the Middle East was really 
q1tiie cathartic because youre regarded as such a nonentity as a 
woman, that I was quite determined that I was going to make my 
mark on the woild, on a man 's world. Another one of the reasons 
I am so determined to succeed is because of my ex-husband, because 
lie never allocated me a very large statits in our business, and never 
reýgarded my interest as 1. inportam at alL 
I would never like to do teaching, social work, or any kind of 
traditional caring jobs. One o, fthe reasons is because of this whole 
thing about status, you know, the way you are sort of looked at, the 
way you are regarded by the rest of the world. In those caring (ýTe 
jobs you just get labelled as something a bit inft? rior, and I'm 
absolutely determined not to be. 
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Women's Occupational Choice 
It is now time to consider women's OCCUpational choice in general, and to 
evaluate the theories Of Occupational choice described in Chapters Two and 
Three in the light of the present research findings. Looking firstly at non- 
gender-specific theories (reviewed in Chapter Two). taken as a whole, the main 
ideas conveyed in these theories are that occupational choice is a process-, that 
individuals attempt to achieve a match between their self-concept or personality 
and their chosen occupation; that social factors play an important role; and that 
chance also plays a part in occupational choice. 
From the present research it was clear that occupational choice is a process. 
Several women referred to this process by which occupational preferences are 
formulated and later reJected. 
[I wanted to work in a bank but] it just sort offiaded away... I think 
it was just a phase I went through. (85: Clerical worker) 
The idea just fizzled out o t7ýv head. You know, when youre .f, youngei- ideas come into, your head and then they probably get taken 
over by something else. (1: Painter & decorator) 
Occupational preferences appeared to increase in number and change with age. 
Some early childhood preferences were fantasy-based. 
/ When I was five or Av I wanted to be a ballerina] because I thought 
theýv ivere prelty. I'd never done any dancing. (74: Midwifery tutor) 
[I wanted to be a nursel because the books I was reading at the time 
were all about a nurse called Chel7y who was always getting into 
scrapes. (48: Sales representative) 
Other childhood preferences appeared to be a direct translation of enjoyed 
hobbies and interests, such as those attending dancing classes wanting to become 
dancers, and those who had had riding lessons wanting to become grooms and 
showjumpers. Still other childhood preferences were based on the people 
individuals came into contact with on a day to day basis. 
[ quite strongly believed I would be a leacher (it some stage, I don't 
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know wtýy. i suppose everybody does. Teachers are the onAl adults, 
(11)(11-t, ftom Y'our parents, Mat you couie into contact wilh ill a lot of 
cases. for an extended pefiod o, f time, so you know what Ihey do (111d 
you ihink "Id like to be a teacher, telling the class what to do". (41: 
Investment controller) 
I wanted to be a fislu-nonger. I'm leifibly influenced by what's sort 
(ýfaround I suppose. There was afish shop round the COMer and 
I used to spend hours watching him gutfish and evei-vthing. That's 
what I wanted to do when I was about su, de initelv, that's what I 
wanted to be when Igrew up. (63: Retail manager) 
In adolescence., a wider and more sophisticated rangc of preferences emerges. 
For exan-iple M childhood (up to age 12) the only medical jobs that were 
mentioned are doctor and nurse, but in adolescence (age 13 to 18) 11 different 
types of medical jobs were mentioned. In addition, adolescent preferences were 
no longer largely based on fantasy, hobbles and daily contacts, but were 
tempered by interests, values, specific abilities, and the likelihood of being able 
to enter various occupations. 
As well as supporting the conceptuallsation of occupational choice as a process, 
the findings of the present research also provide evidence to support the notion 
that individuals prefer occupations that they feel match their self-concept. 
I always did wam to do something creutii)e, I wanted to deal with 
ideas, wanting the ivhole kind oflýfest 
- 
yle and entit-017ment. All those 
soil ofthings are me. I inean Fi, efielt Fi, e become more me (is the 
Years hai, e goize b_v, you know, (isfar (is work is concerned... I feel 
I can he nze in this job, that's t)erv important, you know. Im not 
continually being something I'm not somehow. (82: Television 
researcher) 
The role of the self-concept in occupational choice is discussed in greater detail 
in conjunction with the inodel of women's occupational choice below. The 
present research does not provide any direct evidence on the role of personal ItY- 
occupation match, as distinct frorn self-concept-occupation match, in 
occupational choice. 
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Turning now to social factors, there was clear evidence in the present study that 
such factors play an important role in occupational choice. One social factor 
is change in econornic and occupational structure. 
What made me get out of it furchilecture] ? Well one ofthe things 
was that I was becoming itici-ecisiizglyfi-tistrated, fi-oiii the design point 
, 
ficulties, there was (ýfview. Archiiecture at that time was in great dýf 
a recession on and there was vety little moncy around. I was doing 
work for housing associations (is well as property developers and 
private clients, and my private clients more or less dried up. The 
housing association was also veq iight with money. The Government 
brought in particularly tight resirictions and it really became 
impossible to design group buildings - all you could find were 
concrete blocks and I hated this. (90: Jewellery designer) 
Unemployment also influenced occupational decisions. 
i inade a list o"f the jobs 1 wanted to do, the jobs that I would 
tolerate dohkq and the jobs I wouldn ýt do at any cost. I aj)plied for 
all the jobs that I wanted to do and didn 'I gel anywhere... Anywa 'v I went through the list, right to the bottorn, even doing. factoly wol* 
and things I thought I'd hate. But unemployment was such that I 
was virtually unemployable, because I didnt have any expefience oi- 
I was overqualýfied. (34: Computer programmer/analyst) 
Several of the women in the present study had been made redundant, 
sometimes more than once, and their redundancy was often followed by a 
change of occupation. Technological changes can also influence occupational 
choice and development, although in the present research, its influence was 
largely confined to concerns about the future. 
It's just a bit worrying about the machines they're bringing out to test 
, *, es. I mean thei e inýglzt come a day when they don 't need its at aIL 
(57: Ophthalmic optician) 
H, 'ilh all the awomation they)-e btinging in I might not have (I choice 
[about slaying in my job]. They might replace me with a computer. 
(15: Underground train driver) 
Financial constraints were also apparent and often had a direct effect on 
occupational choice. 
Although I would have liked to have become a barrister I had no 
private income to keep me during my pupillage, so I decided that I 
would opt ft)r being a solicitor because I would get paid while I 
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trained. (60: Solicitor - local government) 
One particular financial constraint is the availability of grants, and this played 
an important role when subjects were considering changing occupation. For 
other women it was their personal finances combined with the level of public 
transport provision that constrained their occupational choice. 
I had applied for the job about a, year previously, but then I decided 
there wasn't any point in taking it because the salmy was so low I 
ff' rd to buy a car to get out there and there was no public couldn 't af . )o transport ofany sýgnificance. (48: Sales representative) 
In addition, there were certainly some women who at sorne point in their lives 
had taken any job that was available regardless Of its nature or their own 
interest or aptitude for it, which supports the opportunity structure argurnent 
that it is local job opportunities rather than individual's choices that determine 
occupational entry. 
I just took it [present job] (is it was the only thing going. (18: 
Butcher) 
I mean I could have ended tip doing anything. I think it was just 
what was around at tile time, you know. I suppose I looked through 
the papers [saw a cleiical jobl and thought "Oh yes". (32: Carpentry 
tutor) 
The social Influences discussed above all act in a negative way, constraininu C, 
occupational choice, but social influence can also be positive. For further 
discussion of social factors in occupational choice, both positive and negative, 
see the section below concerning the model of women's occupational choice. 
The present research also provided evidence of the influence of chance or 
happenstance on occupational choice. This sometimes occurred with regard to 
education and training. 
I went to my phYsics tutor and said this isn't for me and lie said 
"Well why don ýt you oy medicine ? "... So I went over to the Dean 
and asked him was there a place, and a gid had aclually been killed 
on a motorbike, it was a terlible way to get in, and lie took me in. 
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(54: Doctor - paediatrician) 
They rejected me after the interview because I just couldiCt show 
Ihem that Id ever made anything out ofwood, but then theY rang me 
tip about a week later salying they had a spare place and if I realIv 
wamed to come I could fill it, (6: Cabinetmaker) 
The influence of happenstance is also evident with regard to entrv into 
employment. 
Through a women Is group I was going to at this thi-le I met a woman 
who was a self-employed painter and decoralor... At this tirlie 
1havitig le/i leaching qfter a nervous breakdownj I was thinking 
"T17hat am I going to do ?I shall be totally unemployable, oh i? ýi, 
God, oh my God", and she said to me "Its ever so easy to set up as 
a painter and decorator ifyoure aily good at it , and 
it doesil 't cost 
veiy much". I said "I couldn't do something like that, its a crazy 
idea". And then later oil she said to me "Look, I'm desperatefior a 
pair of hands because Im so behind oil my work-, why don't you 
come and help me ? ". So in October I started working with her and 
I worked with her , 
for the rest of the year. By the new year I'd 
realised that I was vety good at pabiting aizd decorathig and also that 
I was veiy unhappy with the set up with this other woman. I had 
this ffiend who was a printer and she said to me "This is crazy, what 
you need is to set up oil your own, you don't need to work for 
aqyone. just go out and set up oil your own, you're quite capable of 
doing it". And the next thing I knew she had come backfirom work 
one day having priwed me up these cards, which said my name, 
painter and decorator etc. oil thern. She said "Right go oil, out you 
go, distribute these cards", so I put a card in the post of) . 
fice, and 
that's how it all started. (2: Painter and decorator) 
Happenstance has a further role to play in occupational changes and 
development in adulthood. 
(If7hat made you changefirom p. ý, chiatric nursing to leaching ") 
Two vety strange 1. ncidents sort of coincided. For a start I was veiy 
badly beaten up b, ya palient after eight years in psychiatric nursing.. 
And at the saine time afi-iend o, f inine who was a teacher told ine 
about a school that was desperate. for a teacher of modern languages. 
So I Weill ill and they qf -ed me the job as French and German 
. 
Tei 
teacher. (72: Teacher - modern languages) 
In 111is i. ob I was in the right place at the right time. Early 
retirements and an immediate superior having a child unexpectedly 
and deciding not to go for promotion ineant that [ jumped several 
career stages. froin scale H librarian to head of depariment scale IV, 
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p, ASI IC which is bapo-W according to some. (76: Librarian) 
One further happenstance factor that irierIts some mention is that of accidents 
and illnesses. 
I had to stop teaching because of disc trouble... The disablement 
officer ol -ed me basket weaving and I 117ouglit I inight as well do _fei something I coidd earn moneyfironi, so I applied for a grant to study 
accowitancy. (44: Chartered accountant) 
[I'd hroken my ankle and] Fi? e since then broken mj) shoulder blade 
(is vi, lefl, so I don 'I think Fln going to be fit. for site ýt)ork probably 
ei, er again. (32: Carpentry tutor) 
However, in the majority of the above examples, the women had either tile 
prerequisite skills or some degree of interest, therefore chance cannot be said 
to be operating in a random way, but rather within certain confines. 
Overall, therefore, it must be concluded that there is ample evidence in support 
Of the four Main propositions emanating from the non-gender-specific theories 
of occupational choice. 
Turning now to theories of women's occupational choice, the first theory to be 
discussed is the biological perspective on women's occupational choice. The 
present research was not designed to test the biological thesis, however it does 
shed sorne llght'on women's physical abilities and their role In Occupational 
choice. Whilst several of the women in manual male-dorninated occupations felt 
that the physiA demands of such work were within the capabilities of most 
women, some did feel disadvantaged in this respect. 
It's not much ftin dragging heai, 
, 
y. furniture about when You've ýot 
your period. I wish I was stronger. (17: Housing estate cleaner) 
My doctor told me that I'd W0171 Oil/ three of my discs in my lower 
back through digging. (13: Gardener) 
However others pointed out that, whilst womenýs lesser physical strength is 
sometimes problematic, this is not inevitable. 
EveilWiing is desiýnedfior the n7ale &ysique. A cernew mirer doesn't 
have to be (is hemy (is it is. Bags don't haie to be a hitildred 
weiýla, plaslerboar(l doesnt ha i, e to be eight by four and so on. ( 12: 
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Builder) 
Further, three women in male-dominated occupations mentioned partiCLIIar 
advantages of the ferriale physique. 
I've 10und small hands are veiii usýfid uz car i7iechanics. (14: Car 
mechanic) 
Psychodynamic, radical feminist and sex-role socialisation theorists Would all 
predict that women differ from men in their interests, values, and self- 
perceptions, and that such differences play a part In occupational choice. These 
theorists differ in their explanations of the genesis of sex differences, 
psychodynamic theorists believing they are rooted in the early parent-child 
relationship, radical feminist theorists perceiving differences to arise from either 
differences in reproductive biologies or early parent-child relationships; and sex- 
role socialisation theorists proposing that these differences are the result of sex 
role sociallsation in the family, in education and in the media. The present 
research cannot shed any light on the causes of gender differences. However 
many women in the study did perceive themselves to differ from men in 
general. Some felt less confident. 
I think I hav, e sometimes fielt Im not (is confident (is I should be. 
I hwe to remind inyseýfsonzelimes that I arn (is good, and I know 
I arn, but someti . mes you haý, e to rernind yoitrseýf (63: Retail 
manager) 
I Ihink ýtýomen do not hai)e a s1rong Peling (ýf positiveness about 
theniseNes which is natural, no natural is the ivrong word, which is 
harinsic to a inan. Its Part 0'f being brought up, of being dominant, 
(ýf being masculine, of taking, (ýf dernanding, (ýf being confident in 
society. (47: Sales representative) 
This lack of confidence may be evidence of the low self-efficacy many women 
experience in relation to inale-domin2ted occupations. 
Others asserted that being fernale had reSI-11ted in them having a different set 
Of V'cIh-ICS frOM ITICII. 
I ýIon't see mYsell'becoming sort of mega-successful, because a lot of 
my contemporics clefinition of n7ega-successful is worki . ng a seven 
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dtýy week. Thal isn't iny idea o, l' succes, ýIid- (43: Chartered 
accountant) 
One Important facet of sex-role socialisation theory is the influence of parents 
as role models. In Chapter Eight maternal influence on daughters was 
discussed, in which it was suggested that mothers have an influence through 
positive and negative role modelling, fulfilling maternal ambitions; reacting 
against maternal pressure; encouragement and discouragement. It was found 
that fathers can also exert influence in all of these ways. In addition parents 
can exert another type Of Influence - providing occupational knowledge and 
awareness. These types of influence are presented in Table 10.1. 
Table 10.1 Types of Parental Influence 
Positive inflitences 
--------------------------------- 
Imitation / positive role 
modelling 
Negalive inflitoices 
-------------------------------------------- 
Avoidance negative role 
modelling 
Fulfilling parental ambitions 
Encouragement 
Providing occupational 
knowledge and awareness 
Reacting against parental 
pressure 
Discouragement 
Not providing occupational 
knowledge and awareness 
There were many examples of parents acting as positive role models. 
I Il'i"k Ille 117aill 111i'19 111611 my fiather has hiflitenced me willi is 
slzoývhig me What sati. ýfaction you can get out of doing a job... I saw 
iliat lie got such a tremendous amount of satiýlýction out ofliis job 
that lie wanted to put a lot more i. 11to I. t. I mean really his job 
ineans an (nifitil lot to him, and so I leartit from him really that a 
job isn't on4) a vvyy of making money, it gives you oilier things (is 
well. (42: Chartered accountant) 
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For others, the parent acted as a negative role model, a model to avoid rather 
than el'nLll'clte. 
Alyftitlier made me realise that I don ýt want to he emploYed b, 1, ollier 
peoplefior veiy much longer, because lie's regrettz . ng I. t (it ihe age o. 1' 
sivo, iliat lie's alwaYs workedfiOr other people, and I always fielt that 
his creativity, that lie could have brought out if' lie hadn't been 
employed by somebody else, didn't come. (8: Cabinetmaker) 
Some women felt that they were fulfilling their parents' ambitions. 
My. father's mother was widowed and lie had the choice of two years 
of teacher training or four years at university, but you had to bOITOW 
money and lie opted for two years teacher training and has regretted 
it ever since, instead of doing, say, electrical engineering or something. 
So I think that lie was sort o, f aying to perhaps get his ambitions 
through me and my brother who both did engineering degrees. (19: 
Mechanical engincer) 
Others described reacting against parental pressure. 
Ever since I was lilde they [purents] were s(qing "Oh - 
you could do 
. 
fe this" or "You could do thal". I think Ive SPent the rest ofniy 4ý 
oying lo prove them wrong. (9: Cabinetmaker) 
Encouragement was a potent force for some women. 
When I was about 14 1 remember my father sa - 
ving "I wish somebody 
would do medicine", talking to nobody in Particular, "I wish your 
brother had done medicine"... My, father very much wanted evegone 
to do what lie thought was right and lie thought medicine was a nice 
job. for a girl. I think lie thought it combined intelligence with caring, 
and it was nice fior a girl to care about People. (54: Doctor - 
paediatrician) 
For others parental discourage rn e nt influenced their occupational choices. 
I did consider being a policewoman, that's probably because my dad 
mws a policeman. But lie put me o' ff that, lie said the policewomen 
get the most awlid jobs and theyre just left to do the domestic type 
jobs, You know, looking qfter little lost children. I think my dad was 
dead set against me doing it. (85: Clerical worker) 
Sometimes, however, parental dISCOUragernent was ineffective, especially if it 
occurred after the wornan had left horne. 
I just said to her It'nother] "I want to be a caipenter", and size did 
the whole thing about, you knowl "You've wasted your degree, a 
clever girl like you" and all that. I ilzink she was hoping I would 
think ofsomething else. W'c didn't really talk about it vety much 
because Id say what I wanted to do and she'd say its ridiculous or 
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whatever, so we didnt really talk about it veq much. But acttlalýy 
she's now veg proud of me jor what Im doing. (32: Carpentry 
tu tor) 
The final type of parental inflUence is providing OCCLIPMional knowledEe and 
awareness. 
When I was about 12 or 13 1 used to work for my. father on Saturday 
inornings (is he'd just started his own business, and I used to write 
in all his books, you know, his VAT books and his cash book and 
that sort of thing, and add it all lip... My father has alwa ' 
ys been a 
commercial person, a salesman really and I think sort of growing up 
with the idea of him hat, ing his own business, I suppose that sort of 
led ine to thinking that a more commercial sort of career would be 
interesting. (41: Investment controller) 
The picture therefore appears to be somewhat more complex than that 
suggested by sex role sociallsation theorists who have tended to focus solely on 
imitation, and enCOUraoement/dliSCOUra ement 19 
It must also be pointed out that parents are not the only people who exert the 
probably the most types of influence outlined above, although they are 
important ones, given that parents are the primary agents of socialisation. 
However, siblings, friends, teachers, other relatives, colleagues and spouses can 
also be models to be imitated or avoided, can encourage and discourage, can 
hold expectations that may be fulfilled or rejected, and may provide 
occupational knowledge and awareness. 
Another major perspective on women's occupational choice is that of the life 
course. The present research provided ample evidence that the occupational 
choice process continues into adulthood. 
[Fin 30 nmv andl Istill keep thinking I wonder what I'm going to 
be when I gro", ii. p. (85: Clerical worker) 
That has got to be the firsi job Ihat I got interested in. I actually got 
im, olv, ed in it. I began to see mVseIf in a careerfOr the first time in 
my life. I was 25 years old, so I was a late starter as. far as thinking 
about careers went. (48: Sales representative) 
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Maily worricii inade major occupational changes in their twenties, thirties arld 
forties. 
I'd stayed there lin insin-ancej ft)r nine years getting more and more 
depressed... Really I suppose (it the age of 27 1 started realýv thinking 
to myseq'"This is ridiculous, I mitst do something and get oitt". (12: 
Builder) 
Particular crises in adult life also influenced occupational decisions. 
Ifeel as ýf Im (it a watershed (it the moment. I really doWt know I what to do. I've been pleased to have this rest [sick leave] which 
has given me a breathing space and hopefully put things into 
perspective. I wondered how much longer I could stomach the job 
because it was so demanding. (65: Manager - adult education) 
It is interesting to note that the ages at which women commonly first thought 
of entering their present occupation peaks at ages 14,17,21 and 29. The first 
three of these ages correspond to turning points in the British education system. 
However, the last peak inay reflect the developmental change that occurs 
a-round thirty that has been noted by many life course theorists. 
Major change in adult life occurs when women marry or have children, and 
these events clearly play an important role in occupational choice, a position 
elaborated by domestic theorists of women's occupational choice. For some 
women it was the expectation of marriage that influenced their occupational 
choice. 
When I sat down and they asked me what I wanted to do I didn't 
know al all. It was Just a black hole. I mean I thought I'd go to 
college and gel married. (37: Economist) 
I clon't think I really thought of any sort of cai -eer (it all until my 
early tivcnti(, ýs. I think I was one of these people that think you leave 
school and get married and all the rest o, f it. You don't think aioý 
fUrther than that. (45: Management accountant) 
As noted in Chapter Eight, the majority of women did not take childcare into 
account when f0171111-Ilating their occupational preferences. However, a few did. 
One of the main things vas that I would he able to do it 
[accountancv] part-time and still have children and only work part- 
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time. That was crucial to my decision. (43: Chartered accountant) 
[Whal put nie o, 1fdoing medicine was thatj I had read (it that stage 
about the difficulties q being a lady doctor and being a ývi' and a 
mother which I assitmed I ivoidd be. (55: Dentist - orthodontics) 
It is interesting to note that these women perceived male-dominated OCCUPatIO11S 
as being conducive to part-time employment. Although it is true that certain 
fernale-dominated jobs, such as catering and cleaning, are more likely to have 
opportunities for part-time working, this is not true of all fernale-dominated 
jobs, and the wornen in female-dominated occupations in the present sample did 
not perceive their jobs to offer opportunities for part-time employment to any 
greater extent than the women in the male-dominated occupations. In addition 
those in fernale-dominated occupations showed no greater desire for part-time 
employment or work that fits in well with childcare. Therefore, women's desire 
for part-time employment does not appear to be a major contributory factor in 
occupational segregation, in the present research at least. 
However, there was evidence that, at some periods in their lives several wornen 
did look for employment largely on the basis with what fitted in with childcare 
arrangements or school hours. 
I was just itying to find something that was going to fit ill with her 
Ischool-age daughter] day, and I was going to worly about the 
holidays when they came up, so I was looking for part-time work, sort 
Qf nine to three, that sort of thing. (48: Sales representative) 
I had to. find full-time employment because I had become a widow. 
So I got a job which fitted in with the children and school as a 
church caretaker. (16: Bus driver) 
The many problems and benefits in relation to employment that marriage and 
children bring were detailed in Chapter Eight. 
One of the main concerns of domestic theorists is role conflict, which was 
experienced by some of the women in the present research. 
It is a býg problem when your children are ill. When my son had 
actue appendicitis and I was very forn and fielt aw il about not bcing I 
fil 
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there. (65: Manager - adult education) 
I had son-ie conflict about leaving him Ison], because I thought I 
ought io go on 1with demismIl (is well as being ivith him. (5 6: 
Dentist - (Teneral practice) 
I don't think you can give your children enough atieniioll and give 
your work attention as well. (87: Clerk-typist) 
As in the quotes above, role conflict typically occurs in relation to children, but 
women can also feel divided between work, husband and home. 
The thing that worries me is that ýf success means a long time (it 
work- I wouldn't like that because I like time for my husband, time 
jor the horne, time for other interests. I've thought about it and I 
mýouldn't like to have a real consurningjob, a career. I don 'I think 
I'd be happy with that. ('85: Clerical worker) 
Role conflict is often compounded with role overload. Some women certainly 
felt overloaded. Occasionally it is employment that is curtailed to cope with the 
overload and conflict. 
I couldn 't actually commit myself to any more hours lof employment] 
because I can't get the housework done or the shopping done... And 
the children, I mean either they go to a childminder which means 
they'l1just watch televisionfirom the time they leave school until whell 
I pick thein tip, which I don 't particularly want and they don't want, 
and anyway they go to dif -ent activities and there's no way youd fe, i 
get someone to drive thern here, there and eveiywhere to music 
le. uons unless you had someone living in and I wouldn't want 
soineone living in. (89: Research officer) 
In other instances it is educational activities that are curtailed. 
I clid do the Open UniversiiyfiOr a while just before and just after my 
daughter was horn. Again I had no support at horneftv it and I was 
trying vety hard to make a new maniage work Alý, husband 
(iemanded long surnmer holidaývs and the pleasure of my company, 
and the summer was real4, the high pressure ti . me i. n the Open 
University, it was the time when you're supposed to go to summer 
school and all the rest of it, and it was just a non-starter. It just 
didn't, fit in with the wa I was living and Fin afraid I opted to In, 
and make the marriage work- rather than the academic line. (48: 
Sales representalve) 
More often thOLIgh, the women in this sample do not let their role overload 
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affect their worklife. It did however often affect their social life. 
'fected 
my social life because by the lime Id done It 1houseivork] qt 
my work and irýy housework there wasn't a lot of limejor anything 
else... Because ofthe traffic I leate horne about half'past seien in 
the nioming so Im in work by about eight o'clock, and I dont leave 
before siv at night, and often by Me thne I get horne and hai, e 
something to eat, do the ironing, read. for bit, watch the television, its 
bedthne, so iny work is a big part of my life. (35: Information 
systems manager) 
Role coriffict and overload may also result in personal stress and exhaustion. 
I used to be extremely stressed when I did all that night work 
[working three nights a week cis well as caringfor a husband and two 
small children]. You know, it was expected that 1provide the saine 
standard of horne and eveiything as ýf I wasnt working and it was 
expected that I would pretend that ny income was just something 
ffie 
. 
for iny own amusement when infiact it was the dif) rence between 
having a roo 
,f 
over our heads or not. So it created a great deal o. 1' 
stress. (72: Teacher - modern languages) 
Sometimes the stress of multiple roles, particularly where one role is very 
demanding, can be i contributory factor in the break up of marriages. 
He [ex-husband] didn't really understand when I had to work lots of 
overtitne. He didn't like it i, eiy much... He got vety sort of 
domesticated and into the house and all that sort Qf thing whereas 
I was getting more ambitious in tenns of iny career and eveiphing, 
so we diveiged quite a lot I think, which is a sharne. He'd have 
prefen-ed ine to be a bit less ambitious I think. (41: Investment 
controller) 
Whilst the women in groups one to four did not differ in the incidence of 
divorce, some wornen did feet that there was a link between their strong career 
orientation and their marriage break-up. Some, like the investment controller 
quoted above, viewed their worklife as a contributory factor in their divorce. 
Others felt the financial independence that comes with full-time employment 
facilitated the marriage break-up by making it more feasible and less 
econornically painful. However, others saw their divorce as being something 
which made thern more career oriented, either out of financial necessity, or Out 
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of a need to succeed at work to compensate for the failure in marriaLc. 
I left Ili tit job because I needed a betterpayhkg job. I needed to earn 
real mone 
- 
y. The receptionist job was peanuts and I needed one 
which paid a w(i,.,, e iliat one could actually live on... The end of the 
marriage actualA, caused ine to have a career because I had to be 
seýf-sitpporting. (48: Sales representative) 
I wonder ýf perhaps one of the reasons I arn so succesýfttl is because 
the first M(Iffiage was unhappy. Had I been quite happy I inight not 
have pushed tnyseýf so hard, and peiliaps the only reason I have been 
successful in business is because I was unsuccessful in my first 
mamiage, I don't know. (35: Information systems manager) 
Sometimcs it was not heing married or havin, (, T I children that was the problem 
in 
itself, but rather employers' attitudes to married women and mothers. 
The hunk would tell you iio, but I would still say yes liny career has 
been (if iv maiden ffiected by my -narriage]. I mecin I cany on using it 
name (it work, because its ainazhig how I do think they have 
preconceptions, you know, so that when you just say Miss so and so, 
I do think people ireat you slightly more setiously as a manager. Its 
almost like they actually see that you might be in itfior twenty years, 
whereas if youre Mrs and youre still of childbeating age I think they 
see that "Oh you inight be liere a couple of years and then you'll 
probably resign and have childreii". (67: Manager - international 
banking) 
Interestingly none of the women in the sample had needed to give up work or 
work part-time to care for elderly relatives. However several did feel that their 
geographical mobility was restricted so that they could be near elderly or infirm 
parents. 
One of the other main approaches to women's occupational choice Is that of 
gender relations, which asserts that women's occupational choice is Influenced 
by men's need to maintain the power relation between men and women. The 
present research provides Some Support for gender relations arguments. A 
number of women in the sample clearly perceived the issue of occupational 
segregation in these terms. 
I think man ,v people 
thinkyou need big muscles to do it Icarpenttyl... 
I think that is iviy erroneous, but I think women lend to get that 
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impression, and I think men that work in lize building hldllslrý,, jor 
their own reasons, they ay to pretend that it needs special qualities 
that only men have. I think that's to protect itfiron? being afielliale 
ellvi . rotiment which is one thing men dread. (6: Carpenter) 
/I think caq)entrv is male-dominatedl because you earn a lot (ýf 
monq (it it. It's too good to share with the women. (32- Carpentry 
tutor) 
Probabýv it [clerical work-I wouldn't appeal to a man. It's not 
dynamic enough... I just think men consider it a vety lowly job, and 
wouldn 't go after it, I think that's why. The pay isn't vety good, but 
then Jor a younger man it wouldn't be that bad. So I think the 
status is so low, a man just wouldn't want that. (85: Clerical 
worker) 
Sexual harassment was sometimes used in an attempt to maintain separate 
occupational spheres for men and women. 
The local dental association itsed to have an all-male Christmas 
dinner and then it was decided that women ought to be admitted and 
iliefirst couple o, l'years a lot of the n-len didnt like that and the waly 
they dealt with it was ky telling dirty jokes to tty and embarrass its. 
(56: Dentist - general practice) 
Power relations in the home were also found to be operating, which may have 
an indirect effect on occupational choice and development. 
I enroled rnyseýffor the humanities foundation course of the Open 
University and that caused tremendous nictions with rn ,v(, ýv-liitsbaizd. He couldn't bear it. I used to have to hide my books because lie 
threatened to burn them. (72: Teacher - modern languages) 
Similarly, the gender relations of everyday life outside employment can also have 
an indirect effect on occupational choice. 
I did start going to college for a while, but coming home late at 
night, lots of gangs (ýf people around, boys and stuff, I was just scared 
so I stopped going. (3): Painter & decorator) 
As far as structural theories of women's occupational choice are concerned, 
many of the ways in which social factors influence women's occupational choice 
have already been discussed. The present research was not designed to test the 
macro social theories of women's occupational choice. 
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Considering the above, it was concluded that an adequate model of women's 
occupational choice must reflect and integrate both non-gender-specific and 
worrian-specific theories of OCCUpatlonal choice. It must also encompass the 
followin(T : the concept ua lisat ion of occupational choice as a process- self- 
concept - occupation inatchiniy; the influence of social 
factors; the influence of 
chance; biological predisposition, the effect of the family and other sociallsing 
forces on the self-concept; developmental change in both childhood and 
adulthood; the interface of employment and domestic life; and a gender 
relations perspective. 
On the basis of both the present research -and consideration of existing theories, 
a theoretical model of women's occupational choice and entry into male- 
dominated occupations is proposed. See Figure 10.1. 
The model draws upon and is an modification, extension and elaboration of 
Linda Gottfredson's (1981) theory of occupational choice. However, there is 
much in the model that IS unique. For example, it includes a developmental 
stage in adulthood; biological predisposition and happenstance have been 
integrated into the model; social factors are included as a major element in the 
model; gender relations also has a place in the model; and finally a number of 
relationships between elements, not specified by Gottfredson, have been 
delineated. 
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The components of the model and their relation to each other Lire described 
below. 
Occupational Choice as a Process 
The fact that occupational choice is a dynamic process is indicated by the til-ne 
arrow at the bottom of the model. The cumulative on-going effect of 
developmental changes in the self (for further elaboration, see below); financial 
pressures; the operation of career routes; age barriers and pressures to remain 
in one's occupation all contribute to a sense that occupational choice is largely 
irreversible. 
A number of women mentioned the financial costs of changing occupation, 
including the cost of gaining further educational qualifications or of retraining, 
and the cost of starting in a lower position in a new occupation. 
I can't really affiwd the cost of i-etraining. I don't know i 'I could 
qfford to start (it the bottom (ýf the ladder in any other profession. 
(79: Personnel officer) 
The operation of career routes, that is the fact that certain Occupations tend to 
lead into other occupations, whereas some other occupations do not, adds a 
further dimension to the dynamic nature of occupational choice. 
I tried io become a inidwýfý actually. They wouldn't have me 
because I had nol been a nurse. (6: Carpenter) 
Sometimes career routes can maintain occupational segregation. 
People progress into programming and analysis quite a lot from 
working in operations and Illat is veiy inale-dominated, mostly 
because its slzýft systems, and there are legal restfictions on women 
working slzýfis, and some companies have an unstated policy of not 
eniploying women (it all on the operations side, which means there's 
one less channel through which a wornan could get into the job. 
(3-3): Computer programmer) 
Traditionalýy probaiion oVicers were always men and this is because 
it was veii, much a second career, , you 
kiiow, you. found lots of retired 
policemen, rell . red army people. (99: Probation officer) 
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However, there was evidence that career routes can sometirries have the 
opposite effect of breaking down segregation. I 
There are quile a lot more women chiving buses than there are (1141411g 
undergrouncl trains, and this is because bits conductor jobs are being 
C111, (110 a lot o, f the conductors are i, tm-nen. The bits company is 
, 
ter them the opportunity to become drivers and some oblýged to of , 
women have taken it up rather than becoming redundant. (15: 
Underground train driver) 
The women, most ofthem carne through via the secretarial route of 
some kind or another, you know, thty hai, e become secretaries in 
firms that sold and discovered they had some sort of' ability to 
understand what they were talking about and to communicate it to 
otherpeo, I)le. (1+8: Sales representative) 
In addition there are aCtUal and perceived age barriers. Some wornen felt they 
formulated an occupational preference "too late". 
ýf I had n, ýy th-ne again... I inight have done medicine, but - 
you really 
have to know (it an early age or have someone push you into i. I or 
something. (37: Economist) 
Finally there are many forces acting to keep individuals in their present 
occupation. These forces may be psychological. 
Having nursing qualýfications makes me fieel trapped. I would like 
. 
fei mt, butfieel unable to do this. All to do something completely dif -c 
I really know is how to nurse e1c.. The older I get, the more I feel 
it is harder to break awayfirom ihe one thing I know how to do and 
ftel sa 3 fie doing. (7): Miýwjfc) 
[I wanted to leave medical schooll I wouldn't give in, I think that 
w(Is jr. I thought ýf I chicken ota now Im never going to live this 
down. (54: Doctor - piediatrician) 
They may also be financial. 
I didn't want to take the i1sks that were iiwohýed in doing something 
interesting- I was acluaI4, earning qUite good money in all the jobs 
I was doing and it was de , 
fiizileýy being scared of being poor that kept 
me going (it these griidgijigýy (mjld jobs. (82: Television researcher) 
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Self Factors 
Self factors include both biological disposition, and the self-concept. Biological 
disposition includes the general level of intelligence (which is, of course also 
importantly Influenced by environmental factors); Specific IhllltlCS SLIch as ýirtistic 
and 111LISical talents; and physical condition, for example, height, C01OUr 
blindness. 
The self-concept may be defined as the totality of the way individuals see 
themselves. The self-concept is formed partly as a result of biological 
predisposition, but mainly as a result of social factors, and is especially 
influenced by experiences in the family of origin. School, the media, peers, 
spouses and children and wider societal forces also play a part in the forination 
of the self-concept, particularly as the individual becomes older. As adults in 
the workforce, experiences at work also play a socialising role and may alter the 
individual's self-concept. 
I had a summer i, acation job between A levels and unit, ersity, I 
worked in a cheese-I)ackingfiactoiy. It was the most soul-destroying 
job, and I decided then that I couldn 't be part of just doing a general 
job. for a wage, just to get by... All I knew was there was no way I 
could put tip with that. So that was probably quite an important job 
, 
for me. (47: Sales representative) 
The self-concept also has its own internal dynamic, dependent Upon 
psychological maturation. 
In early childhood2 the gendered seýf develops and individuals seek to associate 
themselves with everything thought to be gender-appropriate. Thus girls begin 
in early childhood to express preferences for female-dominated Occupations, and 
in doing so enhance their emerging female identity. Whilst Gottfredson appears 
2 It is not possible to be more specific about the ages at 
which self-concept changes occur, since the present research was 
not designed to ascertain this, and since adult recall produces 
only approximations of ages when childhood behaviour took place. 
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to contend that this gendered circumscription of the selt I -concept is largely 
completed during , early childhood and remains static and fixed unless challenged 
in adulthood by, for example, the inability to find a gender-appropriate Job. 
Alternatively, it is proposed here that whilst early childhood is the time when 
individuals begin to develop a gendered self-concept and gendered occupational 
preferences, the circumscription of the self-concept in relation to gender 
continues throughout childhood, adolescence and adulthood. There are also 
times, Such Lis adolescence, when gender resurfaces as a particularly salient part 
of the self, and when il , 
iFIS feel particular pressure to conform to the feminine 
sex-role. At this time tomboy-like behaviour is typically given up. Similarly 
preferences for inale-dominated occupations inay be given up at this time. 
[Up until around age 14 1 wanted to be an engineer like my fiatherl 
I ivas pretly keen but didnt make aiýv enquiries and this interest 
. 
fizzled oul because it wasnt ladylike and not the sort of Illing girls 
(it our school wanted to do. (92: Pattern cutter) 
1n late childhood the social seýf develops. At this time individuals begin to 
perceive themselves in terms of their social class position, and to express 
occupational preferences congruent with their social class. 
[I had wanted to be an air hostessl As I got older I realised that 
wasn't the kind of job a girl like me would do. (82: Television 
researcher) 
Individuals also begin to take their overall academic ability into consideration. 
I wanted to be a vel but Ifincilly realised I wasn't bright enough. (46: 
Sales exeCLItIVe) 
It is also interesting to note that the decrease in the number wanting to be 
nurses and the corresponding increase in those wanting to be doctors that 
occurs in the teenage years may reflect the growing desire for occupations that 
match the predominantly middle-class and academically able sample. 
As in the case of the gendered self, wliilst the social self emerges at a point in Zý g 
childhood where social and acadernic evaluation commence, it is in a continUal 
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state of flux and change thrOUghout an individual's life. The re-evaluation of 
one's abilities can OCCUr, for example, in the teenage years. 
I aliv(qs wanted to be a nia-se when I was little and then m4lell I did 
beller in uýy 0 level exams that J thought I was going to and better 
than ihe school thought I was going to do, I changed iTýy mind fi-om 
being a nurse to being a pharmacist. (55: Dentist - orthodontist) 
It can also occur in adulthood after several years in the labOLir market. 
I have always been intrigued by law. I can remember, say about the 
age of 12 or 13, thinking "Gosh how wondeýftd it would be to be a 
solicitor, but I'm not nearly intelligent enough, how would yolt 
possibly be able to know evejy law in the counoy" and tofalýy 
dismissing it... ISeveral years later] I was living with an Australian 
girl and she had a law degree and I decided that's what I want to do. 
She said "You could do a law degree, I've done a law degree, you 
could do it". It wasnt really until that moment that I had seriously 
considered 1he idea of doing some professional work-. (62: Legal 
executive) 
These self-perceptions of ability could equally be termed self-efficacy (see 
Chapter Five), thus self-efficacy theory has found its place within a larger 
theory. It is clear when viewing self-efficacy within the model as a whole, that 
self-efficacy could not have an over-riding, major influence on occupational 
choice, which probably explains the largely negative findings reported in Chapter 
Five. 
When individuals reach adolescence they begin to develop what may be termed 
a unique seýf. At this stage attention becomes focused upon what IS unique 
about oneself - that is, one's specific abilities, interests, and values. These new 
self-perceptions are integrated into the individual's thinking about occupations. 
Thus specific abilities play their role in occupational choice. 
111,7zen I was about 16 1 wanted to be an applied mathematician] 
I considered it really because I thought I was capable of it, not 
because I was really interested in it. (36: Systems analyst) 
Interests also become more sallent in adolescence. AlthOLIgh childhood 
occupational preferences were often based on a direct translation of hobbies or 
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activities, and as such may he considered to be influenced by interests, in 
adolescence the influence of interests on occupational choice becomes more 
sophisticated and carefully considered. 
I really enjQved maths and I started to illink "Well, what call volt do 
ývith maths" rather than sort ol''What jobs are available to me". (42: 
Chartered accountant) 
Another important facet of the unique self Is values, which play an important 
role in adolescent occupational choice. 
One of the reasons why I went into local gov7ernment was because I 
actually saw it (is being something using iny talents to help other 
people. (60: Solicitor - local government) 
Values also play a part in defining which occupations women were not prepared 
to consider. 
) ctively would 
.T 
I knew that I didn't want to work in defence. That ef e 
have closed down all my options because the only jobs you could get 
at that time actually applying a physics degree were working in 
defence. And Ifielt veiy sirongly about that. I wasn't going to have 
aiýything to do with any part q the nuclear indusny and I wasn't If 
prepared to work- in defence. (43: Chartered accountant) 
Elements of the unique self such as interests and values, like female identity and 
perceived ability / social status, are not fLXed once and for all at the end of 
adolescence, but all continue to chan, (,,, e throughout adulthood. 
[Having woi*ed (is a nursc for several years] I got veiy into sort o, f 
alternative medicine... I don't really approve of a lot offlie hospital 
. systein and 
drugs, for instance. So if I had C(Iffied on nursing there 
would have been a conflict there. (7: Carpenter) 
As adults, individuals strive to develop an integrated seýf, or what Van Den 
Daele (1968) terms "a creative synthesis of personal experience". Individuals 
attempt to combine and unite existing elements of the self-concept, which are 
undergoing a continual process of change, with new elements concerning overall 
life style. Marriage, motherhood, experiences in employment and other life 
events all ilter the wýiy one perceives oneself, which., in turn, alter one's 
occupational preferences. 
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The most career-changing thing was working at the Citizens Advice 
Bureau, and that politicised me, pushing me fita-ther to Ille left and 
I becurne quite a strong socialist. for a while. I had had quite a 
sheltered upbfinging and was then going to houses where people had 
beeiz made redundant, water pouring through Me ceilhig. I saw such 
things and got angiy, and thought I'd like to play a part in changing 
a// this. It was a great motivating factor. (61: Solicitor - 
matrimonial) 
[Having had an emeigency hysterectonýyj I could no longer have any 
more children, and Id actually thought in tenns o, f having anolher 
child. So I had to sort of re-evalitate myself then. I had to stop 
thinking of mySelf in terms of being a mother, I had to sort of 
consciously give mvSeýf other values. It was vety difficull but I just 
knew I had to do it. (17: Carpenter) 
Given the nature of present day society and its gender relations, the majority of 
females are likely to develop a gendered self that found the fernale role as it 
is presently constructed acceptable; a social self that does not have a great need 
for status; a unique self made up of traditionally female interests, abilities and 
values; and an integrated self that feels relatively satisfied with female- 
dominated types of employment. However a number of individuals do not 
follow this pattern. Ferninine Role Rejectors are unwilling to accept the 
traditional female identity based on subservience; Prestige Strivers have a great 
need for status and respect; Maths/Science Careerists have an over-riding C, 
interest in the traditionally male areas of mathematics or science: and 
Nonconformist Transients see their overall lifestyle as one which is at odds with 
the life of the conventional female. Such women will therefore seek out 
occupations that match their self-concept and these occupations will tend to be 
male-dominated. 
Occupational Images 
People have various occupational images about what different occupations 
involve, what sort of people undertake thern, and what it would be like to work 
in thern. OCCUpatiOnal images are rarely based on fact and are often very 
inaCCLIFate. OCCLIpational images change as occupational knowledge increases. 
)00 
I decided I wanted to be a vel, but lost interest when I realised you 
had to ol-)erate on animals and I didn't want to hurt thern. (25: 
Geologist) 
When individuals enter the labour inarket they may alter then- occupational 
irnages as a result of direct experience in an occupation. ]'his is indicated by 
the arrow (in the model on page 29-3) frorn Specific OCCLIpatIOn entered to 
occupational images. 
I had thisfieeling that I wotild actually like to do something aroillid 
personnel, I would like to he involved in sort of' sity)portive, 
comiselling type work, and I Illought that this was what being a 
personnel manager in this store ivoidd involve. That was a grave 
ei-i-or becatise basically what it is is being the managerýs wife in the 
shop as opl)osed to at home, and it's really being vety cai-hkg and 
sitpportive of him [so after siýv montlis I handed in iny noticej. (2: 
Painter & decorator) 
Occupational images are also subject to change by social factors. For example, 
when a parent enters a new occupation the child's image of that occupation will, 
in all probability, change to become more accurate due to increased knowledge 
about the occupation. Careers education can also alter occupational images. 
The media portrayal of occupations may also create. maintain, or alter 
occupational images. Changing proportions of men and women in occupations 
also affects occupational images, making occupations seem more or less 
appropriate to one gender, and more or less high status. 
Compromise 
Occupational preferences are narrowed down to a small number of preferences 
which constitute the individual's zone of acceptable alleMatives. It is the 
perceiiýed accessibility of occupational preferences that guides this narrowing 
down process. The zone of acceptable alternatives is not static or fixed, but 
rather changes throughout life Lis occupational preferences and perceived 
accessibility change. This process of compromise was very evident in the 
present research. 
I wanted to go inlo social ivork- or probation vi, ork- but I ývasn't 
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academic enough, I couldn 'I get the qualificalions, so police work was 
a second choice (is it involved some ofthe same things. (50: Police 
inspector) 
Perceived accessibility is influenced by both self and social factors. A person 
with low self-efficacy, who lacked confidence in her abilities would perceive an 
occupation to be less accessible than someone who did not lack confidence or 
self-efficacy. Social factors such as changes in competition for jobs may 
influence perceived accessibility, and in turn, occupational choice. 
/I changed occup(aions firom labomtoiy work- to clefical ivoi-k] I 
thotight and thought and thought because I did eitjoy bactet-iology, 
but I thozight its going to be veiv difficult. First of all I felt insecure 
in my job, and also I thought its got . ng to be dýfficidf to get another 
job because I'm not qualified and the job situation had just totally 
changed from when Ifirst started. There were so man ' 1, 
graduates 
available that hadn 't got jobs, what chance did I stand ? Id got the 
expet-ience, but I didWt think I could compete, too manly applicants 
, 
for each job. (85: Clerical worker) 
Wider social movements, such as the Women's Movement, can influence 
perceived accessibility by making male-dominated occupations appear more 
accessible. 
At that time [in the early 1970'sl there was a lot o, f talk about 
stereotypes, you know, women being stereotypes and women being 
sluck in certain types o, f jobs and being housewives, so there were a 
lot ofus ttying to break stereo(ypes in one way or another... I had 
J. ust come back to England when the Equal Opportunities Act was 
passed, and the TOPS courses were really doing a lot of propaganda 
to help women to do nontraditional trades. So infiact the wind was 
blowing that wa , V. 
Women wanted to do it, some ofits wanted to 
actually enter that sort offield of training and the governmelit was 
actually encouraging it. I suppose it was a lot of tokens, one woman 
here, one wonum there, but on the other hand it was really helpful. 
(14: Car mechanic) 
Additionally, increases in the numbers of women doing male-dominated 
occupations has the same effect. 
I think something that did in 
, 
fluence me was a 
. 
11-icnd of n7ine who 
was vvork-ing in a house, and said that they had a vvoman there who 
was doing carpenoy. I Ihink that was like thefirst realisation that 
there ývere women doing things like that. That did have quite an 
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impact on me. It was just a sudden realisation that there vvvs 
something else to do, that there was an avenue open to its. (1: 
Painter & decorator) 
Specific Occupation Entered 
The specific occupation an individual enters depends upon the zone of 
acceptabie alternatives, chance happenings or happenstance, and social factors. 
Social factors that influence the specific occupation entered include the influence 
of other people such as family members. This type of influence is evident when 
parents forbid a certain course of action. 
I got all the. forms [for going into the WRENS] andfilled thein in, 
but because I was only seventeen they had to be signed by your 
parents and niy father refused to sign them. He tore thei-n up and 
threw theni in the fire and said "No daughter of rnine is going to go 
into the services". (35: Information svstems manager) 
My parents were dead set against it [me being a nurse], and would 
not sign the papers to let ine live awa-y. from home. (30: Estimator 
/ surveyor) 
Parents can, however, also direct women into rather than away from specific 
occupations. 
My mother was fied up with me doing this job [packaging ill a 
department store]. I thmight there were prospects ill it bilt she said 
"No, yoitre not going to do that, youre going to do a six month 
secretarial cow-se". She got thefiorms andfilled thein ill and said 
"Sign here", and so, with a little bit of parental pressure, got me oil 
to this secretarial course. (29: Chýirtered surveyor) 
Although this type of influence is largely confined to the women's teenage years, 
in some instances parental influence can continue into adulthood. 
When a woman marries, her husband may then exert this type of direct 
influence on the occupation entered. 
I left that job [working in a pub] because my husband didn't like it, 
lie wanied me to leave it... So to keep the peace (it home I lef?. (87: 
Clerk-typist) 
[Igave up being an actress ývhen I got mamiedl My husband just 
got jealous aboul the whole thing. I inean the idea of going out with 
an actress was veiy appealing but being married to one was 
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somell I it . ng dif-terent. He got so uptight (ind new-mic about it thal I 
gave it tip. (81: Recruitment consultant) 
The lack of childcare provision is another social factor than can have a direct 
influence on women's occupational decisions and opportunities. 
I couldnt realIv, see what I was going to do with my daughter ýf I 
went back to work. There were no really good local pro"isions, for 
kids of working mothers. (48: Sales representative) 
I was thinking Qf doing a TOPS course, and I was supposed to go 
along and take a test, but I didn 't go because I thought about it and 
I thought Im not going to be able to get to that centre at half past 
eiýqht in the rnorning. I just couldnt have an-anged that sort of 
childcare. (7: Carpenter) 
Sex discrimination is a further major social factor that has a direct effect on the 
specific occupation entered. 
Social Factors 
Social factors include the family of origin, which is the major socialising agent 
during early childhood; education; the media; peers, friends, and coworkers; 
domestic factors such as marriage, housework, motherhood and caring for 
elderly or infirm dependents; and wider societal factors such as legislation, 
recession, labour shortaLT , es, and the 
Women's Movement. The type of influence 
that all these social factors exert is dependent upon both gender relations and 
class relations that exist in society. The present research focused mainly on 
gender, however there was arnple evidence that class relations were also playing 
an important role, and one which interacted in complex wavs with (4ender 
relations. 
The ways in which social factors may influence occupational images, perceived 
accessibility and the specific occupation entered were diSCLISSCd abOVe. SOCIal 
factors also influence, and are infILICriced by, the self-concept. 
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Social factors affect self-concept in a number of ways. For example parental 
expectations, enCOLirageinent and discouragement, positive and negative role 
modelling can all titer how individuals see themselves. In addition, by providing 
occupational knowledge and awareness parents and others can after the self by 
fostering new interests and abilities. Wider social changes, such as 
unemployment, can also influence self- perceptions. 
[Having been unemployed long-term] it was a long time before I 
actually Sort 0'f put away the idea of doing something academic. I 
mean I know its a bit of a sirong ierm to use but it was a bit like a 
bereavement really, you know, weaning myseýf away p, ýychologically 
. 
11-om thIS image of myseýf and thinking about a different image for 
myseýf (6: Carpenter), 
It is also important to note the influence individuals can have on society, which 
is denoted by the arrow from self factors to social factors in the model of 
women's occupational choice. Women are not merely pawns of circumstance, 
subject to social forces, they are also able to take an active role in altering 
society in small, or larger ways. Simply by entering a male-dominated 
occupation, a woman is altering the social environment to some degree, perhaps 
making it easier for those women who come after her. Also by being seen to 
be a woman in a male-dominated occupation, she may act as a role model for 
others. 
lVe joined a group ofivoinen who go into schools to infion-17 girls of 
the options they have, not just to go into typicallyfieInale jobs. (30: 
Estimator/surveyor) 
The present research provided much evidence of wornen's active struggle to 
enter male-dominated areas of employment. 
Ifinanced rnyseýf through the course by working most eiýenhzgs and 
some weekends. (9: Cabinetmaker) 
I got In first selling job by not telling them that I was a woman. 
Fve got this wondet. -ful name in which all three of my Christian 
tiai7zescotilddotible. foi-iiieii'siiaines. SolProducedthiswondetful 
C. V giving them all the in , 
formation they wanted to know and 
excluding the Jact that I was a woman. Also I use black ink and 
vei-, v spidety handwriting, its veill 1177portant to get rid of fiemale 
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wri . it . ng. Because I knew if] coula get ! () the uiten, -iew, I knot! I ývas 
good, but it was getting there. (47: Sales representative) 
Women may also influence the social world by challenging sex cliscrii-nimition. 
I have writlen to the Equal Opportunities Commission oil olle 
occasion when I ivas appýviilgfior dej)lily headshij)s, and I satv an 
advertisement that said they t, vaiaed a deputy head who was going 
to run the boýýs gaines and football tearn. I ringed that and wrote in 
saying this is 1111 
, 
fair... My counlY doesn't allow adverts like that 
anymore. (69: Headteacher - primary school) 
Other women have tackled sexual harassment. 
The second time I was groped b, vm, v staff manager I complained and 
lie was given afinal warning 1hat if lie laid a hand on one woman 
heW be sucked, and lie hasn't done so... At senior levels Ility didn't 
knoiv this sort o, filibig happened and they actiial4ý commi . ssioned a 
study to see hoýv many men vvere doing this. (43: Chartered 
ýICCOUntant) 
Others have altered their social environment in a small way by refusing to 1 -1 
behave in sex stereotyped ways. 
. 
fee, but when it was four o' clock and He expected me to make cof 
they still hadnt had any I think they got the message. (98: 
Technical manager) 
It is now time to consider women's experiences at work in male-dominated 
occupations, experiences which affect both the self-concept and occupational 
IMILIges. 
Women's experience of working in male-dominated occupations 
Eight socio-psychological forces, derived from the qualitative data, appear to act 
on and determine women's gender-related experiences at work. These forces 
may be labelled women perceieved as less competent; role stereoopes; psý, chol(ýgical 
sterotypes;, fenuile cullure: Inale culture-, shared gender; rmity; and sexualitly. These 
forces are not independent, hut are interlinked and overlapping. 
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Women perceived as less competent 
The first factor to be considered is that wornen are perceived ýis less competent 
than rnen. a notion that is at the heart of gender relations theory. Women 
often reported feeling thm they had to prove themselves, a typical comment 
being that a wornan has to be twice as good as any man. 
You have to work harder because youre proving your point all the 
time... They tty and stHke sparks of you because you're a woman, 
they use you as a Mckbat within the team, to prove themselves as 
nien. You certainly have to work harder. (47: Sales representative) 
As a consequence of this some women felt that they were beIng closely watched 
to see if they made a mistake. 
I feel veii, consci . oils oftlieftici that youre a little bit more on trial, 
I think, (is a woman... You have to prove yourself a little harder. 
(42: Chartered accountant) 
Another consequence of women being seen as less competent is that they are 
sometimes given less responsibility, they are more closely supervised, or women's 
decisions are not trusted and people seek confirmation from a man. Another 
problem arising from the perception of women as less competent, is that they 
are often viewed as more Junior than they actually are. 
You sometimes find that there are clients who just dont take you 
seriously. I mean they 1hink you must be so junior because youre 
a woman. If'I eier went an , 
ywhere with a male assistant they would 
always assume that lie was in charge of me rather than the other way 
round. (141: Investment controller) 
Women who succeed in a male-dominated occupation and demonstrate their 
competence and abilities, especially if they are promoted over men, challenge 
the assumption that women Lire less capable, and this inav cause men to feel I 
threatened. 
There are people within the organisation who resent theftict that I'm 
in a reasonably responsible position, and when I was promoted to 
1he job I'm in, fliere were comments that "There are too inany bloody 
women in ihis place" that filtered through. (33: Computer 
proorami-ner) 
Yet paradoxically women's perceived lack of status can leave them with a 
freedom to ask questions and to ask for help, since in doing so they do not 
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"lose face", as little was expected of them in the first place. 
I can be quite fi-ank. I can get away sometirnes with making 
mi, ýIakes and a(Imilling it, but sa , ying 
"Wouldyoit help ine ? ", whereas 
a man maY not necessal-i4ý adinit to a mistake. (38: Stockbroker) 
Of COUrse wornen are not immune from this notion that women are less 
competent than men, and this sometimes gives rise to a lack of confidence in 
their ability. 
Sometinies I wony if Fm good enough. I mean a lot of things are 
telling me I'm good enough, the jobs I've done, and exams, and 
because people have told its wele got a good little business. But still 
sometimes I ivake up in the morning and think I'm not good enough, 
you know, I'm not doing it well.. It's to do with being a woman 
itz something that has not been seen as a wornan's world. Sometimes 
I wonder, I think "Yes, you do it, but are you really that good 
(14: Car mechanic) 
It is also true that this belief that women are and should be less competent 
extends outside work into personal relationships. 
This gity I was going out with for a long time, lie was in a veiy 
similar field, and part of the reason that we evenatally parted was 
that I was really more successful than lie was. (22: Physicist) 
Role stereotypes 
The second force is that of role stereotypes. Women at work tend to be 
perceived in terins of women's traditional work roles as secretaries, and 
receptionists. Women in senior positions reported being expected to make 
coffee and to take minutes. Similarly, in a hospital setting, wornen doctors will 
often be perceived as nurses. These situations could also be explained Lis 
women been seen as more junior, in line with the view that women are less 
competent. It also bears some similarity to Kanter's (1977) notion of status 
let, elling in which a women's perceived status is downgraded to match her 
secondary status as a woman. Women working in male-dornmated Occupations 
also reported feeling that they were perceived as wives and mothers or potential 
wives and mothers. This sometimes manifested itself in the clients expectations 
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that women working in the manual trades would charge less than inen, since : it 
was assumed that they were working for pin money rather than heing 
breadwinners. Another consequence of role stereotypes is that people %vill 
expect to find a man in male-dominated jobs since Its is typically men who are 
found in such roles. 
Welve had instances where we've had ail engineer corne ill to CIO 
some work oil the computer and lie's stlick his head round the door, 
"Excuse ine, please could you tell ine where I could find the 
comImter manager ? "I and I've itsitally said "Can I lielp you ? ". "No, 
I'm lookiiig. for a man, dear". (35: Information systems manager) 
Psychological stereotypes 
The third and related force is that of psychological stereotypes. Women often 
reported feeling that they were expected to behave in stereotypically female 
ways. This notion is similar to Kanter's (1977) concept of assimilation, and 
Gutek's (1985) concept of sex-role spillover. The women in the present 
research reported being perceived as incompetent, emotional, kind and gentle, 
compassionate, friendly, subservient, physically weak, clean and tidy, and 
concerned about their appearance. 
Female culture 
The fourth socio-psyheological force is termed 'feinale 
culture. Whilst 
psychological stereotypes are what is felt to be inaccurate perceptions of the 
ways in which women differ from men, female culture is essentially positive 
stereotypes about women, that are felt to be accurate and to reflect the ways 
in which women actually differ from men. Obviously, one wornan's 
psychological stereotype may be another woman's aspect of female culture. The 
elements of female culture identified by the women in the present research 
included the views that women are more caring, more approachable, relate well 
to people, have more empathy, are interested in people, are more sympathetic, 
co-operative rather than competitive, less concerned with status, are more 
honest with themselves, more conscientious, pay more attention to detail, are 
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more patient, have greater manual dexterity and are cleaner and more ticl. y. H 
Male culture 
Male Culture is women's view of how inefl behave at Work, which may be based 
on either stereotypes or reality. The women in the present sample held a 
variety of views about men including the view that they are immature, sloppy, 
not honest with themselves, unsociable, self-centred, concerned with status, 
competitive, full of bravado. 
It might be more appropriate to speak of male cultures, since the particular 
expression of malc Culture will vary with the setting. Paul Willis (1977,1979) 
has described the elements of male, shop-floor culture as including toughness 
and machisino, intimidatory humour and badinage. This type of male Culture 
was also experienced by some of the women in manual male-dorninated 
occupations. 
There's a vety inacho atmosphere. I inean I'm no prude, I swear 
myself sometimes, but, you know, its "Fuck this, fuck that, fitick the 
other" and in a vety aggressive way. You get that sort of thing being 
bandied about. I inean the way they (male coworkers) generally 
interact, its a bit dif 
, 
flcult to describe, its fitill of aggression really. Its 
fid/ of sort of controlled aggression which you feel could break out 
(it any moment. They jostle around and pretend to punch one 
atiolher in the stomach and ýf someone's passing by they fall back oil 
them, that kind o'f thing. Its not a nice atmosphere at all. Thq 
just don't seem to care about one anothers feelings, you know. Tli(--Iy 
interact in a sort o' I'vety violent way, and Ijustfind it a veiy strained 
atmosphere. (6: Carpenter) 
Two important elements of male CLIlture are that it is anti-women, and that 
women are viewed as sex objects. It is clearly a diffICLIlt experience for wornen 
to work in jobs where such aspects of male culture operate. 
The guys had in their lockers all these nudes and sex posters. I just 
fielt I wasn It ca all (it ease. (8: Cabinetmaker) 
Its not being grabbed or physically harassed, but it is being leered at. 
You are working and the -v 
sudden1v look at you or talk to you with 
that sol-I 0, flook in their eye... Its Just uncom, fortable. You, feel all 
day long that you represent. for them, that somewhere in their mind 
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you are a sexual object working diere, millougli you've got overalls on, 
and you're doing the saine job as them. Its alw(qs thal, feeling that 
miderneath you"re a woman fiv them to treat you (is the ,v 
Ireal (III ,v 
other woman, you know, like "Good, for a fuck", that sorl ofcrudifV. 
14: Car mechnnic) 
Shared gender 
The next force, shared gender, refers to the fact that because wornen share the 
sarne gender they are able to relate to one another, to understand one another 
and to see each other's perspectiVe to a greater extent than people of opposing 
genders. 
/I like ivorkinlg in an all women gangl, I much prefer it. I think 
ý10U've got support, and the ,v 
seem to notice the same things as I 
notice, that ýf* someone's fied up with something, we all help eacli 
other really. (1: Painter & decorator) 
117ii1i oilier women, Mere is an understanding that exists between 
women... Women have an unspoken bond, I think, that heII)s. (58: 
Solicitor - matrimonial) 
This force also plays a role in interactions with clients as well as coworkers. 
In matrimonial matters it is the woman who usually takes the 
iniliative and a lot of them want to be represented and advised by a 
woman... Often the first thing fliq say is "I couldnt have talked 
about this to a i-nan". (61: Solicitor - matrimonial) 
Men also have shared perspectives and mutual understandings, and these can 
create problerns for women working in male-dominated occupations in that it 
excludes fliern and makes them feel like outsiders, unable to fully participate iii 
some formal and informal aspects of life in the workplace. 
Alen can get to know each other simply because they are men. ýf 
tho, haven't been to the same school, they've been to the same kind 
of schools, they play the same sports and just by the virtue of their 
sex they are on the same wavelength, and they see the world in a 
shnilar way. A wornaii, unless she is a veiy unusital sort o, f woman, 
just doesn It have quite the same thing. You can It join in in the same 
way. (29: Chartered surveyor) 
We are specilicallY excluded from particular activities, 
. 
/roin j. 01 . III . lig I. 11 
with the lad s. They (717-ange a lot of sports, all the sports would be 
inale-otiented, and things are organised so you are excluded firom that 
sort of social activii-y. For thefirst time in my life Ifind that I walk 
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into a room and someone's telling a dirty joke and cveýyone will shill 
up. You get toficel vety ostracised when people shia up vvhell You 
walk in a room. (43: Chartered accountant) 
Rarity 
The next force is rarity. Women in male-dominated occupations are highly 
visible, and are more easily remembered, which is often an advantage. 
You tend to stick in people's ininds more because you're an 
exception. (42: Chartered accountant) 
However this visibility can also cause women to feel self-consciOLIS. 
You are hnmediaie4, the centre o attention. Evegbody knows you 
ýtlfhin 20 seconds. You are alwa , yS 
in ft)cus. ffyou decide to wear 
a skirt one d(q eieiybocky has solnething to say about it. You can 
neiýer be anonymous, you can neier hide. (15: Underground train 
driver) 
I always. felt like a sore thumb. (19: mechanical engineer) 
Sexuality 
The final force is sexuality. Male-dominated occupations may be highly 
sexualised (Gutek & Dunwoody, 1987), and sexuality operates in several 
different ways. It may be used as away of dealing with threat that women pose. 
The two things they say most is either youre a lesbian, a dyke, 
because youre not mamied, or that you slept with the commander to 
get promotion. It solves their problem to think of you In that way 
because they feel less threatened. (50: Police inspector) 
The presence of women inay be seen as arousing and instigating a sexual 
atmosphere 
Sornething else they said at the interview was I wasnt to dress in 
such a manner (is to reduce productivity. (25: Geolov pst) 
Similarly the introduction of women into a woprkpliace sometimes gave rise to 
concerns about possible sexual relationships. 
Whe', I vVas first married and applied for jobs in this area I was 
blalantly discriminated against... "What will Your husband say about 
you meeting male clients ? ". (46: Sales executive) 
Sometimes wornen are expected to Lise their sexuality for the benefit of the 
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Organisation. 
Th e, v [inale coworkers and superiorsl tend tofieel that vi,, omelz should 
fill the role o, f'going out to people that tire slightly ditficult, and sort 
there showing rather too much leg and saly "Go on, tell me". 
(43: Chartered accountant) 
Often, however, sexuality was seen ýIS (I dOLIble-edged sword. 
Sometimes they won't go oill to 1,111cl, with you to talk about a 
problem because that would he unseemly, someone might see its etc.. 
Other thnes they will take you out to lunch when thQ, wouldn't have 
taken a rnan because they like to be seen with an attractive, 
intelligent, skirtedperson orsomething. (31: Buildings maintenance 
manager) 
It can be seen, therefore, that women's experiences in male-dominated 
occupations are MUltl-deteFITHned and subject to a number of inter-related 
forces. These experiences may influence both the way a woman perceives 
herself, and the image she holds of that occupation, which will, in turn, influence 
the occupational choice process. Therefore women's experiences at work may 
be seen as an integral part of the occupational choice process, as delineated in 
Model 10.1. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Conclusions 
To surninarise the work presented in this thesis : firstly existing literature was 
reviewed, including that on the social context of women's employment; on noil- 
gender-specific theories of occupational choice; on theories of women's 
occupational choice; and on women's choice of and experiences in male- 
dominated occupations. Secondly, a piece of research is presented in which the 
self-efficacy expectations and occupational preferences of females and inales 
are exarnined. Self-efficacy theory was found to be wanting as a theory of 
women's occupational choice. Thirdly, the main study was presented, which was 
an attempt to provide data from which a more global, integrated inodel of 
women's occupational choice and entry into male-dominated occupations Could 
be derived. 
In the course of this research, the seven questions outlined at the beginning of 
this thesis have been answered. In brief, it was found that : 
IA large number of interrelated psychological and social factors 
determine the type of occupation a woman enters. See inodel in 
CImpter Ten. 
2 Norl-gender-specific theories of occupatiomil choice ýire not 
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sufficient to explain womenýs occupational choice, althougTh they 
certainly htve something to contribute to the Understanding of it. 
See Chapters Two and Ten. 
3 Gendered theories of women's occupational choice alone fall to 
provide a satisfactory explanation of women's occupational choice, 
although they also have an important contribUtIon to make. See 
Chapters Three and Ten. 
4 It is possible, and indeed desirable, to integrme existing theories 
and concepts to produce m all-encompassing model of woniciis 
OCCLIpatIOnal choice. See Chapter Ten. 
5A variety of psychological and social factors underlie a woman IS 
decision to enter a male-dominated OCCLIpation. See Chapters 
Four, Eight and Ten. 
6 The nature of women's experiences in mate-dominated fields of 
employment is varied and complex. See Chapters Four, Nine and 
Ten. 
7 Women in different types of male-dominated occupation were 
found to differ substantially in the faCtOrS Linderlyino their 
occupational choice, and to differ to a lesser degree in their 
experiences at work. See Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten. 
The model that was proposed in Chapter Ten, and the research upon which it 
was based, have several strengths. As Linda Clarke (1980) pointed out, there 
is a need for more initial qualitative research to define the problem area and 
to su, (, Yi,, est important areas that may subsequently be SUbjected to quýintit,, itive 
study. The present research not only utilised a qualitative methodology, but the 
igned so as to also provide quantitative data to corriplimem and study was desil- 
Substantiate the qMllitatlve data. This combining of different types of data was 
found to be partICUIarly illuminating when delineating the differences between 
women in different types of male-dominated occupation. One of the most 
important contribUtions of the present research is i ts investi-atiori aiI I 
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coniparlson of women in three types of iriale-dominated occupation : illinu, 11, 
noii-ni, inu, d. and transitional. Existing research has typically portrayed women 
in inany different types of male-dominated occupation as a homogenous, unified 
group. The present research has clearly demonstrated that this is not the case. 
Another strong point of the present research is its use of a control group Of 
women in female-dominated occupations, something which is rarely included in 
studies of women in manual male-dominated occupations. Other important 
aspects of the research include the fact that it took a developmental approach 
which extended well into adult life, allowing the investigation of tile dylmnlic 
nature of occupational choice and of occupational development in adulthood, 
and of the interface of dornestic life and employment. The resultant model 
builds on and extends the seminal work of Linda Gottfredson, and inteLl'"rates 
and synthesises elements of both non-gender-specific and woman-specific 
theories, such that the model suffers from neither polarisation nor 
androcentrism. Also, unlike some other theories, the model is able to explain 
women's choice of a male-dominated occupation as well as gender-typical 
occupational choices. 
Like any piece of research, the present research has some weak points nnd 
limitations. Firstly it was sornewhat regrettable that constraints on numbers did 
not allow a second control group of women in manual fernale-dominated 
OCCUpatIOIIS to be included. The fact that the women in the manual male- 
dominated group turned out to be relatively well-educatcd and from 
predominantly middle-class backgrounds rneant that the overall sample was 
unrepresentative of women in all positions in the class structure. It was also 
manual/non-ril"Inual apparent that the measure of social class used, the 
classification, was too broad, rendering it impossible to analyze more subtle 
differences in women's social class background which rilay have been of some 
import, ince. Another Ilinitation of the present research is the relatively snlýill 
number of wornen with children in the sample. This inevitably influenced the 
confidence with which any pronouncernents about the effects of motherhood on 
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OCCLIPMiOVINI Choice Could be made. Also, althoug ýh the sarriple contained 
W01TICII Up to the age Of 59, the majority of the Subjects v., ere in their twenties 
and thirties, therefore the changes in Occupational choice that occur in the 
under-re,, earched stage of late adulthood remain largely uninvestigated. The 
failure of the present research to include any black women is also sornewhat 
unfortunate, given that the experiences Of Such women, and the effects ofracisin 
on occupational choice are relatively under-researched. One final limitation of 
the research is its use of a large number of statistical tests. This is problematic 
because a number of significant results Would have been obtained by chance 
alone. This thereby reduces the de(Tree of certainty with which the findinos illay 
be stated. 
Theoretical Implications 
In the present research it has been demonstrated that it is both possible and 
desirable to Litilise a model of women's occupational choice that integrates non- 
gender-specific and woman-specific theories, and that encompasses both social 
and psychological variables, and their interaction. It is proposed that, in future, 
researchers inight usefully place their research within the frarnework of the 
model presented here. This would avoid one of the major weaknesses that 
exists in the fields of research on women's occupational choice and of research 
on wornen's entry into male-dominated occupations, that research data are 
collected with reference to a narrow theory, or to no theory at all. This renders 
research highly fragmented, disjointed and non-comparable. It is felt that 
research Would proceed more effectively if research data and narrow theories 
were discussed and evaluated in terms of a global model such as the one 
presented in Chapter Ten. 
A further important theoretical implication of the present research is that future 
research inust : incorporate an awareness that women in different types of Inale- 
dornimited occupation are heterogenOLIS with regard to the determinants of then- 
occupational choice and to a lesser degree with regard to their experiences it 
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work. It is thus clearly inadvisable to (Yeneralise from women in one type ot 
male-doinimited occupation to those in all other types. 
Further, CoriffiCtIll(T 
research data might be clarified when differences between women in different 
types of imile-dominated occupation are taken into consideration. 
Before the model presented here may be used as a theoretical framework for 
future research, it needs to be subjected to further empirical testing to confirm 
its validity. It is suggested that, now that qualitative research (in conjunction 
with quantitative research) has allowed the broad exploration of the research 
topic from which the model was produced, the model might usefully be tested 
quantitatively. Future researchers inight usefully employ a very large, 
representative sample of women which would permit multivariate statistical 
analysis. It may be necessary to restrict the research to a small number of 
occupations in order to achieve such a sample, and to recruit via employers. 
It is felt that it is important to include women in manual male-dorrifflated 
OCCUpatlons in any further research, the difficulties of recruiting a kirge, 
representative sample of such women notwithstanding. Whilst retrospective, or 
concurrent research will provide useful data, the ideal study WOUld he 
longitudinal in nature. 
Future research might also usefully counteract the limitations mentioned above 
by including more women who are mothers, more black women, more older 
women and more women in manual occupations and from lower social cliss 
backgrounds. It might also include a more finely-tuned measure of social class 
back(YrOLIFId, and also a measure of changes in parental social class. 
The typology of women in male-dominated occupations, in which they are 
characterised as Feminine Role Rejectors, Nonconformist Transients, 
Maths/Science Careerists and Prestige Strivers, also requires further invest ioýition, I -- 
elaboration and validation. It would be possible to construct a question naire, 
based on the present research, to measure Feminine Role Rejection. 
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Nonconformist Transience, Maths/Science Careerism and PrestnTe 
Strivin" 
* 
' 
the questionnaire by women in a variety of Imile- Following completion ol 
dominated occupations, factor analytic techniques may he used to elLICIChItc and 
verify the existence of the four dimensions or types. Such research would also 
indicate whether the i-nost accurate conceptualisation is one of types or 
dimensions. 
Another important direction for future research would be to look at 
occupational choice in men, and the ways in which their occupational choices 
are influenced by their gender, since the breakdown Of OCCUpational segreg, ition 
depends , is much on men entering female-dominated Occupations as it does on 
women entering rnale-dominated ones. Whilst the non-gender-specific theories 
reviewed in Chapter Two are largely based on males and male behaviour, they 
fail to address the particular effects of masculinity and prescribed sex roles on 
, hoice, whereas notions of femininity and sex roles are male's occupational c 
typically central to theories of women's occupational choice. There is a growing 
recognition of the need for such an approach (e. g. Fitzgerald Cherpas, 1985), 
but, as yet, there has been only one attempt to investigate the influence of the 
masculine sex role on occupational choice - Paul Willis's (1977) work on "How 
working class lads (Tet working class jobs". Whilst this is a useful piece of work, 
it is soinewhat lunited in its scope in terms of the age and social class of those 
studied. Further research in this vein would be welcomed. It is also important 
that the present model be tested on males. It was not derived from reseirch 
on males (although it does draw upon the non-gender-specific theories of 
occupational choice which were based on research on males), therefore it cannot 
claim to be a theory of men's, as well Lis women's, occupational choice. 
However, it may well be able to explain male occupational choice, as any 
adequitte should he able to account for the behaviour of all human theory 
beln(IS. 0111V further research will verify this, or find that some modification of 
the inodel is needed to explain the male case. Further research Is also needed 
on the wiys in which men's behavIOUr at work and in the home influences 
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womenýs occupational choice. The present research looked Lit this indirectly, 
throLwh women's reports of male influence, hut to study this more directly would 
also he useful, as would the study of the way in which female behaviour affects 
men's occtipational choice. 
Finally, now, at the beginning of the so-called decade o. 1' women (Nalshitt & 
Aburdene, 1990), it would prove very interesting to study the effects of the 
inacro-social factor, demographic changes and the shortage of school leavers that 
it brings, on the occupational choices of individual worneii. 
Practical and Policy Implications 
Whilst the present research was designed for its theoretical contribution, it also 
Ig ion su(Tgests some ways by which to assist the breakdown of occupational segregati 
and to encourage and facilitate women's entry into male-dominated occupations. 
Before presenting the practical and policy implications of the research, it is 
necessary to clarify why it is important to breakdown occupational segregation. 
Firstly, one of the main reasons is that occupational segregation is a niaJor 
determinant of women's unequal pay. Male-dominated Occupations Lire 
invariably hetter paid than female-dominated ones, therefore the entry of large 
numbers of women into male-dominated occupations is likely to aid women's 
economic equality with men. Secondly, it is wasteful of human resources that 
women who have the requisite talents and abilities for male-dominated 
occupations Lire not in those occupations because of the external and internal 
constraints outlined in the model of women's occupational choice presented in 
Chapter Ten. The third reason why it would be beneficial to decrease 
occupationLil segregation is because its existence means that many women who 
might have derived a great deal of job satisfaction from undertaking male- 
dominated occupations Lire denied this and confined to fernale-dominated 
occupations that they may find less satisfying. Of course, the arguments about 
the waste of hurrian resources and possible lack of job satisfaction that result, 
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froin occupational segregation apply equally to men. It has also been sw-ested 
that the hi-eakdown of occupational segregation mav well bring about ýi 
breakdown of sex roles in life in general. 
The present research indicates that occupational choice and the forces that 
maintain occupational segregation are highly complex Involving a large number 
of inter-related factors. It is therefore unlikely that any one measure would 
substantially alter OCCUpational segregation. It is apparent that a number of 
different measures will be required it OCCLIpational segregation is to be 
substanti, illy reduced. 
The model of women's occupational choice derived from the present research 
indicates the different points at which intervention might take place. These are 
at those places where social factors (as interventions may be classified as social 
factors) influence other aspects of the occupational choice process : that is 
where social factors affect self factors; occupational images; perceived 
accessibillt\', and specific occupation entered. 
Looking firstly at the ways in which social factors affect self factors, it was found 
that there are four types of women who enter male-dorninated occupations: 
Feminine Role Rejectors; Nonconformist Transients; Maths/Science Careerists, 
and Prestige Strivers. Increasing the numbers of women who fall into these 
categories would be one strategy for influencing the number of wornen in male- 
dominated occupations. 
There are two ways in which the numbers of Feminine Role Rejectors might be 
increased. This may be achieved via the continued discussion and information 
about women's position in society presented through all forms of the media, 
which may result in women becoming conscious of their disadvantaged situation, 
thereby fostering Feminine Role Rejection. Single-sex or mixed discussion 
groups orgender mvareness courses in schools and workplaces may have a similar 
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Colisciollslicss raising effect. 
It is not clear how the numbers of Nonconformist Transients might be jncreýised. 
Also, it is possible that the disadvantages of Nonconformist Transience (e. (, 
unemployment, mental breakdowns, unhappiness at school) might outweigh tile 
advantages of more women entering male-dominated areas of employment. 
There appears to be a large amount of scope for increasing the numbers of 
Maths/Science Careerists. There exists quite a large body of research on 
educational measures airried at fostering maths and science interest and 
achievement in fernales, such as the work of Jan Harding (1983)), Pat Mahoney 
(1985), Gaby Weiner (1985), Judith Whyte (Whyte et al., 1985; Whyte, 1986), and 
Leone Burton (1986). These researchers suggest that teachers should give active 
encouragement to girls in maths and science classes. They also point Out the 
usefulness of classroorn observations to provide feedback for teachers of their 
differential treatment of boys and girls. Teachers are further exhorted to tackle 
and Counter boy's typically greater demands for teacher attention. It is also 
suggested fliat teachers exercise supervision to prevent boys from monopolising 
, science and computing equipment. In addition inaths and science textbooks and 
materials Could usefully he examined for their portrayal of girls and women, and 
where such materials are found to be sexist, it is suggested that they he 
replaced. Girl-fi-iei idly topics might also be introduced, that is topics that relate 
to the common experiences of girls. There is some evidence that the use Of 
single-sex classes in rnaths and science might be beneficial to girls. Finally, and 
in a simikir vein, girls-only cornputer clubs and extra-curricula science clubs for 
girls have been suggested. 
It Should also he noted, in this context, that the number of traditionally 1-nale 
subjects studied at school had an important bearing on later entry into male- 
dominated occupations. Therefore measures, such as the careful eXalmnatiOn 
of the option system, should be taken to ensure that girls are encouraged and 
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not dISCOUraged from pursuing traditionally male subjects I 
It is soniewhat unclear how the numbers of Prestige Strivers might be increased. 
Extended provision of high-status schooling, such as independent and grammar 
schools, may have this effect, but the effect of selective schooling on those who 
find themselves in its corollary - low-status / secondary modern schools - must 
also be considered, and this may well tip the balance away frorn overall benefit. 
It is also important to note that in the transitional occupations, where most 
Prestige Strivers are to be found, the proportion of wornen and men at entry 
level are typically approximately equal, and this may indicate that the expected 
proportion of female Prestige Strivers has already been achieved. 
Ultimately, it should not be necessary for women who enter male-dominated 
occupations to be these particular types of women. Concern should also be 
focused on the majority of women, not just Pioneers, for as Cynthia Cockburn 
(1985) points out "The days of this Frontier have gone on too long already". 
To this end, the measures mentioned below may facilitate women Is entrv into 
male-dominated occupations whether or not they become Feminine Role 
Rejectors, Nonconformist Transients, Maths/Science Careerists or Prestige 
Strivers. 
There is sorne scope for individuals - parents, teachers and others - to act, for 
they may influence self-factors in such a way as to make the choice of a male- 
dominated occupation more likely. They may, for example, encourage and 
foster traditionally male -as well as traditionally female interests, vahies, and 
abilities in females dLirmg childhood and adolescence. They Lire also in a 
position to influence, to some degree fernale's beliefs in their own abilities, their 
feelings of confidence and mastery, and their self-efficacy. 
As well as affecting self factors, social factors play a major role in influencing 
the occupitional images people hold. These images are 110t iMMLIURC, ýffld 
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inay be thcred in a number of ways. Firstly, careers teachers and advisors have 
a role to 1)1, iv here in disseminating accurate occupational knowled e to dispel 19 
inaccurate images based on sexual stereotypes. Workplace visits and work 
placements may be particularly effective in promoting aCCUrate occupational 
images, although films and written material would also be useful in this context. 
Talks by those working in non-gender-typical employment may prove to be a 
potent way of altering perceptions of the sex-type of different occupations. 
Employers pamphlets portraying women in male-dominated occupations may also 
alter occupational images such that an occupation may then be seen ýIs 
appropriate for both men -and worncn. Similarly, media portrayals of people in 
work Situations may both create and alter occupational images. Most 
importantly, actual chinges in the sex-composition of Occupations can alter 
occupational images, so long as these changes become public knowledge. 
Measures taken in the workplace, such as the removal of pin-ups, and effective 
outlawino of sexual and other forms of harassment of women in male-dorninated 
occupations, can make women's experiences in such occupations more positive, 
and if this more positive experience is conveyed to those outside the occupation, 
this can then alter the image of the occupation. 
The use of those in gender-atypical employment as role models in careers 
education and in the media not only affects occupational images, as described 
above, but also affect perceived accessibility. To see a wornan doing a male- 
dominated joh, is to know that it is possible for women to enter such jobs. 
RecrUltment advertising specifically airned at wornen can also increase 
perceptions of accessibility for women. Women-only training schemes are a 
further measure that may prove particularly useful. For example, women with 
an interest in a particular male-dominited occupation are likely to perceive a 
women-only training Course to be highly accessible to them, whereas they illay 
perceive tIIC Occupation itself as being somewhat inaccessible. Having completed 
the Course the perceived accessibility of the male-dorninated occupation is 
increased as a result of their increased skills, confidence and knowledge. Whilst 
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it is legal to provide trainin courses for wornen-only (or for men-only) where 1911 
there is evidence of under-representmion. each and every proposed course has 
to go tlIFOLIITh the slow and curnbersome process of seeking official dispensation 
under the Sex Discrimination Act. Facilitating the setting LIP of women-only 
courses and increased funding for them (as existing courses are hinited in 
number and over-subscribed) would aid women's entry into niale-doininated 
occupations. The final way in which social factors can influence perceived 
accessibility is by the introduction of measures to combat sex discrimination. 
This would render male-dominated occupations truly more accessible to women, 
and this would, in turn affect perceived accessibility and ultimately occupational 
choice. Such measures are discussed below. 
There are two inain ways in which social factors influence the specific 
occupation entered: firstly through direct and indirect discrimination in 
employment and secondly through the domestic constraints that wornen face 
which Iiinit their ability to undertake certain types of work, at least as such work 
is presently constructed. 
There are several different approaches which may be used to counter sex 
discrimination. One Obvious answer is further and tighter legislation. The 
inadequacies of existing sex discrimination legislation and the personal costs to 
the complainant of sex discrimination have recently been highlighted (Taking 
Liberties, 1990), and there is indeed much scope for improving this legislation. 
However, as Sadie Robarts and her colleagues point out, giving the example of 
legislation pertaining to the employment of disabled people, that has largely 
failed to prevent discrimination, a legislative framework is not in itself enough 
(Robarts et al., 1981). They conclude that what is also needed is some forin of 
enforcement, if legislation is to influence practice in the workplace. This 
enforcement Could come in the form of increasing the number of investigations 
undertaken by the Equal Opportunities Commission and by making the 
recommendations of such i rivestigat ions legally enforceýible. Robarts el al. 
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(1981) further suggest that the Government introduce a forri-i of conlracls 
compliance in which all companies receiving Government contracts are required 
to implement positive action programmes designed to improve the positiori of 
women mcl minority group workers. Although a substantial number of 
employers TIOW call themselves Equal Opportunities Employers, this is often a 
superficK, il cleclaration (Aitkenhead & Gorman, 1988) rather than a statement 
based on the provision of an adequate positive action programme, such as that 
described in Chapter One. 
As far as domestic factors are concerned there is also much scope for improving 
women's situation. Firstly, there is a pressing need for increased childcare 
provision. This provision should occur both in the workplace and in the 
community, and be available for school-a e as well as pre-school children. 9 
These childcare facilities need to be affordable to women (and their partners). 
therefore measures such as childcare tax allowances and childcare vouchers are 
to be welcomed. A further measure to aid women's entry into employment in 
general, and rn ale -dominated occupations in particular, is the provision of 
parental leave to enable parents to take time off when a child is ill and when 
childcare arrangements breakdown. There is also rooni for improvement in 
maternity lea-ve arranuements. I 
In addition to extended childcare provision, employment must also be 
restructured to fit the needs of parents (and those caring for elderly 
dependents). Such measures might include shorter working hours; part-time 
employinent with no loss of rights and benefits and with pro rata pay; flexi-tirne, 
career breaks with guaranteed conti'nLiity upon return to emplovinent; the 
extension of 'ob sharing; and increased opportunities for working froin home. 
For those women (and men) who wish to rernain out of the labour rnarket for 
several years, the increased provision of Return to Empkýwnent courses would be 
welcomed. 
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It is also ipparent that men's involvement in childcare and housework inust be 
increased, is if women's domestic burden could be lessened this would enable 
them to he less constrained in the types of employment they could consider 
entering. To this end, paternity and parental leave would be welcomed. 
Restrictions on overtime for both men and women with compulsory time-in-l]'CLI 
in place of overtime payments might also facilitate male dornestic involvement. 
It shoLild be noted that, whilst the model can suggest where interventions might 
take place and what the natLire of such interventions might be, it gives no 
indicmion of weighting, that is which type of intervention ]-night be the most 
effective. Therefore, it is suggested that the implementation of interventions be 
carefully monitored and evaluated to provide such information. 
At the time of writing, demographic changes and the anticipated imminent 
shortage of school leavers means that attitudes to women and employment are 
in a state Of flUX. In 1989 Norman Fowler, Secretary of State for Employment 
declared that "We are standing on the threshold of a new revolution... not so 
MUC11 abOUt the Rights of Man as the Rights of Women", whereas just ten years 
earlier Patrick Jenkin, the then Secretary of State for Health and Social Security, 
decreed "If God had intended us to have equal rights to go out to work and to 
behave equally, he Would not have created rnan and woman" (Fairweather, 
199()). 
However. there is a real danger that improvements in women's employment 
situation brought about by the shortage of school leavers will be largely cosmetic 
and that the position of women will remain largely static (Whitfield, 1990). 
Wornen may simply end up in low-paid, low status jobs, and occupational 
segregation may remain unchanged. Indeed, in the 1990 edition of Social Trends 
it is reported that the majority of men and women still believe a car mechanics 
jot) is only suitable for men, and a secretaries job is only suitable for wornen 
(Clenient. B., 1990). There is also a risk that improverrients may be confined 
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to ,I relatively sinall elite of women in managerial jobs. In addition 
improvements may be confined to the more prosperous South Since CXIStIn(T 
evidence reveals that the increase in worrien's jobs in East Anglia, the South- 
west Ind SoLith-east is more than double that in the North, North-west and 
Midlands ýNhitfield, 1990). The same research also found that several 111ale- 
dominated occupations, such as computing, are attracting relatively large 
numbers of women in the South, but remain male-donninated in the North. 
Apparent progress may also be merely a short-term response to labour shortages 
that will disappear once the teenage population starts to rise in 1995 and 
reaches its previous 1971 level by the year 2,000 (Fairweather, 1990). 
What is clear, however, is that the 'nineties will be a time of change for women, 
and it is at such times of change when the sexual division of labour, being 
resilient but not unshakable, is at its weakest. It is therefore a time when 
women Lind -all those interested in improving women's situation in the workplace 
and in dismantling occupational segregation, must strive to implement some of 
the measures outlined above, and to consolidate them so that advances are not 
lost when future demographic change renders women's labour expendable. If 
this optimistic scenario should inaterialise, it is possible that, at some point in 
the future, gender may lose its overarching influence on the occupational choice 
process. 
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Appendix A 
Definition of Terms 
Work : In the psychological literature work is defined as "activity for a purpose 
beyond the pleasure of its own execution" (Jahoda, 1982). This definition of 
work could arguably include women's unpaid domestic work in the home. For 
this reason the term paid work is generally used in this thesis to differentiate it 
from wornen's unpaid domestic work (housework, childcare and caring for 
elderly or disabled relatives). 
Employment : This terins refers to paid work, including self-employment. 
Occupation : An occupation is a particular type of work. 
Career :A career is defined as "A profession affording opportunities for 
advancement" (Oxford English Dictionary). Because the work history of many 
women (and also that of some men) does not conform to the definition of a 
career outlined above, the term career is used sparingly in this thesis. It is, 
however, used in phrases such as career education and careers colulselling, to 
mean education OF Counselling with regard to future occupation or occupational 
developinent, since these phrases are in common usage. 
Vocation : The term wcalion is also used sparingly because it implies a level 
of commitment or devotion to one's occupation which is absent for many 
workers. It is nevertheless used in phrases such as vocational educalloll to inean 
edUCatlOn pertaining to employment. 
Job : The term job is used to signify particular employment within an 
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Occupation. 
Economic activity : This term includes employment and offici,, d unemployment. 
Occupational preference : This term refers to the occupation an individUal 
desires or aspires to enter. 
Occupational entry : Occupational enay refers to the Occupation an individual 
actually enters. 
Occupational choice : The phrase occupational choice is used in this thesis to 
refer to the whole process, from occupational preferences in early childhood 
through to occupational preferences and decisions made in adulthood and 
occupational entry. It is recognised that the term occupational choice is not 
uncontentious since for some individuals their occupational placement is more 
the result of allocation than choice. It is used here because of its common 
usage in the research literature. 
Occupational segregation : Occupational segregation is the extent to which men 
and women do different types of paid work. Horizontal segregation is where 
women and men are working in different types Of OCCUpatIOFIS. Vertical 
segreg , ation 
is where one sex is generally working in higher level positions and 
the other sex is enerally to be found in lower level positions within the same 91 
occupation. 
Male-dominated / female-dominated :A inale-dominated occupation is one in 
which there is occupational segregation such that the majority of workers in that 
occupation are male. A 
'10nale-doininated occupation 
is one in which the 
maJority of workers are women. Opinions vary about where the Cutoff point 
should be above which an OCCLIpation is gender-dominated, but as far as the 
research presented here is concerned the crucial point above which an 
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OCCLIpation is designated gender-dominated is two thirds (66.7 per cent). 
Gender-typical / gender-atypical : For women male-dominated occupatiorls are 
(Yender-a typical occupmions and female-dominated OCCUPCItions are iT i r- 'el Cie 
typical. The reverse is true for men. 
Traditionally male / traditionally female :A traditionally inale activity i's one 
that has been and is typically done by males. When it is possible to ascertain 
figures a traditionally male activity Is one in which over two thirds of those who 
undertake it are inale. Likewise, a traditionally female activity is one which is 
typically done by females. The terms Iradition (illy male and traditionally fiemale 
will generally be used when referring to hobbies and activities, school subjects 
and college courses, whilst the terins male-dominated andjemale-dominated will 
typically be used when referring to occupations. 
Pioneer / Traditional :A Pioneer is a woman who is studying a traditionally 
male college course; who has an occupational preference for a inale-dominated 
occupation; or who works in a male-dominated occupation. A Traditional is a 
woman who is studying a traditionally female college course; who has an 
Occupational preference for a fernale-dominated occupation; or who is employed 
in a female-dommated occupation. 
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Appendix B 
Occupational Questionnaire 
Please fill in the following details 
Age (in years) 
Course/Department 
Sex : Male/Female (delete as appropriate) 
1. Chartered Accountant : After doing a degree (in any Subject), prospective 
chartered accountants enter into a three year tramino contract with an 
accountancy firm, working as trainee accountants and studyin part-time (block 
release and in their own time) for examinations on accountina, auditing, taxation, 
law, statistics and computer systems. The bulk of a chartered accountant's work 
is auditing and taxation. Auditing means verifying and analyzing clients' books 
and ensuring that the annual balance sheet presents a "true and fair" picture of 
the clients' financial affairs. Accountants also advise their clients on personal 
and business financial matters. 
How confident are you that you Could do the job of a chartered accountant '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
012456789 10 
Disregarding whether or not yoLi feel yoLi have the necessary abilities, how intich 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a chartered accountant '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 Lind 10. 
Not at all VeIV MLICII 
01234567891 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a chartered 
accountant '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
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Verv 
Not it all seriously 
01'? 34567891 () 
2. Primary School Teacher : Graduates wishing to becorne primary school 
teachers must take a one year postgraduate course in education which includes 
both academic work and practical experiences in the classroom. Primary school 
teachers normally teach the whole range of subjects to their own class. Subjects 
are integrated into "projects" and the emphasis is on keeping alive and 
stimulating children's natural enthusiasm for learning. Teachers Must LISC 
children's curiosity and guide them effectively through planned courses which the 
children enjoy and in which they acquire knowledge. An Linderstandin(T of 
children's intel]CCUMI, social and emotional development is required. 
How confident are you that vou could do the job of a primary school teacher? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the nUmbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
0123456789 10 
Disregarding whether or not you feet you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a primary school teacher 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Very inuch 
134567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming, a primary school 
teacher '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
very 
Not at -all seriously 
0167891 45 
187 
). Personnel Manager : Graduates (in any subject) who wish to become I 
personnel managers are required to complete three years of part-time study and 
exa in 1 nations, whilst working in a personnel department. Personnel managers 
are part of the management team. Their primary aim is the efficient utilisation 
of liurnan resources. Their work involves recruitment, training, management 
development (that is assessing Individl-MIS' potential and identifying and planning 
their career paths accordingly), manpower planning, wage and salary 
administration (this involves detailed study of the tasks that make Lip individual 
jobs within the organisation in order to establish salary giradings), industrial 
relations, and employee services (including safety, health, welfare and amenities). 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a personnel manager '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
34567891 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a personnel manager ? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Veiy much 
01234567891 () 
In the past few years have voLi ever thought about becorning a personnel 
manager 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
0123456789 10 
4. State Registered Nurse : The training of a state registered nurse lasts three 
years (at age 18+). It takes place at a school of nursing, based in a hospital, 
and has a large element of on the job training, including training in the various 
nursing specialities - geriatric, psychiatric, obstetric, and C01-1-11111-inity nursing. 
The 
work of an S. R. N. involves practical nursing (making beds, taking temperatures, 
making patients comfortable), administering drugs, keeping records on patients 
and knowing at all times what, if any, changes have Occurred in the patient's 
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condition, discussing patients' condition with relatives, and using lilglily 
sophisticated machines on the wards and in coronary and other intensive care 
Li n its. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a state registered nurse '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
0123456789 10 
Disregarding whether or not You feel you have the necessary -abilities, how I-mich 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a state registered nurse '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. I 
Not at all 
WIN MWII 
24567891 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a state registered 
nurse ? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Verýv 
Not at all seriously 
03456789 10 
5. Insurance Broker : Potential insurance brokers must complete three years 
of on-the-job training (at age 18+) with an insurance company. They Must also 
study (by day release and in their own tirne) for the exams set by the Chartered 
Insurance Institute. Insurance is a system whereby individual's pay relatively 
small arnounts into a common fund out of which the losses they incur can be 
made good. Insurance brokers act as intermediaries, bringing together Insurers 
and those who wish to be insured. They give advice to individuals and 
oroanisations about where to find the insurance policy that best suits their needs. 
How confident are YOU that YOU could do the job of an inSUrance broker '? 
Please indicate YOUr degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
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No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
134567891 () 
Disregarding whether or not yoLi feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being an insurance broker '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Very intich 
34567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming an insurance 
broker '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation hy 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
01234567S9 10 
6. Air Traffic Controller : To become an air traffic controller, it is necessary 
to take a three year training course (at age 18+) which covers all aspects of air 
traffic control and includes flying up to private pilot licence standard. Air traffic 
controllers spend most of their time sitting - wearing earphones - in front of a 
radar tube or display board which gives details of aircrafts' positions and flight 
paths. They regulate the flow of traffic on routes through a particular portion 
of airspace, ensuring the aircraft flying along the same routes at different speeds 
and in different directions preserve safety at all times. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of an air traffic controller ? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
134567891 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you Would like or enjoy being an air traffic controller '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
, 90 
Not at all WIN IIILICII 
123456789 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becornim, an air traffic 
controller 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
013456789 10 
7. Dietician : The training iiccussary to become a dietician is a four year 
degree course in dietetics or nutrition, which includes at ]east six months 
practical work and covers physiology, hiochemistry, nutrition and food science, 
diet therapy, health education and the economics of nutrition. The work of a 
individuals, mainly hospital in- and out-patients, oil dietician involves advising 
specific diets. Dieticians inust use their expertise, skill and imagination to make 
diets that patients can "stick to", even when, for example, patients may have 
little understanding of the need to avoid certain ingredients in their diets and 
include others. They also act as consultants to catering managers in hospitals. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a dietician '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
confidence , it all 
01? 3456789 10 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much II do you think you would like or enjoy being a dietician '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Vely Much 
013456789 10 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a dietician '? 
Please indicate how seriousiy you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
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very 
Not at all seriously 
13467891 () 
8. Electrical Engineer : To become an electrical engineer, it is necessary to 
complete a four year sandwich degree in engineering. Engineers apply scientific 
principles., theories and methods to practical needs. They spend most of their 
time at a desk or drawing board and at meetings with clients and Colleagues. 
They work in teams with other engineers and specialists. Electrical engineering 
is concerned with the use and generation of electricity to produce heat, light and 
mechanical power. Electrical engineers may work in cTenerating stations, 
distribution systems and in the manufaCtUre of all kinds of electrical machinery, 
investigating, improving and adapting established products or creating new ones. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of an electrical engineer '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
01234567891 () 
Disregarding whether or riot you feet you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think yoLi would like or enjoy being an electrical engineer 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Veiy much 
456789 10 
In the past few years have You ever thought about becoming an electrical 
engineer ? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
0134567891 () 
9. Stockbroker : At age ](S+, one may train to become a stockbroker by 
working for a stockbroking firm and learning on the *ob. It is also necessarv to 
StUdV (Usually by correspondence course) for the Stock Exchange Examination. 
Stockbrokers are auents who advise their clients on which SeCLirities to by and 
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sell at my given time. They deal with jobbers (the wholesalers of shares) oil 
behalf of their clients. Most stockbroking firms delegate the (ICtLIal Cle', 111110 oil I -- the Stock Exchange to authorised clerks. Brokers spend most of their tinie 
talkiiig to clients and studying inforination provided by investment analysis. 
How confident are You that you could do the job of a stockbroker 
, ree of confidence 
by circling, one of the 111.1111bers Please indicate your deg 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at III coii[idence 
-7 0245689 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how inucli 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a stockbroker '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Vciy mwli 
0134567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a stockbroker '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
01234567891 () 
10. Home Economist : It is necessary to have a degree in home economics. 
nutrition, or food and mmagerncnt science to become a horne economist. 
Home economists working in manufacturing industry are involved in the 
development, quality control and marketing of food products and consumer 
goods. Before a new product is developed home economists discuss details of 
design and performance with engineers, scientists and designers. They act as a 
link between users and products and put forward the custorners point of view. 
They identify demand for new products or changes in existing ones. They may 
also write clear and concise user-instructions for explanatory labels and leaflets 
and deal with enquiries and complaints correspondence. 
flow confident are you that YOU COUld do the job of a home econornist '! 
one of tI Lit rs Please indicate VOUr deoree of confidence by circling IC n In ýC 
between 0 and 10. 
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No confidence 
at -III 
01 1 
Complete 
confidence 
91 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how nIUCli 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a home economist '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all VeINI 11ILich 
0123456789 
in the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a horne 
economist '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all Seriously 
0123456789 10 
11. Physiotherapist : To become a physiotherapist it is necessary to complete 
three years of full-time training at a training school attached to a hospital. The 
training is a combination of theory (physiology, anatomy, movement and 
manipulative procedures) and practical work, treating patients under the 
supervision of a trained physiotherapist. Physiotherapists use exercises, 
movement, and massage to treat the injured and the sick. Their work may 
include teaching the partially paralysed to make their healthy limbs do the worý-, 
helping and encouraging patients to do exercises in the swimming pool; and 
helping post-operative patients to walk properly again. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a physiotherapist '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the nUmbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
01234567891 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feet you have the necessary abilities, how ITILICII 
do you think You would like or enjoy being a physiotherapist '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
194 
Not at all Verv ITILICII 
3456789 
In the past few years have VOL] ever thought about becomino ,i 
physiotherapist 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the mirribers between 0 Lind 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
0234567891 () 
12. Software Programmer : Software programmers need a degree in computer 
science, mathematics, electronics or physics. Software programming may also 
be referred to as systems programming or software design. Software 
programmers design and develop the software or "controlling programme" which 
is incorporated into the hardware (the actual machine) during production, and 
which forms an essential part of the computer system. Their work is a 
combination of applying computer principles, creativity, high technology expertise 
and analytical reasoning. Software programmers work jointly with engineers, 
mathematicians, operational researchers and physicists, and their work is 
basically research and desi n. 19 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a software programiner '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at Lill confidence 
0 3456781 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a software programmer '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Vely much 
34567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a software 
programmer '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
)95 
Not at all 
Very 
seriously 
13. Radiographer A radiogmpher rnust complete a three year ftill-tinic 
training course (Lit Lige I(S+) which covers physics, hospital practice, anatonly, 
phvslolo(-, , radiographic photography and supervised practical work. 
A 
gy 
radiourapher takes X-ray photographs to assist doctors in diagnosing diseases Z71 
and injuries. They are expected to know exactly how to use the X-ray 
apparatus, to understand the theory behind X-ray photography, and how best 
to photograph the relevant art of the patient's body. They normally work in p 
X-ray departments, but may also work on the wards using mobile equipment or 
may occasionally take X-rays during an operation. 
How confident Lire you that you could do the job of a radiographer '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
01234567891 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how Much 
do you think You would like or enjoy being a radiographer '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Vely MLICh 
0234567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming) a radiographer '? 
Please indicate ýow seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
VCIY 
Not at all seriously 
34567891 () 
14. Advertising Account Executive : Advertising account executives are usually 
graduates. They are required to take the Communication Advertising and 
Marketing Certificate, which requires two years of part-time study (at evening 
classes). Account executives are in charge of several accounts, each dealing 
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with a different product. They must acquaint themselves thoroughly with each 
, 
they decide client's product, and, with the help of other advertising specialists, 
on a "canipaign theme". which they i-nust then discuss with the client. 'File 
account CNCCLItiVC coordinates the creation of the advert, watches the budget Ind 
presents protTress reports to tile client. 
How confident are You that you could do the job of an advertising account 
executive '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at III confidence 
234567891 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how rnuch 
I nj .I ing 
account exeCUtI do VOLI think you would like or e 'ov being Lin advertis' ive '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not -at all Veiy much 
01234567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming an advertising 
account executive ? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
very 
Not at all seriously 
34567891 () 
15. Speech therapist : Potential speech therapists who have a degree (in any 
subject) must take a 2-3 year full-time course which covers speech pathology and 
therapeutics, phonetics, linguistics, anatomy, psychology and neurology. The 
traming also includes practical work in hospital and school clinics where students 
observe Lind assist with treatments. Speech therapists treat disorders of voice, 
speech and language. Most patients are children, who stammer, have 
c le articulation problems or are excessively slow at learning to talk. 
Adult pat nts 
may have suffered brain damaoc or disease, or they may have had their larynx 
removed and need to be taught an alternative method of speech production. 
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How confident are vou that vou could do the job of a speech therapist 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
hetween 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
confidence -it Lill 
1234567891 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feel You have the necessary abilities, how Much 
do YOU think you would like or enjoy being a speech therapist ? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Very Much 
34567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becorning, a speech 
therapist '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
134567891 () 
16. Town and Country Planner : Graduates (in any subject) wishing to becorne 
town and country planners must take a two year full-time course and pass the 
exams set by the Royal Town Planning Institute. Planners are concerned with 
civic design, land use, and transport systems. They devise, plan and conduct 
surveys of the structure, function and wishes and needs Of COMMUnities. They 
draw up plans for urban, rural and regional development. Their work might 
include planning new road networks, analyzing information to predict likely 
levels of need for schools, leisure facilities etc., and dealing with planning 
applications frorn the public. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a town and country 
planner '? 
Please indicate Your degree of confidence by circling one of the flUrnhers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
confidence -it III 
0134567891 () 
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Disregarding whether or not you feel yoLi have the necessary abilities, how Much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a town and Country planner 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Veiy much 
134567891 () 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becorning a town and country 
planner '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
01234567891 () 
17. Bilingual Secretary : To train as a bilingual secretary it is necessary to take 
a two year full-time training course (at 18+) which covers secretarial skills, 
language proficiency and knowledge of the economic and social situation in the 
relevant country. Bilingual secretaries translate incoming rnail. They also 
compose their own letters in a foreign language from notes dictated in Enifllsh. 
They sometimes reld foreign journals, and search for and translate or 
summarise relevant articles. Occasionally they may act as interpreters. The 
extent to which they use their languages varies enormously. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a bilingual secretary '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
0123456789 10 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a bilingual secretary ? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Vei-y inuch 
134567891 () 
399 
In the past few years have you ever thought about - becoming a Nlingl-lal 
secretary '? 
Pleýise indicate how seriously you have considered enterin(, this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
134567891 () 
18. Manager : Managers have often taken a degree in business studies which 
provides a systematic introduction to management and the various business 
functions e. g. marketing, industrial relations, manpower planning, finance, export 
management etc., and includes practical experience in industry or commerce. 
Managers aim to make the best use of available resources - human, money, 
and equipment - in order to achieve a given objective. Management consists 
largely of enthusing subordinates into doing things efficiently. Communication In is a major part of management - managers are said to spend between 70 and 
90 per cent of their time talking to people., in conference, on the phone, and in 
one-to-one discussion. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of a manager '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
123456789 10 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a manager ? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Very much 
013456789 10 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a manager '? 
Please indicate 
ýow seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
400 
Very 
Not at all Seriously 
234567891 () 
19. Occupational 'nerapist : To become an occupational therapist it is 
necessary to do 34 years of training (ýit age 18+) at an occupational therapy 
school. About one year is spent gaining practical experience, working in a 
variety of occupational therapy settings. Occupational therapists treat patients 
suffering from physical or mental disorders by whatever form of training or 
activity is likely to contribute to their recovery. Their work may involve 
rehabilitating the physically disabled, teaching them to use special gadgets, and 
to feed and dress themselves; arranging activities for bedridden or long-stay 
patients; organising work activities for psychiatric patients, encouraging them to 
SOCIalise and becorne more independent. 
How confident are you that you could do the job of an occupational 
therapist '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
0123456789 10 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being an occupational therapist 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all VeiY inuch 
0123456789 10 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming an occupational 
therapist '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
0123456789 10 
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20. Surveyor : Most surveyors take a full-time degree COLIFSC in surveying. The 
job of a surveyor involves assessing the Value of any type of property at my 
partiCUlar time. To do this it is necessary to assess the qUcIlItV Of the property: 
to know the value of property in the neighbourhood and of other similar 
propertyý to take into account possible future developrnents in the area (e. g, 
inotorwavs), the local arrienities, the proximity of schools and shops, and the 
type of neighbourhood. Surveyors also undertake structural surveys of property 
and prepare reports on its condition. They diagnose defects in buildings and 
make specifications for improvements and alterations. 
How confident are you that you Could do the job of a Surveyor '? 
Please indicate your degree of confidence by circling one of the numbers 
between 0 and 10. 
No confidence Complete 
at all confidence 
1234567891 () 
Disregarding whether or not you feel you have the necessary abilities, how much 
do you think you would like or enjoy being a surveyor '? 
Please indicate this by circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Not at all Veiy much 
123456789 10 
In the past few years have you ever thought about becoming a surveyor '? 
Please indicate how seriously you have considered entering this occupation by 
circling one of the numbers between 0 and 10. 
Very 
Not at all seriously 
4567891 0 
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Appendix C 
Statistical Appendix to Preliminary Study 
Males Females 
mean s. d. mean s. d. 
-------------------------------------------- 
AH2 scores 
Verbal 
Numerical 
Perceptual 
Overall 
Self-efficacy 
Chartered accountant 
Insurance broker 
Air traffic controller 
Electrical engineer 
Stockbroker 
Software programmer 
Advertising account executive 
Town and country planner 
Manager 
Surveyor 
Primary school teacher 
Personnel manager 
State registered nurse 
Dietician 
Home economist 
Physiotherapist 
Radiographer 
Speech therapist 
Bilingual secretary 
Occupational therapist 
Liking 
Chartered accountant 
insurance broker 
Air traffic controller 
Electrical engineer 
Stockbroker 
Software programmer 
Advertising account executive I 
27.49 3.57 27.19 5.06 
2 6.79 4.5 0 5 5.0 ý 5.60 
27.28 3.90 27.49 4.68 
81.33) 9.68 79.73 13.3) 1 
6.02 2.90 4.56 2.84 
6.65 2.33 5.53 2.60 
5.40 2.94 3.90 2.58 
3.49 2.77 2.44 2.38 
5.63 2.88 3.76 2.61 
3.65 3.14 2.63 2.39 
7.00 2.54 5.83 2.54 
6.67 2.65 4.92 2.76 
6.93 2.62 6.33 2.67, 
5.54 2.66 4.17 2.60 
6.42 2.57 6.80 2.39 
6.65 2.51 6.46 2.54 
4.88 3.10 6.39 2.52 
5.16 2.71 5.54 2.64 
5.26 2.83 5.31 2.66 
5. t9 2.95 6.0 -3) 
2.55 
5.02 3.0 5 5.71 2.87 
4.49 2.51 5.80 2.46 
3.16 33.31 4.14 3 -3.92 
5.40 2.66 6.46 2.42 
2.21 2.07 2.45 2.91 
2.65 2.60 2.49 2.35 
3.95 3.14 2.62 2.5S 
). 09 2.63 1.97 2.38 
05 2.65 2.63 2.84 
2.74 2.64 2.08 2.43 
6.05 2.57 5.80 3.11 
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Liking 
Town and Country planner 
Mana(IC17 
Surveyor 
Primary school teacher 
Personnel manager 
State registered nurse 
Dietician 
Home economist 
Physiotherapist 
Radiographer 
Speech therapist 
Bilingual secretary 
Occupational therapist 
Consideration 
Chartered accountant 
Insurance broker 
Air traffic controller 
Electrical engineer 
Stockbroker 
Software programmer 
Advertising account executive 
Town and country planner 
Manager 
Surveyor 
Primary school teacher 
Personnel manager 
State registered nurse 
Dietician 
Home economist 
Physiotherapist 
Radiographer 
Speech therapist 
Bilingual secretary 
Occupational therapist 
Males 
ineaI7 s. d. 
Fernales 
inean s. d. 
5.27 2.71 4.17 '). 12 
5.00 2.9 3 5.26 3.12 
2.74 3.06 2.43 
4.30 2.98 5.71 3.0 5 
4.00 3.08 5.50 2.98 
2.93) 2.51 4.35 2.85 
). 40 2.84 4.76 2.79 
2.88 2.23 3.86 2.74 
4.26 2.74 5.74 2.50 
3.21 2.45 4.30 2.74 
). 67 2.56 5.56 2.9 6 
2.77 3.00 3.8 0 3.10 
4.16 2.79 5.39 -1.85 
0.86 1.78 1.12 2.3 7 
0.91 1.94 0.55 1.49 
1.05 1.90 0.30 0.94 
0.61 1.56 0.56 1.47 
0.95 1.73 0.77 1.88 
0.95 2.44 0.74 1.78 
2.77 3.21 2.86 ' ). 16 
1.63 2.39 0.87 1.86 
3.30 3.15 3.32 3.3 4 
1.44 1.98 0.32 1.31 
1.44 2.66 4.19 3.67 
2.00 2.79 3.33 ' ). 46 
1.12 2.50 3.13 3.33 
0.56 1.75 1.30 2.3 7 
0.23 0.84 0.68 1.63 
0.81 1.87 2.56 2.77 
0.61 1.79 1.17 2.12 
0.81 1.42 2.21 2.92 
0.49 1.52 1.67 2.73 
1.44 2.78 2.71 ). 09 
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Appendix D 
Interview Schedule 
Exýwtly what job do you do '? What is your job title '? Is that 
full-time or part-time '? 
? Can I ask you how old You are '? 
3. Are you single, married or divorced 
4. (If single) Are you cohabiting '? 
5. (If married) How long have you been married 
6. Have you got any children 
7. (If so) How old are they 
8. Have you got any brothers and sisters 
9. (If so) How old are they ? 
10. (If so) Do they work " What jobs do they do 
11. Were you brought up by both your parents ? 
(If no, establish who, if anyone, was the main male or fertiale parent or 
parent figure, and ask parent questions with regard to this person) 
12. Does you father work '? What job does he do '? 
13. Does your mother work outside the home 1 
14. (If so) What job does she do '? Is it full-time or part-time ? 
15. (If mother is employed) How long has she been in her present 
job '? What did she do before that '? Was that full-time or part- 
time '? And before that '? When did she first start working after 
you were born '? (Establish inother's work history) 
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16. (If mother is not employed) Has she ever worked since yoti were 
born ? What job did she do " Do you know what job she did 
before VOU were horn ? (Esmblish mother's work history) 
17. (If mother is not employed) How does your mother feel about 
not having a job and being a housewife '? 
18. (If mother is employed part-time) How does your mother feel 
about working part-time as opposed to working 
ýulktime or being 
-it horne full-time '? 
19. (If mother is employed full-time) How does your mother feel 
about working full-time as opposed to working part-time or being 
a housewife ? 
20. (If mother is employed) How does your mother feel about her 
particular job '? About being a ........ '? 
21. Would you say you are more similar in personality to your mother 
or your father ? 
22. What about in your attitudes, values and opinions ? Are you 
more similar to you mother or father ? 
23. Which parent are you closest to '? Your father or your mother ? 
24. Did you grow up in a village, a town or a City '? 
25. What sort of activities or hobbies did you have when you were a 
child '? What did You do in your spare time '? What about when 
you were a teenager '? What did you do in your spare time 
then '? 
26. Were you ever a tomboy '? Did you see yourself as a tomboy or 
did anyone describe you as one '? 
27. What sort of school did you go to after age eleven A 
comprehensive, a grammar school, an independent school 
28. Was it mLXed or girls only 
29. Can you remember what subjects you Studied in the fourth and 
fifth year / or for your 0 levels '? 
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30. (If not studied) What about subjects like woodwork / metalwork 
technical drawing / maths / physics / chemistrv / computing '? 
at your Were these subjects t,, itight at your school / open to girls 
school 
(If subjects were offered) Cin you remember why VOLI didn't take 
them 
32. Did you go on to the sixth form or a sixth form college to do A 
levels '? 
)3. (If so) What subjects did yoti do in the sixth form '? (Establish 
if A levels) 
)4. (If did A levels) Why did you choose those A level Subjects ? 3 
What appealed to you about those subjects ? Can you think of 
anyone or anything that might have influenced the A levels you 
(lid '? Did you parents, friends or teachers encourage or 
discourage you to do partICUlar subjects ? Were there any 
SUbjeCtS you would have liked to have done but couldn't because 
they weren't offered at your school/college or because they 
wouldn't fit in with the timetable ? 
35. (If did any traditionally male subjects at 0 level and did A levels 
but no traditionally male ones) Can you remember why you didn't 
do maths physics / chemistry / computing / technical drawing 
woodwork metalwork at A level ? 
36. When you were at school did you ever have a job in the school 
holidays or in the evenings or weekends ? What jobs dId You do 
'? What about a paper round '? Or babysitting '? 
37. When you were at school did you have my careers lessons '? (If 
so) What can you remember about thern '? Were thev 
helpful '? 
38. Did you have an inter-view or talk with a careers teacher or 
careers advisor when you were at school '? (If so) What did you 
talk about '? Was it helpful '? 
19. Did anyone come to your school to talk about their jobs '? (If so) 
Who '? Was this helpful '? 
40. Were you shown any fifiris about jobs '? (If so) Which jobs 
Was this helpful '? 
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41. Did you go on any visits to workplaces or do any work experience 
? (If so) Where did you go '? What did you do '? Was it 
helpful '? 
42. Did your school have a careers library or somewhere where you 
COUld read Lip about different jobs '? (If so) Did YOU Use it 
Was it helpful 
4 3. Did you talk to your teachers about careers or college courses 
(If so) What did you talk about '? Was it helpful '? 
44. Have any of these things we've been talking about, like careers 
lessons, had an effect on the college courses or jobs you've done 
'? Or the jobs and courses you i ve wanted to do '? 
45. Would YoLi have liked to have had more careers edLication or 
-advice when you were at school '? (If so) What sort of thing 
would you have liked '? 
46. Have you been to college, polytechnic or university ? 
47. (If so) Did you use the careers service there ? (If so) Was it 
helpful '? Did it influence your choice of job or career '? 
48. (If so) Did you talk to your lecturers about obs or careers '? (If 
so) Was this helpful Did it influence your choice of job or 
career '? 
49. Have YOU used the careers service or done any other careers 
advice activities since you left education ? (If so) What have you 
done '? Was it helpful '? Did it have an influence '! 
50. Did you talk to your parents about college courses or jobs 'ý (If 
so) What did you talk about '? Was it helpful '? Did it have an 
influence '? 
51. Is there anyone else you've talked to about college courses or 
jobs '? (If so) Who ? Was it helpful ? Did it have an 
influence ? 
52. If you could do any job or be absolutely anything, what would you 
do '? 
5 3. What types of work would you definitely not like to do 
why '? 
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54. (Establish occupational preferences since childhood) When did 
you first want to become a ........ (present job) 
? When you were 
very young, say age five or six, can you remember what yoLi 
wanted to be when you grew up '? What about after that 
(Establish rough ages and seriousness of each preference) 
55. (For each occupational preference ask) What appealed to yoLi 
about that Job '? What might have influenced You wanting to do 
that job '? Why did you stop wanting to go into that job '? 
56. When you were thinking about what job you'd like to do, did you 
consider how well the job would fit in with having children ? 
57. Is there anyone who's a role model for you ? Someone you'd like 
to be sim] I i ilar to and who you model yourself on ? 
58. obs she's In what ways have your mother's work experiences, the J 
done, how she feels about being employed or being a housewife, 
influenced your plans and ideas about work ? 
59. What about your father ? How have his work experiences, the 
jobs he's done and how he feels about work influenced your plans 
and ideas about work ? 
60. (Establish educational and work history since leaving school, with 
rough dates / ages. Include college course applied for and 
undertaken, jobs applied for and undertaken, full- or part-time, 
periods of unemployment, and breaks for childcare) Next I'd like 
to go through the things You've done since you left school ... 
61. (For each course / job, establish) When did you first think of 
doing that course / job ? What appealed about it '? Did anything 
or anyone influence You '? Where did you find out about it ? 
62. (If has children) How has having children affected your education 
and career '? 
63. (If employed when children were preschool) What childcare 
arrangements did you use '? 
64. Have any of your career or educational decisions been affected by 
You wanting to live in a particular area, to be near family, friends, 
boyfriends '? (If married) What about since you got married '? 
65. If VOLI WeFe OffeFCd a job that VOU Featly wanted, bUt it was in a 
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different part of the country, would you be willing or able to take 
it '? (If no) Why not ? 
66. Do you think ILIck or chance has played a part in your career or 
in the jobs you've done '? (If so) In what way '? 
67. Have you ever wished you'd done different jobs or gone into a 
different occupation ? (If so) What would you prefer to have 
done '? Why '? 
68. How Iong, have you been in your present job ? I 
69. Could you tell me how much you earn ? (Show card with salary 
brackets) 
70. How do you feel about your job in general '? (Show card with job 
satisfaction ladder) If you imagine the top rung of this ladder 
represents extrernely happy with your job and the bottorn rung 
represents extremely unhappy with your job, which rung would you 
say you are on '? 
71. What things do you like about your job '? 
72. What things do you dislike about it '? 
73. How many people do you usually work with, in your immediate 
work group '? How many of these are men and how many are 
women '? 
74. What are the men you work with like '? 
75. IS Your boss or supervisor a man or a woman '? What is he/she 
like '? Does he/she treat vou differently from the way he/she 
treats the men in your job 'ý 
76. How do clients/customers react to you ? Do they like dealing 
with a woman '? 
77. Have you experienced any problems in your job due to being a 
woman '? 
78. Have you ever experienced any sexual harassment at work '? In 
your present job In previous jobs '? (If so) Could you describe 
what happened How often did it happen '? Who was the 
harasser -a Superior, a coworker '? How did you deal with 
it '? 
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79. In vour 'ob, does being a woman have any advantages 
80. Have any of the People VOU'VC worked with or any of voLir 
SUpervisors or bosses been particularly helpful or Supportive to YOU 
in your job or career '? (If so) Who was helpful '? In what 
way '? 
81. Have you ever made out you were less able or intelligent than you 
are to other people '? (ýf so) To whom ? When ? Why "' 
82. Do You ever worry about how others would react if you became 
extremely successful in your job or career ? Or how you yourself 
inight feel about it '? Could you say a bit more about this 
83. Now I'd like to ask you about your plans for the future. 
Obviously you can't know exactly what is going to happen to you 
in the future, but I'd like You to say what you realistically expect 
to do if things go as you hope. How long do you think you will 
stay in your present job ? Do you hope to get promoted ? What 
do you expect to do after that ? (Establish future occupational 
plans) 
84. (Establish future domestic plans) Do you see yourself having 
children / more children " When '? How many 'ý When would 
fA you return to work after having children ? Would you return 
part-time or full-time '? (If part-time) When would You envisage 
returning full-time '? (If envisages being employed when children 
are preschool) What childcare arrangements do you envisage 
making ? 
85. Have you ever been discriminated against when You were applying 
for courses, jobs or promotion '? (If so) In what way '? 
86. Would you advise other women to go into this job ? If you had 
a friend who was thinking of becoming a ....... what Would you say 
to her '? 
87. Why do you think it is mostly men / women who do your job 
Do you see this changing in the future '? 
88- Would you describe Yourself as a feminist ? What are your views 
on feminism '? 
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Appendix E 
Questionnaires used in Main Study 
Work Values Questionnaire 
What kind of things to you look for in a job '? 
What aspects of a job are important to you ? 
Please circle one of the numbers between I and 5 to show how important the 
following job characte, istics are to vou. I 
1. A job which is secure and 
permanent. 
2. A job where the people you work 
with are friendly and likable. 
3. A job that pays well. 
4. A job which isn't stressful or 
high pressure. 
5. A job which allows you to plan 
the way you do your work. 
6. A job that benefits society. 
7. A job which has hours that suit you. 
8. A joh with pleasant working condi- 
tions and comfortable Surroundings. 
9. A job in which VOU SUpervise other 
people. 
Not (it all Vely 
important 
2 4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
3 4 5 
4 5 
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10. A Job where You don't have to do 
extra work in the evenings or 
weekends. 
11. A job which involves helping people. 
12. A job with good opportunities for 
promotion. 
13. A job you could do part-time. 
14. A job that people look up to and 
is respected. 
15. A Job close to where You live. 
16. A Job which has a lot of variety 
in it. 
17. A job which is challenging and 
gives you a sense of achievement. 
18. A job which would fit in well 
with childcare. 
19. A job in which you can make use 
Of Your special abilities. 
20. A job where you work closely with 
other people. 
21. A job where the work itself is 
interesting. 
22. A job where the boss or supervisor 
is likable and fair. 
Not at all Veo, 
important Impoliani 
245 
24 
245 
245 
2345 
245 
245 
2345 
2345 
245 
245 
345 
45 
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Perceived Job Attributes Questionnaire 
What IS ý'OUI- present Job like '? 
Ple,, ise circle one of the numbers between I and 5 to show how well the 
followitic, statements describe your job. 
1. A job which is secure and 
permanent. 
2. A job where the People You work 
with are friendly and likable. 
3. A job that pays well. 
4. A job which isn't stressful or 
high pressure. 
5. A job which allows you to plan 
the way you do your work. 
6. A job that benefits society. 
7. A job which has hours that suit you. 
8. A job with pleasant working condi- 
tions and comfortable surroundings. 
9. A job in which you supervise other 
people. 
10. A job where you don't have to do 
extra work in the evenings or 
weekends. 
11. A job which involves helping people 
12. A job with L), ood opportunities for 
prornotion. 
Not at all Vety 
tive inte 
of my job Qf 11 7. VjOb 
A 5 
1 2 4 5 
1 2 4 5 
2 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 1 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 4 
1 2 4 5 
1 ? 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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I'). A job you could do part-time. 
t4. A job that people look up to and 
is respected. 
15. A job close to where you live. 
16. A job which has a lot of variety 
in it. 
17. A job which is challenging and 
gives you a sense of achievement. 
18. A job which Would fit in well 
with childcare. 
19. A job in which you can make use 
of your special abilities. 
20. A job where you work closely with 
other people. 
21. A job where the work itself is 
interesting. 
22. A job where the boss or supervisor 
is likable and fair. 
Not at all Very 
Inte true 
of 117Y job (? 1'17 iy job 
1 2 4 5 
1 2 4 5 
3 4 5 
4 5 
3 4 
1 2 4 5 
1 2 4 5 
4 5 
2 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
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Manifest Needs Questionnaire 
Ple, ise circle one of the nLInIhCrS t)CMVen I and 7 to Show liow well the 
sentences below describe you. 
Net, 'er AlnzostSel- Some- Bit- AhnostAhvuys 
neiýer ýIom litnes allv ahiýays 
1. 1 do my best work 1 2 -1 
4 5 6 7 
when my job assign- 
ments are fairly 
difficult. 
2. When I have a choice, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 try to work in a 
group instead of by 
myself. 
3. In my work assign- 1 4 5 6 7 
ments I try to be my 
own boss. 
4. 1 seek an active role 1 2 4 5 6 7 
in the leadership of -, I 
grOLIP. 
5. 1 try very hard to 1 2 4 5 6 7 
improve on my past 
performance at work. 
6. 1 pay a good deal of 1 2 4 5 6 7 
attention to the 
feelings of others , it 
work. 
7. 1 go my own way at 1 2 4 5 6 7 
work, regardless of 
the opinions of others. 
S. I avoid trying to 4 5 6 7 
influence those around 
rne to see things my 
way. 
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Net, er AhnoslSel- Some- Usu- , 11mostAlit'aYs 
izei,, er dom titnes allv (1/11! (11's 
9.1 take moderate risks 1 2 4 5 6 7 
and stick my neck OLIt 
to get ahead at work. 
10.1 prefer to do my 1 2 4 5 6 7 
own work and let 
others do theirs. 
11.1 disregard rules and 1 2 4 5 6 7 
regulations that 
hamper my personal 
freedorn. 
12.1 find myself organ- 1 2 4 5 6 7 
ising and directing the 
activities of others. 
13.1 try to avoid any 1 2 4 5 6 7 
added responsibilities 
in my job. 
14.1 express my disagree- 1 23 4 5 6 7 
ments with others 
openly. 
15.1 consider myself a1 23 4 5 6 7 
"team player" at work. 
16.1 strive to gain more I 4 5 6 7 
control over the events 
around me at work. 
17.1 try to perform better 1 2 4 5 6 7 
than my coworkers. 
18.1 find myself talking 1 2 4 5 6 7 
to those around me 
about non-work related 
matters. 
19.1 try my best to work 1 2 4 5 6 7 
alone on a job. 
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Never AlmoslSel- Some- Usit- AlmostAlways 
never (10171 times alA, alival's 
20.1 strive to be "in 124567 
command" when Fin 
working in a grOLIP. 
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Appendix F 
Requests for Subjects 
Letter appearing in Working W0,71(m (Winter Issue, December, 7 985), in letters page. 
Can any WORKING WOMAN reader help me ?I am carrying out a doctoral 
research project on working women, looking at the factors that influence the 
types of occupation women enter. I ain Interviewing women in traditionally 
male occupations (e. g. engineering, stockbroking, surveying); women in 
traditionally fernale jobs (e. g. personnel, nursing, home economics); and wornen 
in occupations that used to be "male", but which women are now entering in 
Much larger numbers (e. g. law, medicine, management). If any WW readers 
WOUld like to help and are willing to be interviewed, please write to me, Sarah 
Clement, at the Department of Psychology, Goldsmiths College, New Cross, 
London SE14 6NW. 
Letter in Women and Manual Trades Newsletter (London), December 1985. 
Please can you help ?I am carrying out a research project on women in 
traditionally male occupations. It you would like to take part in this research 
and are willing to be interviewed, please contact me, Sarah Clement, at the 
Department of Psychology, Goldsmiths College, New Cross., London SE14 6NW. 
Classýfiecl advertisement in City Limits, Contacts section, 12th March 1987. 
WOMEN IN TRADITIONALLY MALE MANUAL JOBS Please can you 
help ? I'd like to interview you for my doctoral research project. Contact 
Sarah Clement, Psychology Departmem, Goldsmiths College, New Cross, SE14 
6NW. 
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Leiter sent to wonien on flie Women and Alani(al Trades 1Vork- Register and ilie 
Ei, eiýýwoi? i(iii Dii-ectoiy of Womens Coopel-(iiii, es and Other Enterprises 
, Out I Please can you help ?I Lim a postgraduate student and 
I'm carryinLT 
research project on wornen in nontraditional jobs. Fin lookIng at the facto-s II 
that influence the types of occupation wornen enter e. g. family backýTrOUnd, 
careers education, previous work history, experiences in present job etc. Are 
you intere-ed in being interviewed as part of this research ? 
I hope you don't mind me writing to you (I got your name froin the Wornen 
and Manual Trades work register / the Everywoman Directory of Women's 
Cooperatives and other Enterprises). 
The interview would, of course, be anonymous. It tends to take between one 
and two hours, but it varies a lot from woman to woman. We could do the 
interview in the daytii-ne, evening or weekend, and at your hoine, my flit in 
Brockley SE4 or at Goldsmiths College - whatever suits you best. I 
If YOU would like to help and are willing to be inter-viewed please let me know. 
I enclose an s. a. e. Alternatively YOU could phone me at college on the number 
above or at home on Then we can arrange a time and place to 
do the interview. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Best wishes. 
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Appendix G 
Sample and Proportion of Women in 
Occupations in the Main Study 
Source of statistics 
1980 Census 
Census 1981 Economic Activity in Great Britain. Office of 
Population Censuses and Surveys. London : HMSO. 'Fable 3. 
Occupation orders, Groups and Units by Employment Status by 
Sex. 
(2) Personal communication with the relevant body. 
(3) Miller, R. & Alston, A. (1984). Equal Opportunities :A Careers 
Guide. Harmondsworth : Penguin. 
(4) UMVersity Grants Committee 
UGC (1984). University Statistics 1983-4, Volume 2. First 
Destination of University Graduates by Sex. 
(5) University Grants Committee 
UGC (1984). University Statistics 1,983-4, Volutiie 1. Students 
and Staff. Full-tirne unciergradLlateS, course Studied by sex. 
(6) Department of Education and Science 
DES (1984). Statistics of Education Further Education. 
November 1983. Table 24. Course Enrolments in Polytechnics, 
subject of study by sex. 
(7) Trades Union Congress 
TUC (1983). Women in the LýibOLIF Market. London : TUC 
(8) Equal Opportunities Commission 
EOC (1985). Men and Wornen A Statisticil Digest. 
Manchester : EOC 
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(9) Rosser, J. & Davies, C. (1986). "What would we do without her 
T' : Invisible women in National Health Service Administration. 
In A. Spencer & D. Podmorc (Eds. ). In a man's world. London 
: Tavistock. 
Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services (1983). 
Personnel work. Manchester : Central Services Unit 
Occupations in Group One (Manual Male-Dominated) 
Subject occupalion Noportion (ýfwoinen (percenl(ýqcs) 
nitinber 
1. Painter and decorator Overall 5.7 (1) 
Painter and decorator Overall 5.7 
3. Painter and decorator Overall 5.7 (1) 
4. Painter and decorator Overall 5.7 (1) 
5. Painter and decorator Overall 5.7 (1) 
6. Carpenter Overall 0.7 (1) 
TOPS students 2.0 (7) 
7. Carpenter Overall 0.7 (1) 
TOPS students 2.0 (7) 
8. Cabinetmaker Overall 4.9 (1) 
9. Cabinetmaker Overall 4.9 (1) 
10. Cabinetmaker Overall 4.9 (1) 
it. Builder Overall 0.6 (1) 
12. Builder Overall 0.6 (1) 
13. Gardener Overall 3.8 (1) 
14. Car mechanic Overall 0.9 (1) 
15. Underground traln driver Overall 0.3 (1) 
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16. BUS driver 
17. Housing estate cleaner 
18. Butcher 
I. I(I) Overall 
N figLires available, S is only o 
woman in team of 13 
Overall 8.2 (1) 
Occupations in Group Two (Non-Manual Male-Dominated) 
Subject Occupation Proportion ofviý, oinen (percent(ýges) 
nuniber 
19. Mechanical engineer Overall 0.9 (1) 
20. Mechanical engineer 
21. Electronics engineer 
22. Physicist 
23. Physicist 
24. Geophysicist 
Students 5.0 (5) 
2.2 (6) 
Overall 0.9 (1) 
Students 5.0 (5) 
2.2 (6) 
Overall 2.8 (1) 
Students 5.3 (5) 
3.2 (6) 
Overall (with 22.9 (1) 
mathematicians 
& geologists) 
Students 14.6 (5) 
8.5 (6) 
Overall (with 22.9 (1) 
mathematicians 
& geologists) 
Students 14.6 (5) 
8.5 (6) 
Overall (with 22.9 
mathematicians 
& physicists) 
Students (geology) 20.7 (5) 
18.1 (6) 
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25 
26. 
27 
28. 
29 
30. 
31 
32 
33) 
34 
35 
Geologist Overall (witli 22.9 (1) 
mathernaticians 
& physicists) 
Students 20.7 
18.1 (6) 
Chemistry researcher Overall 9.0 (1) 
Students 27.8 (5) 
22.9 (6) 
Production manager 
Factory manager 
Chartered surveyor 
Estimator / surveyor 
Buildings maintenance manager 
Carpentry tutor 
Computer programmer 
Computer program mer/a na lyst 
Information systems manager 
Overall 7.5 (1) 
Students 27.1 (6) 
(management) 
Overall (inaiiagement) 5-18 (3) 
Students 27.1 
(management) 
Overall 2.2 (3) 
Students 12.9 (5) 
10.0 (6) 
Overall 2.2 (3) 
Students 12.9 (5) 
10.0 (6) 
No figures available. S trained 
as an architect. Figures for 
architecture - overall 7.0 (3), 
students 25.6 (5), 20.1 (6) 
Overall (carpenter) 0.7 (1) 
Students (carpentry)2.0 (17) 
Overall (programmers 19.0 (1) 
& analysts) 
Students (computing) 19.0 (3) 
Overall (pro(gyraininers 19.0 (1) 
& analysts) 
Students (comptiting) 19.0 (3) 
Overall (prograininers 19.0 (1) 
& analysts 
Students (computing) 19.0 (3) 
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36. 
37 
'0 
. )Ö. 
39 
40 
41 
42. 
43 
44. 
45 
Systems analyst Overall (programmers 19-0 (1) 
& analysts) 
Students (conipLitingy ) 19.0 (3) 
Economist Overall l(m) p) 
Students 28.8 (5) 
23.4 (6) 
Stockbroker Overall (with under- 13.4 (1) 
writers &, investment 
analysts) 
New entrants 32.7 (4) 
(financial work) 
Investment analyst Overall (with under- 13.4 (1) 
writers & brokers) 
New entrants 32.7 (4) 
(financial work) 
Financial director Overall (financial 9.6 (1) 
managers) 
New entrants 32.7 (4) 
(financial work) 
Investment controller Overall (with acc- 10.1 (1) 
ountants, valuers 
financial specialists) 
New entrants 32.7 (4) 
(financial work) 
Chartered accountant Overall 6.5 (8) 
Trainees 28.0 (3) 
Chartered accountant Overall 6.5 (8) 
Trainees 28.0 (3) 
Chartered accountant Overall 6.5 (8) 
Trainees 28.0 (3) 
Management accountant Overall 2.0 (3) 
Trainees 15.0 (1) 
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46. Sales executive 
47. Sales representatives 
48. Sales representatives 
49. Driving examiner 
50. Police inspector 
Overall (with 12.3) (1) 
marketina & sales 
managers) 
New entrants 25.0 (2) 
(Institute of Sales & 
Marketing Management) 
Overall 10.4 (1) 
Overall 10.4 (1) 
Overall < 1.0 (3) 
Overall 2.0 (2) 
New entrants ý? 1.0 (? ) 
Occupations in Group Three (Non-Manual Transitional) 
Subject Occupation A-oponion ofivoinen (percew(Wes) 
number 
51. Doctor (community medicine) Overall (medical 24.1 (1) 
52. Doctor (psychiatrist) 
53. Doctor (General Practice) 
54. Doctor (pediatrician) 
55. Dentist (orthodontics) 
56. Dentist (general practice) 
practitioners) 
Students (medicine) 42.6 (5) 
Overall (medical 24.1 (1) 
practitioners) 
Students (medicine) 42.6 (5) 
Overall (inedical 24.1 (1) 
practitioners) 
Students (medicine) 42.6 (5) 
Overall (iriedical 24.1 (1) 
practitioners) 
Students (inedicine) 42.6 (5) 
Overall 19.4 (1) 
Students 39.8 (5) 
Overall 19.4 (1) 
Students 39.8 (5) 
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57 
58 
59 
60 
61. 
62 
63 
Ophthalmic optician 
Solicitor (matrimonial) 
Solicitor (commercial) 
Solicitor (local government) 
Solicitor (matrimonial) 
Legal executive 
Retail manager 
64. Housing manager 
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Overall (with 22.9 (1) 
dispensing opticians) 
Students 52.0 (3) 
Overall (with 15.0 (1) 
& barristers) 
New entrants 46.8 (4) 
Students 44.6 (5) 
44.7 (6) 
Overall (with judges 15.0 (1) 
& barristers) 
New entrants 46.8 (4) 
Students 44.6 (5) 
44.7 (6) 
Overall (with Judges 15.0 (1) 
& barristers) 
New entrants 46.8 (4) 
Students 44.6 (5) 
44.7 (6) 
Overall (with judges 15.0 (1) 
& barristers) 
New entrants 46.8 (4) 
Students 44.6 (5) 
44.7 (6) 
Overall (with 15.0 (1) 
judges, barristers 
& solicitors) 
New entrants 46.8 (4) 
(legal work) 
Overall 30.3 (1) 
Students 50.0 (6) 
Overall (Institute 32.0 (2) 
of Housing) 
Trainees (Institute 45.0 (2) 
of Housing) 
65. Manager in adult edLication Overall (with local 32.0 (1) 
government officers 
& administrative & 
executive functions) 
New entrants 38.4 (4) 
(administration &, op- 
erational management) 
66. Computer sales & marketing Overall (IBM) 11.0 (2) 
New entrants 34.0 (2) 
67. Manager (international banking) No figures available. When S 
joined bank 13 years ago around 
20% of graduate management 
trainees were women, now its 
nearly 50%. 
Occupations in Group Four (Non-Manual Female-dominated) 
Subi . ecl occupation A-oportion of women (percentcýges) 
number 
68. Headteacher (first school) Overall (primary 77.4 (8) 
teachers) 
69. Headteacher (primary school) Overall (primary 77.4 (8) 
teachers) 
70. Teacher (primary school) Overall (primary 77.4 (8) 
teachers) 
71. Teacher (infant school) Overall (primary 77.4 (8) 
teachers) 
72. Teacher (modern lan(Uiailes) Figures not available. Language 
degree required, French students 
80.2, German Students 72.0 (5). 
7 33. Midwife Overall >99.0 (3) 
74. Midwife tLitor Overall >99.0 (3) 
75. Health centre coordimitor Overall neýIFIV (9) 
all, , 
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76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81ý 
82 
83 
84 
85 
Librarian Overall 67.5 (1) 
Librarian Overall 67.5 (1) 
Personnel manaaer Overall 33 9.6 (1) 
New entrants 72.0 (10) 
Personnel officer Overall (personnel -3) 
9.6 (1) 
manager) 
New entrants 72.0 (10) 
Personnel officer Overall (personnel 39.6 (1) 
manager) 
New entrants 72.0 (10) 
Recruitment consultant Overall (personnel 39.6 (1) 
manager) 
New entrants 72.0 (10) 
Television researcher Overall (BBC) 74.0 (2) 
Public relations consultant Overall (Institute 35.0 (2) 
of Public Relations) 
New Entrants 70.0 ( 2) 
(Institute of Public 
Relations) 
Secretary Overall 98.3 (1) 
Clerical worker Overall 69.8 (1) 
Occupations in Group Five (miscellaneous) 
The women in this group were in occupations that did not fall into the above 
categories (e. g. probation officer); were in occupations for which no figures are 
into more than one available (e. g. jewellery designer); or had Jobs which fell 
cate ory (e. g. a secretary who had a part-time voluntary Job as a motorcycle 911 
instructor and examiner). 
86. Secretary / motorcycle instructor 
87. Clerk-typist / Open University engineering student 
88. Archivist 
89. Research officer 
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90. Jewellery designer 
91. Conference organiser 
92. Pattern cutter 
9-1). Chandler 
94. Atidio-visual programme i-naker 
95. Careers teacher 
96. Headteaclier (secondary school) 
97. Set designer 
98. Technical manager 
99. Probation officer 
100. Interior designer 
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Appendix H 
Letter to Subjects 
giving Written Answers 
to Interview Questions 
Dear 
Thank you very much for your letter in response to rny request for mteiAiewees 
in Working Woman magazine. I would like to be able to come to 
to Interview You, but unfortunately the research money available to me is not 
enough to allow me to travel that far. 
However, would you be willing to answer my questions by post ?I would 
appreciate it if you could find the time. Please find the questions enclosed. 
I'm afraid there are quite a lot of questions - this is because I think it is 
important that research looks at the whole person, to get an overall picture, 
rather than focusing on just one or two aspects. 
Please feel free to write as much (or Lis little) as you like in response to each 
question. Also, do expand, elaborate or digress as you wish. Everything VOU 
write will be treated as confidential and anonymous. There are also three short 
questionnaires. I enclose an s. a. e.. 
When I have finished the research I will write a summary of the main findings 
which I will send to the women who took part in the research if they wish. 
Thank You (in anticipation) for all your time and help. 
Best wishes. 
Sarah Clement 
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Appendix I 
Coding Sheet 
--------------------------- 
1 SUBJECT MT)IFER 
2 "GROUP E (ýROUP! 
1 manual male 2= n3n-anýýaal m--le J-1, j--1 
3 no rima n, ua I, t ra Lý si tional job, 4= nonmanual fenale 40b 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3 RECRUITMENT MEýTVCijý) [ PECRTUT IT] 
I Working Woman, 2= WAMT New,: ýIetter, 3= City 1, _, 'irtJ*+= 
4 WAMT Work Register, 5= FVeryW,, 3m-1ý 
T)1. T, 
_--+, 
-ry, 
6 -- Friend of Tnterviewee, 7= Fri-nd of a fri--nd 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
4 WHERE FE101K [LIVE] 
1= Greater London, 2= Not in Greater ! ondon 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5 WHERE INTERVIEW TOOK PLACE 1WHERFINT1 
Iý S'E home, 2= -S's workplace, 3= my h. ome, 4= college, 
5= public place 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
6 WHEN INTERVIEW TOOK PT ACE EWFENINT! 
I= evening, -9 = daytime in the week, 3= weekend 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
7 FrOFN OF DATA IFORMDATAI 
I= ta-, e-rc-corde? i, fully trascribed, 
2= tape-recorded, part transcribed, .r 17 
3= tape-recorded, not transcribed, 
4= not tape-recorded, nctes tal, ýen, 
5= viritten 'interview' by Post 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
8 NATIONALITY [NATIONAL] 
1= Britisb, 2- European, 3= North Ameril-an 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
9 PART OR FULL TIYF I FLJLLT ! ME! 
1= full-t4me, 
2= '>1 part-time J--b equiv3leýý+- +- t7, ý11-t, _'Tne ý'35-hrs), 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
10 EMPLOYED OR SELF-EXPLOYFD FSERLFFXPLý 
I= employe-d, 2= Eel-f-emplo,; f_? d, 3= freelmn., -. e, 
4= director of company, 15 týoth --mpl-o7ed ani self-ý-mplo,! rt-d 
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-------------- 
11 AGE [AGE] 
12 ý-URPFNT MARITAL STATUS [CMARSTATI 
-_ )i-ing 
(Wi+-ý 
(-, ohabiting 0, -, Tith a woman., 4 narrie, i 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
13 PREVIOUS INIAR T TA Tý PYAPSTATI 1 1. C-TTUATTONS 
0= single, 1= widowed, 2= divorced/separated 
3= divýrced/separated twice, 
4= widowed once and divorced/sep, arate! once 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
14 AGE WHEN FIRST MARRIED 1AGFXARR1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
15 SEXUALITY ISEXUALITI 
1= heterosexual (if currently married or living with a man 
or mentions current or recent boyfrieRd), 
2= lesbian (if stated) 
---------------------------------- --------------------------------------- 
16 CHILDREN [CHILDREN] 
0= no kids, 1= one child, 2= two children, 
3= three children, 4= four kids, 
5= step kids / cohabitees kids living with, S, 
f5 = step kids / cohabitees kids sometimes staying with S, 
7= own kids not living with S, 8= pregnant 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
17 AGE WHEN FIRST CHILD WAS BORN EAGRECYUM] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
18 AGE OF YOUNGEST CHILD [ArFYGKID] 
1= preschool (0-4), 2= primary school (5-10), 
3= secondary school (11-16), 4= grown up (17 plus) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
19 NO. OF CHILDREN IN FAMILY OF ORIGIN [FAMSIZE] 
include S when counting number of childreT-i. 
In all variables relating to siblings Include siblings who 
died if they were there for most of S's childhood, half- 
siblings and step-siblings If they 'Lived with S d-ur-ing 
tbe 
majority of her childhood 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
20 BIRTH ORDER IBTHORDERI, 
S's position in family 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
21 SIBLING STATUS ISIBSTATI 
1= only child, 2= eldest, 3= middle child, 4= youngest 
22 NUMBER OF BROTHERS INOBROSI 
23 NUMBER OF ELDER BROTHERS INOELDROSI 
---------------------------------------- 
24 NUMBER OF SISTERS INOSIS] 
---------------------------------------- 
25 NUMBER OF ELDER SISTERS INOELSISI 
---------------------------------------- 
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26 SFIBLTNGCý ý- lN SEX ATYPICAL WORK [SIFFIC)IT] 
0= no siblings in atv-pical work. 1 71 ma 
1e 
2= brother in female jcl- 
3= more than one in =-e: ý atilruical ir--b 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
27 BROKEN HLIMES I BROKHOHEl 
State of f 3-m- In it duri ng S' ---, chi ldhood 01-p- to age 1; 5 t 1= intact family, parents divorc. ed/ýe-paratej, 
3= father died, 4 mother died 
28 BROUGHT UP BY MALE, FEMALE OR BOTH FSEXPAREN] 
Spent majority of childhood with a female parent figure 
(mother, step mother, grandmother etc. ), with a male parent 
figure, or with both 
I= both 'Parents', 2= 'mother' only, 3= 'father' only 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
29 FATHER'S JOB - SEX [SXDADJOBI 
Sex composition of father's or father figure's pre-sent or 
last Job if dead, unemployed, retired etc, 
Use two thirds as the cut-off point above which Jobs are 
gendered. Base judgements on actual figures where possible. 
I= male Job, 2= neutral Job, 3= female job 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
30 FATHER'S JOB `MANUAL OR NONMANUAL ýCLDADJOBI 
Father's present or Tnost recent job 
I= manual, 2= nonmanual 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
31 MOTHER'S JOB - SEX [SXMUMJOB] 
Calculate as in sex of father's -job Do not code 'housewife' as a job here. Code mother's last 
job. If mother has never worked code as -1 (i. e, missirg) 
I= female Job, 2= neutral job, 3= male Job 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
32 MOTHER EVER DONE MALE JOB ? 1MT_TV1ION] 
Has mother ever done a male-dominatý=ý-l Job ? 
0= no, 1= yes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
33 MOTHER'S JOB - MANUAL OR NONMANUAL 1CLMTTMTOB] 
Mother's present or most recent job 
I= manual, 2= nonmanual 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
34 MOTHER'S EMPLOYMENT HISTORY EMUNWKHIS] 
Mother's first return to work after birth of S 
1= stopped work on marriage/birth of first child & never 
returned 
2= returned part -t i me when youngest child was 17 plus 
3= returned full-time when youngest child was 17 plus 
4= returned part-time when youngest child was 11-16 
5= returned full-time when youngest child was 11-16 
5= returned part-time when youngest Chi ld s 5-10 
7= returned full-time when ycungest child was 5-10 
8= returned part-time wh en youngest -hild was 0-4 
9= returned full-tine when youngest child wa,:. 0-4 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
35 XOTHER'S FEELTN-- RE EXPLOYMENT [MUM. LK. STT! , t-T 
1 happy with work pattern, 
2 neither haouy nor unh-appy, n4, ýýed f, -21inzs, feelingý ch, ý7ýýSed 
wi+ i th work rattern 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
36 MOTHER'S FEELINGS RE PRES)ENT/LAý, 17 JOB EKTUMILKTOB] 
I= happy with Job, 
= neither happy nor unhappy, mixed feeling-3, fpelings changed 
3= unhappy with Job 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
37 SIMILARITY TO PARENTS IN PERSONALITY IFERSPARI 
If feelings changed a lot over tire take sinilarity during 
childhood 
1=a lot more similar to mother 
2=a bit more similar to mother 
3= equally similar to both 
4=a bit more similar to father 
5=a lot more similar to father 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
38 SIMILARITY TO PARENTS IN ATTITUDES FATTSPARI 
If attitudes chanzed take similarity during -., hildhood 
I=a lot more similar to mother 
2=a bit more similar to mother 
3= equally similar to both 
4=a bit more similar to father 
5=a lot more similar to father 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
39 CLOSENESS TO PARENTS [CLOSEPAR] 
If feelings changed take similarity during childhood 
1=a lot closer to mother 
2=a bit closer to mother 
3= equally close to both 
4=a bit closer to father 
5=a lot closer to father 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
40 DIFFICULTIES/PROBLEMS WITH PARENTS [PROBPAR] 
I=S mentioned serious conflicts, problems, lack of 
similarity or closeness between self and both parents 
2=S mentioned serious conflict etc between self and mother 
3=S mentioned serious conflict etc between self and father 
4= S' didn't mention any serious conflict etc with nparents 
----------------- ------------------------------------------------------ 
41 SIZE OF HOMETOWN (HOMETOWN] 
Where S lived for the majority of her childhood (up to 16) 
1= village 
2= town 
3= city 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
42 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - READING [HOBRFAD! 
0= reading not mentioned 
1= reading mentioned 
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-------------------------------------------------------------- 
43 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - WRITING EHOBWRIT] 
0= writing not mentioned 
1= writing mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
44 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - ART/DRAWING EHOFART] 
0= art not mentioned 
1= art mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
45 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - OUTDOOR PLAY CPLAYOUTI 
0= outdoor play not mentioned 
1= outdoor play mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
46 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - MUSIC CHOBYUSICI 
E. g. playing instrument, singing, not listening to records 
0= music not mentioned 
I= music mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
47 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - SPORT [HOBSPORT] 
0= sport not mentioned 
1= sport mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
48 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - YOUTH CLUBS/BROWNIES ETC 
[HOBCLUBI 
0= clubs not mentioned 
1= clubs mentioned 
49 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITES - TRADITIONALLY MALE 
ACTIVITIES IMALEHO-B] 
E. g. making things, mending things 
0= no traditionally male activities mentioned 
I= one traditionally male activity mentioned 
= two traditionally male activities mentioned 
et, --, 
50 CHILDHOOD ACTIVITIES - TRADITIONALLY FEMALE 
ACTIVITIES EFERALHOD] 
E. g. sewing, cooking, ballet, riding, knitting, not including those 
mentioned above e. g reading. writing, netball (code as sport) 
0= no traditionally female activities mentioned 
I= one traditionally female activity mentioned 
2= two traditionally female activities mentioned 
etc 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
51 SOLITARY CHILDHOOD ISOLITKIDI 
0= didn't mention that spent a lot of time alone in 
solitary pursuits as a child 
I= nentioned spent a lot of tine alone in solitary 
pursuits as a child 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
52 TOMBOY [TOMBOY] 
0= was not a tomboy as a child 
I= was a tomboy in some ways but not in others, a 'sort of' or 
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jualifieýý r(n_ý7rýc---e 
2ý was 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
53 KDYS AS FRIENDS IYALEIFAL, 7_1 
d, ', I-,,,, t m(ýniEj. on, ýhat t-1-In-Is as a --hJ'A wer-1 male 
I- menýionecl th-t nf, _, t of ý_-- a --hild were male 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 
54 TYPE OF SCHOOL 'SCHIDOL! 
Type of school attended from age If S attended 
more than one type of school, then code aýý,, -ording to 
type of schooling. 
I= secondary modern 
2= comprehensive school 
3= grammar school 
4= independent school 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
55 (37IRL'S ONLY OR MIXED S(-FOOL F rnFDSCHL I 
Type (or main type) of school attended from age 11-16 
1= girls only school 
2= mixed schnol 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
56 TRADITIONALLY MALE ýýUR. TECTS STUDIED AT 0 LEVEL EMALFOLI 
Number of traditionally male subjects (maths, physics, 
chemistry, general science, computing, geology, economics, 
technical drawing, wood/ me talwork) studied at age 14-16 
(not necessarily 0 levels). 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
57 TRADITIONALLY MALE SUBJECTS OFFERED IMALFOLOF] 
Number of traditionally male subjects (as above) that S could 
have done at her s(: hool. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
58 SIXTH FORM EDUCATION 1,13TXFORM1 
Include if S did A level equivalents e. g. Scottish Highers, 
Pacr: ýaulaureat etc. 
0= left school at 15/16 and never did any A levels 
I= went into sixth form or to college to do A levels 
2= did A levels at night school / as a mature student 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
59 NUMBER OF A LEVELS INOALEVI 
Number of A levels studied (or major subkects if did A level 
equivalents) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
60 NUMBER OF TRADITIONALLY MAI. F A. LEVELS INOMALFAL! 
Number of traditionally male A levels -tudiel 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
61 A LEVEL, CHOICE - ABILITY ICHAFTLI 
0= didn't mention ability as a factor in A level choi-e- 
I= mentioned ability as a factor in A level choice 
------------------------------------ ----------------------------------- 
62 A LEVEL CHOICE - ENJOYMENT [CHENTOY1 
0= didn't mention enjoyment or imteresý as a factor in A 
level choice 
1= mentioned enjoyment as a factor in A level choice 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
63 A LEVEL CHOICE - CAREER ýCIHCAREEPI 
0= didn't mention career 3- a fac+or In A -ho'ce 
1ý mentioned career as 3 f--a-toý- iTi A 1-vel ý: h-i-- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
64 A LEVEL, (ýHOICF - WENT WE-, T WITH 071FR FUE. TE--T! 2 FrTZTýTTI 
didn't mentior, soinz wpll with -3+her a=, a fa-lcr 
in A level choice 
mentioned going well with other suble-ts, as a f-=, --tor 
in A level choice 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
65 A LEVEL CHOICE - PARENTAL INFLUENCE ICHPARI 
0= didn't mention parental pressure as a factor in A ! ý, vel. 
choice 
1= nentioned parental pressure as a fictor in A levc-1 -: ýhoilce 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
66 JOB WHILE AT SCHOOL 1HOLIDTOB] 
Ever had a job, including paper round, babysitting, iTý 
evening, weekends or holidays while at school 
0 no 
I yes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
67 TRADITIONALLY MALE JOB WHILE AT SCHOOL [Y-THOLjOB! 
Ever had a traditionally male job (including paper round) 
in evening, weekends or holidays- while at school 
0no 
1 yes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
68 CAREERS EDUCATION AND ADVICE RECEIVED AT SCHOOL 
C SCEREC-1 
Careers education is defined as discussion/help et-ý. relating 
to choice of future ocý-upation, not which university to go 
to or what course to study. 
0= none 
1=a small amount 
2=a reasonable or large amount 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
69 HELPFULNESS, OF SCHOOL CAREERS FDUCATIO. N AND ADVICE 
I-S"CEHELP] 
0= not helpful 
1= quite helpful 
2= very helpful 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
70 POST-SCHOOL CAREERS EDUCATION AND ADVICE 
RECEIVED/USED IPSCERECI 
Formal advice e. g. from university careers centre, jcb 
centre etc., not from parents or friends 
0= none 
I=a small amount 
2=a reasonable or large amount 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
71 HELPFULNESS OF POST-SCHOOL CAREERS ADVICE EPSCEHELPI 
0= not helpful 
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I=q, uite helpful 
2= very helpful 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
72 ! NFLUENCE OF CAREERS FDUCATION AND ADVICE (SCH? CL 
OR POST-SCHOOL' ECAPEDINF! 
0= no influence 
I= slight influence 
2= big influence 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
73 IDEAL OCCUPATION ETDFALOCCI 
I= present Job 
2= variation on present job 
3= other traditionally male job 
4= other neutral job 
5= other traditionally female job 
6= don't know / more than one of the above 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
74 NUMBER OF CAREER PREFERENCES AGE 0- 12 CEARLPREF] 
Number of stated career preferences from age 0 to 12 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
75 NUMBER OF CAREER PREFERENCES AGE 13 18 ETEENPREF! 
Number of career preferences from age 13 IS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
76 NO, OF TRADITIONALLY MALE CAREER PREFERENCES AGE 0-12 
C FARLURF] 
Number of tradtionally male career preferences from age 0 to 12 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
77 NO. OF TRADITIONALLY MALE CAREER PREFERENCES AGE 
13-18 E TEENURF] 
Number of traditionally male career preferences from age 
13 to 18. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
78 AGE WEN FIRST DECIDED ON PRESENT CAREER I AGEDECOCI 
Age when first thought of entering present occupation 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
79 CONSIDER FITTING IN WITH KIDS ECONSIKID] 
0= didn't ever think about how well jobs would fit in with 
having chidreD 
I= only thought about it after S had children 
2= did think about it before having own children or without 
yet having children 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
80 ROLE MODEL EROLMODELI 
0= haven't had or sot a role model 
I= had/got role model - female, fictional! historical/famous 
person 
2= had/got role model - female, real life 
3= had/sot role model - male, fictional/historical/famouc- 
person 
4= had/got role model - male, real life 
5= had/got role model - mixture of the abcv2 
81 NUMBER OF PREVIOUS OCCUPATIONS [PREVOCCI 
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, )at in I 
1E, ý T-L I'D +--- 17 1' 17ý 1! Fr 1-1 1: ý it Number cif -previou,, s occUl 
different levels or with 
Don't in, -Juýle job-, while at schor-ý- 91 uni%yQr--'-+y 
----------------------------------------------------- --------------------- 
82 NUX-BEEP OF PREVIOUTS FFXA! LF 017f-UPATICýTf3 1FREVF0C, -1 
-------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- 
83 NUMBER OF PREVIOUS NFFUTRAý, OCCUPATION.:! '. 1PPFVN0! -C1 
----------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 
_DC(ýj 84 NUMBER OF FREVTOUS MALE OCCUPATIONS 
[PRFVV 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
85 HIGHER EDUCATION (HIGHERED] 
Classify according to highest level of education achieved 
0= no postschool education 
1= day/block release training, /study or full-time study at 
less than degree level education e. g. HND, City & Guilds, TOPS 
2= started degree level studies but dropped out 
3= obtained a degree or degree equivalent 
4= postgraduate studies 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
86 UNEMPLOYMENT 1UNEMPLOY] 
Length of time unemployed (looking frr work) ir. months, 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
87 SPENT LONG PERIOD ABROAD [ABROAD] 
Did S spend more than three months abroad on a long holiday, 
travelling, doing casual work etc. 
0= no 
1= yes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
88 LENGTH OF TIME OUT OF EMPLOYMENT FOR CHILDREARING 
[KIDREARI 
Length of time out of employment due to cbildrearing in months 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
89 LENGTH OF TIME IN PART-TIME WORK 1PARTTIM-P-1 
Length of time when working part-time in months ýdue to 
child rearing only) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
90 CHILDCARE ARRANGEMENTS IKIDARRANI 
Main type of childcare arrangements used if worked when 
children were pre-school 
0= only worked at times when p-strtner could look after rýhlldr!? n 
1= nanny 
2= au pai r 
3= childminder 
4= nursery 
5= relative other than partnere, g, mother 
6= mixture of the above 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
91 INFLUENCE OF CHILDREN ON WORK rINFLKIDS1 
0= having children has had no influence on work 
1= having children has had a negative influence on work 
2= having children has had a positive influence on work 
3= having children had both a positive and a negative influence 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
92 INFLUENCE OF MARRIAGE ON WORK CINFLXARRI 
0= marriage has had no influence on work 
I= marriage has had a negative influence on work 
2= marriage has had a positive influence on work 
3= marriage has had both positive and negative influences 
4= failure of marriage has had a positive influence on work 
5= failure of marriage has had a negative influence on work 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
93 INFLUENCE OF HOUSEWORK ON WORK EINFLHSWKI 
0= no influence 
1= housework suffers 
2= personal stress and tiredness 
3= work is affected 
4= has paid help with housework 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
94 SHARING OF HOUSEWORK ESHHSWORKI 
If married or cohabiting is housework shared 
I=S does all / large majority of housework 
2=S does more housework than partner 
3= Housework is shared equally 
4= Partner does more housework 
5= Partner does all / large majority of housework 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
95 FOLLOWING PARTNER IFOLLPARTI 
Have any career decisions been influenced by moving to be 
near boyfriend or husband ? 
0= no 
I=S did move to be near boyfriend/husband or restricted 
herself to one geogrpahical region 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
96 MOBILITY NOW [MOBILNOW] 
0= no 
1= perhaps, it depends 
2= yes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
97 INFLUENCE OF LUCK [INFLLUCK] 
0= luck hasn't played a part in career 
1= qualified response e. g, 'You make your own luck' , taking 
up opportunities 
2= luck has played a small p&rt 
3= luck has played a large part 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
98 REGRET OVER CHOICE OF OCCUPATION CREGRETOCI 
0=S didn't express any regret about choice of pr"ent 
occupation 
1=S expressed some regret about choice of present 
occupation 
2=S regretted not going into present occupation earlier 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
99 LENGTH OF TIME IN PRESENT OCCUPATION [LENOCC] 
Length of tine in present occupation in months 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
100 LEN13TP DF TIME WITH PRESFNT F. KFT1, DYL-T? fTENWEEMP11 
L, en, -, 'h Df 1-imp , ýýith emp-li-ver or if 
---------- -- ------------------------ -- __ ----------- -- ----------- 
101 LENGTH OF TTXF IN FPFSFNT FIC)SITTDN [IFNT T] 
Lers-th of in ý, resent zna, ý-ýi+icýýn, i1n, mnnt1,, i=_ 
------------------- ------------------------------------------------ 
102 SALARY L' SALARY1 
F), cludiDg perks e. gý company translate t7, full-time ratý-? 
if -S works part-time 
1=A (<t, 4,000) 
2=B (X4,00o - t6,000) 
3=C (t6,000 - t8,000) 
4=D U8,000 - t10,000) 
5=E U10,000 - t12,000) 
=F U12,000 - t15,000) 
7=G U15,000 - t20,000) 
8=H0, t20,000) 
------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- 
103 JOB SATISFACTION [JOBSAT] 
Rated on a scale from 1 to 11. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Things S likes about job 
0= not mentioned, I= mentioned 
104 WORKING WITH PEOPLE / MEETINGY PEOPLE ILKPEOPLE] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
105 NICE COWORKERS / INTERPERSONAL ATY0-SPHERE ILK, --OWORK1 
----------------------- ------------------------------------------------- 
XEýBnSC-] 106 GOOD SUPERVISOR / BOSS / MANAý-rFYFNT 
rTY, ' G 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
107 TRAINING / ORGANISSING / 'SUPERVISING / DIRECTING 
OTHERS I LFSUPERV! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
108 HELPING PEOPLE / BENEFITING SOCIETY ELKHELPI 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
109 AUTONOMY / INDEPENDENCE / FREFDOY / LACK OF CLOSE 
SUPERVT ISION I LKAUTON] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
110 RESPONSIBILITY / DECISION ýIAKING / FIGH POWERED j(DB 
I LKRESPON! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Ill CHALLENGE / -SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT I LKCHALLI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
112 INTERESTING WORK, ENJOY DOING THE WORK 1TSFI-F, 
JOB CONTENT ILKINTWKI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
113 INTELLECTUAT STIM7LATION / PROBLEY SOLVING / 
CREATIVITY 11. KINTFII 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
114 PHYSICAL / MANUAL WORK ILKPHYSl(-] 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
115 VARIETY ClF WORK 'LKVAPlFT1 
-------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------ ----------- 
116 T, j NFPF: )! ('-TAFlLlTY ' NOT KNOWING WHAT '; ITT TN IF y !4AP-T 
L1 
'KTl7pRF')j 
----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- 
117 HIl'-TH PRESSUFF, / PAST FACE OF 'VORK [1FHI' 7-ýj I 
---------------------------------------------------- --- ------------------ 
118 SEETNýj' END PROIDU, 17 / R't-SULTEP CF WC)PIK / COMPLETIN(. 37 
A jOP- ILK IF ND P P: l I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
119 GETTING OUT AND ABOUT I VARIFTY OF 1,01-ATICNS 
I LKGETOUTI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
CT 120 HIGH PAY ,' FINAN IAL REWAKIS I LKIPAY! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Th, *-zs S dislikes about - 
0= not mentioned, I= mentioned 
121 LACK OF CONTACT WITH PEOPLE EHTNOPEOPI 
122 POOR RELATIONSHIP WITH COWORKERS / UNPLEASANT 
INTERPERSONAL ATMOSPHERE / WORKPLACE POLITICS [HTCOWORK] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
123 SEXISM OF PEOPLE AT WORK E. G. COWORKERS, BOSS, 
CLIENTS CHTSEXISMI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
124 LACK OF OTHER WOMEN AT WORK / BEING THE ONLY WOMAN 
CHTNOWOMI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
125 POOR RELATIONSHIP WITH SUPERVISOR / BOSS / 
MANAGEMENT IHTBOSS) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
126 LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN OWN ABILITIES CHTNOCONF] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
127 HAVING TOO MUCH TO DO AT WORK / NOT ENOUGH TIRE IN 
THE DAY EHTNOTIMI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
128 BORING OR DIFFICULT PARTS OF JOB E. G. PAPERWORK 
[HTBORINGI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
129 ORGANISATIONAL PROBLEMS E. G, LACK OF TRAINING, LACK 
OF SECRETARIAL SUPPORT, BAD MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTER 
FACILITIES ETC., LACK OF RESOURCES, UNDERSTAFFING [HTORGPRBI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
130 LONG HOURS / JOB TAKES UP TOO M7CH OF S'S LIFE, 
SHIFTWORK CHTHOURSI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
131 LACK OF JOB SECURITY / UNPREDICTAPLE AVAILABILITY 
OF WORK [HTNOJBSC! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
132 POOR PROMOTION PROSPECTS / NOWHERE TO GO FROM HERE 
EHTNOPROXI 
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---------------------------------------------- 
133 LID'i PAY -- HTL(-IWFAYi 
-------------------------------------------------- 
131 DDNý-, DF1 AWKWARD joý. TFN7Y TI-I 'A77)PK ýHTTC)Tj? ýTl 
-------------------------------------------------- 
135 WC)F. KINGT OUTSIDF lN F471 'VEATHF? FFTW-FATF] 
136 PHYSICAL WORKINý7i CONDITIONS F-G, ý-PT ,P T(-F -LD. CRAXýPT OF, , -. 
r HTPHWK17DI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
137 WORKPLACE HAZARDS F. C,. DUST, FUýMES I HTHAZARDI 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
138 THE WORK IS PHYSICALLY HARD I FTPHYSHD1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
139 SEX OF COWORKERS [SXCOWORKI 
I= all coworkers are male 
2= more of coworkers are male thýar female 
3ý equal no. of male and female r, -cwcrkers 
4= more coworkers gre female than, -pale 
5= all coworkers are female 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
140 RELATIONSHIP WITH MALE COWORKERS IMLCOWORKI 
I= poor 
2= mixed 
3= good 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
141 SEX OF BOSS (IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR) [SXPOSSj 
I male 
2f ema 1e 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
142 RELATIONSHIP WITH BOSS [RELWBOSS] 
I= poor 
I 2= mixed 
3= good 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
143 TREATED DIFFERENTLY BY ROSS DUE TO BEIN13 A WOMAN '? 
[BOSSDIFF1 
0= ro difference 
1= treated differently ýnegatively) 
2= treated diferently (both positively and negatively) 
3= treated differently (positively) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
144 CLIENTS REACTIONS TO DEALING WITH A WOY-AN 
ECLIENTREI 
0= no difference, maybe initial surprise but no problems 
I= poor / negative reaction 
2= mixed reaction 
3= good / positive reaction 
4= poor initial reaction, but after that no problems 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
145 SEX OF SUBORDINATES [SXSUBOPD] 
I= all -male subordinates 
2= more male than female sul-ord`rates 
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'71 =ec ual numbe-s of male and femal- 
4= more female than =-tie subordiTial-e, - 
5= all subordinates 
------------------------------------- - -- ---------------------------------- 
NATFQ To 146 RFAI-TIONS OF YALE '-: 7TB0PDT KA7! Nf, WDYA'N. T 
[31SUBORRE] 
pool- 
mixed 
3 good 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
147 REACTIONS OF FEMALE SUBORDINATES TO HAVING A WOMLAN 
BOSS I FSTJPORRE] 
I= poor 
2= mixed 
3= good 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
SeHual harassment at work 
0= not experienced, I= experienced 
148 EVER EXPERIENCED SEXUAL HARASSMENT I FVSXHAR3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
149 SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN PRESENT jOB fPJSXHAR! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
150 SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN PREVIOUS MALE JOB EPNJSXHARI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
151 SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN PREVIOUS NEUTRAL JOB [PNJSXHAR1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
152 SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN PREVIOUS FEMALE JOB [PFjSXHAR1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Type of sexual harassment 
0= not experienced this type, I= experienced 
153 PATRONISING TOUCHES E. G. ARM ROUND SHOULDERS 
(PATTOUCHI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
154 SEXUAL TOUCHES ISEXTOUCHI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
155 SEXUAL COMMENTS ISEXCOMNI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
156 SEXUAL 'JOKES' ISEXJOKES)l 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
157 PROPOSITIONS OF SEX ISEXPROPI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
158 OTHER PROPOSITIONS E. G. PESTERING S TO GO OUT WITH 
HIM, TO GO FOR A DRINK, TO SIT ON HIS KNEE ETC. IOTHPROPI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
159 INDECENT EXPOSURE [INDEXPOSS! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Type of sexual harasser 
0= not harassed by this type of person, 
I= harassed by this type of person 
160 HARASSED BY SENIOR, SUPERVISOR OF BOSS [HARBOSS] 
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------------------------------------------------ 
161 HARASSED EY COWORKER, FHAR CC) W DF 1 
162 HARASSED BY C. LIENT. PAT! -ENT, rýTJS'71ýy-; ý'R, 17ýTFPLJI. ýR, 
SALES REP H-A RCý LIENI 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
163 HARASSED BY SUBORDINATE EHARSUBC)PI 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ 
Response to sexual hara--snent 
0= didn't respond this --way , 
I= responded this way 
164 IGNORED SEXUAL HARASSMENT FRESIGNOR] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
165 JOKE OR LAUGH OFF SEXUAL HARASSMENT GRESIDKE] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
166 NONVERBAL RESPONSE E. G. STARE COLDLY AT PERSON 
[RESNONVE] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
167 PHYSICAL RESPONSE &G. REYOVING HAND FROM KNEE, 
PUSHING HIM AWAY, WALKED AWAY [RESPHYSI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
168 CALM VERBAL RESPONSE ERESCALM! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
169 ANGRY VERBAL RESPONSE ERESANGRY] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
170 ODE A COMPLAINT E. G. TO BOSS, UNION, NOT TO 
HARASSER HIMSELF I RESCOMPLI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
171 PROBLEM OF BEING A WOMAN IN S'S JOB EPROBLEMS1 
0= no problems mentioned, 
I= one or more problems mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Specific problems 
0= not mentioned, 1= mentioned 
172 HAVING TO BE BETTER THAN A MAN CRETTERYNI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
173 PEOPLE ARE WATCHING TO SEE IF YOU M-kKF A MISTAKE 
I MAKENIS] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
S CLESSRESPI 174 GIVEN LESS RESPONSIBILITY, EASIER JOBD 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
175 MORE CLOSELY SUPERVISED, DECISIONS NOT TRUSTED ETC., 
ASSUNED OR EXPECTED TO BE INCOMPETENT [CLOSESUP1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
176 NOT OFFERED EXTRA WORK / OVERTIME [NOn-VERTM1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
177 KEN FEEL THREATENED OR RESENTFUL [THREATEN] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
178 PEOPLE ASSUME S WILL PLAY A WIFELY OR MOTHERLY ROLE 
[WORMROLE] 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
179 PEOPLE ASSUME' S WILL PLAY THE SFCRFTA?, IAL OR TT_TNI,. 7? 
ROLE OR ! ýS A SE-r-RETARY/TUNIOR FSECROLE, 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
7. -,, P A': 7sTjy'F T ý, F WFAK 180 FEMALE STEROFTYPESS, E., P -I -) ID 
')UR-yIS'-DTVE, THINK THEY CAN TAKE, ADT, 12',. NTA, ý'F, QT T-T. PI T'ý 
INCOXPETFNT FTC- r izQ-vqvrý-, 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
181 NE, '-! 4TTVF REACTION TO SUPPOSEDLY NON-FFYININF ? FHAVI(-)R 
READILY ACCEPTED IN V. -FN INFNCTAC;. ] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
182 BEING OR FEELING EXCLUDED [EXCLUDED] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
183 PROBLEMS WITH 'MALF CULTURE' (UNCARING, COMPETITIVE, 
AGGRESIVE FTC, ATMOSPHERE), SEXISM I IWCULTITREI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
184 PRACTICAL PROBLEMS E. G. WITH TOILETS, (7T, nTHINr, -. T(-, 
C PRACPRODI 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
185 PHYS, 117AL PROBLEMS E. G. LACK OF STREýjTH, TOO SHORT, 
HARD TO WORK WELL WHEN COT PERIOD ETC. ýPHYSPROFI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
186 ADAVANTAGES OF BEING A WOMAN IN S'S TOB EADVANT] 
0= no advantages mentioned 
I= one or more advantages mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Specific advantages 
0= not metioned, I= mentioned 
187 GET NOTICED, REMEMBERED [NOTICED] 
188 SEXUAL INTEREST ESEXINTI 
--------------------------------------- 
189 AN MORE WILLING TO HELP EANHELP! 
--------------------------------------- 
190 EASIER TO ASK FOR HELP EASKHELP! 
191 WOMEN'S SPECIAL ABILITIES, 'FEYALF CULTURF' E. -'3. 
BEING MORE CARING, GETTING ON WELL VITH PEOPLE, MORE 
PATIENT, YORE CAREFUL ETC. 1FCULTURF' 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
192 DEALING WELL WITH FEMALE CLIENTS, WOMEN LIKE DEALING 
WITH WOMEN IFCLIENTSI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
193 MEN ARE MORE POLITE, REFRAIN FROM SWEARING ETC. 
rPOLITE! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
194 PEOPLE ARE LESS TOUGH ON YOU, MORE LENIENT I LFNIENT] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
195 HELPFUL PEOPLE / MENTORS E MENTORS] 
In S's present occupation has anycnL, partic,, il3r-ly 
helpful or supportive ? 
0= no one 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C)F TNTET T T(--Tý'Nf- 196 PFFTEN4-F OF LFS, 3: -: R 
ýýB ILT TY [ LEST NT! 
1= yes., only when loung e. g, at riot for 
years 
2= yes, as a coi-ýcious strategy. a means to an end 
3- yes, due to a lack of confidence in. own -3b4li+es 
4= yes, but only in social situa-ticn-, not at work 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
197 WORRIES ABOUT SUCCESS [SUCCESS! 
0= no worries about success 
1= worry about boyfriend's/husband's reaction 
2= worry about male coworkers rpa,: tions 
3= worry about. fematle coworkers reactions 
4= expect some negative reaction, but it doesn't worry S 
5= worry about ow-n ambivalent feelings about success 
6= reject -success due to the stress, res. porsibilities, 
long hours etc. inherent in it 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
198 FUTURE PLANS - WORK [FPWORKI 
1= expects to stay in same line of work, roughly at the same 
level for rest of working life 
2= expects to stay in same line of worl, ý but at a higher 
level e. g, promotion, change of employer fc-r more 
responsibility, set up own company etc. 
3= undecided about staying in occupation, no ideas or 
several vague ideas 
4= undecided about staying in occupation, two or- three 
clearly thought out plans 
5= expects to leave present cccl, -ation and undecided about 
new occ-upation 
6= expects to leave pre,, ient occupation and go into a male 
new occupation 
7= expects to leave present occupation and So into a neutral 
new occupation 
8= expects to leave precýent oc---ýupaticri -: )-nd go into !,, female 
new occupation 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
199 WOMEN WITH CHILDREN, PLANS TO EXPAND FA'. 9ILY [FXPFAVI 
1= want more children 
2= undecided about having more children 
3= no more children 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
200 WOMFFN WITHOUT CHILDREN - WANT CHILDREN ?ý WVTTKIDýý] 
I= definately don't want to / or can'+ I-ave any children 
2= probably won't have 
3= undecided about having children 
4= probably want to have 
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5= definately to have children 
201 W13XFN WITHOUT CHILDREN - EXPECTED AGE VHEN HAVE 
I-t , -, Te n, ti 24 
2 late twentieE 
2= ear-1v thirties (30-34. 
4= late thirtie_, ýý (35`391 
5= forty plus 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
202 EXPECTED NUX-BBER OF CHILDREN 1FXPNOKID! 
Of those who see themselves having children. Tnclude womc-n 
with children already, actual number if S says family is 
complete, expected number if not. Round up if S said 'one 
or two', 'two or three' etc 
------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ 
203 EXPECTED CHILDCARE BREAK 1EXPC', 1-BP-'j 
1= return full-time when child is 6 months, or less 
2= return full-time when child is preschool 
3= return part-time when child is preschool 
4= return full-time when child is primary age 
5= return part-time. when child is primary age 
6= return full-time when child is secondary age 
7= returil part-time when child is se(-ondary age 
8= return full-time when child is grown up. 
9= return part-time when child is gro". "n up 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
204 EXPECTED INVOLVEMENT OF PARTNER IN CHILDCARE EHUBHELP] 
0= didn't mention partner's possible involvement in 
childcare 
1= hoped to share childcare with partner and both work 
part-time 
2= hoped that partner would look after children full-time 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
205 SEX DISCRIMINATION RE COURSES [DISCRIMC] 
0= not discriminated against with regard to trainirgý 
courses, etc. 
1= possibly discriminated aainst 
2= probably or definately discrimýnated against 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
206 SEX DISCRIMINATION RE SELECTION IDISCRIMS! 
0= not discriminated against 
1= possibly discriminated aZain-_t 
2= probably or definately discri mi rated against 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
207 SEX DISCRIMINATION RE PROMOTION FDISCRIMPI 
0= not discriminated against 
1=-I Dossibly discriminated alwainýat 
2= probably or definately discriminated against 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
208 SEXIST INTERVIEW QUESTIONS ISEXISTIQ] 
0= never been asked about boyfirends, marriase and 
childbearing plans and childcare arrangements at jcb 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WF)y Tn 17T) 209 WOTILD YOU A-,, )V. T, 3F OTHEP INTO S's 
OCCUPATICDN ?I AEIVD-1 HVNI 
1= y-es, definately, if thLy were 4ntere--ted in J. t 
2= yes if they really w-antt-d tý b! -it 
Pd ppint out the 
difficulties etc. 
3= no 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
210 SEE SELF AS A FEMINIST ? FFEMINIST! 
I= yers, definately a feminist 
2= yes S is a feminist but not a ', nilitant' feminist 
3= don't know, deoends on the definition, in some waý7, s yes, 
in some wavs no 
4= no, not a feminist but S is -ro ecual 
5: = no, not a feminist 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
211 MENTAL BREAKDOWN (BREAKDOW] 
Did S mention having some sort of mental breakdown at any 
point in her lift--- ? 
0= no, I= yes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
212 HATING / STRONGLY DISLIKING SCHOOL EHTSCHOOLI 
0= not mentioned 
1= mentioned 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
213 MATURE STUDENT IMATUREST] 
0= no 
1= went to col lege /university at age 20+ to do a full-time 
undergraduate degree 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
4 `5 Cl 
Appendix J 
Statistical Appendix to the Main Study 
Questionnaire variables 
Work Values Otiestionnaire 
Variable Group I Group 2 Grotq) 35 Group 4 
Questl()fl 
illean 2.8 3.5 4.0 7 
S. d. 1.4 1.0 0.9 1.1 
Question 2 
nieým 4.6 4.2 4.6 4.4 
S. cl. 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.7 
Question 3 
i'llelcill 3.8 3.7 4.2 3.6 
S. d. 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.8 
Question 4 
menn ). 4 1.7 2.1 2.1 
S. cl. 1.2 0.9 1.3 1.1 
Question 5 
jile-an 4. _3 4.1 4.1 4.2 
S. cl. Lo 0.8 1.0 1.1 
Question 6 
MeMl .9 3.6 
3 3.3 
S. d. 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.1 
Question 7 
ineým 3.9 2.9 3.4 
S. cl. 1.2 1.2 1.1 
Question 'S 
111clill 2.8 -3.0 3.0 3.6 
S. d. 1.1 1.1 0.9 0.9 
Question 9 
ille(Ill 2.1 3.1 3.3 
S. J. 1.1) 1.2 1.4 1.4 
45 1 
1ý'(Iriahlc Group I Group 2 Group 3 Grotip 4 
QLlcstloll H) 
I'lle'll-I 16 2. 1.6 13 
S. cl. 1.8 1.5 1.2 
Que'stlop 
illeýlll 3.0 3.5 3.5 
S. cl. 0.9 1.4 1.3 
Question 12 
mean 2.6 4.1 4.2 3.8 
S. cl. 1.2 1. 0.8 1. 
Question I') 
menn 1.0 1.8 2.1 1.9 
S. cl. 1.8 1.4 1.4 1.5 
Question 14 
nican 2.4 2.9 3.6 3.5 
s. d. 1.2 1.1 1.3 
Question 15 
mean 3.3 2.8 3.4 3.1 
S. d. 1.6 1.4 1.2 
Question 16 
mean 4.21 4.33 4.5 4.4 
s. d. 0.7 t. 0 0.7 0.8 
Question 17 
mean 4.4 4.7 4.8 4.7 
S. d. 0.8 0.8 0.4 
Question IS 
men n 2.2 2.5 1.8 
S. d. 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.3 
Question 19 
MeMl 4.4 4. 4.5 
S. d. 1.5 0.7 0.8 0.8 
Question 20 
illean 3.1 3.7 -3.9 
S. d. 1.0 1. -1) 1.1 1.1 Question 21 
mean 4.2 4.8 4.7 4.7 
s. d. 1.1 0.4 0.6 0.5 
Question 22 
mean 4.2 3.7 ý. 9 4.4 
s. d. 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.6 
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Perceived Job Attributes Questionnaire 
Variable Group I Group 2 Group 31 Group 4 
Questi, () 11 
mean 3.1 4.0 4.2 4.2 
s. d. 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.1 
Question 2 
MeMl 4.4 4.2 4.1 4.4 
s. d. 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.6 
Question ') 
mean 3.4 3.7 4.1 2.8 
s. d. 1 . 1) 1 .3 0.7 1.5 Question 4 
Inean 2.6 1.8 1.9 1.9 
s. d. 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.1 
Question 5 
I-nec-lil 3.7 3.9 3.9 -3.9 
s. d. 1. 1.4 1.0 1.2 
Question 6 
mean 3.4 2.7 3.8 3.7 
s. d. 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.5 
Question 7 
mean 4.0 3.1 3.2 7 
s. d. 1.3 1.4 1.2 j. 5 
Question 8 
inean 2.7 3.33 3.4 33.9 
s. d. 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1 
Question 9 
mean 2.5 3.6 3.7 3.4 
s. d. 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.8 
Question 10 
mean 2.7 2.0 2.5 2.1 
s. d. 1.8 I., 1.7 I., 
Question II 
ITICMI 3.6 2.6 4.1 
-3.8 
s. d. 1.2 1.4 1.1 1.5 
Question 12 
mcan 2.6 33.0 3.5 2.7 
s. d. 1.1 1.5 1.3 1.2 
Question II 
111CMI 3.5 1.8 2.7 1.9 
s. d. 1.8 1.4 1.6 1.4 
Question 14 
i ri ca n 2.8 33.5 4.2 
d. 1.3 1.0 0.8 
45 33 
["aliable Groitp I Groly) 2 Grotip 3 Grotip 4 
Question 15 
3.8 3.4 
s. cl. 1. 1.4 1.3 1.2 
Question 16 
nic'm 4.1 4.3 4.1 4. ') 
S. cl. 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Question 17 
nican 4.1 4.33 4.2 4.2 
1.2 1.1 0,9 
Question 18 
Illelln 2.6 2.1 2.4 2.4 
s. d. 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.6 
Question 19 
MCMI ). 5 3.9 3.7 -3.9 
s. d. 1.7 1.2 0.9 1.4 
Question 20 
mean 3.7 3.6 4.1 4.4 
s. d. 1.1 1.1 1.0 1 
Question 2t 
mcan 3.9 4.4 4.0 4. 
s. d. 1.1 0.7 1.2 1.0 
Question 22 
mean ). 8 4.0 3.9 4. -3) 
s. d. 1.5 0.8 1.0 0.9 
Manifest Needs Questionnaire 
Variable Group I 
Need for , ichievement 
me(in 4.6 
s. d. 0.8 
Need for iffiliation 
rncým 4.2 
s. d. 0.5 
Need for ýiutonomy 
Flleýl F1 4.2 
s. d. 1.1 
Need for domimince 
s. d. 1. 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
5.4 5.0 5.1 
0.5 0.9 0.8 
1.9 
-3.8 3.9 
0.7 0.4 0.6 
4.0 4.3 4. ') 
0.8 0.9 0.8 
4.9 4.9 5.0 
0.7 0.9 0.9 
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Interview variables 
FOF exptamitions of the variables names and values, refer to Appendix I 
The figures shown are frequency counts unless stated otherwise. 
variable Group I Group 2 G ro i ip 31 Group 4 
RECRUIT 
0 16 1 
1 0 
5 0 0 
4 2 0 
5 0 0 
6 2 ? I 
7 4 1 0 4 
LIVE 
1 16 12 7 4 
? 2 20 10 14 
WHEREINT 
1 7 14 11 11 
3 6 2 0 
1 2 1 
4 0 0 
5 1 0 
WHENINT 
9 7 7 
5 7 4 
0 5 1 1 
FORMDATA 
1 6 8 5 1 
2 5 13 3 7 
0 7 
4 ? 0 1 
5 4 9 2 6 
NATIONAL 
1 15 28 17 17 
2 0 
1 4 0 
FULLTINIE 
1 I1 10 17 17 
2 0 
4 0 
45 5 
Variable Group I Group Group 3 Group 4 
SELFEMPL 
1 9 29 17 16 
6 0 
0 1 
4 2 0 1 
5 0 0 
AGE 
lllcýln 12.6 32.4 33.1 33 3.2 
S. cl. 9.1 8.2 6.9 9.6 
CMARSTAT 
13 is 10 8 
2 3 
0 
4 2 6 7 
PMARSTAT 
25 14 16 
1 0 
3 2 
3 0 
4 0 0 0 
AGEMARR 
mean 22.6 2 4. -33 
2 4.8 24.8 
s. d. 4.0 6.3 5.0 3.7 
SEXUALIT 
1 5 27 11 1 
0 0 
5 6 6 
CHILDREN 
14 23 10 14 
4 0 
2 3 3 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
6 1 
7 0 0 
8 0 1 
AGBECMUM 
ille(lil 28.8 27.2 23.6 2 5. 
S. d. 4.6 3.4 4.4 5.5 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group -3) Gronp 4 
AGEYGKID 
I 1 0 
2 7 1 
4 
4 0 
FAMISZE 
MCMI 2.9 2.5 2.4 2.9 
S. cl. 1. -1) 1.2 1.1 1.2 BTHORDER 
1 7 17 10 12 
6 6 4 4 
8 
4 0 
5 0 
SIBSTAT 
1 6 3 
2 5 7 
4 4 2 
4 5 11 4 
NOBROS 
5 14 6 6 
11) 9 8 
5 2 
0 0 
4 0 
NOELBROS 
19 1 15 
1 5 10 3 
2 3 0 
0 
NOSIS 
6 16 10 6 
1 5 9 6 
4 4 1 
3 0 
NOELSIS 
10 25 14 14 
1 4 
2 0 
0 
45 7 
Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
SIBIIION 
13 17 
5 1 
2 0 
0 0 
BROKHOME 
1 17 27 11 16 
? 0 1 3 1 
3 4 2 1 
4 
SEXPAREN 
1 18 30 14 17 
2 3 
0 
SXDADJOB 
I 12 21 
5 9 3 
I I 
CLDADJOB 
5 5 3 
26 12 13 
SXMUMJOB 
1 24 11 16 
4 5 
MUMPION 
0 17 
-3 1 17 17 t 0 
CLMUMJOB 
4 5 1 
12 25 12 15 
MUMWKHIS 
7 5 
2 0 
4 5 
5 0 4 2 
6 4 8 2 7 
7 4 1 
8 4 2 3 4 
9 '? 3 
458 
[ý"ariah/c Group I Grollp Group 3 G) ()III? 
MUM1, KSIT 
1 3 9 
2 IS 
5 
NJUN'll, KJOB 
1 10 9 5 
2 0 
1) 2 
PERSPAR 
1 4 4 
4 
4 4 
6 4 
Arrsl"AR 
4 4 
4 8 4 3 
11 14 6 7 
4 3 1 
5 0 
CLOSI, TAR 
6 6 0 
2 2 0 
7 9 2 
4 2 5 2 
4 0 
PROBPAR 
4 2 
2 5 0 
4 2 
4 1 23 12 10 
HOMP-TOWN, 
10 6 2 
9 4 10 
10 12 7 
110BREAD 
0 7 4 
I 11 21 I 
H013W R IT 
0 17 31 15 17 
I IOBART 
9 30 15 15 
9 2 '? 1) 
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Vail'able Groiq) I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
PLAYOUT 
8 is 12 7 
1 14 5 11 
HOBINJUSIC 
13 19 7 
5 13 10 
HOBSPORT 
7 14 12 
1 18 5 
HOBCLUB 
21 8 
1 7 9 8 
MALEI IOB 
22 14 16 
5 6 3 1 
0 1 
3 0 
FEMALFIOB 
0 14 t2 6 10 
1 4 12 6 6 
0 6 4 
2 0 
4 0 0 0 
SOLITKID 
16 28 14 16 
2 4 3 
TOMBOY 
4 6 6 
7 5 4 
6 7 
MALEPALS 
16 30 12 16 
1 2 2 5 2 
SCHOOL 
1 4 2 
7 7 4 4 
4 10 4 14 
4 13 9 
COEDSCIAL 
1 20 12 11 
2 8 12 5 7 
MALEOL 
flic'm 2.0 2.7 2.2 1.8 
S. d. 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.1 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
MALEOLOF 
me, in ). 5 3.1 -). 6 
S. d. 1.7 1.5 1.3 1. 
SIXFORM 
0 5 0 2 
1 12 26 17 14 
? 1 4 0 
NOALEV 
nican 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.8 
s. d. 1.0 0.6 0.9 1,2 
NOMALEAL 
5 4 7 12 
6 4 2 
5 5 
1 12 1 
4 0 
CHABIL 
0 7 15 9 4 
1 5 10 8 9 
CHENJOY 
5 7 4 
1 7 18 13 1 
CHCAREER 
10 17 8 9 
8 9 5 
CHFIT 
12 20 15 12 
0 5 2 3 
CHPAR 
0 12 20 15 12 
1 5 2 3 
HOLIDJOB 
0 5 4 5 5 
1 12 28 12 13 
MLHOLJOB 
0 12 28 14 15 
5 4 3 
SCEREC 
7 10 5 5 
I 11 14 10 9 
2 8 2 4 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
SCEHELP 
17 8 7 
4 4 
1 0 
PSCEREC 
13 1 10 7 
4 8 6 4 
0 14 1 7 
PSCEHELP 
6 3 8 
1 0 4 4 
2 
CAREDINF 
14 20 15 17 
1 4 1 
2 3 2 
IDEALOCC 
1 8 2 
5 1 6 
6 7 2 
4 6 3 6 
2 0 3 
6 
EARLPREF 
6 6 3 2 
1 6 12 8 5 
2 2 8 3 6 
2 4 2 
4 1 1 
0 0 0 
6 0 0 
7 0 
TEENPREF 
5 4 
6 11 5 7 
4 7 6 3 
2 6 3 
4 0 3 
5 1 0 
6 3 0 1 
EARLMPRFF 
9 15 11 
1 7 5 5 
2 '? 4 1 
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ý`aliable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
TEENMPRF 
9 6 9 
6 9 6 7 
5 
0 
4 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
AGEDECOC 
mecill 27.9 22.7 16.5 22.0 
s. d. 10.0 6.5 6.4 8.8 
CONSIKID 
8 24 11 14 
1 1 '? I 
5 4 '? 
ROLMODEL 
13 21 9 11 
0 1 
4 3 4 
0 0 1 
4 0 3 3 1 
5 0 4 1 1 
PREVOCC 
0 9 
1 4 9 2 3 
2 3 4 1 
3 3 6 2 1 
4 3 0 1 3 
I 1 0 
6 2 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 
PREVFOCC 
5 21 13 11 
1 5 4 2 
4 5 
2 2 
4 1 0 0 
1 0 0 
6 0 0 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
PREVNOCC 
7 20 12 1 
1 6 8 3 3 
2 4 2 
3 0 
4 0 0 
5 1 
PREVMOCC 
14 24 17 IS 
3 5 0 0 
0 
0 0 
4 
HIGHERED 
0 
3 5 1 5 
2 3 0 
8 17 10 7 
4 1 6 6 6 
UNEMPLOY 
mean 1.9 1.2 0.9 
S. ci. 20.7 4.4 4.4 2.0 
ABROAD 
0 11 24 11 15 
7 8 6 
KIDREAR 
mean 21.0 25.8 15.0 5 7.3 
S. d. 21.2 30.0 11.6 65.2 
PARTTIME 
lllcýlfl 6.0 13.9 40.8 86.0 
S. d. 8.5 14.0 32.4 6 1.3 
KIDARRAN 
0 1 
1 0 
0 
2 3 2 
4 0 ? 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
6 0 0 
7 0 2 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
INFLKIDS 
6 
2 3 
0 
INFLMARR 
0 7 
5 5 4 
3 
I 
4 2 2 
5 0 0 
INFLHSWK 
0 3 11 8 9 
1 5 6 3 2 
2 
0 
4 5 3 
SHHSWORK 
1 0 2 
2 2 
5 2 
4 0 2 0 0 
5 0 0 
FOLLPART 
1 14 7 
1 17 10 7 
MOBILNOW 
4 10 7 5 
1 2 9 6 7 
'? 11 13 4 6 
INFLLUCK 
9 2 3 
1 4 2 2 
2 2 12 9 7 
8 8 4 5 
REGRETOC 
8 is 9 8 
6 6 9 
4 
LENOCC 
mean 80.7 98.8 92.4 
S. d. 2.6 911.8 78.7 95.1 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group -3) Group 4 
LENWEMPL 
HICIMI 2-5.1 18.1 43.4 19.5 
S. cl. 24.7 42.2 4 S. 3) 41.2 
LENPOSIT 
111clin 21.5 24.2 28.6 32.1 
S. cl. 23.4 36.5 36.3 40.5 
SALARY 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 6 t 
5 0 4 
4 1 8 2 5 
6 1 
6 5 4 
7 0 8 6 
8 0 3 3 
JOBSAT 
mean 7.8 8.6 8.3 's. -) 
S. d. 2.5 1.4 1.8 2.1 
LKPEOPLE 
14 15 9 7 
4 17 8 11 
LKCOWORK 
0 13 18 11 12 
1 5 14 6 6 
LKGDBOSS 
0 18 27 17 18 
1 0 5 0 
LKSUPERV 
0 17 26 15 16 
1 1 6 2 2 
LKHELP 
0 17 27 11 14 
1 5 6 4 
LKAUTON 
0 7 22 13 
1 11 to 4 7 
LKRESPON 
0 16 27 13 11 
1 '? 5 4 7 
LKCHALL 
0 1 13 20 10 17 
1 5 12 7 1 
466 
variab/c Group I Group 2 Group 3, Group 4 
LKI'l, TTWK 
12 24 14 
6 3 6 
LKLKINTFL 
14 24 14 17 
4 3 1 
LKPHYSIC 
0 16 32 17 18 
1 2 0 
LKVARIET 
17 21 14 11 
3 7 
LKUNPRED 
17 17 18 
1 2 0 
LKHIGHPR 
is 28 16 Is 
4 
LKENDPRD 
I _3 1 
16 16 
5 
LKGETOUT 
13 24 17 15 
5 8 0 
LKPAY 
14 26 17 16 
4 6 0 
HTNOPEOP 
17 28 17 17 
1 1 4 
HTCOWORK 
16 27 14 16 
5 3 
HTSEXISNI 
16 28 17 is 
4 0 0 
HTNOWOM 
16 31 17 IS 
1 0 
HTBOSS 
27 14 lo 
3 5 
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Variahle Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
HTNOCONF 
16 30 17 18 
2 
HTNOTINIE 
16 29 14 16 
3 3 2 
HTBORING 
0 12 25 10 11 
1 6 7 7 7 
HTORGPRB 
17 27 11 
5 6 5 
HTHOURS 
15 28 14 15 
4 3 3 
HTNOJBSC 
15 32 17 is 
1 0 0 0 
HTNPPROM 
0 is .31 16 
16 
1 
HTLOWPAY 
15 30 15 13 
3 2 2 5 
HTJOURN 
0 16 29 16 is 
1 2 3 1 0 
HTWAETH 
0 15 31 17 18 
1 3 0 0 
HTPHWKCD 
18 -3 1 
16 17 
1 0 1 
HTHAZARD 
15 17 is 
0 0 
HTPHYSHD 
17 18 
7 0 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group -3) Group 4 
SXCONVORK 
1 6 2 
2 2 
3 2 
4 2 10 7 
7 17 4 
MLCOWORK 
4 3 4 
9 3 2 
5 6 
SXBOSS 
9 28 13 
0 1 5 
RELWBOSS 
2 1 7 3 4 
4 17 8 
BOSSDIFF 
2 16 8 6 
4 5 2 1 
2 1 1 1 
0 5 1 3 
CLIENTRE 
0 10 1 3 
2 4 5 5 
8 6 5 4 
4 3 
SXSUBORD 
4 
2 0 3 7 
0 3 2 
4 0 7 1 
1ý 3 5 2 
MSUBORRE 
2 6 3 
10 4 5 
FSUBORRE 
I ? 0 
2 0 
12 7 6 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
EVSXHAR 
9 6 8 
1 9 19 11 9 
PJSXHAR 
14 18 7 1 
4 11 9 6 
PMSXHAR 
15 25 16 17 
1 2 6 0 0 
PNSXHAR 
15 29 15 15 
3 2 
PFSXHAR 
14 30 16 13 
1 0 4 
PATTOUCH 
8 is 9 8 
0 t 0 
SEXTOUCH 
7 10 7 
1 1 9 2 6 
SEXCONIM 
0 10 4 
1 6 9 5 7 
SEXJOKES 
0 8 16 9 9 
1 3 0 
SEXPROP 
8 15 7 7 
0 4 2 2 
OTHPROP 
7 13 5 6 
1 6 4 3 
INDEXPOS 
8 18 9 9 
1 0 1 0 0 
HARBOSS 
5 4 5 
1 4 12 5 6 
HARCOWOR 
6 8 7 6 
7 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group -3) 
Group 4 
HARCLIEN 
12 8 6 
4 3 3 
HARSUBOR 
0 9 12 7 8 
I 
RESIGNOR 
5 4 
5 4 4 
RESJOKE 
8 9 7 
2 0 1 
RESNONVB 
17 9 5 
1 
RESPHYS 
16 9 - 
0 3 
RESCALM 
2 12 5 6 
6 4 2 
RESANGRY 
4 16 7 7 
1 0 
RESCOMPL 
0 4 16 9 8 
1 0 0 
PROBLEMS 
0 4 6 2 N/A 
1 14 26 15 N/A 
BETTERMN 
18 2 15 N/A 
9 2 N/A 
MAKEMIS 
0 29 17 N/A 
1 3 N/A 
LESSRESP 
17 16 N/A 
1 1 0 1 N/A 
CLOSESUP 
I -)g 14 N/A 
N/A 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3) Group 4 
NOOVERTM 
16 17 N//A 
2 1 N/A 
THREATEN 
16 25 16 N/A 
7 1 N/A 
WORMROLE 
18 3) 2 17 N/A 
0 0 N/A 
SECROLE 
18 26 10 N/A 
6 7 N/A 
FSTEREOT 
27 14 N/A 
1 7 3 N/A 
NFNOTACC 
17 28 17 N/A 
1 1 4 0 N/A 
EXCLUDED 
17 27 15 N/A 
1 5 2 N/A 
MCULTURE 
12 21 15 N/A 
1 6 11 2 N/A 
PRACPROB 
16 28 17 N/A 
4 N/A 
PHYSPROB 
16 10 17 N/A 
2 0 N/A 
ADVANT 
6 1 3 N/A 
1 12 21 12 N/A 
NOTICED 
0 18 2 33 N/A 
1 0 9 2 N/A 
SEXINT 
18 25 14 N/A 
7 1 N/A 
MENHELP 
1 27 11 N/A 
5 4 N/A 
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Variab/e Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
ASKHELP 
is 30 15 N/A 
1 0 N/A 
FCULTURE 
12 29 9 N/A 
6 6 N/A 
FCLIENTS 
10 29 10 N/A 
1 8 3 5 N/A 
POLITE 
15 30 14 N/A 
1 3 2 1 N/A 
LENIENT 
18 30 13 N/A 
I '? ? N//A 
MENTORS 
5 8 4 6 
2 0 1 1 
2 0 0 
3 
4 2 2t 8 7 
5 2 3 0 
LE'liNT 
8 7 9 
1 4 1 
2 8 1) 6 
3 3 2 
4 5 5 
SUCCESS 
0 9 17 1 13 
2 0 
3 0 0 
4 6 
5 5 
6 2 
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Variable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
FPWORK 
3 
2 9 24 6 5 
2 
4 4 2 
5 2 2 1 
6 0 1 2 2 
7 0 0 1 
8 0 0 0 1 
EXPFNM 
0 
3 7 3 3 
WANTKIDS 
5 7 3 4 
4 2 3 
4 
4 3 0 
5 2 7 5 6 
AGEBEMUM 
0 0 
3 
7 2 
4 2 4 1 
5 0 0 1 0 
EXPNOKID 
5 0 
6 8 6 3 
4 3 
4 0 
EXPCCBRK 
1 6 4 2 
6 3 2 
4 0 0 0 0 
5 0 1 1 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 
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valiable Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
HUBI-IEl, P 
5 13 8 8 
2 0 1 
0 2 1 
DISCRIMC 
0 16 31 16 18 
1 0 0 
0 0 
DTSCRIMS 
0 9 19 12 15 
1 3 7 3 2 
1) 5 6 2 
DISCRIINIP 
14 22 14 16 
6 1 
4 2 
SEXISTIQ 
0 5 6 6 8 
1 1 8 1 0 
2 4 15 6 6 
ADVOTHWN 
11 24 12 1 
5 4 3 5 
2 2 2 
FEMINIST 
1 1 4 3 
2 2 4 4 6 
6 
4 7 5 5 
5 14 10 4 4 
BREAKDOW 
0 1 31 17 16 
1 5 0 
HTSCHOOL 
30 14 16 
8 3 
MATUREST 
16 28 14 17 
1 2 4 3 1 
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